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You don't need a maths degree
to work out who makes the best
tone generator, but it's well
worth checking the figures.

The new Yamaha TG500 has a
massive 8 Mbytes of Waveform
ROM and an optional RAM me-
mory of up to 1 Mbyte. (Which
means external samples can be
loaded via waveform cards or
MIDI Sample Dump.)

There are 256 preset voices and
128 user RAM locations.

Plus 128 preset and 64 user per-
formance combinations, with
up to 4 voice layers or splits in
each one.

What's more, the all important
multi -mode allows voices and
combinations to be assigned to
different MIDI channels.

And the 90 programmable effects
rival even our own world
beating signal processors for
sound quality and flexibility.

But the most significant figure
on the TG500's specification
sheet is the 64 next to
polyphony.

This, combined with dazzling,
true-to-life sound (courtesy of
Yamaha's unique AWM2 sound
generation technology), leads
to but a single conclusion.

The Yamaha TG500.

See it, hear it, and calculate the
advantages of owning it at your
nearest Yamaha dealer.

YAMAHA
iNf SHIM If hillSIC1

Yamaha-Kemble Music (U.K.) Limited Professional Music Division



ONCE IN A LIFTETIME DEAL!
Roos C278 half inch 8 -track - £1999 + VAT

At Thatched Cottage Audio we have been able to exclusively purchase a

number of superb quality Revox C278 half inch 8 -track machines (retail

£5500 + VAT) for the unbelieveable price of £2350 inc VAT! HX Pro

noise reduction 7, 5 & IS ips, built in speaker, fully balanced, the list goes

on and on. We really believe that this product will actually appreciate in

value, legendary Revox quality at this price is unheard of. For full details

of this stunning machine (we also have supplies of the C274 4 -track at

£1499 + VAT) give us a call today! (If you parallel up the inputs you can
use it as a stereo quality master machine.)

* COMPUTER SALE *
Atari 1040STE with SM144 monitor & Cubase £750
Atari 1040STE with SM144 monitor & Notator £775

NEW AKAI S01 NOW IN STOCK
The Akai SOl has over 15 seconds sampling at 16 bit, expandable

to 31 seconds for only £699 - in stock now!

REVOX M3500 MICROPHONE
Actually a Beyer 201 without the humbucker (not required on balanced

connections) for the silly price of £99. Comes with stand clip, pop
filter, table stand, lead and case and you get your money back if you're

not happy!

CREDIT FACILITIES
Full credit facilities available including Instant Credit.
Phone for details or a copy of our financial Faxpack.

TCA NORTH NOW OPEN!
* 0925 210600 & 210601 *
* 0925 210700 - Fax Line *

* 0860 705739/0850656749 - Evenings *

Thatched Cottage Audio
Unit 2 Osborne Court, Thelwall New Road,

Grappenhall, Warrington

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SECONDHAND & DEMO BARGAINS

This list represents only a fraction of our current second-hand and demo stock - call for a full listing.

Tascam ATR60 ":" 2 track £1999
Aphex expander gate £299
Aphex Dominator pro compressor £599
Aphex Type 111 exciter £475
Aphex Compeller pro limiter £650
ZOOM 9010 effects processor £999
Yamaha MT120 portastudio £335
Aphex Impulse audio MIDI trigger £399
Yamaha RY10 drum box £219
Roland JV80 £1025
Akai XRIO drum machine £99
Oberheim Navigator arranges MIDI £185
Ampex 456 2" tape (used once) 139
Nexus 2 x 8 Midi merger 179
Ensoniq VFXSD synthesizer £899
Fostex SPA303 pair (hi frequency) 1299
Aphex Expressor comp/exciter £299
Anatek pocket effects various £59
Fostex SP707 each (bass speakers) £299
E -mu Procession drum module 1489
Fostex TSI5 tape sync unit 139
Roland R5 drum machine £325
Teac MF502 multi filter (hiss/hum) 175
Ensoniq SQ-2 synthesizer £999
Symetrix SX206 multi dynamics £175
BEL BDE3200 delay/sampler £899
Kurzweil K1200 weighted k'bd £1565
Digitech DSPI6 reverb/delay/fx 1179
Kurzweil Pro 76 keyboard £1460
Yamaha PW100 (100 series
power supply) 179
Harrison X1150 amplifier £325
Yamaha EMP100 £175
Aiwa HDSI DAT player £299
TCD DD200 hard drive (200 meg
SCSI/DMA).. £899
Roland RSS 3-D system 113999
Denon PMA 737 amplifier £199
Roland R8 £399
Yamaha MT3X 4 -track £399
IL Cooper mac sync link £125
Yamaha NSIOM speakers £210
Tascam PW5MD sync cable £49
Akai SI100EX polyphony expdr £799
Yamaha Sl2 monitors £139
Revox C278 8 track (demo) £2219
Yamaha SY35 £525
E -mu Proforrnance 1 £240

Star LC2420 printer £199
Allen & Heath GS3 (demo) £1920
Roland 1V30 £635
Teac V750 cassette deck £150
Ensoniq SD -I synthesizer 11350
Fostex 4020 SMPTE event controller 1299
Tascam TSR-8 11699
US Audio 4 way splitter box 1150
Teac AX75 amplifier 1110
Technics cassette player 175
Fostex M22RP mic (RRP £725) £499
Function Junction Plus 1289
Fostex 812 12:8:2 mixer 1899
A/D convertor for soundtools £199
Korg 03R/W synth module £849
Ensoniq EPSI6+ sampler keyboard £1199
Ensoniq SQR+ synth module £620
Yamaha TG55 tone module £450
Yamaha PSS5I mini keyboard £175
Ensoniq SQl + rack £999
Apple Mac Classic 2/40 computer 1799
Alesis ikincrs sequencer £175
Symetrix 511A noise filter £345
Atari STFM computer £299
Seek 12:8:2 desk £599
Korg Wavestation £999
Seek 6:2 mixer £275
Phillips colour monitor £199
Studiomaster Proline 16:2 rackmount £729
Studiomaster 1200B power amp £489
Yamaha MA 10 headphone amplifier £49
RSD proline 16:2 R Gold £799
Fostex G24S £5850
Roland D20 with full flightcase £575
Seek 6:2 desk £299
Fostex TS I5 £39
BOSS DR550 Mk11 £189
Studiomaster Showmix 16:2 11089
Atari Mega I £199
Studiomaster 1200B amplifier £599
Alesis MMT8 1175
Alexis HR 16 drum machine £139
MTR 12:8:2 mixer, mint 1399
STI200CL dual comp/gateexp £139
Fostex GI6S as new .£3499
Behringer Denoiser noise filter £195
Fostex A8 mint condiotion £599
Korg Wavestation EX £1150

ALLEN & HEATH S2/GS3
Full eq on two monitors - full MIDI muting, loads of
inputs - every feature you can imagine has been
packed into this stylish console. The S2 is the basic
model - the GS3 allows you to control a sequencer
from the desk (but costs £319) more). We have full
details on both.

PC SOFTWARE
Package deals available on software/
interfaces - call for details.

FULL YAMAHA PA -
HALF PRICE!

We have managed to obtain a number of
stunning Yamaha PA systems at around half
price! The powerful (250 + 250 watt)
EMX2300 full feature mixer (12 full inputs and
dual 9 band eq built in digital effects) - RRP
£1450 is coupled with a pair of 3 way S315ES
monitors (15", 6" & tweeter) - RRP £599 to
form a powerful combination. Come and hear it
on demo in Royston and Warrington.

YAMAHA 250 WATT PA
£1199!

TCA FAX PACKS
Need help with any aspect of recording? Try sending
for one of our Faxpacks (PA, MIDI, Portastudios, 8 -
track Financial, 8, 16 & 24 track studio packages, or
courses). This information is FREE - give us a call!

ALESIS A DAT
They an in stock, they cost under Lligg including VAT

and we Attake a Tascam TSR-8 or Fostex R8 in part

exchange!.. CALL!

* HOT PRODUCTS *
ROLAND R70, YAMAHA SY35, ROLAND

D.170, KURZWEIL K2000, KORG
WAVESTATION AD,

ROLAND SC 155

TCD: THE PROFESSIONAL DIVISION TEL: 0223 208110
Curve  Iron Maiden  Duran Duran  Shakespear's Sister  Erasure  Electronic  LA Mix  The Farm  Danni Minogue * TheStranglers  Definition of Sound  UB40  Maxi Priest  Youth  The Alarm  Dire Straits  Primal Scream 
Gary Numan  Adamski  George Harrison  The Shamen  Blue Pearl  Betty Boo " Elkie Brooks  Boy George  KLF Kenny Thomas * Ride  Squeeze  The Cure  Siouxsie and the Banshees  Neneh Cherry  U2  Hawkwind 
Skin Up * Carter USM  Cathy Dennis a The Orb  Fish * The The * Freddie Starr  Sinead O'Connor The Who  Incognito  Bomb The Bass * S Express  The Christians  James  Dave Stewart  Pet Shop Boys  JasonDonovan 
New Order a The Art of Noise * Soul II Soul  London Beat  Simple Minds * Billy Bragg  808 State  Enva  Jesus Jones  Level 42  Cleveland Watkins * Talk Talk  Japan  Altera  Opus III  Smart E's  Kenny Thomas  K -Klass

SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW) ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Drawmer LX20 stereo compressor/limiter/gates £199
E -mu Proteus 3 (ethnic & world) £475
Roland D170 E1699
Yamaha KX5 remote keyboard £229
E -mu 9015 (nukes Proteus I into Proteus 2) £199
Allen & Heath S2 £1649
Alesis Microverb III £155
Alexis Quadraverb Plus £299
Alexis Micnaseries (stereo) various £76
Allen & Heath S2 eight channel expanders £799
Sony DPSM7 harmoniser (stunning). . .£949
Roland CSIO stereo micro monitor £89
Aphex Dominator £939
Aphex Type III exciter £710
Aphex 4 way distribution amp £149
Akai 8 meg expansion board 1299
113104 Digital interface for samplers £165
Aphex Compellor £699
E -mu Proteus I £475
Yamaha P2075 amplifier £289
DAC 80meg internal drive/SCSI interface for 51000 £689

Roland A30 (76 note synth weighted keyboard) £499
Yanialut RY10 drum machine £229
Yamaha SY35 the new vector synthesizer 1550
TCD Stripper (removes DAT copy code) £135
Yamaha FX500B (expanded FX500) £219
Akai S1100 & 1100EX (pair) £3799
Yamaha FX900 multiprocessor
Yamaha TG100.
Yamaha SY99 keyboard.

Fostex R8 tape machine.
1BL 4206 monitors (pair)
JBL LX44 3 way speaker, ...
1BL LX66 4 way speakers
JBL LX33 2 way speakers
Studiomaster Diamond 12:2 console.......
Revox MK1 monitors (pair) -
Sony DTC P7DAT (MIDI stem)
BOSS DR660
Revox MKII monitors (pair)
Akai S01 sampler
Sony PCM2300...

£1899

_1450
£199

£375

£269

1999

* EIGHT TRACK PACKAGES SALE *

Fostex R8 & Studiomaster Mixdown 16:8:16 Gold £2799
Revox C278 & Studiomaster Mixdown 16:8:16 Gold .£3899
Fostex R8 & Allen & Heath S2 ..£2899
Fostex R8 & RSD Proline 16:4:8 £2099
Revox C278 & Allen & Heath S2 £3999
Fostex R8 & Allen & Heath GS3 £3199
Tascam TSR8 & Allen & Heath GS3 £4299
Revox C278 & Allen & Heath GS3 £4299
Tascam TSR8 & RSD Proline 16:4:8 £3099
Revox C278 & RSD Proline 16:4-8 £3099

* YAMAHA EMP100-£179! !*
Multiple effects - pitch shift, reverb, delay, etc - the best value multiprocessor

around for only £179 including VAT!

EDUCATION
If you represent a school, college, or other educational
establishment you may well be eligible for our discount scheme.
Call our English office on (0223) 208110 for further details.

North Road, Wendy,
Nr Royston, Herts SG8 OAB

Telephone (0223) 207979,
Fax (0223) 207952

FREE SPEAKERS
This month we are giving away a free pair
of self powered two way monitors with any
Portastudio - just plug them in and start
recording!

Suggestions:
Yamaha MT3X & monitors £425

Tascam 424 & monitors £468

Yamaha MTI20 & monitors £349

This amazing offer applies to any

Portastudio - just give us a call!

ALL PRICKS INCLUDE VAT

Some shops can service equipment. A few even do it while you wait. The
difference at THATCHED COTTAGE is if your multitrack breaks down on a
Sunday morning or your sampler blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday you
CAN ring us, we'll be hem and we WILL do something about it - 365 days a
year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside shop hours? If you are
serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that makes
the difference and at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call away. If you
are thinking of buying a package try calling the shop on a Sunday - some day
you may need to! SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.

DDA QMR 24 : 24
All the features of the DMR12 - plus 96 inputs on rem i x (all with effects
sends) for under ti 10,000! - Give us a call!

YAMAHA NEWS
The new generation of Yamaha equipment is now in stock and the good
news is that the SY85 keyboard, the TG500 expander and the RM50 drum
expander all have hundreds of sounds, loads of outputs and all accept your
own samples! WOW!

ALLEN & HEATH GS3V Fully Automated Recording Console

A fully automated console for about £3000 including VAT? The new GS3V is a full
feature recording console with fully automated faders and midi facilities built in. No
computer is required but an output to a monitor is provided allowing a full visual
display of all facilities. Amazing! Give us a call! (Other desks taken in part exchange.)

ADVANCED MULTITRACK OFFERS
ANALOGUE IS STILL THE BEST VALUE!

Fostex G24 plus Allen & Heath 24:24 S2 £8799 including VAT
Fostex G16 plus Allen & Heath 16: 16 S2 £5199 including VAT

Our fully equipped service department can offer fast turnaround (sometimes while -u -wait) and very
competitive prices on Fostex, Tascam & Revox tape machines, most portastudios and desks, Atari computers,

Akai samplers and many other products. Give us a call before it's too late!T C A
THATCHED COTTAGE AUDIO

You only become the biggest -
by being the best
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Anyone who read Mark Nohr's fascinating insight into the world of the A&R men back in the August issue might

be forgiven for feeling depressed at the current prospects for securing record company interest in their music.

It seems that the signing of new talent - at least from the point of view of the 'majors' - rests largely on artistes

already having made a name for themselves in some way. These days, notoriety appears to be the attribute most

likely to open record company coffers - particularly if it has brought you to the attention of the tabloids. Only those

with a starring role in a current soap opera or prepared to run naked across a football pitch need apply.

As someone who has followed closely the machinations of the record companies over the years, nothing has

given me greater pleasure than to have seen them consistently caught wrong -footed by ignoring popular interest in

virtually every significant musical development until the ground -swell of opinion has forced them to act - usually

belatedly - to supply demand. Dance was but the most recent example.

One of the ways this regularly occurs is through bands amassing an intensely loyal following through the

consistency of their live performances. Build up a substantial cult following and watch the record companies fall

over themselves in a race to sign you up. No matter how small, a sell-out gig, is in microcosm, the success a band

could well being enjoying nationally. And record companies know it.

Of course, this places considerable demands on your professionalism - an area paid scant attention by all too

many bands. And for those involved in the hi -tech side of things, there's the added burden of dependency on

equipment ill-suited to live work. Nothing is guaranteed to kill a gig stone dead like a three -minute wait to load new

data into a sequencer - no matter what your vocalist's skills as a stand-up comedian.

That's why Music Technology is committing itself to regular coverage of the techniques and equipment used in

live performance - beginning this month with the problems faced by those who compose on sequencers at home or

in the studio and then have to risk taking them on stage.

There's still a popular perception of bands only being worthy of the name if they are capable of turning in a live

performance. And this, perhaps, is no bad thing. If a band who have sold as many records as Kraftwerk can still

take the trouble to get up and do it on stage, those further down the ladder have no choice but to pack their gear

and head down to the Rat & Screwdriver for the Tuesday night gig.

Music Technology says: keep musicians alive... Nt.
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The UK's
ONLY

Specialist Midi

Recording Char'

ALESIS 11
We have already

sold loads of these!

Superb quality and

reliability
Come and see us
for a DEMO and a
great deal

TASCAM 688
CALL US NOW If you

want a Great Deal

We WILL NOT be
beaten on any

recording package

ALESIS adat
Digital 8-T rack

Loads in STOCK!!!

NEW SOON
BRC - Remote Synchroniser for A-DAT

Around £1 595 Inc VAT

NEW
CASIO

DAR 100
Portable DAT

£345

NEW MACKIE 12.2 CD QUALITY MIXER
ONLY £315 inc VAT

VERY
BEST

DEALS

MACKIE CR1604
Mixing Console

Perfect for digital
recording

ONLY £799

EFFECTS' UNITS
BOSS GL50  YAMAHA FX500  ART LT  ART MULTIVERB III  ALPHA  BOSS
SE50  ALESIS MICROVERB 3 OUADRAVERB PLUS  MIOIVERB 3
OUAORAVERB GT  EMP100  SPX900  ZOOM 9030. 9002  YAMAHA FX 900 
LEXICON  ALESIS 3630

PHONE FOR BEST DEALS -SAVE Ms

MONITORS

TANNOY, JBL

YAMAHA & TEA(

POP IN

8 try them!!!

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS
The

Zimmer
19" Trolley

Rack

...NEW Yamaha EMP 700
Digital FX Unit

NOW IN

MICROPHONES
New AKG Tri-power mics

Full AKG range Audio Technic°, Shure & many others

011T RECORDERS
BEST DEALS- INSTANT DESPATCH SONY DTC 750- BEST DEAL. SONY DATMAN- PHONE
ALL IN STOCK. BULK DAT TAPE CASIO OA] - £PHONE  NEW TASCAM DA -30 8 DA -20

444144
NEW MACKIE
Recording Consoles! Digital Quality!
PERFECT FOR ALESIS ADAT
'Optional Midi Automation'
MACKIE 16-8-16 £1995
MACKIE 24-8-16 £2495
MACKIE 32-8-16 £2995

GREAT SELECTION
OF MULTI -TRACKS

Fostex 
Tascam 
Yamaha 
00000*

FOSTEX MULTITRACK EXPERTS!
L,K the full range of FOSTEX recording

equipment so whether you require Porta

Studios or 8/16 Track packages

GIVE

Why not Pop in and see the exceptional R8 and

MTC-1 combination. Giving you full transport

control via your Atari sequencer all running at

15IPS..! with Dolby 'Cl noise reduction, your

recordings will be quiet too!

in stock is the 812 mixing console

forming the perfect compliment for the home

studio set up.

for the Professional Package

check out the stunning G16/G24S Multi -tracks

incorporating Dolby 'S' noise reduction..!

....CALL US NOW FOR INFO`

ALL THE BEST DRAWMER GATES & COMPRESSORS

COME AND
TRY
The FOSTEX G24S

24 Track

ALL ALESIS & ART FX

IN Stock

LOWEST
PRICES

COMPUTERS' it SOFTWARE

STEINBERG
VOTIJ  OPCODE

PORTA STUDIOS
PORTA 03  FOSTEX 818  FOSTEX X26  FOSTEX X28  FOSTEX 280 TASCAM
424  TASCAM 488  TASCAM 688  YAMAHA MT120

DRUM MACHINES'
ALESIS SR15  YAMAHA RY30  ROLAND REI  R8M  ALESIS 04  KORG S3 
BOSS 0R660  ROLAND R70

BOSS DR 6601.
Drum Machine -11

GREAT PRICE! GREAT SOUND +
DIGITAL EFFECTS

ROTATOR 1-4 7 7
nn

CREATOR 1 9 9 I

ALL THE OWE ST SOF TWARE AND COMPUTERS AT BEST PRICES
LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE A PACKAGE OR BUY SEPARATELY -
ALL IN STOCK
ATARI 1040STE COMPUTERS
ATARI 5M124 SMI44 MONITORS
C -LAB:
CREATOR V31  NOTATOR 031
CREATOR 8, NOTATOR UPDATE KITS
UNITOR II  HUMAN TOUCH  ALPHA NOTATOR
EXPORT  AURA  MIGIA 

STEINBERG:
CUBASE V3.0  CUBEAT  ALL LATEST VERSIONS

APPLE MACINTOSH SOFTWARE:
OPCODE VISION  MOTU PERFORMER  STEINBERG CUBASE  MOTU
COMPOSER  APPLE MAC HARDWARE: MOTU MIDI TIME PIECE  MOTU VIDEO
TIME PIECE  MOTU MIDI MIXER  .11. COOPER SYNC -LINK  JL COOPER MAC
NEXUS  C -LAB DNITOR 2  STEINBERG MIDEX.

VAT
CI -MAT ATARI 

MEONITOR
MOUSE

MAIL ORDER MUSIC (-141-'6"4/61'al/
INSTANT DESPATCH CONNECTIONS 0245 354777
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Emu's new PROTEUS MASTER PERFORMANCE SYSTEM
It's a Proteus...and MUCH more!!!

 4MB of superb 16 bit CD quality samples
(Expandable to 8MID

 32 Note Polyphonic 16 part Multitimbrol.
 Built in professiona( quality digital effects.
 5 Octave Velocity and Pressure sensitive keyboard.
 Quick Keys and Performance Maps for complete

control of any complex MIDI set up.
 Exciting New Low Price!!!

ALL
ROLAND

GEAR

IN STOCK

JV-3
MULTI-MARV SYNTHS

R-, n HUMANNYTHM
Y COMPOSER

0 MUSIC

J W - GU WORKSTATION

YAMAHA
NEW SY35 KEYBOARD

£599!
RY 30 DRUM MACHINE

TG 100 SOUND MOD
Inc Apple Interface

£349! !

Illsampos.

BEST DEALS ON ALL EMU
E -MU PROTEUS/3 WORLD

& MPS KEYBOARD

KEUROIIROS'

PROTEUS/3 WORLD
Proteus/3 contains 4MB of exciting new 16 bit sounds ham around the globe.

These are samples of instruments typically not available horn any other MIDI
device and may be used to creole world specific music or to augment ANY
other

and

style.

Proteus/3 World offers an excellent sounds compliment
for use in Fllm, Video or PI soundtracks.

EMU DEALS
PROO.ISSION 8499
MPS Keyboard 5795
PROTEUS 1 8499
PROTEUS 2 8595
P901105 3

EMU II (El

PROfORNANCE

NEW PRODUCTS

MEM KORG, ROLAND,
*YAMAHA SY 85' -YAMAHA CLAVINOVA 

ROLAND JD800 SYNTH FABULOUS ALL IN STOCKROLAND FP8 DIGITAL PIANO YAMAHA, E -MU,
ROLAND EP DIGITAL PIANOS
ROLAND S750 DIGITAL SAMPLER ENSONIQ &
ROLAND SC 55 SOUND CANVAS

AKAI
ASIANAY

ROLAND PC 200

YAMAHA SY 99  PLUS NEW KEYBOARDS
KEYBOARD
EMU SYSTEMS

ALL EMU PROTEUS IN STOCK
 PROCUSSION

PIANOS
EMU PROFORMANCE
KORG SG1X  ROLAND F P8
RHODES MK80

WE OFFER PROBABLY THE BEST SELECnom OF THE LATEST KEYBOARDS
RACK MODULES IN THE COUNTRY

AKAI
AKAI 5950  S1000 8 S1100 SAMPLERS
ENSONIO

ENSONIO SD -1  ENSONIO SOlo  ENSONIO SO -2 76 KEY VERSION OF 
ENSONIO EPS 16 PLUS KEYBOARD  RACK
KORG

NEW KM 01WFD 8 01W WORKSTATION
KORG MI  KORG T2
0000 WS1-EX WAVESTATION BEST EVER DEALSKORG WS - AD RACK
KORG SG -1D SAMPLING GRAND ON ALLOBERREItyl MATRIX 1000

S'AMPLERS'

Cl CI 0 0 00

AKAI 5950  AKAI 51000  AKAI S1100 
ENSONIO EPS 16R.  ENSONIQ EPS 16
KEYBOARD 8 EMAXII 
NEW ROLAND 5750 BIG LIBRARIES

VERY BESTPEALS ON- *ICAO - ,.rw ENSONIO -
.. ROTA Ell Or w.SAMPLERS

. .._ ..

BRILLIANT NEW
AKAI SO1
Sampler

NOW IN STOCK ONLY

£699

11111111111311111111111111

GEM S2 + S3
KEYBOARDS...BRILLIANT!!
Superb workstations with

sample playing as well
S3 R1899 52 R1699

Pop in for DEMO

CHECK OUT

Brilliant
deals

MENI01211 ROPROI
S1000/S1100 BMEG BOARDS  S1000/S1100  2MEG BOARDS 

5950 750 KB BOARDS  S1000  SCSI INTERFACES  EPS 16+
1MEG UPGRADES  EPS 16*  FLASHBANK  HARD DRIVES

KORG
EXPERTS

TRY THE NEW KORG WAVEST L TION SR!

Great new synth sounds (6MB) Load in samples (2MB)
Great Percussion . Drums  2 x 18 bit Effects Processors

Dynamic . Polyphonic Afterlouch  6 Separate Outputs
250Progra000 Emvernnatgrgriltca7r4ietrhsFa35Ggtheircnisal SVuynds- 3.210sc il600 lattoorrasbre3i2n FRu,I,Ity,

. LOADS MORE!!

1.11 1111010

The Midi Mute allows automated mubng of up to 32 audio channels usually to
and tom a mixing desk. but also for use in keyboard setups and live
instaisationwvenues. which can then be played back via any Midi sequencer or
Os own mien] patch memory. in a 1U high 19' tack mounting package.

Muting functions ate controlled very easity f rom the tront panel by utilising the
32 channel mute (on/off) keys which will autornatoaw send midi noO on/note
off information to your sequence or alternatively the Midi Mute has a full 128
patch set-up memory allowing complete patches to be stored internally and then
triggered internally at the Ouch of a single button or via an external Midi source

MEGA Deal SAVE £300
ONLY £299 Inc VAT

INTEREST

FREE

CREDIT
AVAILABLE
CALL NOW
FOR INFO

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
202 New Kings Road,

London SW6 4NF
p 5993 Fax: 071 731 2600

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Robjohns Road,

Widford Industrial Area,
Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3AG

Tel: 0245 354777 Fax: 0245 355007

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Kingsgate,

St Marys Street,
Southampton, SO1 1NF

Tel: 0703 2

RSD MIXDOWN 16-4-8 £1175
KORG S3 DRUM COMPUTER £299
ROLAND A30 MOTHER KEYBOARD £399
ALESIS SR16
KORG AD RACK
KORG WS 1EX KEYBOARD
STEINBERG CUBEAT NEW
ART ALPHA 2 NEW
SONY DTC 750
ALESIS MICROVERB 3
YAMAHA MT3X
YAMAHA MT 120
FOSTEX 280
TASCAM 424
TASCAM 688
TASCAM 238+RSD MIXDOWN 16-4-8 £1995
TASCAM TSR8 £1795
TASCAM MSR16 £2995
TASCAM 2516 MIXING CONSOLE £1595
TASCAM 2524 C1995
KORG M1 EGREAT
YAMAHA SY99 EDEALS
ROLAND JD800 (Shop Soiled) £1299
AKAI S900 S/H

£GREAT
£BRILLIANT

£129
£259
£425
£159
£399
£325
£499
£399

£1795

Call us for Up -to -Date List
ALL PRICES inc VAT

APPLY NOW I!!!

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

CREDIT CARD

 Instant Finance  Easy Monthly Payments 

VTORIIGE
At MUSIC CONNECTIONS we
understand Mass Storage.
Why not talk to us
about which
device would
make your system
more effective.

FIXED HARD DRIVES
88 MB £795

675 MB £1795
1 GIGABYTE £2295

NEW OPTICAL MEDIA CD-ROM LIBRARIES NOW AVAILABLE
Each CD-ROM gives you instant access to EMAX II CD-ROM Libraries from £129 The Massive Denny Jaeger Violin Library
100's of sample sounds which can be transferred ENSONIO EPS 16+ Libraries from £199 The Ultimate String Collection £799
digitally through SCSI to your sampler ACM 51000/S1100 Libraries from £249 CD-ROM Player £595

MUSIC A 01. LP EPNR I 6C EDSAIIINSC LAU: EE EVKAT

071 731 5993 0703 233444 CONNECTIONS NE



Communiqué
Send Your Letters To:
Communiqué, Music
Technology, Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely,
Cambs. CB7 4AF.

Dear MT,

Thanks for a good magazine, which I've been

buying in Sweden for about three years now. I

have two points where your comments are

appreciated.

The 'On The Beat' series is interesting and

very good for a non -drummer... but have you

ever thought of releasing the whole series on

a diskette in Standard MIDI File format? This

diskette could also be an appreciative give-

away to attract new subscribers. It would
also be a welcome present to myself for this

excellent idea.

Living in Sweden and being interested in

music and MIDI leaves you to buy expensive

foreign magazines. One very annoying fact is

that US and UK magazines constantly repeat

themselves in product tests, advertising etc.

Since I happen to both speak and read
German fluently, I suggest you try and find

someone in the UK who is fortunate to do
the same. Then have this person watch
what's going on in Germany in this area. I

can only say it's a lot and it's of great
interest to all of us in Europe. By doing so,
you would very soon have a competitive
advantage over many of the US magazines.

Best Regards,

Hans Wendschlag

Stockholm

Sweden

Point taken, Hans (...I think). But assuming

for one moment we don't already have a
competitive advantage over US magazines

(hrrumph...), would it, anyway, be of any real

benefit to the overwhelming majority of our

readers who do not read international music

magazines?

As someone whose record collection
positively bulges with German bands (my
interest began in the very early seventies) I'm

not unaware of what a creative force
Germany has become in musical terms over

the past couple of decades, but neither am I

convinced that closer scrutiny of what goes

on there industry -wise would be of any direct

benefit to British readers. Indeed, discovering

that the Falcon computer is already available

in German shops (for example) is the kind of

thing which causes frustration amongst many

in this country.

If it's artistes you're speaking of, I couldn't

agree more, and I'm sure I don't need to

point out the appearance of Kraftwerk on the

cover of this very issue - or Die Krupps a
couple of months ago. But really, in a rapidly

shrinking world, I think one has to accept the

considerable amount of overlap that exists

between technical publications. Thanks
largely to the efforts of the Japanese, we use

virtually identical equipment to the Germans,

the Americans, the Swedes and most of the

rest of the world. And, give or take a month

or two, we receive it at just about the same

time. Hence the 'repetition' of which you
speak.

The idea for releasing 'On The Beat' in
MIDI file format has been considered - as
has its release as a book, a cassette and a

CD, but until someone says I can take a
month off work (ie. writing this) to get it done,

it's unlikely to see the light of day - NL

Dear MT,

Why don't you give away free CDs like every

other music magazine in the universe? I've

been an MT reader for a few years now, but I

do read other mags too and every time I go

to the newsagent for my fix I walk out laden

with enough CDs to double my collection
each month. I feel like I've been to the Virgin

Megastore. However, as a big fan of techno

music I'd like to discover some new or
obscure stuff like that, instead of the usual
collections of ancient guitar rock or
unlistenable jazz. Surely you could come up

with a better alternative, or is this a trend

you don't want to follow?

I don't have a studio or any gear at home,

I just like synthesiser music and would like to

find out more about it. Then again, if all the

mags are going to start sellotaping shopfuls

of goodies to the covers they'll probably
continue to double in price. That would cut

down my shopping list, at least, and maybe

make the journey home a bit lighter!

lan Dickson

Bromley

Actually, I noticed one of the gardening
magazines came with a free trowel a couple

of months ago - now that's what I call a

freebie! As regards MT giveaways, we hope to

follow up last month's disk with some other

tasty morsel in the near future - but it's
unlikely to be a CD. Call me a cynic, but it

seems to me that magazines that go to those

kind of lengths are trying to divert attention

from what's going on inside - NL

Dear MT,

I have played guitar for years - finally with a

Takamine EF39 acoustic/electric and effects

pedals. Recently, I bought a small keyboard

and took lessons on the piano - discovering I

was better at it than I thought I might have

been. And so the bug bit. A synthesiser
workstation is what I want. I actually dreamt I

was playing one the other night! (And my wife

had a curious smile the following day!) So
bloody expensive though - wives and
families... ho ho!

I'm not sure I can afford the Yamaha SY85

or a knock -down SY77, though I would like

either. I know what a Roland D20 is and I
don't want one. But all these others - JV,
XYW, U, 20, 50, 80 and so forth - I have my

work cut out as an uniformed novice. I'm
looking at a Korg M1 this week, so at least

I'll know what it is. The problem seems to be

that most information is about current
models and little about recent, but possibly

still good, deleted models.

Reading your magazine was enjoyable,
while at the same time a little annoying -
"Gosh, there's something else I can't
afford!". However, I agree totally about the
'Syd Lawrence Effect' (October issue) and
the review of Tubular Bells II (which I

wouldn't buy). I've heard bits on TV and it
does seem to be a painful exercise in non -

creativity.

Yours sincerely,

Dave Newell

Baguley

Manchester

PS. I'm seriously considering a subscription

based on the one issue I've read.

Welcome to the wonderful world of music
technology, Dave. Yes, workstations do tend

to be rather pricey, but if you're prepared to

foresake the convenience of an all -in -one

package, perhaps you would be better opting

for separate units - keyboard, sequencer
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and effects processor - which could at least

be bought individually, thus spreading the
cost.

I'm only too aware of how confusing it all

seems when you first open the pages of the

magazine, but keep reading and it'll soon fall

into place. Understanding the system by
which all the equipment is interconnected -

MIDI - makes a good starting point and
you're not too late to get back issues
containing the first three parts of our MIDI By

Example series which goes right back to
square one. Any queries you may

subsequently have can be directed at our
Technically Speaking pages compiled by
Technical Editor, Vic Lennard. The problem

with the dreams, however, should be directed

at a qualified counsellor - NL

Dear MT,

I would like to express my appreciation for

Anthony Braine's features on the subject of

copyright. Very informative they were. Almost

as informative as they were when they
appeared in Guitarist magazine three months

ago!

Come to think of it, where have I seen

Michael Brook interviewed recently? You've

guessed it... Guitarist again - although I

must concede that, in that instance, the
emphasis of the text in each magazine
differed.

Meanwhile, MT has been a little slow off

the mark about reviewing the Roland GR1

guitar synthesiser, so why not simply borrow

David Mead's write-up from Guitarist too?!

We may be in the depths of an economic

recession but that is no justification for this

sort of rip-off. A former MT Editor once
claimed that comparisons between the two

afore -mentioned Music Maker titles were
erroneous but that rase clearly no longer
stands up. If you are going to share articles

between both of these magazines, perhaps

you should simply merge them (ho, ho!).
Alternatively, why don't you play fair and
slash your prices?

I look forward to finding Joe Satriani on
next month's cover.

P.Stov

(Subscriber)

Tush, tush, Mr Stov, not been doing our
homework, have we? You neglected to
mention the interview we did with Pat

Metheny a couple of issues ago which also

appeared in Guitarist. Only it didn't. Neither

did the Michael Brook interview. Both were
conducted at different times by different
people and were in all ways different
interviews. And I certainly make no apologies

for MT's interest in the two musicians simply

because their 'primary' instrument makes
them obvious candidates for inclusion in our

sister publication.

As regards the Copyright article, this was,

in fact, commissioned by me during my brief

stint as caretaker Editor on Home Studio
Recording (in which it also appeared). The

decision to run the feature in MT was taken

because I consider copyright to be a subject

which affects all musicians equally (and
potentially, dramatically), and therefore
worthy of as much exposure as possible -
particularly when the article was as cogent
and lucid as Anthony's was.

At the time, it seemed to me that the
potential benefit of bringing the article to the

attention of the ninety-seven percent of our
readers who don't also read Guitarist far
outweighed the risk of receiving some ill-
informed criticism from a member of a tiny
minority who do - NL

4A-jo A C
Comment By Brian Aspirin

LIVE OR DEAD?

IC WRITES...

God I hate gigs. How can the Musicians' Union continue to
campaign to keep music live when the experience is so

dreadful? Getting a drink is like Monday morning on the Northern
Line; getting a good view (in most venues) demands a pair of
platform soles, binoculars and a powerful deodorant; and just
getting in engages you in a ritual combining Gestapo interrogation
techniques with the rudiments of ovine transfer as practised on One

Man And His Dog.

Even revered concert halls like The Albert Hall yield few rewards. I

was recently unfortunate enough to obtain a seat in the upper tiers
of this wedding cake of a structure, and by the time the sound
reached me it had been across the main road, three times round
Hyde Park, and back the scenic way stopping off in Kensington High

Street to look at shoes. And that was a quiet band.

Any act that knocks out more than a soupcon of dBs greets the
audience much as Hurricane Andrew greeted the Florida coast. What

I've never been able to understand is how and why PA systems down
the years have continued in their failure to wrest a powerful yet ear -
preserving sound from the tumultous racket that is a pop group at
full pelt, whilst recording technology in studio and home has
followed an inexorable course from wax cylinder to the equivalent of

having Def Leppard playing in your front room without the stains.
I know acoustics are subtle little devils - whatever they are - but

how come listening to the noisiest, nastiest and niggliest music in
the world on a half -decent hi-fi feels like having your ears gently
coated in honey, whereas the same music played at a gig produces
an effect comparable to having them syringed with caustic soda?

There appears to be more to this than room size. Could it be that
live events still demand a ritual of self-flagellation that began more
than two decades ago with the birth of "The Pop Festival'? Could it
be that bands on tour get so bored they need to amuse themselves
and their entourage by strafing the punters of each town they visit?
Or is it just that the tired old dogma of rock'n`roll and its associated
mythology of rebellion provides a convenient excuse not to research

and develop live sound technology, not to improve facilities, and
actively to sell people a long way short of a good night out?
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Incoming Data
Compiled by Simon Trask

^4 on the Floor
Latest addition to Korg's 'A' range of signal processors is

the A4. Designed specifically with the guitarist in mind, the

new processor comes in a pedal -board format, like the

company's budget A5 Series units.

Using a specially developed 52 -bit Korg DSP chip, the

all -digital A4 provides compression, distortion/overdrive,

three -band EQ, pitch shifter, delay, chorus/flanger and
reverb effects operating in series, with 21 -bit A/D
conversion and 18 -bit linear D/A conversion. Other
features of the new processor are a built-in chromatic tuner

and MIDI compatibility.

Available in the shops from December, the A4 is set to

retail for £349 including VAT.

For more information, contact Korg UK at 8-9 The
Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAI.

2YR, Tel: 081 427 5377, Fax: 081 861 3595.

Spiritual Guidance
New from Harman Audio are two
packages for Soundcraft's Spirit Auto

mixing console. The Spirit Pac
consists of Steinberg's Spirit Auto
software and MIDEX key

expander/multi-MIDI-output unit
together with a custom-made padded

bag designed to house the Cubase
key, Spirit key and associated
software disks.

The Spirit Sync Pac, meanwhile,
replaces MIDEX with MIDEX +, which

features full SMPTE read/write
capability for synchronisation to a
tape machine.

The Spirit Pac is priced at £663,
Spirit Sync Pac at £744. The Spirit
Auto software can also be purchased

on its own for £399. All prices include

VAT. Full technical support is provided

by Harman's 'Steinberg Helpline'.

For more information contact

Harman Audio, Unit

Slough, Berkshire
1B, Mill Street,
SL2 5DD, Tel:

0753 576911, Fax: 0753 535306.

Electronic

NOISE
New from Essential Pub-

lications, the team responsible
for the Destination Jarre
fanzine, is Cyber Noise, a 16 -
page magazine dedicated to
covering all styles of electronic

music. Issue One is available
now, featuring articles and/or
discographies covering former
Tangerine Dream members' solo

recordings, Die Warzau, Front
242, Kraftwerk and Erasure.
Also included is the first piece
in a projected series covering
artists signed to Mute Records,

and a news section.

Issue Two will be out in
January. Also available from the

same team is The Unofficial
Jean -Michel Jarre Biography, a

book which contains around
sixty A4 pages of information,

text and pictures covering every

important aspect of the French

musicians' career to date.
Included are a complete
worldwide discography and a
run-down of all his per-
formances, together with
information on the one-off
Music for Supermarkets album
and rare Jarre recordings from
the early seventies.

For more information, contact

Graham Needham at 75
Lavernock Road, Penarth, South

Glamorgan CF6 2NY.

The Expanding PCM Universe
Courtesy of the SY77 PCM.EX
memory expansion kit from German

company Musitronics, Yamaha SY77

owners can now double their synth's

onboard ROM sample memory. The

additional 4Mb memory, which fits
inside the synth, provides 143 new
samples - 36 instrumental (piano,
Rhodes, guitars, basses, strings,
brass etc), 36 synthesiser, 61 drum/

percussion/FX, eight digital wave-
forms and two wave sequences.

The kit comes complete with a
ROM card containing 128 patches
which utilise the new samples, so you

can take advantage of them straight
away.

A TG77 version of the PCM.EX
should be out before the New Year,
while versions for the SY/TG55 are

scheduled for the New Year. An
introductory price for the expansion kit

has been set at £299 including VAT.

Also new from Musitronics are two

PCM cards for the Roland U Series,

D70 and compatibles. The Voice card

features 39 sounds including
Mellotron, various choirs and solo
voices, and a few spoken words (such

as "Go!", "Yeah!" and "Dance!"),

while the Analogue card provides 41

sounds including Jupiter, OBX, VS and

Xpander pads, basses, leads, strings
and brass patches.

The cards are available now at a
cost of £69 each, inclusive of VAT.

For more information contact
AMG at Hurst Lane, Privett nr Alton,
Hants GU34 3PL, Tel: 0730 88383,
Fax: 0730 88390.
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FEELING

IS BELIEVING.

The ENSONIQ KS -32: Its weighted action brings a piano touch to our already -impressive line of affordable workstations.

Seeing isn't always believing. In
reality, the ENSONIQ KS -32 looks
like a synthesizer workstation, but
the weighted action of its 76 -key
keyboard plays like your favorite
piano.

If you're looking for the dynamic
touch and response of a great piano
- coupled with the sounds, features
and portability of a fully -integrated
MIDI workstation - check out the
KS -32. Its 180 internal sounds, with
special emphasis on realistic
acoustic and electric piano and
organ sounds, plus 20 dedicated
drum kits deliver incredible music -

making possibilities!

SQ-1 PLUS 32 Voice Personal Music Studio

The KS -32 rounds out ENSONIQ's
line of popular, affordable synth
workstations - the
61 -key SQ-1 PLUS
32 Voice, the 76 -key
SQ-2 32 Voice and
rack -mounted SQ-R
PLUS 32 Voice - by
adding piano touch
to their impressive
array of performance
features. Features like
32 -note polyphony,
24 -bit effects, and an onboard 16 -

track sequencer with recording and
editing features designed to maxi-
mize your musical creativity.

SQ-2 32 Voice Music Production Synthesizer

Sound
Technology
plc

Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6 1ND Tel: 0462 480000 Fax: 0462 480800

With the KS -32, you
the sound you're pla
to 16 internal or ext
- all at the touch of

can combine
ying with up
emal sounds
a button.

If you use other MIDI gear, the
KS -32 makes a great master con-

troller. Press one button
and you can combine the
sound you're playing with
up to 16 internal or exter-
nal sounds, with instant
key splits and layered
combinations.

Once you get the feel of
the KS -32, you won't want
to lay a finger on any
other keyboard. Touch one

today at your Authorized ENSONIQ
Dealer.

ensonial
THE TECHNOLOGY THAT PERFORMS

KS -32 Weighted Action MIDI Studio

I' It I 7

1 1 i 7

DP/4 Parallel Effects Processor

SQ-R PLUS 32 Voice Synthesizer Modular



f%nIM A Windows programme that's remembered all you string players!aup (Don't panic keyboard players, it caters for you toe f69
PowerChords "Object -Oriented -MIDI" You've seen Paint by Numers - this is Music by

File Options ealette
Power Chords - HOWL1A.POW
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./ Has special support for Roland GS format and General MIDI
-1 Works with any Sound Board & MIDI card supported by Windows 3.x
-1 Has an interactive tutorial & over 100k of on-line help on disk
./ Requires no knowledge of music notation or MIDI
-1 Data can be entered either using a mouse,

importing a MIDI File or thru a MIDI Keyboard
.1 Reads and writes Standard MIDI Files
./ Powerful 'Scripting' language for creating lessons, demos & tutorials

It's as easy as A B C
You write a song by setting up a
stringed instrument. (A six string
guitar is there for you). Then make
up icons of the chords you'll use in
the song.
Next, make up icons of rhythm
patterns; bass lines; drum patterns
and melodies.
(Bass parts and melodies can be
imported from standard midi files or
recorded directly from a MIDI
keyboard).
Then drag & drop the Icons into
place to make up your song!

Easy Peasy.
(Meet some of the icon team!)

Mr Script
lfit

Mr Rhythm Mr Bass Man Mr Chords

Don't forget - our best selling range of MIDI interfaces:
PC MIDI CARD 4-* Brand New *4- MQX-32M

MIDI STRIP'

16 MIDI Channels

L ow cost, fully MPU401
compatible.
Works with all MIDI instruments
Runs over 100 music programmes
New MIDI Metronome
Intelligent Operation
Flexible, easy installation
Small 1/3 size card
Includes MIDI adaptor cable
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes
Thousands Sold!

One MIDI input, Three MIDI outputs
One piece cable -like format reduces
desktop clutter.
Rugged, road -ready injection moulded
construction
No external power adaptor or
connecting box required
Connects to Mac modem or serial port

Requirements: -
Macintosh computer with modem or
serial port.
One or more MIDI compatible instrument
One MIDI cable for each connection
to the MIDI STRIP
Music software. f49

Incl. VAT

Music Quest interfaces are widely recommended and specified by leading
developers of music software for the IBM IN- Choose Music Quest - there IS a difference.

" ea igloo 111=
NM

ME MR OM I
MIN I HIM MN INN
MIR . MN RN INN I

111111111111111111r-
32 MIDI Channels

Fully MPU401 compatible.
Two independent MIDI outputs
Two merged MIDI inputs
SMPTE, MIDI Time Code & Chase
Lock Tape Sync
Tape Dropout Protection with
Real Time Error Protection
Extended timing resolution
Intelligent Operation
MIDI & Audio Out metronomes
Wide software support
Flexible, easy installation
Includes MIDI adaptor cables
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes

For further information .[bout our exclusive product range and services why not call for a free catalogue)

ler havethe8ESTtheford 'Is ofs - we prtces in business - ca us now fulletas our exclusive range.

a
A

Lova& Claes, ChaadIere Ford, 410703 252131K 6 OVERSEAS DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

S'05 3SN, &OW. fax: 0705 270405



CORD CHANGES
Exclusive UK distribution of German company Dynacord's Professional
Music Products is now in the hands of Shuttlesound. The Surrey -based

company are promoting the Sub600 Active Sub Bass speaker unit (featuring

an 18" Gauss loudspeaker and a 500 watt processor -controlled amp-lifier),

the CLS222 Compact Rotor System (simulated Leslie cabinet effect from a

1U rack -mount unit) and the PSX range

of Processor Controlled Powered Mixers

(8:2, 12:2 and 16:2 versions, with a
200 -watt onboard monitor amp on the

latter two).

For more information contact
Shuttlesound Limited at 4 The Willows

Centre, Willow Lane, Mitcham, Surrey

CR4 4NX, Tel: 081 646 7114, Fax: 081

640 7583.

Dancing in France
If over an hour of rap, acid, industrial,

funk, techno, house, new jack swing

and raggamuffin samples on one CD

sounds like your tasse de the the
imaginatively -titled Dance Series 2
sample CD from French company
MegaMidi could be right up your rue.

Included on the CD are 360 loops

and 40 Song Kits. Each Song Kit has

its own drum and percussion loops,

bass lines, vocal riffs, guitar and
synth licks, and effects.

Dance Series 2 is available by
itself for £55 or packaged with Dance

Series 1 for an inclusive price
of £99.

For more information contact
AMG at Hurst Lane, Privett nr Alton,

Hants GU34 3PL, Tel: 0730 88383,

Fax: 0730 88390.

On The Tube
Incorporating patent -applied -for Hughes and Kettner tube technology, the
Tubeman is a new four -channel tube amp expander/recording amp/pre-amp

which has been designed with versaility of use firmly in mind.

Courtesy of Line Out, Recording Out and Instrument Out sockets on its rear

panel, Tubeman can be used as an amp expander on stage, as a recording
amp in the studio, as a floor pedal on stage, as a practice amp at home, and

as a full -featured preamp anywhere. Measuring just 81/2 x 5 x 21/4 inches, the

unit has also been designed with portability in mind.

A four -channel selection switch lets you flip readily between jazz, funk, blues

and rock sounds; equally accessible are controls for gain, master level, three -

band EQ, and mid -boost on/off.

Tubeman is priced at £269 including VAT. For more information, contact UK

distributors John Hornby Skewes & Co Ltd at Salem House, Parkinson
Approach, Garforth, Leeds LS25 2HR, Tel: 0532 865381, Fax: 0532 868515.

MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE
Act One: The Honeymoon Begins...

Following six months of discussions

with Alesis, and extensive testing by

their own engineers, Fostex have
announced their intention to support
Alesis' S -VHS digital audio recording

format, as used on ADAT. The two
companies have signed a licensing
agreement which will see Fostex
bringing out a fully ADAT-compatible

tape machine in the first quarter of
next year.

"After careful evaluation of the
specifications and design of the
format, Fostex has decided that the

S -VHS tape medium and ADAT
technology offers a superior
recording format for today and into
the future," says Fostex Vice
President of Marketing, David Oren.

He continues: "Fostex examined all

of the available tape formats and
chose S -VHS because of its superior

storage capacity for digital data, and

because of its broad availability.

Unlike 8mm and other formats, S -
VHS is readily available in all world
markets. Furthermore, S -VHS has

almost four times the tape
surface of 8mm at standard
speed and over 11 times at the

higher speed that ADAT

operates at. This results in a
more robust and reliable
recording format."

Alesis are understandably
well chuffed at this
development. Quoth Russell
Palmer, President and Chief
Operating Officer at Alesis: "We

are very excited by our new
relationship with Fostex and expect it

to further reinforce the ADAT format

as the worldwide standard for digital

multitrack recording."

Clearly there's some strategic
manoeuvering going on here against

Fostex' traditional rival, Tascam -
who are set to launch their own eight -

track digital audio tape machine, the

DA88, in the New Year, using Video 8

tape as the recording medium
together with a proprietary transport

mechanism.

Following the launch of their
digital tape machine, Fostex will also

be entering the digital audio
workstation market with products
from their recently -formed Fostex
Research & Development subsidiary

in the US (now home to a contingent

of ex -New England Digital
employees). With tape- and disk -
based digital audio recording
systems looking set to co -exist for

some while to come, common sense

suggests that Fostex' new products
will support the Proprietary
Multichannel Optical Digital
Interface protocol developed by
Alesis and already implemented on
ADAT. This would allow multitrack

digital audio data to be transferred
in the digital domain between tape -

and disk -based systems. There
again, companies, like politicians,
aren't always well -endowed in the

common-sense department.

For the moment, the happy couple

deserve congratulations - but will it

all end in tears? Stay tuned...
11
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Index of Possibilities
With CD -R (recordable compact disc) increasingly being

used in studio, broadcast, post -production and mastering

applications, the CD -R Indexer from HHB Communications

Ltd is a timely product which should find wide application.

Compatible with the Marantz CDR1 and other Philips -

based CD recorders, the Indexer aims to smooth the

transfer process between DAT and CD -R by automating the

conversion of Track Start ID markers on DAT to track
increment flags on CD - usually, flags have to be entered

manually after recording from DAT to CD has taken place, a

time-consuming and laborious task which introduces the

possibility of operator error. Indexer can also compensate

for 'lateness' in the positioning of ID markers on DAT
tapes, which can -occur when a DAT machine's audio
detection circuitry has a slow rise -time.

Applications of the CD -R Indexer aren't limited to
recording from DAT to CD -R, however. The unit also permits

manipulation of status bits
within the datastream, one
application being to 'flip' the
consumer/professional flag
which normally prevents direct

digital recording from a prof-

essional to a consumer DAT machine.

The CD -R Indexer costs £699 excluding VAT.

More information from HHB Communications Ltd, 73-75

Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, Tel: 081 960 9010. Fax:

081 960 1160.

TECHNOLOGY ON COURSE
Starting next February, the London
College of Music will be running a
Diploma in Music Technology course

at Thames Valley University in

London. The course will provide
students with practical experience of

musical technology and prepare them

for careers as recording engineers,
producers, keyboard technicians,

MIDI programmers and the like. To
this end, visits, seminars, workshops

and studio location work will form
part of the course, and leading music

industry professionals will teach and

advise at all levels.

The Diploma is being supported by

the British Record Producer's Guild
and the Incorporated Society of

Musicians, and also has the
endorsement of leading instrument
manufacturers like Korg, Roland and

Yamaha - Korg, for instance, will be
providing a Wavestation A/D, and
their product specialist Phil

MaCclonald will be assisting in a
teaching role.

For further information contact
Thames Valley University at St Mary's

Road, Ealing, London W5 5RF, Tel:

081 579 5000. Fax: 081 566 1353.

Reeling in
the Years

Described as "a definitive guide to

the creation and management of
audio master tapes", The Master
Tape Book: the Complete Guide for

Professionals is a new book
available from the APRS (the
Association of Professional
Recording Services).

Written by Alan Parsons, Bill
Foster and Chris Hollebone, and
with a foreword by Phil Collins, the

book includes sections on good
studio and A&R practices,

analogue and digital tape formats,

tones and alignment, master tape

handling and storage, and the role

of the producer.

The Master Tape Book is available

by post (price £15 plus £2 for
postage and packing) from the APRS,

2 Windsor Square, Silver Street,
Reading, Berks. RG1 2TH. Tel: 0734

756218, Fax: 0734 756216.

MAKING A_I)VANCES
New from Ensoniq is the ASR -10 Advanced Sampling

Recorder, a keyboard sampler which succeeds the
company's EPS-16 Plus sampler. The ASR -10 features
true 16 -bit linear sampling and utilises 64 x oversampling

Delta -Sigma (one -bit) technology. Sampling can be in
mono or stereo, with a choice of 29.76 or 44.1kHz
sampling rates available.

The ASR -10's standard 2Mb of sample RAM gives
20.5 seconds of mono or 10.3 seconds of
stereo sampling time at the higher rate.
Longer sampling times can be accommodated

by upgrading the ASR's memory to a
maximum of 16Mb using standard.
inexpensive SIMM chips.

The new sampler comes fitted with a high -

density floppy disk drive. However, if you want

to avoid countless disk -swaps when saving

large amounts of sample data. you'll probably

want to fit theoptional SP -3 SCSI Interface and invest in

an external hard drive. Ensoniq will also be providing the

DI -10 Digital Interface for anyone wanting to transfer
sam-ple data in the digital domain between the ASR -10

and, say, a DAT machine.

At the heart of the new sampler is a new custom
oscillator chip which has allowed 31 -note polyphony and

hardware envelopes to be implemented. In keeping with

Ensoniq's traditional adherence to the work -station

approach on their keyboards, the ASR -10 has an onboard

16 -track sequencer and built-in 24 -bit effects processor.

The effects section provides 47 algorithms, many of
which have been derived from the company's highly
desirable DP/4 Parallel Effects Processor.

EPS and EPS-16 Plus owners tempted to upgrade to
the new instrument will be glad to know that it's
compatible with their sound library.

111111411110
_Aram

The ASR -10 is available now, while a rack -mount
version, the ASR -10R, is scheduled for release in January.

Prices: ASR -10 £1999: ASR -10R £1999: SP -3 SCSI

Interface £TBA: DI -10 Digital Interface £TBA. Quoted
prices include VAT.

For more information, contact UK distributors
Sound Technology at 17 Letchworth Point. Amor Way.

Letchworth,Hertfordshire SG6 1ND. Tel: 0462 480000.
Fax: 0462 480800.

Reaching a

CLIMAX
New from Masterbits is tile fifth
Climax Collection sample CD,
which is devoted to the violin.
Featured are 486 standard audio
samples (302 sustains and 184
attacks) together with 25 banks of

data -streamed S1000/S1100
samples for direct digital transfer
via the samplers' 113104 interface.

The CD's data section includes

10 banks (166 samples) at 29kHz

for samplers with less memory, 14

banks (387 samples) at 44.1kHz,
and one 16Mb bank featuring 11
Programs.

Climax Collection 5 costs £45
including VAT, while all five
volumes can be bought for an
inclusive price of £190.

For more information contact
AMG at Hurst Lane, Privett nr
Alton, Hants GU34 3PL, Tel: 0730

88383, Fax: 0730 88390.
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Powerful new tools
for creative people

The ep-9 entry level digital
piano offers an unparalleled
degree of musical expressive-
ness, thanks to its eight
realistic acoustic piano sounds,
full 88 -note keyboard, 28 voice
polyphony, built-in speakers,
four song music recorder and
digital reverb/chorus.

The GR-1 is the latest floor -standing guitar
synthesizer from Roland, offering exceptional
player response, excellent pitch tracking
capability, 200 RS-PCM sounds, easy editing,
digital effects, MIDI, and four track sequencing.
The GK -2 pick-up can be easily mounted onto
most guitars (no screws required), whilst
preserving the unique subtleties and individual
variances found in different guitar playing styles.

N
The J141-50 is a 61 note GM/GS music
workstation offering an unbelievable 445 sounds,
24 voice polyphony and 16 part multitimbrality.
The keyboard includes a 49,000 note sequencer
that can save/play Standard MIDI Files for live
performance/sequencer compatibility on its own
internal 3.5" disk drive, as well as having new
intelligent groove/pattern creation facilities and
automated mixdown functions.

The JV-30 is a highly affordable 61 note GM/GS
keyboard offering 24 voice polyphony and 16 part
multitimbrality. It's packed with 445 high -
definition PCM multisampled sounds, 128 of them
with nine different drum sets being user definable.
All tones can be quickly edited in real time using
the JV-30's three dedicated `Edit Palette' sliders
for easy operation.

The Total Drum System is
a new `pad' based drumkit
offering the sort of feel and
dynamic response that
acoustic drumming
techniques have demanded
for years. At the heart of this
superb system is the
electrifying TD -7 which
contains 512 CD -quality
drum sounds which can be
triggered by up to nine
external pads, including the
unique Roland hi -hat and
bass drum controllers.

I ,---)Roland
13099 Rhodes RODGERS

Roland (UK) Ltd, Atlantic Close, Swansea Enterprise
Park, Swansea, West Glamorgan, SA7 9FJ.
Tel 0792 310247 Fax 0792 310248



Though often regarded
as the preserve of the recording
magazines, the work of the
producer is of critical
importance to all those involved
in music - particularly when it's
the work of a producer like
Calum Malcolm...

An air of sobriety permeates a rather gaunt Victorian
schoolhouse in the village of Pencaitland, a few miles

south-east of Edinburgh. But for an incongruously flashy car

parked outside, you'd think it was abandoned. This, however,

is Castlesound Studio, and both car and studio belong to
Calum Malcolm, the quiet man of Scottish pop and the
unsung genius behind nearly two decades' worth of
contemporary music with a distinctly regional flavour.

Building on early successes as a local engineer, Calum has

produced a chain of idiosyncratic acts from The Blue Nile to

It's Immaterial, and has been the natural choice of a
generation of Celtic musicians looking to place their
traditional forms in a modern setting.

He first opened a studio around 1974, a small 4 -track in
Edinburgh, and slowly ascended through 16 and then 24
tracks as word spread. "It grew because there weren't many
other studios around, not because it or I were any good,
particularly," he says, self-effacingly, in his gentle Caledonian

murmur. In the late '70s, a change of location was prompted
by prohibitive city rents: "This place was empty, just a typical

old school. I eventually found out who owned it, bought it
and converted it - pretty much as you see it now." What you

see now is a calm and restful studio environment, somewhat

darkened by the years, but on the brink of refurbishment to
allow in more of the light from the surrounding East Lothian

skies.

The control room, in which Calum sits with a reviving mug

of tea and a faint air of the laird, stands at the end of a long
corridor between one very large live room, which runs along

the length of the corridor, and a smaller but still generous
room which today contains a solitary amplifier and a boom
mounted mic. "The design has lasted quite well," he muses. "I

re -did this room a couple of years ago, but it's basically the
same shape. You can't really go wrong with a decent building,

where the rooms are a half -decent shape. You'll get a decent

sound when it's like that, so it doesn't really matter. It's when

you try and cram a studio into a basement or some other tiny

space that they don't really work.
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"Good playing areas have always been important for me,
and I have to say that the most important thing in my
background would be musical as opposed to technical,
although obviously I've had to pick a lot up as I go along. I
had no training as such, I've just been interested in music
right from the beginning, and I've tried to keep that in the
front of my mind."

A Mitsubishi digital machine arrived two and a half years

.ago, before which the studio was standard analogue 24 -
track. "24 -track was fine, there are some good machines, but

some of the stuff I was doing at the time was quite
atmospheric and empty, with a lot of silent passages and very

quiet moments in the music, and I had Telcom noise
reduction. That was the best system until Dolby SR, but it still

had some problems. So at that point I could have bought
another 24 -track machine with Dolby SR, which all costs quite

a lot of money really, so I went to Mitsubishi.

"I had a good relationship with them, even though I'd
never bought anything off them. The people there were
actually quite pleasant, and that makes a difference. Obviously

in the end people are just trying to sell you stuff, but
nevertheless there's an acceptable face to that - and they
provided it.

"It seemed a good enough machine; it had a few more tracks,

and it really wasn't that much more expensive than buying
another 24 -track plus 48 tracks of SR, so I went for it. I still
have a bit of trouble with digital things, but I'm definitely not a

purist - people do think that, but I'm not - I just think that
there are limitations with the sound of digital stuff. Providing
you accept that, it's OK. I also found that there were quite a lot

of limitations in analogue multitrack recording: it's just a bit
wider than a cassette, really, isn't it? A 2" tape is only slightly

better than cassette width, so it's not that brilliant anyway. It

tends to compress a bit, which is OK if you want that sort of

effect, but if you don't, and you just want to get back off the

tape what you put on, it's not very good.

"So I thought well, a Mitsubishi gets rid of all that stuff,

and it may not be quite so satisfying deep down but recording

multitracked music is not a pure form of making music,
anyway. I don't really care if it's not perfect. If I want to make

something 'perfect' I'd do it it straight to 2 -track analogue,
like one of those old jazz records. Those are still the best
sounding records, if you want something that's really alive and

exciting to listen to. They'll beat all the multitrack stuff hands

down, I think.

Calum Malcolm PROFILE

"I don't really care about the digital/analogue thing -
they've both got their pluses. Although the thing about digital

is that it's dead easy, you can't really go wrong. You get more

or less what you put on. If you're dealing with synths it's a
digital source anyway, half the time, so it doesn't really matter.

I stick everything on tape - it's too risky not to. I like it all to
be in one place at one time.

"No matter what anyone says, I've yet to find any
sequencing package anywhere that can guarantee perfect
timing every time you start the tape. Maybe nine times out of

ten it will lock up, but the tenth time it could be a fraction
out, and it's infuriating. I just want it all to be in the same
place at the same time, then it's one less thing to

worry about when trying to get all this..." (he
gesticulates vaguely at the studio) "...put in its
place".

Pragmatism is at the core of Calum's being.
While displaying the mildest of manners, his
patience is in shortest supply for those tools of
the trade which put up the greatest barriers to
getting the job done. "The most useful part of
a sequencer, as far as I'm concerned, is to be
able to put ideas down quickly - then you can
quickly join them together later. The ideas are
there and you haven't used up track space on
the tape, you're not worried about wiping a
track and losing something that you might
find in the mix which might be good. It's
on the sequencer, and if you need it you can
get it.

"Quantisation, and all that other side of it,
that's fine for some things, but it's not
necessarily a great thing. It's not easy to
program these days without too much flatness and precision,
and I know a lot of people - including myself - who get round

it by programming it all out; but it takes ages to do that. You

can be much better off with a decent drummer. I still do a lot

of sampling, but I do love live music. I like the sound of a
drum kit - or making it sound different, not necessarily like a

drum kit.

"I love the feel of somebody half -decent playing an
instrument, it makes a big difference. It has a lasting power,

you don't get sick of the record after the third verse. It'll stand

the test of time a bit more, I'm absolutely convinced of that.

An awful lot of music these days has got a lot of impact
initially, it immediately grabs your attention, but once you've

heard it a few times you think `...next'. You want the next 0

Interview by
Phil Ward

"I love the feel of

somebody playing

an instrument. It
has a lasting power,
you don't get sick of
the record after the
third verse. It'll
stand the test of
time - I'm
absolutely
convinced of that"
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PROFILE Calum Malcolm

0 thing, and then the next - and you try and figure out why that
is. On a lot of older records, the things you still listen to, you
always hear something a bit different; it's never quite the same

each time. You never remember the feel exactly all the way

through, whereas once you've heard the first four bars of a
sequenced record, that's the feel for the rest of it."

The enduring qualities of Calum's own recordings, of
course, owe much to his sympathetic blending of

traditional musicianship and modern technology. A case in
point is this year's solo debut Mciire by Wire Brennan,

provider of the haunting lead vocals on a brace of hit albums

by Clannad. Calum co -produced the album with Irish
musician Donal Lunny. "There was a good balance of
technologies on that album. All the percussion was played. We

used Nigel Thomas, who's an old friend. He's the principal
percussionist with the London Philharmonic, and was with the

London Symphony Orchestra before that, and he's really
fantastic. I like his ideas, he's a nice bloke. He's joined me on

quite a few projects over the years, and he's able to play with

precision, so you don't have to rely on computers to sort it
out.

"And there are also lots of synths and stuff. I played most of

the basses and synths on that record, and we had a great
combination, I thought, of the two areas. There are weak
points to it, of course, but there are some good moments with

Nigel playing along with Donal Lunny - who's a cracking
bouzouki player and also a great bodhran player. He can play
that as a bass, as well, which he did on a couple of tracks,
because he can pitch it so well. Some of the stuff came
together very well, I think.

"Maire and I spent a couple of weeks doing all the songs
through, with just me doing all the music and her doing
vocals, most of which was discarded later. That was purely
preparation; all I could do was play it on keyboards, and what

we did was get arrangements down and a basic structure on
tape for people to listen to. We couldn't do it as a live
ensemble; it was impossible to get everybody together at the

same time. But I tried to get as much acoustic stuff on the
record as I could."

Calum, it seems, is in demand as a remixer, too, his brisk
efficiency suiting the production -line methods of
contemporary pop. Earlier this year, Greg Kane of Hue & Cry

was the stunned beneficiary of a complete album mix finished

in five days.

"I have to say, I always do it in that time. I hate spending 0

"Hands on" MIDI Software The MIDI Music Specialists
Ontage TM

MIDI FILE PLAYER FOR ATARI Si
No monitor required!!

32 MIDI channels/32 songs in memory
64 tracks/remote control

On Stage .£99.95

16+ CARTRIDGE FOR ATARI ST
Run out of MIDI channels??

Plug in your 16+ cartridge and access another 16
MIDI channels for use with: -

C -Lab Creator/Notator
Steinberg Cubase (all vers)/Cubeat On

Stage/Trackman 2
Costs less than £2 per channel!!

16+ Cartridge £29.95
*New* Jazz Collection
Get your favourite jazz tunes in SMF
Titles include: Wave, Autumn Leaves, Misty, Take
Five, Green Dolphin Street and many more

ii

ALL TITLES ADVERTISED ARE AVAILABLE
OVER 400 TITLES AVAILABLE (INCLUDING)

End Of The Road Boyz II Men
Would I Lie To You Charles & Eddie
Rhythm Is A Dancer Snap
Achy Breaky Heart Billy Ray Cyrus
Dancing Queen ABBA
Ain't No Doubt Jimmy Nail
What A Day For A Daydream Right Said Fred
The One Elton John
Hazard Richard Marx
Baker Street Gerry Rafferty
I Drove All Night Roy Orbison
My Destiny Lionel Ritchie
Walking on Broken Glass Annie Lennox
On The Beach Chris Rea
Just Another Day Jon Secada
Stars Simply Red

_VA
ROLAND SOUND CANVAS EDITOR

YAMAHA TG1 00 EDITOR
FOR ATARI ST

Full editing facilities to modify hundreds of
parameters of your favourite sound -module. All
modifications can be saved as Standard MIDI Files.
Soft Link and MROS compatible £39.95

Cubase Mixer Map for Roland
SC55 only

Associated Board Exam Syllabus for piano/violin/
flute/clarinet/trumpet
Grades 1 to 5 £9.95

Tran Tracks
Now you can get your "Hands On" the best data
from the USA. All formats available. Over 500
titles to choose from.

"Haar:
USA - Tran Tracks 201 383 6691
Germany - MCS 0231 759283
Scandinavia - G Major Music 08 612 7066
Australia - Bay's Music Scene 02 727 4999

prl "Hands on" MIDI Software Ltd, Tel: 0705 221162 or fax 0705 382865 3 Bell Road, Cosham, Portsmouth, Hampshire P06 3NX VISA
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he Peavey DPM SP has enough
und-processing power to generate incredible

nds.... Overall, the SP represents tremendous
value for the money....The engineers at Peavey
are to he commended for building a highly
capable sound module into a cost-effective,
upgradable package." Electronic Musician

May 1992 Issue

The DPM® SP/SX sampling system is a phenomenal
value. Costing thousands less than comparable units from
our competitors, and hundreds less than most low end
systems, the SP/SX combination represents the most
powerful, yet affordable, full -featured 16 -bit sampling
system on the market today!

Va.

The DPM® SP rack -mount sample playback module offers
I6 -bit resolution and 44.1 kHz stereo sample playback rate
for industry standard sonic quality that is without equal.

The SP is capable of handling up to 32 megabytes of
internal sample memory. The sample RAM is expandable
with low-cost industry standard SIMMs expansion boards.

SAMPLE PLAYBACK
SYNTHESIZER

SAMPLE RATE

48 KHz

24 KHz 7,

ALT

"The SP offers ambitious programmers the
potential for creating new signature sounds.
Particularly considering its low price,
expandability and first-rate storage and loading
capabilities, the SP gives a musician more than
just an introduction to sampling. With the SP,
Peavey moves the flexible -architecture
philosOphy to new frontiers." EQ Magazine

February 1992 Issue

The DPM SX Sampling Xpander module allows you
to digitally record your own 16 -bit samples and send
them over SCSI to the SP or in the standard SDS format
to your DPM 3 or other compatible instrument.

alb

Up until now, high -quality sampling has been something
that was out of reach for most people. Not only because
of the expense, but because of the tedious time and effort
required to create good samples. The union of the SP/SX
finally brings together high -end full -featured sampling
with ultra affordable pricing for the working musician.

Sample the new DPM SP and DPM SX sampling system
today! Be sure to ask about the new DPM SP sample
library available now at your nearest Peavey dealer!

The Mond°, magazine from Peavey is a pubItcation,tilled with the latest into musicians want to know. Included are
,nterwevqs*,th today's hottest players. You also get the latest news on Peavey equipment. To receive 4 issues for only
$5.130". *end check or money order to Monitor magazine. Peavey Electroncs t 711 A Street Meridian. MS 393022898
PfICeS in U.S.only.

Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd  Hatton House  Hunters Road  Corby  Northan:3  NN17 1JE
Tel: 0536 205520  Fax: 0536 69029



"There is a thread running through Celtic music.
You can see connections between U2 and Simple

Minds, for instance. Whether they influence each
other, or ever have done, I don't know. But there's

obviously a sound which is purely down to
traditional Celtic music"

0 a long time mixing, I always think there must be something
wrong. I usually mix twice in very quick succession, or even

three times. I like mixing on my own, just to get my own
ideas straightened out the way I think it roughly should be,
and then getting the artist to come and tell me what's wrong
with it, what they would like, where I've gone off the rails.

"This Amek RN console is quick, and it's got
a computer which I like, too - it's the best
system I've used. I think flying faders are good as

well, but for me an SSL is a bit slow. I know
they're better these days, but this system seems
very, very quick, and it's highly repeatable as
well. I've got my own method of writing things

down that aren't automated, just bits of code I
write out, which means that no matter how
complicated the mix, I can get it back up into
the console in about 20 minutes. And then just
comparing it back with a half -inch I can make
sure it's exactly where we were. It's so fast to do

that now, I tend to do mixes very quickly.
Deliberately not take them to what might be
their final conclusion, and then get everyone's
input to see what they think. Then I'll get it all
back up and do what needs to be done."

Another pop act within Calum's orbit is
Liverpool duo It's Immaterial, currently
exchanging new DAT-recorded tracks in the
post with the producer of their Song album of
a couple of years ago. That album was sadly
overlooked (tragically overlooked, I'd say -
Ed), but it was a subtle masterpiece in the
art of creating a sense of space within
a multitrack recording. "I like space, yeah,

Checklist
Calum's own selection from the

artists he's worked with over
the years...

BAY CITY ROLLERS

THE HEADBOYS
TIM RICE

THE ROYAL SCOTS DRAGOON GUARDS
ANDY STEWART

ORANGE JUICE
AZTEC CAMERA

NAZARETH
BOOTS FOR DANCING

JOSEF K

THE BLUE NILE
RUNRIG

HUE AND CRY
MIKE LINDUP (LEVEL 42)

SIMPLE MINDS
BIG COUNTRY

ALTERED IMAGES

IT'S IMMATERIAL
MAIRE BRENNAN (CLANNAD)

LOST SOUL BAND

DARLING HEART
STEVE GIBBONS BAND

BARRY HUMPHRIES (DAME EDNA)

CAROL KIDD
POLISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

CHRISTINA BRUNO
STOCKHOLM ART TRIO

I've always been fond of space. I think it's just correct
orchestration in the first place. Pure arrangement; getting the

right instrument, the right kinds of sounds which create their

own space.

"Reverb's important, but not that important. I don't go in
for fancy reverbs, actually. I'd probably like a Lexicon, but it

doesn't matter anyway because I can't afford one. A 480L -
what's that, about seven and a half million pounds?

"So I just have these things; the Klark-Tekniks, they're fine,

the old AMS is OK, too. Probably my favourites are the two

EMT plates; I really do like them. I've got a transistor one and

a valve one, and they do sound totally different. Probably not

because they're valve and transistor, but just because they're

different tensions. One's very bright, one's very warm and
dull sounding. They're great beCause they've got so much
resolution; they never fizz or die away, or ring, or do anything

funny - they just sound really spacey. I suppose, probably, a bit

of it is that - now you mention space - they're superb for
percussion. A lot of people don't bother using them, they're
so big and cumbersome. Although plenty of people still
have them."

The Wire Brennan album is a fine example of the
empathy between Celtic flavours and contemporary

ambient music, which Calum Malcolm is perfectly placed to
interpret. There's something about the windswept imagery
involved which is easily evoked in the modern studio. Or to
put it another way, there's nothing like a synth pad for a bit of

the old Scotch mist. Calum also mentions Capercaillie, Simple

Minds and Runrig as exponents of a poppier version of this
hybrid, and identifies the drones in traditional Celtic music as

being a key link.

"There is a thread running through Celtic music. You can

see connections between U2 and Simple Minds, for instance.
Whether they influence each other, or ever have done, I don't
know. But there's obviously a sound which is purely down to
the traditional Celtic music - that's all that is. And there's a
format, a form of music which is written down and
understood. And so, of course, with people growing up and
being subjected to that kind of music it will have an influence

that will rub off on them and emerge later when they start
writing pop songs.

"There must be an element of that which happens all over

the world. There's a thread running right through Europe as
well, of course, right through to Eastern Europe, and there
are very strong musical connections between the Celts and
Brittany, Cape Breton in North America, and middle Europe.

There is a very consistent sound, which you can also pick up in

many types of modern classical music. And Rumanian,
Hungarian and Czechoslovakian folk music have all got this

exact same thing going on. It's drones, and certain shapes; the

way these shapes are used. There's obviously a big connection

and it must spill into modern music."

And is it this that distinguishes Scottish pop? "The Scottish

pop scene has always been vibrant. It comes into focus now

and again and then it goes out of focus - but it's always there.

Just like the North-West. There's possibly a certain amount of
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Calum Malcolm PROFILE

rebelliousness involved, wherein people want to be different,

want to be independent. I doubt whether people would
consciously write to be like that, but that's the effect,
subconsciously, I'm sure."

To many, Calum Malcolm is synonymous with Glasgow trio

The Blue Nile, whose two seminal albums A Walk Across The

Rooftops and Hats he produced in 1984 and 1989.
Responding to an enquiry as to further collaborations, Calum

is circumspect... "Well, possibly. I spent some time with
Robert recently, and I spoke to both Pauls on the phone, and

in fact we were talking about equipment, trying to figure out

what to do. The last time we spoke about recording, I said
what's the point in going into a studio? They really are very
capable people, and studios are very expensive. So I said why

not just buy some equipment and do it at home - the bulk of
it, at least, and then come and finish it off, mix it, or add
things that you can't have at home. I think that's the right
way for them to record.

"Too often, especially on the last album, we spent a long

time trying to recreate really crappy, but perfect kitchen
demos, the feel of which eluded us, and which I think did
elude us in the end. I still prefer the kitchen demos. It's a very

hard thing to get back. Paul Buchanan comes up with the
ideas and performances, and it's one definite sound, whether

it's just him playing the guitar and singing the thing, he
creates a sound. To try and recreate that is just impossible. It
gets squeaky clean, disjointed, disembodied. If anyone would

benefit from just having a mic stuck in front of them, it's The

Blue Nile. It would sound awful but it would have something

very very special."

Reccording at home would put The Blue Nile in the
ompany of many other innovative '80s songwriters in

search of new openings. Mention has already been made of
Calum's DAT correspondence with a pretty much
housebound It's Immaterial. The Nile's Paul Moore is
apparently interested in hard -disk recording systems, but
Calum is sceptical. And it's not just a case of 'you take the
high tech and I'll take the low...'

"I've been trying to put him off, because I've had quite a
lot of experience with them. I've invested a lot of money in a
Spectral Synthesis system - which is superb, very good - but

they're not right. They're brilliant for people doing film work,

brilliant for synchronising video and film stuff together,
usually packages from SSL or whoever - that's great, that's the

future, I love that idea. But, to record music on, they don't
make much sense, because what do you do once your disk's

full? You back it up, and how long does that take? Can you
really afford the optical disks you'll need? If someone pulls the

plug and your signal disappears down the earth line, are you

going to be happy about that? Wouldn't you rather it was on a

bit of tape so you could just switch the machine on again and

it would still be there?

"I think they're a dead loss. They're grossly unreliable, still.

They've got to wait. One of these days they'll suss it out and it

will be better. They'll have to get cheap backup. They'll have

to be able to load things in very fast, like changing a tape. I've

got two systems, in fact - I've got a Hybrid Arts system as
well. I use the Spectral for all my sampling; it's up -to -16 -track,

it does work, it doesn't crash, but I use it as a way to
manipulate the digital audio on the Mitsubishi, not as a
separate recorder."

Maintaining spontaneity is the goal of Calum's no-nonsense

approach, and he agrees that there may be a danger in the
almost limitless rearrangement possibilities of the latest
sequencers. Here's what he would do with your demo, were
you to find yourself in the enviable role of Castlesound
client...

"The way I've worked with demos recently - and I'm doing

this just now with It's Immaterial - is to take the demo in
whatever form, DAT, 16 -track 1" or 8 -track or whatever, and

just copy it exactly onto the Mitsubishi, and that's where we

start. Print an analogue -to -digital copy onto a reel. They're
just versions of the songs, just as relevant as what we do at the

end, probably more relevant in many cases. I've done that
successfully now over quite a few albums, it really works.
Maybe we don't use anything from it in the end, but the feel

is always there. You never lose that. You never

have to put the old cassette on and ask 'where
did we go wrong?' You can't go wrong; it's
there in the first place. That's provided the
arrangement is correct in the first place.

"There's a danger that's hit me several times:

you've got so much flexibility

of your aims. And if you spend too much time

on a piece of music, which I think is also bad,
you get bored, just as anyone would get bored
with anything, and you just start changing it for

change's sake. You'll go back and throw away
perfectly good things, just in order to hear new

things - and because it's so easy to do it. You
end up recording at least two albums, and the
first was perfectly good. It's certainly happened

to me before. Some things may get better, but
undoubtedly some things get worse."

At Castlesound, most things are getting
better, and the diary gets ever fuller. Now
involved in an A&R and production role with a
new label started by Bruce Findlay (ex -Simple

Minds manager, who now manages The
Silencers), Calum appreciates the basic time and

labour-saving benefits of technology more than

ever. "Sure. That's why I've surrounded myself
with things which are quick and easy to use. I
don't ever want to be held up. It's lovely for
that - I don't run out of tracks, I can slave up
the Atari, I don't run out of anything. I like
being able to get things done.

"The current album I'm working on has been

paid up to the last day, it's four weeks exactly
and it's done, it's finished. We'll just do the last
few overdubs today, have a week off and start

mixing. That includes rehearsals and everything.

"That," says Calum Malcom, pragmatist, "is

sensible".

Castlesound
Equipment List
Console: Amek ILN 56 -channel

Automation: Amek Supertruc

Digital recorders: Mitsubishi X850 32 -track;

Technics SV360 DAT; Sony TCD10 Pro

DAT; Sony Fl; Hybrid Arts Digital Master

hard disk recorder/editor; Spectral Synthesis

hard disk recorder/editor; Hybrid Arts ADAP

with 30Mb hard disk

Analogue recorders: Otari MTR90 1124 -

track; Lyrec TR55 1/2" 2 -track; Lyrec TR55

1/4" 2 -track; Ferrograph SP7; Revox A77; 2 -

track Dolby SR noise reduction
Monitors: Linn Products 3 -way active main

system; ATC SMC20 and ARI8 nearfield

monitors

Microphones: B&K 4003s, 4004s, 4011s,

2812s; Neumann KM86; Schoeps CMC50s;

Electrovoice RE20s; Beyer M201s; Calrec

CM1050s; AKG C61s; Shure SM58;

Masscnburg microphone amplifiers and EQ

Outboard: EMT 140 stereo valve revcrb

plate; EMT 140 stereo transistor reverb plate;

AMS RMX16 reverb, 1580 DDL, 220 phascr;

Klark-Teknik DN780s; Alesis Midiverb II;

Yamaha D1500 DDL, SPX90 II; Neve 33609,

2254A; Amek CLO1s; A&D SOls, F300s,

Autopanner; Orban De-esser; Drawmer 201

gates

Sequencing/synchronising: RTL Event

SMPTE/MIDI clock; Hybrid Arts SMPTE-
Track sequencer on Atari ST; Audio Kinetics

Pacer synchroniser

Instruments: Bcchstein 8'6" piano; Mason &

Hamlin harmonium; Kawai K1; Roland 1P8;

Casio CZ3000; Roland TR606; acoustic

drums
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MIDI by example
Part 4

Integrating a drum
machine into your
MIDI system - step by
step...

Text by Vic Lennard

Before entering into the 'fun' of getting a

drum machine and sequencer to play in

time with each other, let's first take a look at

how we incorporate a drum machine into a

basic MIDI system.

Until recently, when dedicated modules
started to appear on the scene, the usual
way to get your percussion sounds was to

buy a drum machine, ignore its internal
programming system, and link it up to your

sequencer. To this end, there are three ways

of working:

1. Playing the drum sounds from the drum
machine's own pads (where these exist) and

recording the pad hits on the sequencer.

2. Inputting drum notes directly, in step -time,

to hardware sequencer or to a drum grid
editor on a computer sequencer.

3. Playing the drum sounds via an attached

MIDI keyboard and recording the key presses

on a sequencer.

Irrespective of how you choose to work,

various settings have to be made to get the

system up and running. Beginning with
playback from the sequencer: you need to

ensure that the MIDI receive channel of the

drum machine is the same as the transmit
channel of the track on the sequencer and

that the drum machine is set to receive and

recognise MIDI Notes. Each of the drum

machine's sounds will be allocated to a
particular MIDI Note number, a list of which

should appear in the back of the drum
machine manual.

To work via the drum machine's pads
requires a two-way link to be established
between the drum machine and sequencer.

The MIDI Out from the drum machine
connects to the MIDI In of the sequencer,
which effectively means that the drum
machine is acting as a MIDI Controller: hitting

the pads sends MIDI Note messages to the

sequencer.

To complete the link, the MIDI Out from
the sequencer needs to be connected to
the MIDI In of the drum machine so that
the drum sounds can be heard when the
sequencer plays back (Figure 1). However,

it will also be necessary to turn off the
sequencer's internal 'soft-Thru' MIDI
function, otherwise you'll hear the drum
sounds twice every time you hit a pad;
firstly from the pad itself and secondly
from the MIDI Note returning via the
sequencer.

Using a drum grid editor on a sequencer to

Out In

In

Sequencer recording and playing
back MIDI Notes. Soft-Thru off.

Out
co

Drum machine set to transmit
and receive MIDI Notes.

Figure 1: A drum machine can be used as a MIDI Controller to play notes into a sequencer when
programming, and then as a sound module on sequencer playback

Out > In

Sequencer with
drum grid
editor open

Sound module Thru

In

Drum machine (at end of MIDI
chain if without a MIDI Thru)

Figure 2: Step -time entry of notes on a computer sequencer allows you to use the drum machine
purely as a sound module. Place it at the end of the MIDI chain if it lacks a MIDI Thru socket
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ATURE

MIDI GLOSSARY
A couple more commonly used terms for your MIDI glossary...

Local Control

A synthesiser can be viewed as two distinct items. There's the keyboard

which transmits MIDI information, generated by the playing of keys
and/or the pressing of buttons. And there's the internal sound generator

which creates the actual sounds that we hear.

Local Control Off effectively splits the keyboard from the sound
module so that they can be treated as separate entities (see diagram).

This is very useful when used with a sequencer and configures the
system as it would be using a master keyboard and an expander.

If the synth is multitimbral, you can ignore the MIDI transmit channel

of the keyboard and simply set the MIDI channel of the current
sequencer track to that of the sound you want to hear. Turning Local

In Thru
I I

Sound Generator

III III

Out

III

Control off is usually possible from the front panel of the synth,
although some require a special MIDI message to be sent to them from
a sequencer.

Running Status

The first part of any MIDI message tells the receiving device what kind

of message it is: Note On or Off, Program Change, Pitch Bend - and so
on. If, for example, you have a whole host of MIDI Notes, all on the
same MIDI channel, the first part of each of them will be the same. So
why, after the first MIDI Note has been sent, bother transmitting it?

This is the reasoning behind Running Status. If the first part of a MIDI

message is the same as the first part of a previous one, then it can be
dispensed with; the receiving device will know what to expect. This
reduces the amount of MIDI information being sent from one device to
another - a kind of data reduction system, if you like. All MIDI devices
have to be able to recognise Running Status when receiving MIDI
information, but do not necessarily have to transmit it, although most
will if they are outputting large amounts of data - particularly
sequencers and MIDI mergers.

III II ui III

Out

In

Synth can transmit MIDI notes
on any MIDI channel

O
O

Out

Set MIDI channel of current
track to the receive channel of
drum machine. Soft-Thru on
Figure 3: With the correct settings, a sequencer connected between a synth and drum machine can
record all key presses as you play the drum sounds.

O

Set drum machine to
receive MIDI Notes

trigger the drum machine simply involves
making sure that the MIDI Note for each
instrument on screen matches up with
the sounds in the drum machine. Connection -

wise, only the MIDI Out from the sequencer

has to be connected to the MIDI In of
the drum machine, so that the latter can
receive notes as they are played back
from the sequencer. If the drum machine is

lacking a MIDI Thru port, remember to
place it at the end of a 'daisy chain' MIDI
arrangement if that's how your system is
configured (Figure 2).

Playing the drum sounds via a MIDI
keyboard is often a good option, especially
if the drum machine pads are on
the small side. Connect the MIDI Out from
the keyboard to the MIDI In of the
sequencer and the MIDI Out from this to
the MIDI In of the drum machine (Figure 3).

Notes sent by the keyboard to the
drum machine are received by the
sequencer which, by use of its soft-Thru
facility, are re -transmitted to the
drum machine. Make sure that the soft-Thru

function is turned on (otherwise
received notes will not be sent from the
MIDI Out of the sequencer) and that the
MIDI channel of the current sequencer track

matches the MIDI receive channel of the
drum machine.
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 420 patches
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Peavey DMP3SE
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 Great Sampling Drum Machine!
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 2 x 24bit digital effects

amaha RY10 NEW
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ins, 36 songs
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16bit PCM sound module
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 Exciting new synth
module from BOSS
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Yamaha MDF2 NEW £209
 MIDI data storage unit
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sequencer playback
 Battery -powered treedoM
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Yamaha are making some cracking all in stock, set up and ready for you to
keyboards and tone modules at the come and try. AND Don't forget. Our
moment and here at ABC we have them Yamaha prices are the best around!

Yamaha TG100 ,Ilamaha TG500   
 AWM tone module
 28 note polyphonic. 16 part MT
 192 programmes
 Built-in PC & Mac MIDI interface

Yamaha SY35    
 AWM/FM 61 key synthesizer
 16 note polyphonic. 8 part MT
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Roland Save
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Korg Save
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 Come along and see
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0311W Today at AEG

 255 multisounds
 119 superb drums
 16 track sequencer on board
 32 voice poly, 16 track multi-timbral
 200 great programmes cid

Fantastic Emu Proteus samples

 AWM2 tone module
 64 note polyphonic. 16 part MT
 256 programmes
 Module version of great SY55

Yamaha SY85
 AWM2 tone module
 30 note polyphonic. 16 part MT
 Up to 3meg user sampling
 Great synth, sampling & sequencer

Roland D70 sek
 76 velocity sensitive & aftertouch keys
 Advanced LA synthesis
 30 voice polyphony  6 -part multi timbral
 Built-in effects

Sager LA synth for less than £1000 999
£976!

Roland MV -30
220 RS-PCM Sounds
30 voice polyphony
8 part Multi Timbral
Sequencer/Mixer/FX
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At ABC Music You Get
Fantastic deals, the latest products,
extended 3 year warranty (at extra cost).
low cost finance (ask for details), fully
trained staff, friendly service.

Kingston (K)
Surry's Super Store
56 Surbiton Road Tel: 081 546 9877

0372
468114

,   

9

kittocies I000
 Drawbar organ, sounds great AskK999 Digital effects built-in
 Real-time sound shaping
 How an organ should be

N

Slough (S)
Junction 6 on the M4. FREE Parking.
324 Farnham Road Tel: 0753 822754

Yamaha EMP100 E189
 150 D,ghal fx programmes

Inc pitch shift)
 2 fx available at once
 Superb sound quality
 Buy NOW and save Ms

Exeter (E)

Yamaha MFCOS f69
 MIDI Foot Controller
 Works with any MIDI fx
 5 pedals
 Great value for money
 Buy NOW and Save MOE

The South West's Leading Music Store.
68 Bartholomew St West Tel: 0392 425125

sic Oxford (0)
NEW AMP ROOM NOW OPEN!
44 St Clements Tel: 0865 724820

Bristol (B)
Off Whiteladies Road, Clifton
32 Alma Vale Road Tel: 0272 238200

St Albans (SA)
Herts No1 Music Store
130 London Road Tel: 0727 56351



APPRAISAL

Vivace Software
For the Atari ST
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Helping you to put the music back

into MIDI, this new sequencer from

Desert Software should settle a few

scores...

We seem to have got to the stage in reviews of ST
sequencers, where opening remarks about the sheer

number of currently available packages have become almost

as tiresome as much of the software itself. So it may seem

rather 'optimistic' for any company to decide to launch
another. Unless, of course, it has something genuinely new

and innovative to offer. Enter Vivace...

Pronounced 'Viv-atchy' from the Italian, rather than
'Vivace' from the, er... Anyway, it comes from Desert
Software, it has been written 'by musicians for musicians'

and it attempts to recreate, on screen, the process which a

musician goes through when creating a score on manuscript

paper.

But although music -based rather than MIDI -based, Vivace

does have certain 'conventional' sequencer attributes. It has

32 tracks (staves, actually) which are used for the score

Music Technology December1992

the notes, dynamics, key signature, and so on. A further 49

tracks are used for other types of data: there are two sets
of tracks for each MIDI channel which look after controller

information and pitchbend, 16 tracks to handle volume
information and one track to take care of the tempo.

The main screen opens to show four staves marked off
with bar lines. You can display up to five of these at once
and re -order them so you can compare and edit non-
contiguous staves. The program's operation tends to rely
more on the ST's keyboard than the mouse, which, being a

GUI -type person, didn't altogether suit me, although I do

admit that keyboard control is faster - once you know which

keys do what.

A Status Bar at the top of the score window gives you lots

of information about the music being entered (see 'Entering

Data'). It is also used during editing. While entering notes it

displays the stave and bar number (bar numbers also appear

above the bars), the clocks per beat, the number of clocks

from the start of the bar to the current cursor position, the

type of event (note, rest, dynamic and so on), the default

MIDI channel, and the pitch, duration, gate and velocity of

the note to be entered.

The clocks per beat are calculated on a 24 clocks per
quarter note basis which would seem to be the resolution of 0

Text by
Ian Waugh
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Entering
data

To enter a score, you insert

the key and time signatures
from the Score menu. You

have to type these in - G#m

and 3/4, for example - and
entries are 'case sensitive'

- g#m will not be accepted.

Each stave can be named

and assigned a MIDI

channel although this can be

overridden on an individual

note basis.

To enter a note, you select a

duration value using the

numeric keypad. You can

toggle between notes and

rests, and pitch is selected
with the cursor keys or by

clicking on the stave with

the mouse (you can't drag

notes up and down the

stave), and pressing Return

to enter the note. To enter a

chord, you don't step on to

the next note but simply

select another pitch and

press return again. What

happens if you press return

without stepping on or

selecting another pitch? The

program enters a second

(and third) note of the same

pitch.

Single MIDI events can be

entered into the score, too:

sustain, volume, program

and mode changes, for

example, and also a three -

byte MIDI event of your own.

MIDI events appear as a

little 'x' above the notes but,

unlike MIDI channel

changes, aren't always that

obvious on the score.

the program - no other resolution figure is mentioned. Die-

hard sequencer users and MIDI buffs may argue this should

be higher (and perhaps it should) - it gives a resolution of

one clock to a 1/64th note. But remember, we're working

with music 'as she is written', not necessarily as it is

played. And in practice - given the ethos of the program - it

works well.

The gate time (for those not weaned on analogue
synthesis) is the 'on' time or the period a
note actually sounds for within its duration. A

quarter note, for example, would have a
duration of 24 clocks. A normal gate setting

gives it an on time of 18 clocks, a legato
setting 23 clocks and a staccato setting 12

clocks. You may alter the default gate time of

these three articulations, selecting the
settings from the Notes menu or from the
keyboard. If the gate time goes into staccato

territory, a dot appears above the note which

is just one of the ways in which the score
reflects the music data.

When a note is entered, it has a null
velocity. You can apply dynamic markings
ranging from ppp to fff (press D and adjust
with + and - keys) to any note. Following notes will still have

a null velocity setting, but will play at the velocity of the most

recent dynamic. This means you can insert and adjust
velocities throughout a piece of music without having to

individually alter each note. The default velocity values of

each of the dynamic markings can be set, too.

Similarly, crescendo and decrescendo 'hairpins' can be

entered on the score and start and end velocities stipulated

which will be assigned to the notes.

Here you can step about the score and edit the parameters

of individual notes (using the ST's keyboard, not the mouse).

The Status Bar highlights the note parameters - MIDI
Channel, Pitch, Duration, Gate and Velocity - and you can

change them with the up and down cursor keys.

Block edits can be carried out on groups of notes by
dragging a box around them. Grouped notes may be beamed

and you can even beam across bar lines and beam irregular

note groups - although all beams are straight; there are no

slopes. It's possible to flip stems, tie notes (only of the
same pitch, of course) and form notes into odd time
groupings. These have to be entered as two figures - the

number of notes in the group and number of notes they are

to be played in the time of. For example, a triplet would be

entered as 3/2 (although it is displayed as 3:2). Special
keys are assigned to triplets, quintuplets and septuplets.

It is possible to enter nonsensical values such as
beaming four notes and giving them a 7:5 grouping (well, it

has no critical faculties) although you will be alerted to your

folly by a horrendous scrunching up and evening out of notes

at the end of the bar.

You can insert key changes and time signatures and also

clefs - including a drum clef and a stave re -mapping function
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Eediting is fairly comprehensive, but can take a little
getting used to. You can delete the last note entered by

pressing the backspace key, and cut, copy and paste notes

by dragging a box around them and selecting the required

function from the menu (keyboard shortcuts available, too,

of course).

You can insert a note by pressing the Insert key - of
course - but pressing it twice takes you to Super Edit mode.

)0

which lets you define the MIDI pitch that each actual
pitch (on the stave) represents, although there is only one

drum -notation note head.

Vivace can respace notes after a time change - in fact,

it'll take care of note spacing automatically, which is superb.

Not all scorewriters do this, yet to my mind it is one of the

most basic and essential functions of a computer -based

scorewriter. Why have a dog and bark yourself? - as they

say.

There's a reasonable compliment of symbols - repeat

bars, tempo marking, 8va octave signs, segno and coda
signs - although not everything is covered. Trill and arpeggio

afficionados, for example, will be disappointed.

The MIDI Graph editor is our old friend the grid or piano

roll editor renamed for Vivace. It pops up below the stave

and shows you one bar's worth of data at a time. You can

drag notes around and alter their parameters in boxes on

the left but, alas, the notes on the stave don't change until

you quit the editor and you've an excellent chance of
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botching the display. In fact, if the quantise setting is really

too severe for the score it is possible to inadvertently
quantise a bar simply by entering and exiting the editor.

The Controller Graph editor - as you might imagine - lets
you edit controller information such as aftertouch,
modulation, pitchbend and so on. Of the two tracks
allocated to each MIDI channel, the first can have up to 30

sets of controller information in it plus pitchbend. The
second, however, can only store one type.

Data appears as vertical lines below the on -stave bars so

you can see exactly which notes the data applies to. It's
easily edited and you can draw the data into the editor with

the mouse - ideal if your synth lacks a pitchbend or
modulation wheel. You basically have to work on a bar at a

time, but the way the data is displayed makes editing very

precise.

A s well as clicking and tapping notes into the score, you

can record them from a MIDI keyboard in realtime (but

not in step -time). Vivace can record a score on up to 16
instruments or from all 16 MIDI channels simultaneously.

Before doing so, it's necessary to call up the Transcribe

Where? window in which you stipulate which MIDI channels

should go to which staves. You do this by dragging from a

set of numbered MIDI 'plugs' to one of the 32 displayed
staves - cute. You can also split the transcription across two

staves and define the split point.

From this window it's possible to copy a stave to another

stave, append a stave to itself (not as painful as it sounds),

change the order of the staves and clear a stave. During

recording, you must select the MIDI channels which will be

recorded (allowing you to filter out any which are not
required). You can set a record quantise value, although this

is in clicks and rather 'numeric' (a setting on six, for
example, is 1/16th notes).

After recording, the music is transcribed and appears on

the staves along with dynamic changes, staccato and legato

signs. It's an excellent system, although if you've dabbled
with sequencers you'll know that what you see on the stave

is rarely what you think you played. Steadily, evenly and
carefully is the way to do it and you'll probably find it easier

to record in sections, checking each one as you go. Having

said that, because Vivace is linear based, working this way

means you will have a certain amount of copying to do
afterwards to put a complete score together.

It's possible to filter out controller information during
recording if you wish and you can also remap controllers,

allowing you to control volume, for example, with a
modulation wheel.

The Control screen which pops up above the play and

record window contains a set of sliders used to control
volume, pitchbend, modulation and tempo. You can record

any changes you make into the score in real time and
there's a velocity overdub function for changing velocities.

Individual tracks may be muted and there are indicators to

show incoming MIDI data.

I don't know about you, but I'm always fascinated by

these mixer screens and I love to see the sliders move
during playback (...still a kid at heart). Anyway, you can
switch to play from within the Play and Record window using

familiar tape transport controls, muting and soloing any of

the tracks as you wish.

There are also playback options from the main stave
window where you can select the range of notes which are to

play and loop them. Internal or external clock
synchronisation may be selected and this, of course, means

that you can use Vivace with an external drum machine or

sequencer.

The manual is well illustrated and includes a tutorial
section. Although it could be better ordered, it is still

reasonably easy to follow. That said, it endeavours to explain

MIDI using hex, which for a program aimed at the musician

rather than the computer buff seems a bit odd, especially as

most sequencers shield the user from hex anyway. Vivace

does, too, so why worry the user with it in the manual?
Could do with an index, too.

The full title of the program is actually Vivace Module 1.

Module 2 will be a printout option and will probably cost
around £90, while Module 2, a MIDI file converter will be

about £15-20. Both should be available by the time you read

this. However, if you want to print out your score and/or
handle MIDI files, it does mean a considerable additional

outlay which pushes the overall cost of the program over

that of most dedicated scorewriters (of which there are
already around 10 on the ST) and dangerously close to that

of sequencers with built-in scorewriting facilities. Plus, as it

stands, the program doesn't support phrase marks and
music symbols such as trills and fermatas (although these

may be in Module 2).

As one who has waded through the vagaries of many
sequencer and music programs, I would have also preferred

operation to have been more mouse -based than keyboard -

based, with more numeric adjustments and edits possible

using the rodent. After all, that's one of the reasons you use

an ST and not a PC. However, as with all things, a little use

breeds familiarity and the mouse is employed quite
effectively in certain areas.

ST

Requirements
Vivace requires 1 Mb of
RAM and a high- resolution

mono monitor. It uses a

dongle for protection -

nothing unusual in that - but
this one plugs into the

second joystick port. Apart
from having a general dislike

of dongles, I'm sure most

users will prefer this as it

leaves the cartridge port
free for other dongles which

might be required - for a
voice editor, for example.

Update
Since this review was written

Vivace has been updated

and several areas have been

tidied up. There is now

support for desktop
accessories and mouse

gadgets. There is also

increased use of the mouse

so you can do more things

with it rather than having to

Use the keyboard. Graph

edit is not limited to one bar

and double clicking on a

note lets you pick it up and

move it around the score.

The Graph and Controller

Edit options are now in a

moveable window and a

post-quantisation function is

available by selecting a

range of notes. The manual
is being updated, too.
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ZERO -G DATAFILE SERIES
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE DANCE SAMPLE COLLECTION AVAILABLE

DATAFILE 1 features over '60' breakbeats 100's of vocal hooks/fx
-Synth/Dub/Sub bastes -TR808/909/727 Drum kits -Latin percussion 120
killer snares and bass drums Techno/Sci-fi beats + pieces Scratches/fx
-Horns -Stabs Gtrs -Synth dance pads/leads -Over 100 original vocal drop -
ins Sci-fi speech + fx -Oriental vocals + instruments -Ambient fx -House
and rap percussion Many more unique and off-the-wall fx.
"Incredible! the only word needed to describe the greatest sampling tool
ever released to the public!" (Dance Music Report - USA); "Unreservebly
excellent...the most comprehensive dance sample resource currently in cir-
culation...ammunition from the front line" (Music Technology - UK);" Zero -G
really works" (Home Studio Recording)

1000
SAMPLES

DATA FILE 2 features another 1000 samples including '100' more breakbeats
100's more vocal hooks ad libs + vocal fx Kraftwerk style electro percus-
sion Basses including Juno 106 and SH101 -Guitar breaks + fx -Ambient fx
Drop -ins -Scratches -Tons of Sci-fiitechno gems  house/rap percussion
-Complete human beatbox -Dub + Sub basses -Automotive fx + horn blasts
Film atmospherics...Industrial percussion/fx -Halo house piano Roland R8
and Alesis HR16B kits etc. etc....too manwto list. "The same com-
bination of rawness, cheekiness and honesty which made Datafile 1 so
appealing...it compliments Datafile 1 very effectively" (Music Technology);
"All the raw material needed to assemble house or techno tracks to a very
high standard...given Ed Stratton's ear for what really works, the Datafile
CDs are an essential purchase if dance music's your game." (Sound On
Sound)

ZERO-G

PEES

.141, >77,7XIII+1

BRUTAL + EFFECTIVE

DATAFILE 3 features another 170 new breakbeats/fills -Special collection of
breakbeat intros -80 moog type percussion sounds (great for techno)
-Weird and unusual percussion, including a kit of excellent drums created
by mouth!! -Tons more vocal ad libs and hooks -17 nefki oriental/ethnic
vocals -Tons of SFX suitable for house production -44 analogue basses
plus another 30 TB303 techno basses .30 stabs - jazz/orch/house 11 guitar
breaks + guitar FX -85 Science.fiction FX and Sci-Fi loops - absolute clas-
%ics these! 13 Sci-fi vocals 12 Synth pads 13 soundtrack atmospherics
-tons more drop-ins/one offs. "Why spend loads of money and
countless hours searching for your own samples when someone with an
ear for credible material and a proven track record has already done the
hard work for you?" (Streetsound USA).

3200 samples 1 dance prodLi
1 CD now only £39.95, 2 CDs for £75, All 3 :

ALL 3 ZERO -G DATAFILES OUT 44, ON ONE CD-ROM!
UNQUESTIONABLY THE FASTEST AND MOST POWERFUL DANCE PRODUCTION WEAPON EVER

CREATED. OVER 3200 LEGENDARY ZERO -G SAMPLES KEYBOARD -MAPPED AND READY TO LOAD
INTO YOUR AKAI 510001100 SAMPLER WIT ETAILED SAMPLE AND PROGRAM LISTING.

We are talking FAST creativity - the way it should be.All the hard work has been done, giving you the
creative freedom you've always dreamed of. Immediate access to the entire contents of the most high-
ly -acclaimed dance sample library in the world. Quite simply, no other sample library has achieved so
many stunning reviews in the world's hi -tech music press. Warning! Any remixer in possesion of this

product will be in hot demand. ONLY £299 Inclusive.
TRADE IN YOUR DATAFILE AUDIO CD VERSIONS FOR E50 EACH! ;CALL FON ['LIARS NOW,.

X -STATIC GOLDMINE
An incredible double -CD of over 3000 ultra-cred and effective dance
samples from Polestar Magnetics' Basefactory studio in Sweden -
ONLY available from Time+Space. A brave attempt to genuinely

rival the power and flexibility of the 3 Zero -G CDs
REVIEWS: "A happening product... very comprehensive...

Buy! - no question!" (Sound on Sound).
"All you need for serious hardcore dance" (Future Music).

he X-STA1 GOLDMINE double CD package contains the same number of
samples as the Zero -G Datafile library - mostly as good as the Zero -G samples & yet
99% without repetition. Like the creator of Zero -G, the guys who produced this price-
less production weapon really understand dance sampling production techniques and
have a deep passion for all things house+techno.

THIS IS WHAT YOU'LL FIND ON CD 1 512 loops with BPMs - Hardcore

Techno, Clonk, Funk, Raregroove, Hip -hop, Ethnic Percussion, African, Arabian &
Oriental breaks,1103 dance Drum & Percussion samples, Classic Roland TR808 &
TR909 (variations on each sound), TR727, TR606, CR78, CR8000, DR55, Rhythm 33 &
Rhythm 77, Kraftwerk-style Perc., Roland R8, Loads of kicks, Snares & Percussion lifted
from records (mix perfect with loops from records), ref. tone, 3 demo songs.

THIS IS WHAT YOU'LL FIND ON CD 2 128 Vox Samples, 112 Basses, 16

Bassline loops, Hits, Chords, Bleeps, Piano dits, 128 Synth FX, Drop -Ins, Weird
Sounds, Deadly Percussion, 48 Vocoder Loops (drum loops with unique sound),
Pianos, Horns, Strings, Choirs, Ethnic Instruments, 128 "Swirls" - Ambient Chords,
Drones, Bells, 384 Vox Samples: Robot , Media Snatches, Toasting Jamaicans, Ethnic
Singers, Mighty Monks, Screams/Laughter, Moans, 256 Sound FX chosen for suitability
for dance, inc. Drop -in FX and Atmospherics. All samples level -matched for low noise
and fast sampling.

UNBELIEVABLE VALUE FOR MONEY AT ONLY f79 for 2 CDs.
Package deals: X -STATIC plus any Zero -G CD: f109.
+ any 2 Zero -G CDs: £139- + any 3 Zero -G CDs: f169

SEQUEL COMING SOON - X -STATIC II

WHAT'S

NEXT!
....the Time+Space showcase

I I, effesaare samples
demos !fon:
Zero -G Datahles, Funky.
Element, Ambient, Funk
Guitar, Ethnic, Paull
Hardcastle, Electribe 101,
X -Static goldmine I & II,
Dance! Industrial, Denny
Jaeger, Best Service, etc
OYER SA'IPLES

12(c
SAMPLING CD

REE
OVER 1000 SAMPLES

OUR MOST VALUABLE
CD - FREE WITH ANY
;ORDER TOTALLING

£49.95 OR MORE!

"What's NEXT!...the Time+Space showcase"
This CD offers more diversity than anything else on
the market. An unbelievably valuable introduction to

almost every product we stock, from the UK and
worldwide - AND hundreds of HOT new samples

from FORTHCOMING releases. Now you can check
out the whole lot, with over

1000 hand-picked sounds Or demos_
Don't be fooled - this is NOT another demo CD padded out
with a voice telling you how brilliant everything is - on the
contrary this CD is packed SOLID (to capacity!) - approxi-
mately THREE TIMES AS POWERFUL as any other show-
case CD available! In fact the sheer variety means this is

probably the most valuable sample CD in the world today.
There is no better way to keep up to date - and it's FREE....

Find out What's NEXT! in sampling!
PLEASE NOTE: Offer takes effect from 1st NOV 92. The "What's Next. the
Time+Space showcase" CD is currently being manufactured and will not be in
stock until approx. end Nov / early Dec 92 but if you make any order totalling
£49.95 or more after 1 Nov 92 you will receive a voucher which entitles you to
the free CD, which will be sent to you as soon as we have stock. Offer limited
to one per household, while stocks last, so hurry!

AmmmissimallF AMP

East-West ProSamples 5
DANCE+INDUSTRIAL

by top USA producers David Frangioni/Rich Mendelson

ONA
UEN
POINT

faga55

hrology, UK).

di NAL. LOOPS 
I -FILE FLOPPY DISK OF
ALL STEREO  INDEX
R ALL SAMPLES

YIDUAL S MPLES
Available on audio -CO and CD-ROM.

Unique features include the ability to load many of the loops into
any sequencer from an optional midifile disk so you can change

individual samples in a loop; change the tempo without changing
the pitch; cut and paste loops together etc. Some loops were even

created by heavy industrial machinery!
(MORE REVIEWS:
"Get hold of this CD - If your music will stand up to the weight
these breaks will bring to it, you really do owe it to yourself." (Musicr"-:
Technology, UK). -An education in itself... a hands-on insight into
how the pros do it... lives up to expectations... pristine quality... a
chance not to be missed." (Sound -on -Sound, UK). "A hard fist -full
of deadly loops & hard -edged percussion to give your tracks atti-
tude" (Future Music Magazine, UK)

IThe reaction from top USA users is equally ecstatic...
These sounds are great! They will save people a lot of time....an

indispensable library of sounds for anybody serious about dance
music" - JEFF LORBER (Karyn White, Paula Abdul. Pebbles,
M.C.Hammer, U2 etc.) "Crisp, Hard Hitting, Punchy, Great Variety,
always something appropriate, I love the stuff!" - FRED ZARR
(Madonna, Whitney Houston, Debbie Gibson, Samantha Fox etc.)
These sounds have balls." - JOHN KHIEL (Creative director -

Soundtrack Studios N.Y.) "Some of the greatest dance loops I've
ever heard. I've used them on Paula Abdul, Family Stand, Debbie
Gibson etc." - JEFFREY SMITH

AUDIO CD: £49.95. MIDIFILE DISK (Not available sepa-
rately - PLEASE STATE ATARI OR MAC): £10. CD-ROM:
£199 (AKAI, Roland S770/750, or SAMPLECELL formats).

NOW IN PRODUCTION - DANCE / INDUSTRIAL II.
What we've heard of it so far is sensational - every loop will have a

MIDI file - should be out by Christmas.



"THE WIZARD"
A DEVASTATINGLY

EFFECTIVE SAMPLE SET
PRODUCED BY THE

GO'.TRIER OF SAMPLING

PRUL

HI111116 STL

including Dance

'Producer of the Year. Hewer
-of the Year, the Ivor Novello Award, an

mang more and he's produced and mixed successe

,.far.. White, Ian Ourg. 0 Train Phil Lonott George

a Crae, Th d World. Carol

ilea
to name a few. He's even written mang popular TV themes

'le Pops Saturdag Night Live Supersense. Watchdo
11011dd0 Programme.

From the man who opened the
eyes and ears of the world to
the sheer power of sampling
and topped the charts in thir-
teen countries with the devas-

tatingly innovative "19"

Paul has sol over 5 million records
worldwide - his biggest hit "19"
made No.1 in 13 countries (the
biggest selling recqd of 1985).

Another landmark. "Rainforest",
made No.1 on the USA R & B chart.

Now signed to Motown, Paul's cur-

rentlg enioging big success in the us0
ith kis project "Hiss The Slig and in Japan

ith his other protect "The Jazzmasters"

ich lust went to No.1 on the

him Hot 100. He's won

ang awards,

features of this CD is the po -

erful collection of analogue sgnth loop
for techno. Imagine spending ages getting a good

raw sgnth sound and then coming up with a mur-
demos 2 or 4 -bar techno riff with that
sound that works in an irresistable
wag agadist the hit. Now do

that maghe a 100 more times
and gou've got something like

the techno loops on this COI This

ilew 'rave loop Wpm-
"

rt

Top o

non makes for rapid

construction of HYPNOTIC

'techno grooves.

  Drum breaks  Live funk band loops  Percussion loops  Kicks & Snares /
reverse FX - Ethnic chants & vocals  Guitar stabs/FX/loops  Sax riffs  Ambient

flute riffs  Female scat vocals - Techno/rave chords  Techno bass loops 
Techno synth loops  Orchestral stabs (remember "19"?!)  Massive choral riffs 
Wild & squelchy loops  Wacky intros  Kung fu vocals (clean)  Dance horns -
Favourite dance synths - Trance chords  Vocal hooks  Rap hooks  Backing

vocal rifts  etc etc.  MO' ^ ' r 11 )1 ON :-.Y1\1( AVEH
There's enough dynamite inspiring material here to keep a totally on -
the -plot dance producer in ecstacy for years. This techno collection is

so spot-on that it's bound to spawn not one or two but countless
dance successes. Hardly surprising when you consider the man's

achievements as a master samplist and innovator ONLY £49.95

r f7.1g..-.'ttit.l.Rky
1000's of Orilliant new stereo'saniples perfect fOr film /TV;multimedia work.

Superb professionalism from German sound developer Best Serkice!
REVIEWS: -Sci.fi textures out of this world! - Mean, moody & unusual." (Sound -

on -Sound, UK). "A wealth of ideas... 'Very speciarsamples... for sound
quality/pricing/selection of sound, Best Service is right up with thiercream of the
international range." (Keyboards,. Germany): .

FIFTARRE PI AN,ET (£s) - "Spacrey sounds from distant galaxies, long stereo
atmospheres, short crispy percussion; speech synthesis, lasers." By acclaimed
German electronic musician Andreas Merz. REVIEWS: Amazing programmed
fantasy sounds... a must for your collection!" (Keyboards, Germany) . '

"Idiosyncratic techno... Kraftwerk fans - this is for you!" (Sound -on -Sound, UK).
- ',Explosive effects, phasers, computer voices,

machines, alien motions, futuristic alarms, percussive space FX and 100 of
special FX between magic and metal. Long stereo atmos, etc etc. Audi ality '

stunning.. REVIEWS: "Most impressive CD of its type I've heard.., quality the- ,
very best & demonstrates the remarkable imagination of the programmer... an
inexhaustible reservoir for sound creation." (Keyboards, Germany)

- A DOUBLE CD for £39.95! Brand new materi-
al! MORE THAN 2 HOURS of new high -definition stereo sound effects digitally
recorded and masteredby top German sound engineers. Easy and time -saving
to work with. Manual arranged into 7 categories: Industry, Sports, Household,
Haman, Leisure, Transport, and Speciat FX. Long atmospheres, short F)6; '
machines, crashes, animals, applause, action, cars, trains, water, thunder, you
name it. REVIEWS: "Quality excellent... choice good & broad... excellent value ...
does the job well'' (Sound-onSound, UK) "Ali the areas you need for sonic
'arrangement of Videos & TV commercials.. invaluable." (Keyboards, Germany).

- Lobpy new German dance CD. Plenty of cred sounds.
250 superb quality siereolOpps, construction sets, Hihat & FX loops, vocals,
scratches, fun effects, naturaleJectronic/indastrial percussion, subsonic waves,
fills, ambient FX, techno beats, garage sounds, flanging sequendes, etc etc.
REVIEWS. "Excellent stuff... different... get in there quick!" (SoundonSound, UK)

- 75 classic stereo rhythm breaks - around 30 seconds of.
each. All great breaks, recording standard very high. Great value. REVIEWS:
"Seem to have come iron) original master tapes... particularly natural... many of
the grooves yiel _, veral distinctly different 2 -bar loops... among the cleanest
loops I've ever a across... one for the crafty old pros!" (Sound-onSound, UK)

JUST RELEASED!
CLOCKWO CD (£39.95) - Mechanical atmos, metallic/percussive sounds';
ticking clocks., "time" pads, industrial sequences, techno drums, rhythmical
machine loops etc. Get some.new-style rhythms in your track now!
VOICE SPECTRAL CD (039.95) - Scteams,
& male choirs and tones, vocoder pads, claps snaps, computer generated
voices, 60s -sets, human grooves, slapsticks, voice transformation, vocal resyn-
thesis etc etc. Coming soon ' HYPERSPACE 'CD-ROM (Akai/Roland) - Best of
Bizarie Planet, Science Fiction, Clockwork.1.HYPERDANCE CD-ROM - Best of
'Lopping, Voice Spectral, Clockwork 2.

OFFER FOR LIMITED PERIOD: GET ALL 7 GERMAN CDS FOR ONLY £199
(Bizarre Nape!. Sci-fi, SFX, Looping, Loop Classics, Clockwork. Voice Spectral)

THE -Fl...11,111<lr ELEMENT!
THE CLASSIC FUNK HIP -HOP / RAP SAMPLE -CD

LOOK WHAT THE PRESS ARE SATIN
"MASTERCLASS" CDs.

SOUND -ON -SOUND: "LOOPS SOUND LIKE EXTREMELY RARE GROOVES... SOUNDS VERY WELL
CHOSEN... HORN HITS+STABS THE BEST COLLECTION OF ITS TYPE I'VE COME ACROSS.. FUNKY
SAX FX THE STRONGEST CARD - MEAN SAX NOTES, HOWLS & SQUEALS... FUNK GUITAR LICKS
SOUND AUTHENTICALLY 70s... FUNK SNARES GOOD - NO PASSENGERS HERE. A WELL -TAR-
GETED, WELL -PLAYED, WELL PROGRAMMED COLLECTION OF FUNK ELEMENTS."
FUTURE MUSIC MAGAZINE: FOR AUTHENTIC FUNK FEEL FOR HIP HOP OR FUNK YOU'RE SPOILT
FOR CHOICE. ALL THE BREAKS HAVE THAT STRAIGHT -FROM -THE -FLARE -ERA FEEL...
EVERYTHING IS SO FRESH, SO EMINENTLY USABLE, so FUNKY. 9 ouT OF 10"
ST FORMAT: "FOR HIPHOP & FUNK IT'S ALL HERE."

*ALSO NEW ON -T4 -4E TIME -I -SPACE MENU...
SABIAN CYMBAL CDs. Brand new from renowned cymbal manufacturer Sabian.-The first dedicated ultra -high qualify cymbal sim-
ple libraryimeitwo CDs packed solid with immaculate cymbel samples of all types. Faultless! Available not: 2 CDs for £129.00
GROOIT CoO STRUCTION. Produced by 'Futitcy Element' man MJ Dunne. Integrated "SamplecCD-Plus-Midifile-Disk" package
broken down into 7 sets covering all the current dancefloor grooves (1.Techno/Euro; 2. Rave/Hardcoreillagga; 3. HouseiGarage/Nu disco; 4.
Hip -Hop / Rap; 5. Streetsoul; 6. 70s Funk; 7. New Jack Swing/US Dance. Each set has 20 ciassic grooves (4 bars each) & the best 25 samples
for that style. All instructions given for re-creating loops to exact needs of your track! Easy to understand yet mega powerful - great for begin-
ners & pros alike. An educational package with sounds that work & rhythms that matter. Will serve you for years to come. Out soon! £39.95.

NEW CD-ROMs. Exciting and montrouMy huge new professional librarietowith bit of everything

GREYTSOUNDS (USA). some of the hottest new sounds available on CD-ROM for Akai, E -Max II & Samplecell drurns/per-
custion, Strings, Brass, Contemporary, Synths, Guitars, Sound FX, Fairlight II Synclavier, etc etc." nly £249.00 each. Send for detailed lists.
Mitt: Over 400 Mbytes of instruments &-siatindsqlor Akai S1000,1100. Disc 2: Over 625 Mbytes fig"; Samplecell. Disc 3: 99 banks tor E-Max4.

INVISVN (USA). Great selection of 1&exciting til4tiend CD-ROMs for Akai, Samplecell, EIII, andEtplax II - too many to list - get on oi*
mailing 111Wnd you'll get the full juicy details in our riewlitalogue!
NEW ZERO -G MASTERCLASS CDs. More specialised CDs...
MC3 -ZINK GUITAR. Set to be one of the hotteat sampling products of 1993. Should be,Rut by mid -Nov. £49.95
MC4 - ETHNIC. Big collection of ethnic loops, vocals, percussion, and instruments produced by the Paradise Organisation, coming apprgx
Dec.92. And the perfect partner to this CR is

THE ETHNIC4PERCUSSION SAMPLE CS. Produced by THE MUSIC SUITE LTD, this iglu definitive selection of over 400
ethnic percflission samples, featuring an absolutely staggefIng variety of instruments. The culmination of (tier 3 years careful work with the
unique percussionist Dave Starkie. A novel feature is the inclusion of a section on the CD where many of the same samples are recorded
again but with no silence in between. Transfer these samples across together and separate them when they are all aboard! Meticulous audio
quality. Out now. £39.95 .

This whole ad covers only a selection qour wide range of sound libraries. To get -the full picture, get on our list!

Call or writefor our L-ATAl_ 1 L.7

TO OR DER
Tel. 0442-870681

Fax. 0442-877266
(Visa/MC/Amex) or mail to:

Time+Space
PO Box 306 Berkhamsted

Herts  HP4 3EP.
Delivery: normally next working day (but

allow 7 days clearance for personal
cheques). International orders: add £5 airmail

or £10 express airmail.

771WEIr 445trayinte.
THE LEADING EDGE

OF SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY

-



APPRAISAL Vivace Software

* Even so, occasionally you get the feeling
that some areas of implementation could be

a bit more consistent. A small example:
the drum map box is controlled entirely from

the keyboard and you have to exit by
pressing Return. By contrast, most other
parameter edit boxes have an OK box you

can click on. Similarly, when alterations
are made to the screen, it redraws
completely rather than just updating the area

under change. It's nit-picking perhaps, but all

these things contribute to the 'feel' of the
program.

Where Vivace really scores (no pun
intended) is in taking a musical approach to

sequencing as opposed to the usual MIDI -based, numeric

one. As such, it breathes a refreshing breath of air into the

sequencer market without completely forsaking at least
some of the MIDI conventions many hi -tech musicians are

used to.

Particularly impressive is the way it allows you to create a

score from scratch, directly onto the screen, complete with

Info
Price:

Vivace £199 inc. VAT and

£2.50 p&p

More from:

Desert Software

P.O. Box 123

St. Helens

Merseyside

WA9 5LD

Tel/Fax: 051 430 7400

Desk File Edit Group Notes Clefs S bols Score Midi Pla
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many of the musical nuances you find on printed music -

plus a few you don't.

If you are first and foremost a musician who likes to work

with the dots and who has studiously avoided sequencers

because of their (real or imaginary) numeric and computerate

bias, this could well be the sequencer for you. You can try

before you buy by investing £3 in a demo disc.

Rock Steady !!
WHY NOT THROW AWAY YOUR OLD IRONING BOARD AND GO

PICK UP THE LATEST IN KEYBOARD SUPPORT SYSTEMS

FROM C.1.5 INTERNATIONAL.

DESIGNED BY MUSICIANS OUR BROAD RANGE OF

EQUIPMENT STANDS COMBINE FUNCTIONAL QUALITY,

PORTABILITY AND VISUAL STYLE TO SUIT THE MOST

EXACTING PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD

PERFORMERS.

THE GT-PRO MIDI -STUDIO EQUIPMENT STAND

(GT-PRO ILLUSTRATEDI OFFERS 3

OCTAVE THROUGH TO 88 NOTE

KEYBOARD COMPATIBILITY VIA A

FULLY ADJUSTABLE BASE

SUPPORT WHICH HAS HEIGHT

AND WIDTH ADJUSTMENT. TWO ADDITIONAL

SUPPORT ARMS (SUPPLIED WITH THIS

STAND) CATER FOR SMALLER KEYBOARDS,

SOUND MODULES, DRUM MACHINES

AND/OR YOUR ATARilmAciPc

COMPUTER SYSTEM.

KEYBOARD BENCH (EXTRA)@£39,95

Mio.Boom ARM (EXTRA) @E29.95

WEIGHT: 30Lss 114.2KG1

LOAD SAFETY: 37KG MAIN TIER

ADDITIONAL TIERS k" 13NG LORD
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128 Meg Mac
SIMMSlOptical Drives

t
£975 meg £23

2nd User Computers
for Large or Small Studios

APPLES

5E/30 4/40
Ilsi 5/40 +13"Col etc
Ilcx 5/40 2464 13" Col etc

£725
£1295
£1450

AMAZING 80MEG
Internal Drive for

Ilci 5/80 13" Col etc £1795 S 1 0 0 0 /S 1 1 0 0
LaserWriter lig 4500 copies
Powerbooks, Quadras, FX's

£1795
etc Call

Call Now!!!

We can supply NEW Hard Disks, Monitors, MemorySequencers,Editors,and
Librarians. MIDI interfaces and More importantly games
and great Utilities for the
Mac

ESSELL* SYS IF:

We are also inter-
ested in buying used
Macs,Studio
Equipment & Synths

SPECIAL OFFER

650MEG OPTICAL
DRIVES £1 495!

WOW!!!10 Units

Only

We can also put
to-gether MIDI
Studios from
Start To Finish

SANTAS GROTTO
650meg Optical Disks £110
AKA( 8meg Boards £275

Used Synths
EMU II +CD ROM+Drive £1295
ARP 2600 inc K/B £1395
Roland JX10 + ROM £750
Roland Jupiter 8 MIDI £950
Oberhiem 4voice MIDI £1550
Yamaha 1X816 £895
Prophet 5 3.3 MIDI £550
Korg WaveStation £775
2 Sony DRD DAT Duplicators NEW
True Digital - Digital Copying
£1495 the Pair GOSH!

tel 081 343-2403
fax 081 349-2272
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Now situated at our NEW Superstore - 5000 sq feet of selling area including our 5 new soundproof demo rooms

THE ROLAND JV880 SOUND MODULE
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NOW AVAILABLE ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT

BOTH KEYBOARDS AVAILABLE
ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT

r Ar
YAMAHA SY35 + was

AVAILABLE

NOW ON

INTEREST

FREE CREDIT

(11.1L -7C.

THE AKAI 501 SAMPLER

SELLING FAST AND STILL AVAILABLE ON
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
- -

ROLAND JV8O

Immuummumfig
Deposit £399 12 payments of £58.33

You pay NO INTEREST-
MACKIE 16/4 DESK

0z
AVAILABLE NOW ON

INTEREST FREE CREDIT-

r
E -MU MPS PLUS

KEYBOARD

PLUS PROTEUS MODULES. AVAILABLE

NOW ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT-
ROLAND JW5O

1111 111EAII:AP1/4 L E N "WI I1ION
INTEREST FREE CREDITMI

- -
KORG

ON INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
ml *01WFD * 03R/W *
018/W * WSSR * WS EXMI AEI- -

YAMAHA pruo

NOW IN STOCK
AVAILABLE NOW ON

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS 1 1 1 1 1

NOVATION MM10

BUY NOW AND BEAT THE
PRICE INCREASES- -

/NW
YAMAHA SQ16
home workstation

AVAILABLE NOW ON
INTEREST FREE CREDIT- --
SPECIAL THIS MONTH

TORQUE
KEYBOARD COMBOS

SAVE UP TO 15%
PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS- -

JUST
ARRIVED

ENSONIQ K532

JUST ARRIVED

ENSONIQ ASR 10
SAMPLER

BOTH THESE KEYBOARDS AVAILBLE ON
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

YAMAHA TG500 MODULE

MIIMIC:=11EIMINIMM
LIMITED QUANTITY ON

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

AEI
ALESIS KORGNEW & USED 1 1 1 1

Aphex aural exciter £199 Fostex 350 mixer f295
Akai EX8 drum module £129 Korg S3 £389 Roland ensonia
Akai MPC 60 11 new fP0A Yamaha TX81Z f169 YAMAHA Fostex E -MU
Alesis MMT 8 seq £175 Yamaha DX21 £239

BOSS N5 50 f99 Yamaha QX21 f99 TASCAM CASIO
Akai MX1000 lowest price Yamaha RX17 £119 112130SS Pi Ail MACKIE

PRICE ANDERTONS MUSIC CO Tel: 0483 38212
58/59 WOODBRIDGE ROAD 28

MATCH GUILDFORD, SURREY GU1 4RF Fax: 0483 38211 T.RS
1T, -a
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Text by
Simon Trask

With sampled sounds, digital
effects and an on -board
multitrack sequencer, the SQ16
shouts it loud and proud -a
home keyboard's place is not
(necessarily) in the home...

Auto-accompaniment keyboards have long been derided

by synth players for their 'playalongasong' ethos, dated

accompaniment styles and inferior sound -generating
technology. Yet, in truth, this kind of keyboard has been
doing a lot of catching up in recent years, and nowadays the

more sophisticated ones can stand proud alongside their

synth brethren.

Yamaha's latest keyboard, the PSR-SQ16, is a case in

point. One of the most sophisticated 'home' keyboards
currently available, it has all the ingredients required of a

contemporary workstation instrument: a 61 -note velocity -

sensitive keyboard, a wide range of sampled instrumental

sounds, 'drum kit' -style arrangements of sampled drum and

percussion sounds, digital effects processing, an onboard
multitrack sequencer, MIDI connections and a built-in 3.5"

disk drive.

Other features which show the SQ16 to be a thoroughly

modern instrument are a General MIDI patch configuration

mode, the ability to sustain sounds across patch changes,

and the ability to read/write sequences in Standard MIDI

Files format. This latter feature allows sequences to be
transferred via disk between the SQ16 and a wide range of

sequencing packages running on Atari ST, Apple Macintosh

and PC -compatible computers.

At the same time, being a keyboard rather than a synth,

the SQ has built-in stereo speakers and an auto -
accompaniment section - in this case one which offers 269

styles divided into three types of accompaniment: full (100),

part (100) and rhythm (69). Full auto -accompaniments
provide Intro, Main, Fill1, Fi112 and Ending sections, with A

and B Variations in each case (one accompaniment is 'fuller'

than the other). The Part accompaniments omit the
Variations, while the Rhythm accompaniments consist only of

Main rhythm patterns - the idea being that you can copy the
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Yamaha PSR SQ16 APPRAISAL

patterns into the SQ's sequencer and use them within your

own music.

This crossover between the preset and the programmable

is characteristic of keyboard instruments these days. The

SQ16 allows you to copy entire Full and Part
accompaniments into its 16 -track onboard sequencer, where

you can edit them to your taste. You can also store edited

accompaniments into any one of eight programmable
accompaniment memories, where they can be used in the

same way as preset accompaniments. No longer are you

confined to the styles provided by the manufacturer.

Another significant feature of Yamaha's latest keyboard is

its 56 -voice polyphony, which puts many a synth to shame.

In fact, this polyphony is divided equally among two banks of

Voices (patches), meaning that any one Voice can be played

with at most 28 -voice polyphony - still a very reasonable

figure by today's standards.

Yamaha's AWM sampled sound technology, already
familiar to synth players from the SY series instruments,

lies at the heart of the PSR-SQ16. However, it's not the
latest, cleanest generation of AWM technology as used on

the company's recent workstation synth, the SY85.

The SQ16 has what I would term a 'gutsy' sound, with

plenty of punch and body where needed and a certain
amount of noise where, according to your taste, it may or

may not be needed. Noise is particularly noticeable on a
number of the basses in their lower range, but when they're

used in ensemble this doesn't detract from their
effectiveness. In a similar vein, to my mind the SQ16's
clunky acoustic pianos are more effective in ensemble than

they are as solo instruments. Brass, synth and pad sounds

are among the most effective sounds on the SQ16, while

overall the guitars are much less successful. The keyboard

really scores with its drum and percussion sounds, however;

these have a strong contemporary flavour to them, with

plenty of vitality and 'attitude'.

SQ16 rhythm tracks really leap out of the speakers and

grab you by the scruff of the neck. Clean and polite they are

not. Drop a funky synthbass and a punchy orchestral hit over

the top and you've got an aggressive, modern sound which

doesn't conform to traditional notions of what auto -
accompaniment keyboards sound like.

Similarly, the SQ16's accompaniments stomp all over the

styles traditionally associated with 'home' keyboards. The

Full accompaniments do include a small March & Waltz
section which provides traditional 6/8 marches, polkas and

Viennese waltzes, but these seem a mere afterthought on

Yamaha's part. Categories such as Dance & Pop, Funk &

Soul, Jazz & Swing, r'n'b and Carribean demonstrate clearly

where the SQ16 is 'coming from'. More specifically, the
PSR's auto -accompaniment styles include dixieland, boogie

woogie, fusion, disco, house, soul ballad, gospel, pop
shuffle, heavy metal, rock 'n' roll, Cuban pop, soca, calypso,

hi -life... You get the idea. But are they any good? The answer

is a resounding yes. The 'world' rhythms in particular fire on

all cylinders.

As usual on auto -accompaniment keyboards, the
accompaniment follows the harmonies you play in the

lower half of the keyboard. In Single Finger mode, you
select one of four chord types by playing the root note (for a

major chord) or the root note and the black and/or white
note to its left (for minor, major and dominant seventh
chords); in other words, you don't actually need to
have any knowledge of chord structures. With Fingered

1 mode selected, you play the actual chords; the SQ

recognises 17 chord types, but nothing beyond seventh

chords.

Fingered 2 is slightly more sophisticated in that it
recognises chord inversions and puts the appropriate

note in the bass. Incidentally, you can drop out all parts

except the rhythm at any time simply by playing three

consecutive notes on the keyboard; to bring the
parts back in again you just play a chord.

A function known as Note Processor allows you to

select harmonisations or rhythmic effects to be applied

to the notes which you play in the upper part of the
keyboard. Harmonies give you a choice of open and close

chord voicings - with or without strumming - while the

rhythmic effects (which can be synchronised to the
tempo if you want) provide pan and polyphonic echo,

tremolo and glissando at various rates.

Using the 16 Keyboard Channel buttons located
centrally on the SQ16's cluttered and initially rather
bewildering front panel, you can quickly assign any one

Voice to the keyboard, or layer anything from 2-16
Voices to create some amazing composite sounds. A two-

way keyboard split can easily be created, with user -
programmable splitpoint, and you can record into two
sequencer tracks using this split texture - for instance,
record bass and piano parts together. As you can record

multiple tracks at once, layered textures are also easy to

record. You can record into the sequencer from an external

MIDI source, so, for example, you could record rhythm parts

from a set of electronic drum pads.

Each Keyboard Channel can be assigned a Voice (or be

set to Local Off ie. it will play via MIDI only) together with
settings for Volume Level, Pan Position, Effect Depth,
Vibrato Depth and Fine and Coarse Tuning Amounts. Beyond

this, sound programming is not part of the SQ16's world.

Using the keyboard's
onboard sequencer you can
record your own music from

scratch, or you can use the

auto -accompaniments and
simply record a melody line

on top. Track nine can be
used to record just your left-
hand chord voicings - from
which the SQ will derive its
harmonies. Alternatively, you can record an auto -
accompaniment into tracks 10-16, in which case the actual

notes generated for the accompaniment are recorded. You

can then go in and edit any aspect of the accompaniment,

and drop individual parts in and out on playback using the 11

Voices
Bank 1
Acoustic Piano (9)
Electric Piano (6)
Acoustic Guitar (5)
Electric Guitar (29)
Mallet (3)
String Ensemble (3)
Synthesiser (19)
Bass (15)
Split Voice (15)

Bank 2
AcouStic Keyboard (7)

Electric Keyboard (6)
Bowed Strings (6)
Plucked Strings (6)
Brass (14)
Reed (16)
Pipe (7)

Chorus (1)
Orchestra (2)
Drum Kit (9)
Drum Kit w/Gate (9)
Percussion (5)
Percussion w/Pitch (7)
Others (1)

Preset
accompaniment styles
(Full, Part and Rhythm types)

Dance & Pop

Funk & Soul

Rock 1

Rhythm & Blues

Rock 2

Jazz & Swing

Latin

Carribean

Country & World Music

March & Waltz (Full only)

New Age
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Overnight Delivery
1/73.4 FLIProfessional Service

90 Minutes From London
All Prices Are INCLUSIVE of VAT

(0425) 470007 (0425) 480569

Kurzweil K2000 16Mb The U.K.'s lowest K2000
prices from the U.K.'s
biggest K2000 dealer.00

Kurzweil's incredible sampler / synthesizer combines high quality
sampling with unrivalled synthesis to provide a new generation of
flexibility and power. This fully featured keyboard can be expanded
with up to 64Mb of sample rani and the disk drive will also read Akai
51000 disks direct!! Please call us for more information, prices or a
complete demonstration.

We hold larger stocks of K2000s and
K2000Rs than any other dealer in the U.K.
Consequently we offer prices that no other
dealer is able to match. e.g. we can supply a
K2000 and 44Mb removable drive for less
than the RRP for the K2000 alone!
Our customers receive an unrivalled level
of technical support and access to our
enormous sample library is free to TMC
K2000 owners.

Kurzweil K2000 R in stock
The new rackmount version of the K2000 with separate outputs is now in stock.
Also available soon Kurzweil sample option - allows digital and analogue stereo sampling with
superior graphical editing. looping. cro -sfading etc.

NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
Emu Proteus I £469 New Products in stock
PH50 multi-timbral synth
Roland 5550 Sampler
Roland D50
Roland D70
Roland J0800
in price
Roland W30
Emu Emax including sample library
Korg Ml
KorgWS 1
KorgWS I EX
Akai MX1000 mother keyboard used
Yamaha TG33 new
Casio FZ1 sampler
Ensoniq VFX SDI
Yamaha SY35

£99 GMX1 multi-timbral LA module £235
£799 JV8-80 rack module in stock
£399 Elka MK76 weighted mother keyboard Hewed - £499
£1099 K2000 rack £UK lowest
down Ensoniq KS32 76 note weighted workstation

Roland prices slashed- J1/80 JV30 A30 R70 SC55
£899 all drastically reduced!
£799 Our Price Promise
£779 You may have noticed that several other adverts
£799 guarantee the lowest prices on all equipment
£1099 available. We do not believe that this is possible as

there are always going to be exclusive deals (try£939 getting anybody to match our price on the K2000
£29' or S1OOOKB for example). However, on most
£699 equipment we will beat any serious quotation from
£799 another dealer (provided they have it in stock) and
£479 provide yon with the highest level of service.

Akai S1100

We always stock the entire range of Akai products from the new SO1 right up to an SI100 &
S1100EX network, all of which are available for demonstration, including the DD1000 and A -DAM
which are now at new low prices.

8MB Modification
We are also able to supply both SI000s and 51000 keyboards upgraded to take 8MB boards for as
little as an additional £35.

Atari Falcon

The new Atari Falcon has 8 channels of 16
hit, 50Khz D/A converters.This makes it ideal for
low cost multi -track direct to disc software.lf you
would like to know more please call.
We will better any legitimate quote from another
music retailer providing that they have the software
and /or the Atari in stock.
We also stock Apple Macs & a wide range of drives.

AKAI
SOI in stock
S950 in stock
SI000 in stock
51000 HD system £2399

S1000 Keyboard ex demo £1799
S1100 & SI100EX incredible price
A -DAM digital multi -track 175 hours use..£6499
DD1000 4 -track optical Ex demo £5799

TMC 44MB Removable Drive
The TMC 44MB removable cartridge drive
allows you to increase your storage space simply
by buying more cartridges. It uses the industry
standard Syquest unit and comes in a 2U Akai
colour matched case £495

Synthesizers

01/VV
We stock all the latest new synths at the most
competive prices. If you don't believe us, why not
ring and fmd out. New models include:
Yamaha SY35 Multi-timbral LA synth
Yamaha SY85
Yamaha TG500 Multi -output, multi-timbral module

Yamaha RM50 Percussion module with individual triggers.

01 /RW, 03/RW lowest price ever

'

New AKAI SO1 16 BIT SAMPLER
incredible S950 sample quality for half the

price.

Recording Equipment

16 and 24 Track Recording
We are able to supply the range of Fostex and
Tascam 16 & 24 track reel to reel recorders at the
most competetive prices. Please call us for details.

Fostex R8 , 812 & 820 Deals
We also have some fabulous package deals available
for the R8 & 812:

Call us for
some great
package deals on
desks and mixers
like the new
automated
Tascam M3700 and
the Allen & Heath
GS3. Also available:
GS3V fader automated version & GS3 P.A version

Tascam 238
Tascam's exceptionally high quality 8 -track
challenges open reel decks without the bulk or the
Cost.
dbx noise reduction Auto punch in
I/O for external sync Tape shuttle
3 point locator
19 rackmount £939

8 track Recording & 16-4-8
mixing only £1759

We can supply for a limited quantity only, The
Tascam 238 8 track & the Studiomaster Proline 16
4-8 for only £1759, or the Fostex R8 & Praline 16-
4-8 for only £1999.

RSD Praline 16-4-8 £799
RSD series V 16-8-2 £1299
Tascam M3700 in stock
M.O.T.U. 7S 16 - 2 automated in stock
Allen & Heath GS3 & GS3V Low price

Digital Audio Tape

SONY DTC P7 £349
Also Available: -
Casio DAR100 £339
Sony DTC P7 £349
Sony DTCI000es and DTC-Pro and D3 'Datman'
Teac DA -P20 in stock
Tascam DA -30 £LOW
Yamaha DTR-2 £799
Panasonic SV3700 & SV3900 in stock
Sony 7000 series all available

CORPORATION...THE MUSIC

KAWAI K4 £479

8 Channel Multi Sampled Waveforms Digital FX
61 Drum Frogs 64 Programmes 32 Multi -Patches
K4 analogue card 64 programmes for only £49.

KAWAI Q80 £399
32 tracks, independant track looping, 26000 notes,
3.5 inch Slop drive & active quantise for only

Midi Production Centre
Buy both the Kawai K4 and the Q80 and get them
both for an incredible £799

Alesis Adat

8 Track digital audio, expandable to 128 tracks
Uses S -VHS tapes to give 40 minutes record time
Digital cross fading & glitch free punch in/out
Uses no audio tracks for synchronisation.
We always have ADAT available for demonstration.

CD -R £39
Recordable CD Service
Unlike other CD -R services we offer up to 63
minutes for only 5.39. I sing the most sophisticated
CD -R system currently available we arc able to
make digital copies. odog the start ID's from your
DAT to ensure perfect curios. An absolute must for
demos, jingles etc.
We can also offer 1 -on' full colour artwork, ask for
details

Recordable CD Sales
Also available. Yamaha & Marantz systems

Digital Effects
Atikeni s

A selection from our range:-
Alesis QuadraVerb Plus £299
Alesis QuadraVerb GT £345
Alesis Microverb III £149
ART Multiverb LTX lowest price
ART Multiverb Alpha II lowest price
Lexicon LXP15 call
Yamaha FX500 or FX500b new £225
Yamaha EMP100 £179
Yamaha FX900 £399
RSP Intellifex & Intelliverb in stock
Sony DPS D7 delay in stock
Sony DPS R7 reverb in stock
Sony DPS M7 modulator in stock

The new Sony effects units are 32 bit
processing, 18 bit oversampling A/D and 1
hit pulse D/A converters. In short they sound
absolutely incredible. If you would like to
hear them for yourself, please ring us for a
demonstration.

We now have the Behringer range of FX
These units offer high quality at a low price
e.g the Aural Exciter/enhancer is only £169.

ENV Prtifrtsiongt

MIN
Rill

Professional demos always available in our digita
studio. Please telephone for an appointment: (0425)
470007
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0 Sequencer buttons. Accompaniments recorded in this way can become
user -created accompaniment styles or provide the basis of your own songs.

The sequencer provides both real-time (Rewrite, Overdub and Punch

In/Out) and step -time recording options, and has a not particularly
generous maximum record resolution of 48ppqn. Both forms of recording

have been straightforwardly implemented. Sequencer edit functions
provided are Quantise, Velocity Offset, Transpose, Clear, Copy, Cut, Paste

and Insert, all of which can act on any range of bars within the selected

track. Editing operations can also be limited to a note range. All in all, you

get a generous degree of editing flexibility for an onboard sequencer,
whether on a synth or a keyboard.

I n the keyboard market the PSR-SQ16 ranks as one of the most powerful,

versatile and flexible instruments available - in a number of ways it even

betters some more expensive keyboards (including Yamaha's own PSR-

6700 flagship). Features such as 56 -note polyphony, General MIDI and

Standard MIDI Files support, a 16 -track
onboard sequencer and a built-in disk drive all

put the SQ16 at the forefront of keyboard
design, while its sounds and accompaniment

styles give it a welcome contemporary
character far removed from the traditional
image of the 'home' keyboard.

With its somewhat cramped and cluttered

front -panel layout, the SQ16 isn't the most

approachable of keyboards, but it's definitely

worth persevering with. If you're a musical

and/or a hi -tech novice, keyboard
workstations are an ideal starting point - and none more so than the
SQ16. You can start out with some instant gratifica-tion by playing around

with the accompaniments, then gradually progress through creating your

own styles to your own songs, and begin exploring the wider MIDI world.

And with Standard MIDI Files song storage you can move on to a computer -

based sequencing package at a later stage, safe in the knowledge that your

songs can be imported into the sequencer.

Finally, if you're not sure whether a keyboard or a synth would be
your best bet, compare what the PSR-SQ16 and the SY85
(reviewed MT November '92) have to offer and see which approach
you prefer.

Effects
Dry

Room

Hall

Plate

Church

Stage

Metal

Single

Delay

Delay L,R

Stereo

Echo

Pan

Reflection

Early

Reflection

Gate

Reverb

Reverse

Gate

Feedback

Reverse

Distortion

The Spec
Keyboard: 61 -note, velocity sensitive

Voices: 177 instrumental plus 23 'drum kits'; General MIDI Voice configuration mode

Polyphony: 56 voices (2 x 28)

Sequencer: 16 tracks, 48ppqn resolution

Auto -accompaniment styles: 269 preset plus eight programmable

Disk Drive: 3.5" Double Sided Double Density; Standard MIDI Files read-write capability

Connections: Aux Out (L/Mono & R), Aux In (L & R), Pedals (1, 2), MIDI (In, Out, Thru,

Remote Keyboard)

Speakers: (12cm plus 5cm) x 2

Amplifier output: 8.3 watts x 2

Dimensions: 953mm (W) x 428mm (D) x 165mm (L)

Weight: 11.5kg

Info
Price: £1199 including VAT

More from: Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd. Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook, Milton Keynes MK7

8BL. Tel: 0908 366700 Fax: 0908 368872

THE ONLY NUMBER

YOU'LL EVER NEED \\
0602 784403

FOR THE BEST DEAL YOU'LL EVER GET!
- WE'LL BEAT THAT PRICE!

RecordingIli tech dept
Tascam, Fostex, Korg, Roland,
Yamaha, E -Mu Systems,Emax
EnsoniQ, Kawai, ART, Alesis,
Berenger, Cheetah, Phillip Rees,
DBX, Casio.

Ans
Fender, Polytone, Peavey,

Marshall, Rockman, Crate, Laney Randall, Vox,
Roland, Groove Tubes, Dean Markley, Carlton,
Mosvalve, Rocktron, Seymor Duncan, Pro -Amp,
+ loads of guitar racks/pedals.

Guth, *Moot
Gibson, Fender, Gretsch,
Jackson, Patrick Eggle,
Washburn Mercury series,
Nuno N4, Charvel, Ibanez,

Blade, Hohner, ESP, Lag, Fenix,
Squier, Rickenbacker, Martin,
Guild, Norman, Ovation,
Takemine, Musicman, G&L,
Gorden Smith, Godin, Digitec,
Rocktron, Boss, ART, Dod, E -Bow, Seymor Duncan,
EMG, or Phone our Custom shop guitar
dept spares, repairs etc.
50 vintage guitars just arrived!
- Phone for details.

0121 Plan Opt
Roland, Korg, Kawai, Technics,
EP Piano's, E70, E35, E15,
Hammond, Fujiha.

P. A. delft
Ramsa, EV, Soundtech, Carver,
C -Audio, Laney, Jamo, Carlsbro,
H&H, Beyer, Shure, EV, AKG, 3G, Sennheiser.
Full range offlight cases.
S/H Saxaphones, Alto, Tenor, Soprano etc.

Braid -Now Showrooms
Brand new showrooms. We have
just doubled in size. Twice the
stock, twice the deals, but not
twice the price! Visit our
brand new air conditioned
showrooms, seperate sound
booths/recording studio. Try
out the gear as it should be
heard in a real life setting. Pose
on our purpose built stage!
Lights, 1K sound rig
try before the gig!

FREE

Phone us on 0891-666139 for
latest details and FREE mailing list

(leave name and address plus

message) or send letter to (no

stamp needed)

MUSIC INN FREEPOST N62163.

30-34 Alfreton Road,

Nottingham NG7 1BR.

FAX YOUR ORDER ON

0602 424169
24 HOUR MAIL ORDER available

Instant credit available

- written details on request.

MI arms
Junction 26 M1 Motorway

ti
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 HO SOUNDEMSE/TURNKEY

071-379
5148

071-240
2041

ax 071 379 0093
114-116 Charing

Cross Road,
ondon WC2H ODT

Opposite Foyles and 100 yards
from Tottenham Ct Rd tube)

A Division of

ARBITER
Group PLC

EUROPE'S LOWEST
Authorised Dealer

c -Las
minieknan

Soundcraft

PASS0T

Roland AK AI
Souridlbeh

We are
authorised agents for every major brand, and as such, we can offer
an unbiased and objectide assessment of products from an end
users point of view having worked with the product ourselves. Our

breadth of product coverage from MIDI to tape makes us the number one package specialist
and our system based approach pledges us to supplying you with a working solution to
include all the necessary accessories and peripherals right down to installation and training in
your studio if you wish.

Although our product range is probably Europe's widest under one roof - having fifteen full
time demonstrators enables us to train them in depth on particular products. (you've probably
dealt with stores who know little about what they sell but we're confident that if you have a
question or a problem using your equipment, we will have someone 'in house' who will have
the answer). We will never tell you to '...ring the manufacturer',

We are now the U.K.'s largest music dealer for most of the products we sell (ask the
manufacturers). In practice this means that our prices are the cheapest, often by a substantial
margin. More importantly our products are backed up by a staff of over 25 including
engineers, on hand long hours to provide a quality of after sales service that stems from
almost 40 years serving Britain's leading music professionals. Put simply we understand that
the equipment you purchase from us is used to produce music, often in a commercial
situation, and our first priority is to keep you working at all times.

0 We will train you in YOUR
studio. Over 85% of our
clients surveyed said they
achieved the greatest
increase in productivity when
trained on their own studio
system. Our tutor looks at
your equipment setup and
Own puts together the
appropriate training course -
work to sue your needs.
We also offer a range of
classroom type courses on a
variety of topics e.g. Basic
Multitrack, Studio
Techniques, MIDI, AN

24

0

VAT

NU

HOUR COURIER
DELIVERY

% FINANCE BY
MAIL / IN STORE

FREE EXPORTS
A SPECIALITY

PRODUCTS 1ST
OR MONEY BACK

LEGENDARY
PRICE SMASH'.
POLICY

turmkey PRO

1

We realise that it is often
necessary to sell your old
.gear before buying new gear
At Turnkey, we aim to make
this process as trouble -free
as possible. Our trade-in
prices are around the best
you'll get from a music -store.
and we operate a °nothing
refused° policy in store.
Fora no-nonsense quote.
simply bring in your
equipment. preferablywith
the original packaging, leads
and manuals. and wall do
the rest!

At Turnkey we've been building studios for
almost 15 years on yachts, in attics,
basements and even in a castle. In that time
we've learnt a thing or two and the
experience is put to good use planning,

designing and installing each facility. f you would like to visit us, 'Studio One',
downstairs at Charing Cross Road, features: the latest products from Soundcraft 
digital and analogue 24 track tape  Akai, Roland and Apple Macintosh based hard disk
systems  consoles from Soundtracs and Tascam, and a choice selection of outboard
from classic Urei and Drawmer to the latest Lexicon. All in a relaxed working
environment right in the heart of town (a factor appreciated by our London based
clients when a piece of equipment goes down at some unusual hour). Please call our
Pro -sales department to arrange an appointment 'at our place or yours' or just drop
in...the coffee's always hot. Ask for Brian Hamlin, Nick Thomas or Niels Larsen

EX -DEMO

DESKS
(int VAT)

Tascam M3700 32:8 £8499
Allen & Heath Saber 32:16:16 £7399
Soundcraft Delta 8 20:8 £3899
Soundcraft Delta 200 32:4 £2299

EX-DEM

DESKS
(Inc VAT)

DIRECT Disk
Our digital suite is up and running at all
times featuring all the leading edge
technology. We demonstrate and support
applications from AV sound effects/foley
editing, and stereo mastering/12" remix
editing , through to hard disk multitrack
integrated with MIDI.
We are the natural choice for any Mac
based system being fully Apple
authorised. (99% of pro audio dealers are
not) Call in or make an appointment with
Nick Thomas.

rfikS TECHNOLOGY JUST

HOT
ARRIVED & AVAILABLE NOW 0%

I ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Cubase Audio and Digital Performer fo
Macintosh, New Plasmec systems fo
1040ST, Mac ClaSsic, 386 PC and stand
alone. Wave for windows.

Turtle Beach
Multisound

The all -in -one Multimedia card for 386/486 PC
compatibles. 16 bit stereo 44.1 kHz sample record and
payback, onboard Proteus/1 OR, MPC compatible MIDI
interlace. WaveLitte. hard -disk recording software is
included, along with a library of samples on CD-ROM

SOUND
TOOLS II

NEW LOW PRICE!

for 4 track system

£2699
OR LESS

Digidesign's 'Sound Tools. system for Apple
Macintosh computers has become a market leader in
the field of hard -disk recording. Includes Sound
Accelerator II, Audio Interface (4 ch Digital 8 Analog)
and Sound Designer II software. Also available with
AudioMedie II card, call for details.

Call for the best prices on Pro -Tools

NEW SOFTWARE UPDATE
for Akai DD1000. Call for info POA

ROLAND
DM -80
Digital Audio
Workstation

oa 81t©GK
From es little as

The Roland DM -80 heralds the beginning of the first
dedicated low cost system aimed at the mass music
market The basic system is four track with a built-in 100
Mbyte hard disk giving up to 18 minutes of stereo audio.
This can be expanded to eight tracks, all tracks can be
mixed with the built-in 8 channel, 24 bit , digital mixer.
Both the DM -80R remote unit and the DM -80F fader unit
can be added to this along with 'Track Manager System'
software for the Apple Macintosh.

KORG

cligldesalgn

ensonw
INC2E3Pil

ALESiSI
BM al

'Mcn
Digrach

AlATARI

8 & 1 6 Track
In true Turnkey 'Hands On' tradition, all
the popular desks and recorders are on
permanent demo. Don't take the so called
'advice' of the cardboard box shifters; -
Choice of EO and Noise Reduction for
example is highly personal, features
should be carefully compared and specs
are often deceptive. Please come and
listen for yourself.

t4IS TECHNOLOGY JUST
HOTARRIVED & AVAILABLE NOW 00/A
ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT V

Alesis adat. BRC & SRC. Ales. X2 desk.
Allen & Heath GS3 desk.

777 _

n1 NOW!

THE WAIT IS (WM

ALESIS
ADAT

The Alesis ADAT. tmtal audio for 40
minutes from one s . - Sync up to 16
machines  variable sampling trequencies  SMPTE and
MTC  Absolutely remarkable product  very limited
suitioiy for the last year of manufacture

SOUNDCRAFT
SPIRIT DESKS from

Almost everyone involved in music production at some
stage dreams of owning a Soundcraft console. The
legendary sound quality, reliability and ease of use,
means a Soundcraft equipped studio must be taken
setioushi A minor miracle has been performed, using
the wodd's most advanced production technology, and
revolutionary manufacturing techniques, to bong you
Soundcraft quality at a previously unimaginable price.

Leading DAT suppliers. Demonstrations.
Huge Range. Cheapest Tape. Lowest Pores

NEW BOXED NEW BOXED NEW BOXED NEW

ALL BRAND NEW BOXED
Sony DTC-7P E375 Aiwa HDS-100 £345
Sony DTC1000ES E899 Tascam DA30 EPOA
Sony TCD D3 £529 Teac DAP20 XLR cats
Sony DTC750 CP0A Casio DAR100 £339

Yamaha DTR2 E799

M3N 03X00 M3N 03%08 M3N 03%00 M3N

FOSTEX R8
& 812 EIGHT
BUSS DESK

inc looms

£1999
NEW BOXED

Outsells the other 8 track 10 to 1. Dolby C first choice
for narrow gauge multi track. Used with ground-
breaking MTC interlace you control tape transport from
MIDI sequencer. We've pioneered this interface and em
experts in the field. 8112 console is modular, MIDI mute
ready, has full bar -graph metering and UK designed EC)

NEW PACKAGES All with new Foster R8 machine
 Foster 812 £1999 .1. SPIRIT 16:8:16 £3406
 SECK 1882 £2226 0 Proline 1648m £2349
+ ASH GS3 3099 .f MIXON 16:4:6 £2936

Each channel has a long -throw (100mm) fader, 4
auxiliaries and dual inputs both of which can be used at
once, giving up to 24/36 inputs. 3 band custom profiled
equalisation, sweepable 20:1 mid with EC) also on four
auxiliary retums. Insert jacks on each channel and on
the El subgroups. 0480 phantom powering on XLF1s,
comprehensive soloing including all sends 8 returns,
multi -mode LED meters, built in talkback mic, up to six
aux busses and several monitoring options.
R.R.P. £1299/ £1799

ASH GS3 aroundE1600 Tascam 238 £939
R8 Pline1648 r22e9 Tascam 2516 E1595
Studiomaster.Desks Tascam 2524 £1995
Mixdown 16/4/8 £1175 Tascam MSR16 E.2999
Mixdown 16/8/16 £1525 Foster 016 E3450
Proline 16/8/16 E1399 Relax 2016162 £275
Proline 16/4/8 £999 Foetal, 812 NEW LOW
Foster R8 s/h £999 Fortes 820 NEW LOW
Tascam TSF18 £1795 Alesis 16/2/2 E587

CASIO
DA -R100

£349
PROFESSIONAL PORTABLE DAT

The best spedd podable at the lowest price, ie the only
logical choice. No other machine below £800 (portable
or otherwise) records at 44.1 kHz via the analog ins (as
well as the digital) for master -ready recordings  Also
features all the sampling rates. 48. 44.1 and 32 kHz (4
hour long play model  both optical and co -axial digital
Ins / Outs  Backlit LCD  includes rechargeable battery,
charger mains psu and caw case R.R.P. E599
Limited stocks remaining. Hurry before they all go

EFFECTS
TECHNOLOGY JUST

HOT ARRIVED & AVAILABLE NOW 0%
ON INSTANT CREDIT

Ensoniq DP/4, Lexicon LXP15, Roland
RSP550, Sony DPS-D7 / M7 / R7

Yamaha FX900, 8 FX at once £379R.R.P. £689. BRAND NEW @

Art IECI Midi EC' £295 Symmetrix 511 £POA
ART Mtverb LT s/h £135 YamahaFX500new E225
Quadraverb. new £299 Yamaha R100 £145
Ouadverb GT £345 Veneta GC2020B £195
Alesis 3630 £234 Drawmer LX20 newE199
Alesis ME0230 E199 SoundrechSP200CL 0125
Nese microverb III £138 YamahaEMP100 nemit179
Alesis MIDIVerbIll E199 Yamaha SPX1000 £60
Al MIDIVerbIll new £240 Zoom 9300 £199
API.. type C s/h £169 Zoom 9002 £279
Boss SE50 lowest Zoom 9330 £449
Lexicon LXP1/5 E399as

2

I, :

ART MULTIVERB LTX £199
EW BOXED

250 programs including 120 REVERES from Early
Reflections, Plates, Studio and Live Vocals, huge Halls
(up to 25 second decays) and Rooms, Reverse and 20
various Gated/Companded Gated. Stereo FLANGE and
CHORUS. ECHOS and MULTI -TAP DELAYS, STEREO
IMAGING, PAN and SPECIAL EFFECTS.  COMBINE
UP TO THREE simultaneous effects  16 bit, lull
bandwidth processing, 80dB dynamic range  MIDI
PROG numbers assignable to any grog. R.R.P. £345

ART MULTIVERB ALPHA

24 be, 20 kHz bandwidth, 90d8 dynamic range. Over
50 effects to choose from, mix and match them at will,
up to 4 at once. Rotary dial, with full parameter control
of up to 8 parameters over MIDI. Effects include ECI, 2
octave pitch shift, reverb, flange, delay, leslie, delay,
echo, sampling with MIDI playback, speaker simulator,
stereo panner Pc ... Built in MIDI analyzer. You're used
to great value for money from ART, but this offer breaks
all previous limits. No real competition! R.R.P. £4413

The
4 TRACK Centre

It is fair to say that Turnkey is the birth place
of personal Multitrack, indeed the company
and its founders were instrumental in the
development of the Japanese products of the
early '80s. The philosophy was always to use
innovative technology to bring multitrack
within the realms of the musician. Our
current catalog is still the definitive guide to
the subject - introducing the basic principles
and comparing all the current machines with
loads of useful tips on subjects like cabling
and the use of effects, to tape -care and the
choice of microphones. Call us fora copy

YAMAHA
MT120

£349
NEW BOXED

Yamaha's new double speed lour.track features 4 mic
inputs, a stereo graphic eq and we are now throwing in
a free wire remote controller (while stocks last).

40% OFF  SECOND HAND 8 EX DEMO  END
Tascam 488 8 trk £999 Foster X28
Tascam 688 8 Irk £1795 Fostex.280 demo
Tascam Porta 05 £179 VestaxMR100
Tascam Porta 03 POA Yamete MT3X
Tascam 424 £399 Yxnalta MT120
Tascam 464 £POA
Fostex X18 £225
Foster X26 £239

C279
E449
0199
E4.25

E325

01 40 110383 INVISNI 38VM.I.3OS
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TURNKEY STUDIO
MASTER KEYBOARDS
& SYNTH PACKAGES

These new ultra low cost Master Keyboards marketed
by and available exclusively from Turnkey represent a
new way of buying synthesizers. Separating keyboard
horn synth has been the logical path since the arrival al
MIDI, but from the introduction of the first mother
keyboard by Roland in 1985 until now the costs have
been prohibitive.. Manufacturers have to make two
units, package them, ship them and so on ... There M
also the wasteful effect of duplicating features.
These new products have been developed by the
world's largest manufacturer of keyboards (all the
prestige American brands feature this action) to control
todays computer/synth module systems, but instead of
paying more for separates, Turnkey's unbelievable
pricing means savings of between £100 and £400
minimum compared with equivalent keyboard synths

The 49 & 61 synth -action keyboards offer full-size
velocity sensitive keys (128 levels) with a firm but light
action. Keys am designed for minimum flex and
positive seating.

0 OCTAVE SIEI 5 OCTAVE
STUDIO 09 STUDIO 61

Turnkey's flagship models feature a fully weighted and
counter -balanced action keyboard with 88 piano depth
keys, Shut you eyes and you're playing a concert
grand! Black keys have ebonite finish. Both models
have a split Capability, and the PLUS also has pitch &
mod wheels, 3 separate outs, adjustable key -response
curves, and assignable footswitches and pedals.

£179

88 NOTE 88 NOTE
STUDIO 90 £499 STUDIO 90.1. £599

We feel that these keyboards are the best we have played.
If you disagree, we will gNe you your money back.

PACKAGES
We have purchased quantities of the current bestselling
modules and can offer these unbelievable package
prices fora limited period  (Hurry while stocks last)

STUDIO 49
.0Y10

STUDIO 49
+ TG100

STUDIO 61
+ DS330

STUDIO 61
+ Proteual

£299

£379
£429
£579

STUDI0131
EVS1

STUDIO 61
0- KIR

STUDIO 61
+ SCSS

STUE110 61

0314/W

£325

£425
£549
£849

We guarantee that if you buy a synth anywhere else
you will pay considerably more for any Inferior solution.
Prove us wrong and we'll GIVE you a STUDIO 49.

r

RHODES VK-1000
PERFORMANCE KYBD

The ultimate performance keyboard. 76 note touch
sensitive weighted keyboard  Unsurpased SAS sampled
sound used in industry standard RD1000 / MKS2 0
instruments  The definftive Rhodes piano sound (custom
designed in consultation with Harold Rhodes) the early
Fender suitcase with short tapered tine sounds
associated with Larry Dunne / Chick Corea etc  Probably
the best of the current crop of classic organ replicas,
Roland's analog experience clearly showing through 14
draw -bars, rotary effects  64 more sounds including
synthesizers, basses etc Greet mother keyboard,
pitch / mod controller, studio quality Roland multi -effects,
unquestionably our best keyboard offer this year, huge
reduction (how do we do VI), these will fly. RRP £1999

KAWAI K4r rack synth £299
NEW BOXED

16 bit CD digital  8 separate outs  256 sampled
waveforms  resonant filters  4 waves per Sound.  16
note poly, 8 pert multi-timbral plus drums. Easy editting
via data entry slider. Card slot 2U rack

11111111111111111111=

KURZWEIL K2000 £1999
8 Meg ROM on board samples, expandable to 24 Meg.
Up to 64 Meg of RAM expandable using SIMMs.
Accepts MIDI sample dump standard. Disk drive
accepts MIDI files from Marl, Mac & PC, and will also
load Akai 51000 disks - SCSI port allows access to
hard -disks & CD-ROMs - massive library available
FREE of charge. 4 oscillators and 3 filters per voice. 24
note poly, 16 part multi-timbral with 6 poly outs.
Optional sampling facility available soon

SYNTHESISERS Cheetah 5X16 s/h £399
Cheetah MS6 POA Emu Emaxll £1399
Cheetah MS800 £199 E -mu Emaxll HO £1950
Ensoniq SO1 d E799 Ensoniq EPS16- £1199
Ensoniq SOR+ £499 Ensoniq EPS16R £1229
EVS1 new 1199 S950 750k card E116
Kawai K4R £259 S1000 2M cards El 39
Kawai K4 NEW £499 S10008 meg card £299
Korg M1 mint £779 Proteus MPS new E795

Korg 13 mint E1299 Proteus/1 0449
Kong Wavestation £899 Proteus/1XR 0649
Kong WavestnA/D E1225 Proteus/2 new £595
Korg WavestriSR stock Proteus/2XR £699
Kong01WFD new £1539 Proteus/3 new £449
Kong 011W new £1405 Proformance new £235
Korg 01FVW £1299 Proformancetnew E275
Kong 03R/W £LOW Roland U220 £449
Kong 01Wpro newE2075 Roland SC55 E399
Korg01WproX new E2699 Roland SC155 £925
Kurzw. K2000 new£1999 Roland CM300 C299

Oberheim M1060 E369
Roland D70 NEW £1295 MOTHER KBDS
Roland JE11333 used £1199 Akai MX1000 s/h £939
Roland JV80 £899 Roland PC200 2129
Roland JV30 £635 Roland A30 new 2399
Warldorf Microwave£725 Roland FPS £1275
YamehaSY99 new £1995
Yamaha SY85 £1140
Yamaha SY35 £525
Yamaha SY35 £479
YarnahaSY22 £395
Yamaha TG500 NEW
YernahaTG103 F289
Yamaha 0Y10 E199

DRUM MACHINES
Akai XE8 demo OW
Akai MPC60 Mk II £1250
Roland R70 POA
Alesis SR16 £199
Aiesis D4 new £299
Cheetah MD16 £199
Cheetah MD16R £349

SAMPLERS/PLAYERS Emu lercussico new £475
Akai S1000KB E1999 KORG 5-3 new £399
Akai S1000 £1799 Boss DR550 £129
Akai S1000PB E1199 Boss DR660 new £259
Akai S1100 £2645 Yamaha RY30 £399
Akai S1100EX £799 Yamaha RY10 E199

S1100 /S1100EX £3799 Yamaha RM50 NEW
Akai 5950 £849
Roland DJ70 new 11699 SEQUENCERS
Roland 5750 £POA Alesis Datadisk £249

AKAI SO1

£699
NEW BOXED ee

0% Interest Freel Credit
Deposit of 269 and 9 monthly oorrterlts of 70

AKAI si 000PB

EXCLUSIVE HALF PRICE SCOOP Undisputed
industry standard sampler 16 bit stereo etc etc The
51000PB Is en 51000 without the inputs. A high
proportion of 51000 users don't sample. We have
thousands of sounds available FREE of change with an
estimated 10 Gig of sounds in circulation. Ideal for
arrangers, producers, performers, drummers etc or
anyone with an 51000/51100 that wants more
polyphony and memory at a minim.' cost Limited
supply of last remaining UK stocks Original R.R.P.
£1999

EMU EMAX II from £1499
NEV., BOXED

32 audio channels  16 note poly In stereo  18 -hit DA
convertors  unique digital filtering. (HI sound quality) 
4 stereo pairs of separate outputs  3 stereo effects -
loops  SCSI and RS422 interfaces as standard, giving
access to our vast Eat libraries available in store on
floppy, SyOuest and CD-ROM and at a remarkable
£1.99 per disk from our 24 hr mail-order copying service

For all those EMEIN owners, the Emu!! will convert all
your old disks) This offer represents a unique
opportunity to get the legendary E -mu sounds at a
fraction of the normal price. These will sell out quickly

ROLAND PADS

£69
niFVU On% rt

Al last, an alternative to
programming drums from a keyboard 5 pads with
adjustable velocity sensitivity. Connect to any keyboard
/ module with built-in drums and record expressive drum
tracks into your sequencer. Each pad can be assigned
to any MIDI note number. Play with hands 1 sticks,
great live We have secured the Snore last shipment of
PAD5s to offer at a give-away price. R.R.P. £175

ROLAND JD800 monster synth r.
with individual parameter sliders L.

ROLAND RBM

There's never been a product like Roland's Total
Percussion Sound Module. Up to 146 CD quality
sounds can be accessed at once using the 3 PCM card
slots. You can choose from 11 cards at only £45 each.
The R8M has 8 separate outs for individual effects and
E0 on different sounds. 32 kits can be internally
memorised. with 32 more one RAM card. There are 16
'feel -patches which make the REIM sound 'groovy with
the minimum programming effort

AKG Bge.,
ARBITER itVastioc

KAWAI
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TAMMY
Eel IDA

COMPUTER
Personal Computers now form the heart of
every MIDI Studio, and have been our core
business for some years. Experience in
this area differentiates the serious dealers
and we have specialists in each of the
three main areas. We stock over 50 music
titles and demonstrate 30 of these
regularly. We are fully Apple Authorised -
99% of music dealers are NOT,

TECHNOLOGY JUST
HarARRIVED & AVAII F 0%

NOWCNINSTANTCREDIT v
New Macintosh. - IM, IKnc, Powerbooks 160 & 180,

and remarkable DUO docking system.
Atari Falcon, STBook &

A PPL
PRICES
SLASHED
AGAIN !!!

Macintosh Classic 2140
Macintosh Classic 4/40 pLL
Macintosh Classic 11 2/40
Macintosh Classic II 4/40
Macintosh Classic 11 4/80

AVMacintosh LC 4/40 0 Colour screen
Macintosh IIei 5/40 t 12. screen
Macintosh 110 5/80 + 12. screen E2895
Macintosh Ouedra 700 4/80 + 12" screen £4495

As en Apple Authorised Dealer, we cannot offer
Apple computers or peripheries by mall.
Our price promise does not apply to Apple
Products, due to the prevalence of grey imports.

£695
£795
E815
0175

E1049
£1095
£2125

'---ffir.... MIDIQUESTIrlillill Universal Editor

Librarian package- iffaaltpl6
ExcLusivE to runnicEr

' . WEE, £175*
For Atari, Macintosh. PC and Amiga, MIDIOuest work
with over 130 different MIDI products. including synths.
popular effects units, drum machines and patchbays. II

will multi -task with some Atari 8 Mac sequencers. so
you can tweak as you compose. Save a fortune in RAM
cards using the Librarian feature. Invent new sounds
automatically using the Randomise feature. MIDICklest
will never become obsolete, because it's updated free
whenever new synths come out. Context sensitive help.
MIDI sequencer play facility, MIDI monitor window. Also
Specific Editors (K13(4, SY series, Proteus etc) only
£69 each and MIDIOuest Junior (£49) with universal
librarian features only. C - £199 for windows version)

VINTAGE
Despite the furious pace of technological upgrades,
the world's leading musicians still look to Inc same
classic synths for the sounds they need. Analog
technology is too expensive to build nowadays, so
the second-hand market is the only option. Turnkey
takes the mystery and risk out of acquiring a classic
synth. Ali the products In question are guaranteed,
and each one represents a sonic legend that will last
for ever. Otters sublect to restrict. availability!

1040ST
Packages

with
Monitor

+ Notator + Cubeat + Cubase

£775 £589
C LAB pack add Cu.. peck add C2a5

PC COMPATIBLE I

CUBASE
FOR

WINDOWS
Official UK
authorised

version

z £299
Now including free CMS MIDI interface

Why run Cubase on an IBM compatible PC7 Well, the
PC is the industry standard computer, it's very reliable,
and excellent value for money. For the price of en 8 MHz
Atari you can buy a 25 MHz 386 PC with a hard -disk &
colour screen Before you buy Cubase, make sure
you've seen the other three pro -sequencers for
windows.and make sure your dealer understands the PC.
Try asking him the difference between Enhanced &
Standard Model We are bundling Cubase with the widest
range of interfaces CMS series one and series four,
KEY Mid., SoundBlaster, TG100, Midi Time Piece ...

IBM PC
compatible MIDI cards

CM5401 - E89 - 1 in, out CMS101 -EN- 1 in 1 out
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CM5444 - E210 - 2 in, out CMS194 E99 - 1 in 0 out

SMPTE and ChaseLock Serial Port MIDI interfaces:
CM5444C - E249 -4 in,4 out KEY 101 -E115 lin lout
+ SMPTE /ChaseLock KEY 103 - £175 lin 3out

CMS cards are expandable, compatible and reliable

Band -in -a -Box 5.0 C69 CrsickScore Deluxe £99
Cadenza (USeduree £115 EZ MIDI Pro sequcr £99
Cad -Win (USecurors £199 Encore 25 (windows) E410
Cakewalk Live £39 Pro 45 (windows 3 £219
Cakewalk 4.0 £115 Trait (windows 3) E85
Cakewalk windows 1275 MusicTirne windows £199
Coda Finale PC / MacE675 Roland SCC-1 best
Finale Academic £295 Roland PC200 Mk2 here

 FREE ACCESSORIES  SECOND HAND Ai EX
Genuine UK versions - accept nothing lass

Steinberg Cubeat E139 Atari 1040 t Monitor
Stberg Cubase newE275 +C -LAB Notator U09
Cubase Mac new 0259 CLAB Creator new E175
Steinberg Midex+ £349 CLAB Notator new POA
1040 + Monitor £350 CLAB Unitor2 new POA
Mad Falcon £499 Soot Musigraph £39
Atari 1040+ Monitor TG33 front panel £19
00-1AB Creator £727 Steinberg Pro24111 £70
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Jupiter 8 with MIDI MKS80 o. Prog
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Minimoog ARP Odyssey
ARP 2600 Prophet V3,3 with MIDI
Prophet VS Prophet T8  Juno 6
Polysix ProOne OB8 with MIDI

DJproducer
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Made -to -Fade £69 Tascam Pone 03 4199
Sample Station C310 Vestax MR300B E139
Sample Station II £349 Phonics £75
Gemini PMX200 £169 DMC PMX2 £115
Gemini PMX300 £199 Technics 511210 £249
Gem PMX100new
Gem PMX309nas Can
Gemini PMX15 £1 05
Vestax PMC-057 £175
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GROOVE sample station II
Pro features, free h.phones only £199

STUDIO hard
ware

Alesis RA100 E239 JBL 4206 new £299
XRI XR300 £189 Beyer MC734 £249
Tascarn Midiizer POA Beyer MC8I £149
Fostex 4020 POA YamahaP2075 new£249
HeVox A77 £249
JLCooper PPS100 £149 Capsules
Fostex MTC1 POA Sennheiser ME20 £35
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JBL Control 1 s/h £149 Sennheiser ME80 £70
JBL Control 5 1229 AKG Cl(lx E149
JBL Control 10 £609
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GEMINI
PMX200
DJ MIXER

£289
NEW BOXED

All he pro features without the high price tag  Two mic
inputs, 3 deck inputs, 4 line inputs, stereo 7 band graphic
equaliser with bypass switch.do your own voice-overs
with the auto -ducking feature on voice input - Assignable
detachable crossfade, unheard of in this price bracket,
voice synthesiser, cue monitoring. We have put together
the perfect starter -pack including everything you'll need
to start your career as a DJ Producer FREE
microphone (SM58 copy) + XLR cable. British -made
headphones, phono cables, and fora limited period, a
FREE Seiko Beat calculator worth £29.

ALL SMPTE FORMATS  MIDI TIME CODE AND SP
POINTERS PROGRAM CUES AND
PROGRAMMABLE TEMPO CHANGES  UNIQUE
RECORDER PUNCH IN/OUT CONTROL. Although this
unit lists at over £5 0 0 it is probably the most
comprehensive and up to date unit at any less than
02000. less than the most basic FSK devices. making It
cheap enough even for 4 track R.R.P. £525

BEYER MC834 Vocal Mc. 1)nder

cu, 200E1 Pad, Bass rolkoll £600

E E
TASCAM
DENON

KURZWEIL

UBL
QUAD
GEM

PASystems
Huge display, all name brands : configure
as you like and compare. Our range
features 11 ultra -cost-effective packages
from £399 to £3399 including products
from Bose, JBL, EV, etc ... We guarantee
you can't buy better. Call 071 437 3195 tor
info now.

SRI 5:3.500 500W fan -cooled powered desk. Up to 15
input channels  graphic eq  XL/1 / line inputs  3 -band
eq on each channel  2x aux sends  3x stereo aux
returns  Peak LED on each Channel  15. UK made
lane drivers plus horn in Pass reflex cabinets.

MIXERS

6:2 12:2

£199 £299 £375
NEW BO /EW BOXED tIEVI BOXED

Available in 6, 12 and 16 channel versions. Very quiet,
great sounding E0, rugged steel construction for good
shielding etc.  Each channel has 1/4. line and XLR
balanced input, gain, high, mid and low 00, 2
auxiliaries, pan and long -throw fader  Auxiliary master
gain, EO and pan, Bar graph metering, headphone
monitoring.. Exclusive. Ltd stocks. Includes FREE
monitoring headphones and 2401 carnage

ROLAND
RACK

LINE
MIXERS

M480 RAP C2259

£699
NEW BOXED

RRP £1799

£499
Designed by Roland to match the astonishing quality of
their AVB range, including the DM80, RSS and 0750,
these top of the range mixers are not shod on features
either The 4U M240R has 24 inputs, with 3 effect -
sends a Pre/Post swicthable aux send.and 3 stereo
returns. Put several together using the buss lacks or
use it as a 24:4 mixer for use with multi -track recorders.
Id -colour LEDs monitor input level on each channel.
The 6U M480 offers an unbelievable 48 channels
configured as 24 stereo channels. 4 FX sends and 2
pre/post switchable auxilianes. Cue facility for prefading
levels. Roth have balanced outs for connection to
professional main consoles. 1 off opportunity to buy the
ultimate keyboard mixer. Incredibly quiet enormous
dynamic range. First choice amongst working pros and
studios. Very few available. Fltst Came, first servers

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Please Add £9 carriage
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Few bands command a genuinely multi -cultural following; none do so on the
same scale as Kraftwerk. The name was once synonymous with a kind of

Teutonic caricature: robotic, efficiently industrial, and nicely ironic to an English-
speaking audience who would hear it and imagine patchwork quilts, see it and come
face to face with the chimneys of the Ruhr valley. The vapid automata suggested by
this caricature represented the very antithesis of soul, and yet the name Kraftwerk is
now revered among house, rap and funk aficionados from Chicago to Sheffield.

The key word in unravelling this conundrum is, of course, technology. Anyone
who shares an interest in its musical applications ultimately is led back to the
pioneering ideas of Ralf Hiitter and Florian Schneider, heirs to the Stockhausen
legacy and co-founders in 1968 of Organisation - an electronic music duo later to
evolve into Kraftwerk.

British pop groups of the late '70s and early '80s could thus draw on seminal
albums like Autobahn (1974), Radio -Activity (1975), Trans -Europe Express (1977)
and The Man Machine (1978), as economic changes brought synthesisers within their
reach, while the more syncopated rhythms of the single 'Tour De France' (1983) and
the album Electric Cafe (1986) served a similar purpose for a new generation of
dance acts. Whatever the style, in using musical technology it always seemed that
Kraftwerk provided the model.

But there is a consistency to their music which also explains their wide appeal.
Unlike contemporaries Tangerine Dream, they write melodies - 'ditties' even - they
program strong beats, and they always have done. The shuffling beat of 'Autobahn'
offers an early hint; and it was a track from as early an album as Trans -Europe
Express that Afrika Bambaataa used to such historic effect on 'Planet Rock'.
Meanwhile, any no-nonsense pop audience in the world can appreciate the lilting
tunes and lyrical simplicity of songs like 'Neon Lights' and 'The Model'.

Through it all, Kraftwerk have stuck to their task. From analogue synthesis to
digital (and back again); from tape loops to sampling; from CV/gate to MIDI;
through progressive rock, new wave, new romantics, hip -hop, house, techno and
ambient new age - these enigmatic German geezers dressed as lab technicians have
quietly twiddled their way through the years unfettered, safely ensconced in their
Diisseldorf 'Kling -Kiang' studio. The single-mindedness of their vision is, as ever,
the stuff of true originality.

In the interview that follows, founder -member Ralf Hiitter talks to Mark Sinker.
The transcription, exclusive to Music Technology, offers many fascinating insights
into the mind of one of music's most elusive of heroes, the figurehead of a fanatical
cult following and the mainstay of a very singular musical genre. This is the man,
not the machine - PW



Interview by
Mark Sinker

t has been the most significant technological development during your career?

"I think this must be the availability of the first monophonic synthesisers,
cause before that it used to be these big machines from Bell Laboratories or

Government radio stations. Being able, as an individual musician - an
dependent musician - to get your hands on some of this electronic gear. I think
at was the most significant change, around the late '60s. And now the next

has the digital technology, everything becoming more modular, this is the next

d you yourself have any access to synthesisers before that?

"No. And I remember the first monophonic synthesiser I bought was the same
ce as a Volkswagen. So that was the choice to make. I think that's a very good
mparison, because the synthesisers were giving freedom of movement to
usician

d those mac Ina o rr 1110IT free om than today's, in that t ey were free o presets?

"Yes, they would give you just a three -page typewritten guide, saying 'this is
oscillator, this is the filter' - and that was it. Then you would go home and

ddle around and turn knobs; there were no pre-programmed sounds in it
cause it was all analogue - the whole range. I don't like today's pre-

ogrammed sounds so much; we always work on them, if we use them at all. We
ver really find anything that conies from other people's ears that we keep. We
ays turn knobs, that has been a continuing priority. We used to design our

synthesisers as well. In those days we had sequencers built, because they were
y rare. Only the very big Moog modular systems had sequencers. And then we
uld take drum boxes and re -design them with our engineers and electricians
o a playable form, and adjust these with the sequencers, and those to tape, so

at everything was synchronised."

Kling-Klang in a state of constant change?

"Sure, we call it the electronic garden, because it is continually regenerating,
d is now completely modular so that we can pick out certain units and replace
m. And what we did was we kept all our old synthesisers from all the different

ases, in storage, because they were of very little value once they were
perseded, but today we have all this old analogue equipment back in place! It's
ally very good. Moving over to digital has in no way superseded analogue,
pecially as very often digital technology is only used to sample analogue sources,

-sampling old sounds off the original tapes, or from sound sources.
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We have always considered any sound source. It's just sound. Kling-klang is the
German word for sound, so we have always had a fascination for sound."

Where do the themes of travelling and movement stem from - as in Autobahn and

Trans -Europe Express?
"That came from the early days of touring in Germany. We would be

continuously moving. We live in this big industrial area on the Rhine-Ruhr, and
we would be going to the next city to play there and coming back at night,
travelling through that landscape at night. From this came dic idea of doing a
song, and so we would tune the synthesisers to sound like motor horns. Also on
the artwork we would have road symbols, or a Volkswagen. So it was personal
experiences, worked into the music."

Apart from movement, much of the imagery you employ, especially on the video screens

on stage, shows a vision of the future from the past - from the '40s and '50s, not a

contemporary futurism...
"Well, what we were very much considering was the simultaneity of past,

present and future today. I think visions and memories synchronise together, and
I think certain things from a little way back look more towards the future than
things which are pseudo -modern today. The real modernism may be somewhere
else, a different way to what we think is modern."

Did you have any early training in improvisation?
"No, we were trained in classical music, but we left that behind and got into

the whole situation in post-war Germany, asking 'what is our music, what is the
sound of post-war Germany?' That was the question. Then I met Florian at some
improvisational courses in the late '60s, at a very open time when people would
meet on University music courses and quickly get into improvising. From there
we set up our Kling-Klang studio in 1970, to have a base, with a little Revox

machine and echo loops.- very simplistic equipment.
"That was a time, in the late. '60s, when everything came into question,

especially in Dusseldorf. We would see people like Fluxus and Josef Beuys on the
art scene, and we were fascinated by Happenings and especially the music
involved with them. So we worked with a couple of independent artists who
wanted sounds, creating sound patterns. It was a very open scene, with nothing
really decided. We took it from there.

"There was no big music industry, like today, no structure and so there was
nobody to tell you which way to go."
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"I remember the first
monophonic synthesiser I
bought was the same price

as a Volkswagen. I think
that's a very good

comparison, because the
synthesisers were giving
freedom of movement to

musicians"

0 A lot of the British 'progressive' bands of that time were interested in new sounds, but
didn't seem to know exactly what to do with them...

"I think that was the situation here; there was already too much marketing and
merchandising put into a structure through the music business. There was nothing like
that in Dusseldorf, it was non-existent. It was a completely anarchic situation. And as

you probably know, we did it in the Diisseldorf area, while in Cologne it was Can,
other bands in Munich, Tangerine Dream in Berlin; it was all happening with different
aspects coming from the different cities. We would meet at festivals, there was some
knowledge of each other, but we came clearly from the Dusseldorf scene."

4.1.1111111111111.1111111111111
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Technology has come to a point where it's not only creating sounds, but also a kind of
space -a virtual space...

"Sure, when I read about this a couple of years ago, it was like a big development in
the visual arts - but we have been doing it for 20 years, and especially when you see the
show, you'll see that it's a virtual reality. We are real, but with the images we create
other realities. There are no actual cars involved, but you can see them, hear them,
maybe you can smell them, or trains or whatever. So music is a virtual reality, it comes
to you and you actually enter a different space.

"Just walking around wearing a Walkman completely transforms your reality. That's
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where musical developments were very much ahead of the optical. Music is in advance
on this level because you don't have things across your eyes, you are still alert to your
environment. That's also why music is so important in today's society; over the last 20
or 30 years its importance has been enormous - maybe even over -important, although
it's hard for me to say that! Maybe music should just be one part of life."

It was, perhaps before the gramophone, and even after it, while it was still a limited
luxury - but now everybody hears music all the time, everywhere...

"That's why when someone asks me about my top ten records I always include
silence - turn off the record player and that is one of the most important sounds. And
I hate all this zombie -like tranquiliser music, conditioning people in stores and in lifts
and in all kinds of places, it's just pollution. We always call it pollution music, and it
has to go, because we want to hear the real sounds - I want to hear the sound of the
escalator, I want to hear the sound of the 'plane, the sound of the train. Good -
sounding trains, for themselves, they are musical instruments. That muzak, that
uninteresting music from uninteresting people, we have to stop it. Whenever we can,
in America, we have these little wire clippers, so we can clip the cables wherever we see

them... We want to make people aware of reality, by bringing out in our compositions
the sounds of cars and trains, and ideas of the beauty of the sounds themselves."

There is a real sense of three dimensions on Electric Cafe, for example...
"You can make it three-dimensional with your imagination, and electronics are just

perfect for this because of the sounds they propose. Rather than coming from a
traditional instrument, which is always located in one place, you can place them in the

mix and have them moving, and when that happens things like spatial alterations occur
in your head. There is panning and there is also reverb for depth. You establish
dimensions, something like a short reverb to sound very close, and something like a
cathedral reverb to 'fool' yourself that it is very far away.

"Stockhausen has built this round building with speakers, where the audience sits in

the middle and there is sound all around. There has always been panning and other
devices in Musique Concrete, also."

The sounds themselves seem to have changed over the years, somehow becoming less

"We've always used noise - music is organized noise - we haven't changed our
attitude towards noise, but maybe with today's computer -generated noise and things
like that, it's getting more `bleepy', whereas before it was more physically concrete.
But this is not intentional, it has just happened and it could easily change back...
People always responded well to the 'noises' we used from the beginning, we always
created an interest, whether locally or in the next city. So that was never a problem. In
those days, I think the time was ready, people wanted to hear new sounds. Everybody
was interested; we couldn't even do all of the things people wanted to hear, it was such
an open-minded time. We definitely could have done more than we did."

What are the significant differences between tape -splicing and digital editing, apart

from the new technology being faster?
"It's not necessarily faster. But you make final decisions when splicing, you cut the

tape and that's it. When editing on the computer you can always go back. And with

On stage at Leicester Polytechnic Arena, 18th June 1992. Left to right: Ralf Huffer, Henning Schmitz, Fritz Hilpert, Florian Schneider.

Recommended Listening

Tone Float (RCA, 1970)

as KRAFTWERK:
Kraftwerk ( Vertigo, 1972)

Ralf & Florian ( Vertigo, 1973)

Autobahn ( Vertigo, 1974)

Radio -Activity (Capitol, 1975)

Trans -Europe Express (Capitol, 1977)

The Man Machine (Capitol, 1978)
Computer World (EMI, 1981)
Electric Café (EMI, 1986)

Singles

Autobahn (highlights) (1974)
Radio -Activity (1975)

Trans -Europe Express (1977

The Robots (1978)
Neon Lights (1978)
Pocket Calculator (1981)
Computer Love/The Model (198
Showroom Dummies (19
Tour De France (1983)
Musique Non -Stop (19
The Telephone Call (1987)
The Robots (remix) (1991)

tapes you have so many splices and bits of tape you can't always remember where your

piece of music is! It gets over -complicated. With computer programs it's all in the
memory, and the machine lets you recall instantly. It's like an expansion of your own
memory, whereas tape is an expansion of your memory but you can't always remember

where your memory is! Philosophically that's very interesting, I think."
Everyone has the idea that you spend all your time working in the studio, but your
actual output is not that prolific...

"No, only when it's finished, when we actually want to make new steps or
developments. We'll put something out only when it's possibly relevant for us or for
other people. The Mix, for example, was old material but it was working to digital
for the first time. The last album was from the mid -'80s and was half and half - still
recorded on analogue tape with a couple of pieces of digital equipment involved.
And now the recording is completely digital, with the studio set up for a modular
console and re -programming, and putting all our sounds onto digital media.

"Everything was working OK, and we thought 'let's do 'Autobahn' - right, how
does it go?!' And we listened to the record, which we hadn't heard for a while, and
we said, 'no, let's do it differently'. So we mixed it around, digitised the recordings -
the original tracks - and as a documentation of this part of the work in the studio we
put out The Mix. It's a mix of our developments - then and now - with a lot of
literal studio mixing involved - channels, sequencers, tracks.

"That's how we remember the music, also - we never write anything down. We
read music, but not very well, and we don't really care because you can't write down
our music anyway. Notation is a restriction on music. It's for the museum. I was
always bored when I had to read these notes; it's nothing, it's just paper. Notes on
paper. The sound is what interests me. And how we do it. Very rarely we would
make a little motif, to denote a certain sound, but that's it. Just so that we would
not forget, not for others to read. And sometimes we forget anyway, which I think is
also very important, because if it comes back to you from the different stages of

memory, if it reminds you of itself, then maybe
it's something very strong."

On stage, bow much is pre-recorded, to the extent
of being unalterable?

"It's not pre-recorded, it's in digital storage.
There's no tapes, it's all run from the computer.
Effectively we can change as much as we like, cut
off tracks, add tracks, mute, double. That's what
we do - complete access. We can make any track
longer, according to the gig. Certain things are
written, but certain compositions can have a start
point and be totally open-ended, with the
programming running into a loop function. It can
be however we want it.

"The only thing that's really written from start
to finish is 'The Robots', with output from the
computer to synchronise the actual robots on
stage, so that their movements are all computer -
controlled and they are always identical - very
robotic. All the other compositions are just
written as basic sequences. There is something 0
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) similar to jazz in that regard, I think, like where they play any song, whether Miles
Davis playing Cindy Lauper, or in the old days any silly Broadway song, and just take it
as a 'flying carpet' for improvisation."

It's interesting that improvisational music really grew in significance as recorded
music became available...

"At the same time as the magnetophone, yes, an important historical coincidence,
perhaps, as the dependency on written music receded."

The magnetophone was invented in Germany before the war, yet not really used for
music until after, and I've always been amused by the fact that it was Bing Crosby who
introduced that technology to America, paying for these Telefunken models to be taken
over there and put into research studios to see what could be done with them - effectively
starting the modern recording industry...

"Probably his greatest achievement. Much better than his singing."

Has the wide availability of recorded music helped to make it less policed, more
politically subversive?

"Well, it's not allowed in all areas, and not allowed in all countries, despite the
technology. For example, we were not allowed in East Germany, and I can only assume
it was because we were using their technology in a different way - because they had the
technology, they had tapes, radio, cameras, but they used them for state security. They
had to secure the state from their own people. A very strange concept, very Orwellian.
We've haven't played there yet, hopefully this year. But we played Poland, for Solidarity,
and in the end it does show the subversive character of electronics - it's uncontrollable."

Instead of there being one central broadcasting station transmitting to every citizen,
it's kind of the other way round, with several stations for each person... or at least that's
the potential.

"Yes, in the first place it's a possibility, so let's use it. But if they all play the Top 40
then it's the same situation again - although I don't think that's going to be the case."

Was it a surprise to you that your music was so successful in, for example, Chicago and
Detroit?

"Yes, but we always had a strongly favourable reaction from black audiences in
America, even before house and techno. I remember somebody took me to a club in
about '76 or '77, when Trans -Europe Express was out, and it was some loft club in New
York, after hours, just as the DJ culture was starting, when the DJs began making their
own records, their own grooves. And they took sections from 'Metal On Metal' on

"That muzak, that uninteresting
music from uninteresting people, we

have to stop it. Whenever we can, in
America, we have these little wire
clippers, so we can clip the cables

wherever we see them..."

Thins -Europe Express, and when I went in it was going 'boom -crash - boom -crash', so I
thought `oh, they're playing the new album'. But it went on for ten minutes! And I
thought what's happening?! That track is only something like two or three minutes!
And later I went to ask the DJ and he had two copies of the record and he was mixing
the two, and of course it could go on as long as people were dancing...

"This was a real development, because in those days you fixed a certain time on the
record, under twenty minutes a side in order to get the print into vinyl. It was a
technological decision to say how long the song would last. We always used to play
different timings live, but there we were in this after hours club, and it was ten minutes,
twenty minutes of the recording, because the vibe was there."

Do you consciously go from one 'concept' to the next with each album?

"Not really; we sometimes have several concepts, loose ideas to work on, but we

never have very much unreleased material, just a couple of test tapes maybe; not really

Re -organisation

like somebody sitting on a song collection. It's only recently that we've realised that we
have a catalogue; we would just go into a concept very deeply and then put it out.
They're done over quite a short period of time. The rest of the time we work on the

studio, or on visuals, getting things together. We're now involved in the multi -media
aspects of music, very much. We've always 'seen' our music, but in those days we

 couldn't do anything about it. Now we can put words on a screen, create images - like
on 'Autobahn', just a simple signpost - any way to illustrate the music."

You were in the right place at the right time, but is it harder now for bands to get into
a position like yours, where so much is available to you?

"I think we predicted that electronic music was going to be the next phase in popular
music - volksmusik - and people said it was crazy, very elitist, intellectual, and we had to
say no, this was everyday music - cars, noises, microphones picking up music for
everybody. In those days everybody had tape recorders for parties, to record your own
sounds from the radio. But with today's technology you can do more, with little drum
machines, synthesisers, basic computer programs. At Kling-Klang we have a lot of
equipment because we have developed over a long period. But starting today on the
technological side would be easier, I think. But it's still down to ideas, to deciding what
are we going to play, what are we going to do with this stuff?"

And what are you going to do next with this stuff?

"What we're doing now is on diskettes, the music is not even fixed. We send it over
to here, or to friends in New York, and what we are doing is also music from different
places at the same time, by hooking in and syncing up by modem. Data transferring
between computer workstations - when this really happens the music will come
pouring out, I'm sure."
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SAMPLING...
A NEW DEFINITION
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Sampler (`sa:mpla) re A traditional format for expression_
New (nju:) czaj recently made, or brought into being_
SOIL (`essolawAn) sz A new sampler from Akai_
Price (siks nin) 11 £699.00

And who better than Akai to define the requirements for a
brand new sampler. Akai are firmly established as the
market leaders in sampling products and have used this
experience to develop the SQL Just look at the features;

16 bit (mono) sound quality. 15.6 secs sampling time
(expandable to 31.2 secs). 8 voices, 8 programs and
multitimbral operation. Sounds can be looped, edited and
played back via MIDI or from the conveniently located
replay buttons on the front. A large library is already
available, but additionally the SO1 is compatible with the
world famous S1000 sound sample library.

The incredible user -friendliness of the S01 also allows you
to sample your own sounds without hassle; pianos,
guitars, strings, drum loops, all can be made without
complication.

All this adds up to a very usable sampler that is quick,
easy and convenient to use. When you combine the
features with a sound quality that will reproduce
everything from the deepest bass to really sparkling highs,
you have a sound module that will never go out of date.
And the price? A very modest £699. Define your own
sounds on the new Akai 501.

IS FOR SAMPLER
Akai (UK) Ltd, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way,
Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6NQ.
Telephone: 081 897 6388 Fax: 081 759 8268

AKAI
professional



Microdeal

Repay 16
Sampler for the Atari ST

With the second-hand market
about to be flooded with cheap,
redundant STs, Microdeal have
just thrown a lifeline to
potential Falcon buyers by
releasing a professional, 16 -bit
sampler guaranteed to give
their old machines a new
purpose in life...

V ou could be forgiven for thinking that Microdeal have
I cornered the market in samplers for the Atari ST -

largely because they have! Hot on the heels of ST Replay
VIII, Replay Professional and a dozen other Replay variants

comes Replay 16.
It breaks new ground in the world of computer -based

samplers because it's the first low-cost 16 -bit sampling
device for any home computer including the Amiga and the
PC (and of course, there's no low-cost anything for the
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Mac!). But is there room for another computer -based
sampler? Well, not only can Replay 16 produce excellent
quality samples in its own right, it can also edit those from
external samplers. Interested? Then read on...

The box contains an L-shaped sampling cartridge, a
spiral -bound manual and four disks which contain three
programs and a set of samples. Like the other Microdeal
samplers, Replay 16 was developed by AVR and the
programs - Editor, MIDI Play and Drumbeat - will be
familiar to most Replay owners, though all versions of the
software have been updated. They will run in any
resolution from medium to high and will work with any
'official' resolution and graphic enhancement board.

The cartridge has mono phono In and Out sockets plus
a level control to set the recording level. The sound can be
output from the ST's monitor or through the cartridge Out
to an amp and speaker (or your hi-fi) - although MIDI Play,
Drumbeat and samples played at a high speed can only be

output through the cartridge.

The Editor is where existing Replay users will see the
greatest changes. It's also the most important part of

the package. The new software adopts a windows and
icons approach. This is not used by many programs and
certainly few on the ST. As well as the menu bar, there are
icons on the desktop which you can move around the
screen and click on to activate. I love it!

The program furnishes you with options on a 'need to
know' basis - a little like your agent. Functions which are
not available at any particular time are either not shown or
greyed out.

When loaded, samples appear as icons on the desktop.

These can be opened-i4o windows which may be resized
and repositioned. A sample window shows the sample's
filepath, its type and resolution. This goes so far as to tell
you how many pieces of sample data are represented by
one screen pixel! Below this is the length of the sample on
view in the window, followed by the total sample length
(either in seconds or memory units) and the sample
speed.

When you select New Sample from the File menu, the
Editor creates a new file for it on disk. You can open an 8 -
bit or 12/16 -bit sample file in mono or stereo (you can't
actually record in stereo but you can process stereo
samples) and you can set the sample length in seconds,
samples or frames (useful for film and video timing). The
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program defaults to a sample length of one quarter of the
free memory.

The secret of getting a good sample is to get as much
signal into the machine without overloading the input. The
Record Control panel displays the incoming waveform and

you adjust the level control on the cartridge until the
peaks are just short of the upper and lower limits. Then
you cross your fingers and click the sample button.

Pre -Sample records incoming material in a loop until
stopped, thereby allowing you to select what you want to
sample after the event. Don't you wish life was like that?
The Set Frequency menu houses two powerful functions.
One lets you assign a different Play/Record speed to a
sample and the other will actually Re -Sample it so it plays
at a different speed.

A RAM indicator gives a visual indication of how much
RAM is free. Clicking on it provides a more detailed
description of the samples in memory. You can get info
about samples which are on disk here, too. Tape transport
type controls record and play samples and move through
them.

A nyone who has dabbled with any kind of sampler will
know how difficult it is to produce good loops. To help

you out, Replay 16 has a Join function which butts the end
of the loop against the start of it at the highest resolution
- so you can see how close the two points match in order
to minimise clicks and glitches. You can also scroll
through both sides of the sample manually and, with the
Snap buttons, move straight to the next point where the
sample crosses the centre line - the quietest part of the
sample.

I confess I was a little disappointed not to see an
automatic loop function - this is something that
computers are good at, after all, and it would have been
nice to be able to play the sample from the Join window.
As it is, you have to select some likely loop points, exit the
window, try it and then go back for another attempt.

I found I was quite successful at looping complex
samples - including some Gregorian chants - although
more pure sounds such as pan pipes invariably produced

Desk File Block Edit Misc

a click even after fine tuning by hand. So I introduced it to
the delights of Fade Looping and to my amazement found
that this produced an excellent pan pipe loop.

You can define 10 samples as a Set which will load in
one operation. A Set contains info about where the
samples are on disk, not the samples themselves.
Samples can also be played from a MIDI keyboard
although this is basically to test them at different pitches.

Revolutionary resolutions
The two sampler specs most often quoted are the sampling rate or frequency and the resolution. The

sampling rate describes how often samples of a sound are taken. The higher the rate, the more samples will

be taken in a given time and therefore the more accurate the digital representation of the sound will be.

The resolution is the accuracy or fineness of the measuring scale. For example, you'll get a more accurate

indication of the length of an object if you measure it to the nearest inch rather than the nearest foot. The

earliest samplers only had a resolution of 8 or 12 bits. Most current systems are 16 -bit. The 8 -bit resolution

of many computer -based samplers is generally considered too coarse for professional use. Even 12 -bit

resolution is audibly inferior to 16 bits.

Talk about sampling rates and we get involved with Nyquist's theorem. This basically states that to reproduce

accurately a certain sound you must sample it at twice its highest frequency. COs use a rate of 44.1kHz,

which is more than double our accepted threshold of hearing. However, if you are sampling sounds with

predominantly low frequencies you can often get good results by sampling at lower frequencies.

In case you're wondering why all samplers don't sample at the highest possible rate and resolution it's
because they need the hardware to do the job and the higher the spec, the higher the price. Also, the more

data you have, the more memory you need to store in. And to be fair to all concerned, there is a bit (sorry!)

more to manufacturing a sampler than simply high rates and resolutions.

Replay 16 offers 16 -bit sampling at sample rates from 5.5kHz up to 50kHz. At best, the quality is up to pro

standards.

The samples themselves are a touch noisy when played
outside their original tuning. The Editor doesn't apply
filtering on playback - unlike the MIDI Play program.

There's a simple sample sequencer which will play
samples in, er... sequence. It can be used to trigger
complete samples or sections of them defined using
Blocks. It works rather like a cue list and includes 'wait'
instructions.

The SFX section houses reverb, echo and flange
effects which can be applied directly to the sample.

The Filter menu offers FFT (Fast Fourier Transform - the
famous 'mountains' display) plus Fast and Slow Filter
options. Use FFT to see which part of a sample you want

Filter Configure
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PRICECOLAPSE 
In our bid to reduce the nation's inflation we've decided 

to drastically cut the following prices... 
KORG 01WR DOWN £500 TO £999 
KORG O3WR DOWN £200 TO £799 
KORG M3R MODULES - FEW ONLY £495 
KORG MI - 3 EX DEM, FULL WARRANTY £699 

ENSONIQ EPS 16 + RACK (3 ONLY) £1299 
ENSONIQ VFXSD (3 ONLY) £1299 

KAWAI SPECTRAS £199 
CASIO CS1OM PCM PIANO MODULE £49.95 

ELKA DMK6 MOTHER KEYBOARD £149 
WAREHOUSEFINDS 

From the depths of our cavernous warehouse we have dis- 
covered a selection of close to sell -by -date gear that just 

must go... 
ROLAND D5 - FEW ONLY £395 
ROLAND U20 - FEW ONLY £595 
RHODES MKS60 INC RHODES K/B STAND (£125 RRP) £595 
ROLAND VK1000 DRAW BAR ORGAN £699 
ROLAND PG300 PROGRAMMERS FOR JUNO 2 £29.95 
ROLAND JV80 EX DEM 1 ONLY-INC CASE FULL WARRANTY. £895 

MOTHER KEYBOARDS- ALL EX DEMO 
Regain control of your MIDI sytem with one of these 

CHEETAH 770 CONTROLLER KEYBOARD. £549 
CHEETAH 7P CONTROLLER KEYBOARD £649 £399 
CHEETAH 550 CONTROLLER KEYBOARD. £299 

AKAI MX76 CONTROLLER KEYBOARD ..£1249 £695 
KEYBOARD MIXERS- ALL EX DEMO 

Blend with the best 
ROLAND MI6016 CHANNEL £349 

£399 
£195 
£179 

AKAI MPX 820 8 CHANNEL (2 ONLY) £895 
CARLSBRO K1 MIXER (2 ONLY) 

FOSTEX 2016 MIXER (2 ONLY) 
SECOND HAND ODDS&SODS 

ROLAND DI1010 IN STOCK! £199 
ROLAND MT32 MODULES 6 IN STOCK £145 

YAMAHA TX81Z FM MODULE 8 IN STOCK £125 
ROLAND MKS70 £750 

YAMAHA QX7SEQUENCER £99 
KORG SQD1SEQUENCER £125 

ROLAND CM300 MODULE (EX -DISPLAY) £299 
ROLAND CM32 MODULE (EX -DISPLAY) £199 

HAMMOND TWIN MANUAL PORTABLE ORGAN INCLUDES 

760 LESLIE PEDALS & LEADS - GREAT NICK! £750 
COVENTRY USEDDEALS 

ROLAND JUNO 2 WITH CASE £325 
YAMAHA DX5 - CLASSIC £549 
YAMAHA DX7 £379 

EMAX SE (INC CASE) £899 
YAMAHA SY22 KEYBOARD - MINT £399 
ROLAND D550- MINT £545 
ROLAND PK5 - MIDI BASS PEDALS £199 
OCTAVE CAT - BACK TO THE 80'S £79 
ALSO IN STOCK AT COVENTRY- ROLAND HP PIANOS.... 
ROLAND HP3000/5000 + KAWAI PIANO £CENSORED! 

COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE 
We stock all the major software pack- 

ages on all computer bases - Atari, 
Windows & Mac. From sequencers to 

sound editors Musical Exchanges is 

Nol for Steinberg, C -Lab, Mark of the 
Unicorn, Opcode, etc.. 

Access 
AMIEK 

Credit Available - 34.8% APR. Written details on request. 
NO BULL JUST THE BEST DEALS FROM THE BIGGEST AROUND 
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MODULEMADNESS 
WALDORF WAVE MODULE £699 
OBERHEIM MATRIX 100 £399 

No one has more new & second 
hand modules on offer than we 

do! - Phone Steve or Ash for info... 

-Roland 
OW IN STOCK 

JV880 Module £649 

ADAT A LE.SI S 
DIGITALRECORDING 

We are very lucky to be able to 
announce that we have this amazing 

new recording medium in stock and 
on show at both our store RRP f.3499 

PRICEBONANZA 
High quality PCM sounds and the abili- 

ty for expansion have assured their 
place in most pro studio set-ups. Don't 

miss this chance to get hold of one! 
EMU PROTEUS 1NEW PRICE £499 
EMU PROTEUS 2 NEW PRICE £699 
EMU PROTEUS 3 NEW PRICE £499 
EMU PROTEUS 1+NEW PRICE £699 
EMU MPS KEYBOARD NEW PRICE £899 
EMU PRO+ PIANO MOD NEW PRICE £299 

DON'T GET MAD - GET 
EVEN BETTER DEALS AT 

EXCHANGES! 

SO1 SAMPLER 
32KHZ BANDWIDTH 

15.5 SECS SAMPLING 
IN STOCK RRP £699 

loi 9:(:)0\ 0 /-\ 
I 

oo6 °Li 
DS330&TG100 

Both these units are 
jammed packed with 

super high quality PCM 
sounds & digital effects, 

loads of drum kits and 
are totally compatible 

thanks to GS standard. 
At around £300 you 

won't believe your ears! 

MUSICALEXCHANGES are already known as Europe's Nol 
guitar store, but we're also the name to contact if you 
want the best hi -tech deal & service in Europe. No bull - 

just massive stocks & great service. Call us. 
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW AND USED HI 

- 
TECH IN THE UK. 
PART EXCHANGE DEALS WELCOME 

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH ON MAIL ORDER 
MASSIVE STOCKS = THE BEST DEALS 

MAILORDER -24 HOUR DOORTODOOR 
Wherever you are, you're only a phone call away 

from our mail order service. All orders are pro- 
cessed and dispatched same -day throughout the 

UK & Europe. Alternatively call -in in person, both our stores are 
easily accessible from the Ml(M6), M40(M42). There's 

easy parking and coffee on hand to 
revive you after your drive (!!) - call 

us or call in for details 
. 

N 0 W ! ! ! 

BREAKING THE MOULD 

EUROPE'S 
89 OLD SNOW HILL BIRMINGHAM B46HX 021236 7544 

198-202 BINLEY ROAD, COVENTRY. CV3 1HG 0203 635766 
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Delay by ,..
Wait for event...

Gun Firing
Gun Shot
Woman Screening
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0:00:00.00 Gun Firing
0:00:00.85 Gun Shot
0:08:01.75 Pause By
0:88:02.09 Woman Screening
0:08:03.83 End of List
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r-f1 1 Exit 11 Update 1 New Freq 1 Play From

The Sample Sequencer in the Editor - Sound FX for you favourite cop movie

Oto filter and then one of the filter options to do the
business. The Slow filters are slow but accurate, the Fast
filters are fast but less accurate. The manual contains
several helpful explanatory pages about digital filtering
but warns that a slow filter on long samples could take
hours. That's my kind of program - time for the pub!

The File menu includes useful options such as
Rename File, Delete File and Format.

All things considered, the Editor software is excellent,
although I did experience a couple of lock -up problems -
intermittent, of course, like all good problems should be.
However, recent news from AVR is that an update has
been produced which fixes the bugs.

Unless you get your jollies stashing disks of digital
data under your bed, you'll want to play the samples

you have created/edited/nicked. With MIDI Play you can
play the samples from a connected MIDI keyboard or
external sequencer.

The program can hold up to 128 samples at once -
RAM permitting, which thankfully, can be loaded in one
batch. Each sample can have its own Speed, Pitch,
Volume, Pitch Bend and Loop characteristics and can be
assigned to a range of notes - although the system is
only four -note polyphonic. You can store up to four
different keyboard configurations at once using any mix
of samples in memory.

The program assumes that the lowest note in the
keyboard assignment will be the pitch the sample was
recorded at, so you must retune the sample if you want
to play lower notes. You can assign Equal and Just tuning

temperaments to the samples, too!
The program looks at the sample's header to see if

there are any MIDI assignment details in it (which you
would set up in the Editor). If not, it assumes it is a non -
pitched sample (such as a drum) and simply places the
sample in the keyboard map without altering its tuning.

If a sample isn't looping properly, you can call up a
waveform display which shows the sample and the loop
points. There is also a Join display rather like that in the

Editor, and - what's this? - an
Autoloop function! Actually, it's
similar to the Snap function in
the Editor, but it tries to match
up directions of the waveform's
slope when you move the cursor
- not just select places where
the sample crosses the centre
line. Works pretty well, too.

The more samples you play
back at once, the more the
computer's processing power
has to be split and the lower the
playback quality. You can select
the number of voices - from one
to four - that you want to play in
order to maximise the quality
and a Filters option helps

Stereo samples and sample dumping
Replay 16 is a mono sampler yet it has lots of stereo options. It can load stereo samples and convert mono

samples into stereo ones - and vice versa - although it can't record in stereo. The mono to stereo

conversion process simply involves creating two identical channels from the mono sample which you can

process individually.

Replay 16 supports MIDI Sample Dumps. You can transfer samples from a stand-alone sampler, edit them

and dump them back. You can hear the results of your editing immediately through the Replay 16 cartridge.

You don't have to continually transfer the sample back to the sampler to hear what a mess you've made of it!
The downside is that you can't edit any of the external sampler's special settings such as envelopes and

effects. Also, Replay can only handle one loop while many samplers have several or divide their samples into

various sections.
As most samplers only have a restrictive LCD on which to do your editing (the Roland S -series samplers being

a notable exception), it could prove easier to use Replay 16 for basic sample editing and finish off the

program in the external sampler - although it's obviously not as flexible as dedicated sample editing

software. The manual includes a button - press by button - press account of how to transfer a sample

between Replay 16 and an Akai S1000, and AVR offers to modify the software for customers who are having

problems with the MIDI Dump facility. Can't say fairer than that!

reduce aliasing. This is very noticeable with the filter
switched off although a certain amount of noise is still
noticeable with the Filters on.

If you're using the samples as part of a larger
arrangement, perhaps with other instruments, the First
Law of Layering will apply - the more sounds that occur

Desk File Block Edit Misc Filter Configure
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All4G: The SERIOUS Samplists first Choice,
We stock the widest range of sample CDs in the UK, probably the World. But there are loads of sample CDs about these days so it's
more important than ever you find the best. We don't do them all, although we do most of the best ones. We don't do any sample
collections from 'one -trick ponys' whose sounds no one ever admired anyway, or out -dated cliches that are about as cool as a
Garfield in your rear window. We think you're smart enough to know quantity should never be a substitute for quality, our
percussion CD is by far the best available, Neil Conti's CD is the funkiest, and that if you're looking for a REAL pioneer of sampling
they don't come much more pioneering than JJ Jeczalik, a founder of The Art of Noise. Not everyone wants dance samples, but if
you do, don't you think Coldcut, Norman Cook and Pascal Gabriel are likely to give you the most innovative, quality sounds - their
records kick don't they?Pete Gleadall's CD gives you 1400 of the best pop samples around. The reason you'll usually use our CDs
more than our immitators - we acknowledge accepted wisdom, clearly they don't. At AMG we have a down-to-earth approach that
works because we're in tune with musicians like you. Believe your ears, not the hype, and we believe you'll choose AMG first.

AMG are proud to present a range of sample CDs produced especially for you by the finest producers, remixers, programmers and musicians. All
are highly successful artists with proven, effective sample libraries - now you too can share one of the secrets of their success!

The HitSound Producer Series
Volume 1 - Pascal Gabriel's Dance Samples
Pascal Gabriel is one of the leading lights on the current dance scene. He has worked with such well-
known names as Bomb The Bass, S -Express, Coldcut, Jimmy Somerville, Erasure, EMF, and
many more. This CD is different to any other available. It is NOT A COMPILATION of sounds from last
year's records, but a resource of new sounds to help you make the HIT RECORDS OF NEXT YEAR.
People are describing it as 'fabulous', 'fresh', and 'superb value'. In the past a library like this would take
years to build-up and a huge amount of work and skill to achieve. Now it can be yours in days for only
£491 - Why wait!  "If you were putting together a list of the top people involved in dance music, you
couldn't leave out Pascal Gabriel...extremely varied and usable...no matter what kind of electronic
music you produce you can actually imagine using just about all the sounds included.
9/10""- Future Music, Nov 92.  "...house gold dust...breaks new ground..." - MT, Dec
'91.  "...off -beat. quite distinctive, and highly usable. Better still you almost certain!
won't have heard them before...useful and memorable...a revelation...uniforml
excellent...the basis for many a hit. - SOS, Jan, '91.  Used by Pet Shop Boys
Propaganda, and Technotronic  Loads of Drum & Percussion Loops & Breaks 
Guitar Hooks and FX  Vocal Riffs & Effects  Hits, Scratches & Drop -Ins  Countless Snares
and Kicks  Synth FX & Basses  Brass & String Hits, FX and Runs!  Film & Media Snatches 
Orchestral Effects  And Much, Much, Much More!  Over 1000 Samples, 72:23 minutes

Volume 2 - Danny Cummings' & Miles Bould's
Rhythm of Life
This CD combines the highest possible recording quality with the finest performances you're ever likely
to witness. Acknowledged by our professional customers as the finest sampling CD on the market. This
CD shows why George Michael, Dire Straits, Pet Shop Boys, Tina Turner, Julia Fordham, John
Martyn, The Beloved, ABC, and many more have chosen these guys to give them the groove. We
presented them with 8 backing tracks and recorded their performances to multi -track, producing 49
tracks of dynamic, wide-ranging performances. After extensive editing and remixing, in some cases
incorporating Roland's RSS processing, we have compressed these sessions onto one CD. Now you
can give your productions the ultimate groove. Get this CD and get a taste of the best in percussion.
There's nothing else in it's class.  "...as good as the best in the Synt-,.-.',nr library...inspirational...It's
sonic credentials are impeccable...A conoisseur's product." - SOS, July  "The production is superb:
the recordings of the different instruments a,,, ' nanning ,nnMovnti
extensively...a very classy CD...for those who n,' t per°,
- Future Music, Nov 92.  Around 55 minutes of percussion grooves  Unparalleled performance and
recording quality  RSS Samples plus Mixes  PLUS an extremely comprehensive collection of
single hits and Much More!  Superb value at Just £49!  Instant Inspiration!

CD OFFER
NOW that's what I call Sampling!
AMG are proud to introduce the World's first compilation sample CD. This CD acts as an
ideal introduction to the HitSound Producer Series that is respected Worldwide as the
market leader. It is also a superb supplementary volume for people already successfully
using Producer Series CDs as it features around 50 NEW samples from each of the
existing Producer Series artists namely  Pascal Gabriel (Bomb The Bass/S-
Express/Inspiral Carpets/EMF etc.)  Danny Cummings & Miles Bould (Dire
Straits/George Michael/Pet Shop Boys/Tina Turner/Beloved/Julia Fordham) ' Dave
Ruff (Sinead O'Connor/Alison Moyet/Mica Paris/Neneh Cherry)  Coldcut (Lisa
Stansfield/Yazz)  Jete Gleadall (Pet Shop Boys/George Michael)  Norman Cook
(Beats International/James Brown/Fine Young Cannibals)  JJ Jeczalik - The Art of
Noise (Bowie/Level 42/Robert Palmer/Primal Scream/Thomas Dolby) plus
a preview of the forthcoming Cur- & Phil Harding (Talk Talk/PWL) CD. Plus
new samples from the Pure & Old Gold Synth, and Guitar CDs.
That means  Loads of Rd- - Loops  Hundreds of choice drums and percussion
hits  Specially selected Synth Sounds  High quality Guitar samples  A huge
collection of classic dance samples - vocals, FX, and loads more!  Absolute exclusives
from proven artists plus specially recorded sessions by the finest musicians  All on one
superb CD! As if this was not good enough we are actually giving this CD away FREE
with every order*.

To get your copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling,' simply order any product currently held In stock by AMG and vv.:
supply your order abng with your free copy of "Now that's what I call Sampling,'. Pus offer is applicable aganst .r
samphog CD. Synth card, software, expansion. etc. AMG reserve the nght to reject any order. One one CD pe
household. Enjoy your CD!

Please call for a FREE copy
of our new catalogue

Volume 3 - Dancin' Dave Ruffy's Drum Samples
There are a number of drum sample CDs on the market. Their quality varies, we felt they were all
somewhat out of touch with current trends in drum sounds. This CD is the result of exhaustive
recording sessions with top session drummer David Rutty and features modern acoustic drum sounds.
Dave's worked with some of the best in the biz - Sinead O'Connor, Mica Paris, Yazz, Nenah Cherry,
Alison Moyet, Aztec Camera, and World Party to name but a few. Not only does this CD feature what
we believe to be the finest and most modern set of drum samples - but also some brand new loops that
are really far too good to make so widely available. If you've a sampler and you ever use drums - you
need this CD! " Recording quality is very spacious and clean...one of the best sounding bundles of
rhythms you're likely to hear...should be snapped up by rhythm -hungry sample owners straight away.
8/10" - Future Music. Nov 92  "Recording quality is good...patterns employed cover a wide range of
styles...He more or less has a beat for all seasons, including emulations of many commonly used
breaks. and there are no copyright problems," - SOS. May 92.M Over 263 hits and 140 loops, 70:53
minutes III Snares, Kicks, Hats, Toms, and Cymbals  Performance Velocities - 4 or more! 
Miking Variations  Modern Usable Drum Sounds  RSS Samples  PLUS over 140 brand new hot
drums loops - too good to sell!  Live & Sequenced Loops! and Much More!  Superb value at Just
£49!

Volume 4 - Coldcut's Kleptomania!
Coldcut are regarded by many as the UK's most innovative dance artists/remixers. Aside from their
own successful recording career and Kiss FM radio show, many will know them for launching the
careers of both Lisa Stansfield and Yazz - now
established as international stars. Apart from one or
two classics this CD once again conforms to our policy
of placing originality as our top priority. If you're serious
about making dance music you're sure to be on the
look out for hot new samples to make 'The Music of
Now', not a rehash of the past. As with our Pascal
Gabriel CD - If you want inspiration, originality and the
freshest sounds around. Look no further. "Coldcut's
samples are raw, wicked and packed into the
terraces...the quality of the music content is very
high...quite brilliant, and definately going into my
S770...this CD represents another 'must have' for an
serious dance enthusiast." - SOS. May 92M The finest
selection of ultra -rare loops ever compiled - over 400
unbelievable loops!  Male & Female Spoken & Sung Vocals  Coldcut's Exclusive - Hed & HPN
Samples III Superb range of mega scratches!  Media snatches, FX, Robot Vox  Full selection of
drum & pert samples  Hits, Stops, Breaks, Synth & Bass samples  BEYOND DESCRIPTION -
HIGHLY USABLE! - Superb value at Just £49!  "Say Kids! What time is it?"  Over 1165 Samples,
Over 73 minutes

"I can safely say that I've listened to
EVERY sample CD out there and you
guys are definitely doing the most
creative, unique, quality work in the
field." - Chief Sound Designer, Roland R&D, LA on the
Producer Series CDs.

HitSound Budget CDs - £35 each or £70
for the set of three
Volume One - Pure Gold Synth  '...assorted pad and atmosphere sounds include some stunning textures, and these are

sounds . quirky sounds dotted around...All in all. a
,mds ,ng on top." - SOS, Sept 1991.  490 of the

best samples in Valhala's International Gold Series from WaveStation, T -Series, D70, Mt, VFX, SY77, SY55, D50 and
More!
Volume Two - Old Gold Synth  "Olin volume is a (Gold)mine of glorious sounds that, whilst certainly biased towards

,,, :ampler and a little imagination."- SOS. Sept 1991  A huge collection of
classic synths - ARP2600, Moogs, MC202, Octave Cat, MKS70, Xpander and many more! Superb synths, superb sounds
all on one £35 CD ready to sample, 721 Samples, 63:44 minutes
Volume Three - Guitar  " ring a basic Instant rock guitarist' on your sampler...Things
get even belie, 'ohs from which to sample useful snatches of guitar, but

''  '...devastating results...Handle with care: highly
recommended." - Music Technology, Oct 1991.  Chords, Bends, Solos, Licks and Effects from Electric, Wah Wah,
Acoustic and 12 String Guitars - Clean and dirty versions! 605+ Samples, 63,18 minutes - Just £35. " ..'.aging a great selection
of !,0S, Sept 1991.



Volume 5 - Pete Gleadall's Samplography
Pete Gleadall's worked with the very best - Pet Shop Boys, George Michael, Aswad, Soul II
Soul, Living in a Box, Sly & Robbie, and loads more. Over 1400 of the most usable, high quality
sounds you're ever likely to hear.  "Samplography tells the story of 1980,h0, seen

through the S1100 of Pete Gleadall...this set is one of the cleanest I've
 This CD features great synth basses, pads and leads from MKS80's, various Moogs, Prophet
V's, etc. but on top of this there are loads of really choice drums and percussion loops, a
phenomenal collection of really kicking guitar samples, amazing string sections, hits, gospel
choirs,house pianos, Brass, FXs, Sub -basses, and more! There's even a 15 Meg S1000/1100
data section. Apart from Loops - everything you'll ever need. All this for just £49 fully inclusive.

Volume 6 - Norman Cook: Skip to my Loops
Beats International's Norman Cook has remixed such household names as James Brown, Fine
Young Cannibals and Double Trouble aside from producing a string of hits, including international
number ones, in his own right. Along with Coldcut's and Pascal Gabriel's CDs, this CD completes
AMG's unholy trinity of dance samples. A massive selection of tempo -grouped, totally devastating
drum and percussion loops project this CD into totally uncharted territory. Loops range from 84
BPM to obscenely fast and are complemented by a sensational collection of vocal ad libs, FX,
Basses, Drum & Perc. Hits, Guitar, Reggae, Flute, and Synth samples plus loads more. Pascal,
Coldcut, Norman - Great, Smashing, Super. Each unique and perfectly formed volume
complements the other - totally different, uniformly original. If you require the best - there's no
alternative.  Over 70 minutes of samples  Just £49 fully inclusive. Certainly the classiest dance
sample CD - by miles.

Volume 7 - Neil Conti's Funky Drums from Hell
Neil Conti may be familar to you as Prefab Sprout's drummer but he is
also one of the UK's most respected session drummers and a main
mover, behind London's Backstage jam sessions at the Borderline. He
has worked with the likes of David Bowie, Robert Palmer, Annie
Lennox, Primal Scream, Thomas Dolby, and many more.  This CD
was specially recorded by Daniel Lazerus at London's famous
Metropolis Studios and features some of the most serious breakbeats
ever recorded.  These drums breaks have real attitude and are sure to
become classics.  The CD also features specially extracted single
hits that you can use in perfect context to customise breaks for yourself
plus a selection of much sought after hi -hat patterns to inject a human
touch into any production.  Funky Drums from Hell should be available
by the time you read this for just £49 fully inclusive.

NEW FROM MASTERBITS
Special Edition Orchestra CD -"tf*.(*" - SOS
MasterBits have just released the second of their Special Edition CDs which is packed with hard -to -get
quality full Orchestra samples. In addition to a full range of multi -samples with varying velocities, this
CD also includes a selection of impossible -to- imitate hits, runs, swells, etc. Samples are split between
full string section and complete orchestra samples. "...from the first spine-tinglingly good orchestral
strikes I was hooked. This is something else...Have you heard the sounds in the very attractive Proteus
2? This lot are in a different league...this selection deserves it's 5 -star rating...you might already have
the entire Synclavier library on optical already. Still, bet you've not heard better strings than these. Not
a toy." - Sound On Sound, Sept. 92. "MasterBits have turned out a 'real masterpiece'...top class." -
Soundcheck, Germany. This CD was originally developed for the Synclavier but now is available on CD
for any sampler for just £65 - So you needn't sell Grandma after all! Volume 1 - Klaus Schultze -
Classic Synths, Ltd. Edition. - £75.

MasterBits Sampling Collection
Sampling Collection 500 - M1 - D50 - K1 - K5 - K1000 - MiniMoog - TR808 - HR16 - Linn 9000 - Plus! Sampling
Collection 600 - MicroWave T1 Proteus - K4 - VFXsd - VS Xpander - Plus! Sampling Collection 700 - WaveStation -
SY77 - SY22 - TR909 - TR606 - Prophet V - Elka Synthax - Plus! Sampling Collection 800 - VFX - PX1000 - HX1000 - R8

- Matrix 1000 - MKS70 - Plus! Sampling Collection 900 - Just Released! - Emu Procession - JD800 - SY99 - 01/W - Plus
loads more! Sampling Collection 1000 - Coming Later - Kurzweil K2000 - Extended JD800 - Plus! Each volume costs
£29. Buy the set of five for just £125.

Volume 8 - JJ Jeczalik's
Art of Sampling
JJ Jeczalik has pioneered the use of sampling in
modern music. From his early work as part of Trevor
Horn's team working on ABC's Lexicon of Love,
Frankie's Relax and Two Tribes, Pet Shop BoyF-
early LPs and of course his own successful career as
a member of the Art of Noise - he has always worked
at the cutting edge. Few will forget all-time classics
like 'Moments in Love' and 'Close (to the edit)', Art
of Noise's 'Beatbox' even topped the US dance
charts. Throughout his career his work has been
widely acknowledged as amongst the most creative of
it's genre. His CD includes classic samples culled
from his Fairlight library that have inspired a
generation of samplists right through to new samples
appearing for the first time. Loads of drums,
percussion, ethnic instruments, orchestral, brass,
synths, basses, and all those amazing quirky sounds that defy description are included. The
Art of Noise are one of the most sampled bands eve - this library includes a few classics
that confirm why, plus tons of new stuff that's going to help you stay as far ahead of the
game as JJ always has been. Expect the unexpected - due for December release - £49.

Volume 9 - Ian Curnow & Phil Harding
Sample CD - Coming 'Soon'.
Like it or loathe it - you can't ignore it. And Ian & Phil were an integral part of the PWL
success story that no one could ignore. The fact that they know what sounds help make
songs into hit records is unquestionable. We'll be presenting their sound library on one CD -
these won't mean you sell millions of records, but they'll certainly help. It'll be out as soon as
they can find a spare minute to give us their samples.

Volume 10 - Megabass Remix! Sample CD
MEGABASS

SAMPLE CD

This new CD by leading megamixers Megabass is specially
designed for professional remixing, megamixing, and DJs as well as
anyone making dance music. Megabass have megamixed for
Madonna, C&C, 49ers, Erasure, Black Box, 2 Unlimited, PSBs,
PWL and more in additional to their own hits and exclusive mixes for
Radio 1, Kiss FM and Capital. It features Impossible to get 
Bangs & Wooshes  Rave & Techno Samples  Vocal Hooks 
MC Samples & Shouts  raggamuffin samples  in -demand techno

and rave breakbeat loops to funky and weird loops  Plus loads more.  All on one CD for
£49!

COMING SOON - Absolutely Ambient CD
and new Ethnic -Dance Percussion CD

MasterBits Climax Collection Volume 6 - Vocals Volume 2 - Coming Soon!
Too new to say exactly what's going to feature - but it should include Rap and Soul vocals specially
recorded for this CD. Due for release in December or January, please call for more info.
MasterBits Climax Collection
Climax Collection Volume One - Just Vocals - 664 Samples - A range of vocalists and styles featured - from Motown to
Opera! Sustained, Percussive & Freestyle Vocals.
Climax Collection Volume Two - Classic - 551 Samples - Orchestral samples recorded with the Gothenburg Symphony
Orchestra. Typically 3 performance styles from every instrument in the Orchestra, fut range of pitches at intervals of a minor
third.
Climax Collection Volume Three - Guitar - A wide range of guitar samples including HM and Soul. Single notes plus
highly processed licks.
Climax Collection Volume Four - Grooves - 280 New House, Dance, Rap, Funk and Techno Grooves.
Climax Collection Volume Five - Violin - New! 486 samples (302 sustains, 184 attacks) plus 25 banks of 51000 data
streams that load directly into the S1000 via the digital interface, ready -to -use - like a CD-ROM! Banks are up to 16 Meg in
size and save hours of work!
Each volume costs £45. Buy all five for just £200.

a iif-1k II am= rs 1\11t.A. I
AMG have pioneered new sampling ideas in many ways, and now we're going to be the first to ask for your advice. We

are about to embark on what we are sure will result in the most effective, original and inspirational sample library ever.
But we'd like to make sure you're going to like what we're about to do. So please write to us, or fax us on 073088 390,
to let us know exactly what you'd like us to feature. You can be sure our next range of CDs are going to be the best
-fiver because they'll be exactly what you've asked for.

A
The Advanced Media Group

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL UK

073088 383 Fax 073088 390
Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone
using:

1111
All tradenames are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all
refunds/exchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to the
fullest extent of the taw. 'Norman' and 'The Sound Foundation' are tradenames of AMG. All prices and specifications are subject to
change without prior notification. AMG 1992.

rSend to: AMG, Hurst Lane, Privett, Nr. Alton, Hants GU34 3PL, England
Please rush me the following items:
Quantity Description Unit Price Total

0 Please send me a FREE copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' in respect of above order.

Mr/Mrs/Mse Initials Surname Order Total:

Address Signature:

Postcode .7...,/Fax

I enclose a cheque/Postal order* for £ payable to 'AMG' or please debit my credit card:
0 Access LI Visa CI Mastercard 0 Amex / / / Exp: /

All prices include VAT and Delivery. Overseas prices include insurance and delivery.' Delete where applicable.
All stock items are despatched same day on credit card/P0 orders. Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.

Phone Orders: Call 0800 252936 (Orders Only), 073088 383 or Fax
073088 390



APPRAISAL Replay Sampler
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Song mode in Drumbeat 16

Info
Price: Replay 16 £129.95

(or £79.95 trade in).

Includes VAT and P&P.

More from: Microdeal,

PO Box 68, St Austell.

Cornwall, PL25 4YB.

Tel: 0726 68020.

Fax: 0726 69692.

at any one time, the less noticeable will be the
shortcomings of any individual sound. In other words,
any noise will appear less.
Given the price of the unit, the
results range from acceptable
to excellent.

T he Drumbeat program
I effectively turns the ST into

a programmable drum machine.
Samples created with the
Editor can be loaded into any
of 30 drum positions to make
a kit.

Drumbeat uses the trad-
itional drum -machine method of

song construction. You can
create up to 50 Patterns which
may be chained into a Song,
comprising up to 100 Patterns.
It can hold 10 Songs in

memory at once and play
up to four samples at the same
time. It can also sync with an
external MIDI device as slave
or master and a MIDI Note
On command may be sent
whenever a sample is played.
You can connect a set of MIDI
drum pads and assign samples
to six separate pads each
with three different velocity
samples.

Song and Pattern con-
struction is straightforward. You

load in samples to form your
kit, enter the hits on a grid in
Pattern mode and link the
resulting patterns together in
Song mode.

Pattern mode includes Copy and Mark commands to
help with editing, and you can tap in new hits while
listening to playback in realtime. In Song mode you can
specify how many times a Pattern is to repeat and there
are Jump commands which let you create chorus and
verse sections and so on.

The Drumbeat front end, although updated, is not
quite as innovative as the Editor. A large menu is always
at the top of the screen, which restricts the display area
- you can only see 15 of the 30 drums on screen at once
in Pattern mode.

Finally, the demo song provides an excellent example
of what can be accomplished with the program. As drum
samples are generally short, deficiencies in playback
quality are generally barely noticeable. I was impressed.

Thankfully, there is only one manual, unlike the other
Replays which had separate books for each of the

programs. It's spiral bound and generally well written
and illustrated, although the grammar could be 11

1,105MIM' 1V07.1300.

Blocks and edits
The Block menu controls the movement of sections of samples between themselves and the clipboard. The

Block control panel at the bottom of the screen shows icons (when the required options have been selected)

which duplicate many of the functions in the Block menu. They include Mark, Edit, Cut, Copy, Paste, Insert,

Zoom, Looping and Join.

Block commands can be performed between samples of any format so an area clipped from a mono 16 -bit

sample could be spliced into a stereo 8 -bit sample or the other way around.

The Edit menu houses many special processing functions. You can fade in and out by a controllable amount.

Volume Edit will scan the sample for peaks and suggest the maximum amount by which the volume can be

increased. A Slope command offers scaleable volume changes, useful for matching the ends of two dissimilar

samples after they have been grafted together.
Reverse and Clear do as their names suggest. Fill will repeatedly paste the contents of the Clipboard into the

sample area until it's full, while Overlay will superimpose one sample on another. Gap inserts a gap into the

sample the size of the Block. Repeat works in a similar way but pastes the contents of the Block into the

sample - useful for the infamous N -N -N -N -Nineteen effect.

Loop Fade is a very useful effect which can help smooth out glitches in hard -to -match loops. It fades a

portion of the sample before the start of the loop into the part of the sample leading up to the end of it. I

produced good results with this.
Channel Swap alternates the left and right data in stereo samples and channel Copy copies one channel to

the other one. Cross Fade will gradually fade out data on one channel and fade it in on top of the other - and
so too will Pan Image, but here you can set the percentage amount of the fade for both channels. You can

also fade from right to left. left to right or from both channels to the other at the same time.

Desk Keyboards Samples Midi

KEYBOARD 1 MIDI 1 VOICES 3 BEND 12
i567782

CHINK
CHORAHIT
CHORUSC4
HITB
HITD
LAA
MARIMBF4
STRINGG3

T IGGE

I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

C LAA C CHORUSC4 C3 STRINGG3 C CHORAHIT C MARIMBF4
C# LAA Cif CHORUSC4 C# STRINGG3 C# CHORAHIT C# MARIMBF4
D LAA 0 CHORUSC4 D HITB D CHORAHIT D MARIMBF4
Eb LAA Eb CHORUSC4 Eb HITB Eb CHORAHIT Eb MARIMBF4
E LAA E CHORUSC4 E HITB E CHORAHIT E MARIMBF4
F CHINK F CHORUSC4 F HITB F CHORAHIT F MARIMBF4
F# CHINK F# CHORUSC4 Ffs HITB F# CHORAHIT F# MARIMBF4
6 CHINK 6 STRINGG3 G HITD 6 CHORAHIT 6 MARIMBF4
6# CHINK G# STRINGG3 6# HITD 6# CHORAHIT 6# MARIMBF4
A CHINK A STRINGG3 A HITD A CHORAHIT A MARIMBF4
Bb CHINK Bb STRINGG3 Bb HITD Bb CHORAHIT Bb MARIMBF4
B CHINK B STRINGG3 B HITD B CHORAHIT B MARIMBF4
a a

FR

E LEASE

PT

POINTERS

MIDI Play - samples can be assigned to any group of keys
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Established 1976.a . INSTANT DESPATCH

FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS
Access

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

HOTLINE
0206

765652
PHONE US WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD
NUMBER FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH,

DR PAY MONTHLY .

PAY BY CREDIT
CARD FOR EXTRA

DISCOUNTS!

Mail order
service since

1976.
We are proud of
our reputation

for a fast reliable
service.

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
PHONE FOR DETAILS

Normal
Price

Credit
Card Price

Normal
Price

Credit
Card Price

KEYBOARDS AND MODULES ZOOM 9002 Multi Effects £259 £255
Akai SOl 16 bit sampler £699 £699 ZOOM 9030 Multi Effects £525 £499
Akai S950 Sampler £1099 POA ZOOM 8050 Foot controller £189 £170
Akai S1000 Sampler £2400 POA Yamaha FX500 £299 £289
Akar MX1000 Mother Keyboard £1099 POA Yamaha FX900 £595 £399
Akar PM76 Module £499 £479 Yamaha EMP 700 effects £440 POA
Mai S1100/5100 EX Package RRP £598..£399 £389 Yamaha EMP100 £225 £215
Akai S1000 61 Note Sampling Keyboard .£2990 £2890 Yamaha R100 Reverb /179 £169
Ensoniq EPS16 Plus £1849 £1650 Alesis Quadraverb -I- 4335 £329
Ensoniq SQ32 Plus, 32 Voice £1299 f 1150 Alesis Midiverb 3 /239 POA
Ensoniq SQR £799 POA Alesis D4 Drum module £399 POA
Ensoniq KS32 £1699 £1599 Alesis Quadraverb GT £459 POA
Ensoniq ASR10 £1999 £1850 Alms Microverb III £185 £179
Ensoniq SDI £1800 £1700 Art Multiverb LTX £179 £159
Yamaha SY99 £2300 POA Art Multiverb Alpha £329 £299
Yamaha TG500 64 Note Polyphonic £999 £975 BOSS DRP II Drumpad £55 £45
Yamaha SY35 £599 £549 BOSS ME6B bass effects £235 £220
Yamaha SY85 £1399 £1325 BOSS ME6 multi effects £235 £220
Yamaha TG100 Sound Module £349 £339 BOSS MEI° multi effects £560 £499
Yamaha TG500 tone generator £999 £950 BOSS SE50 Multi EX Unit £375 £339
Boss DS330 Sound Module £330 £299 BOSS AW2 Autowah £63 £61
Roland 0170 Sampling Workstation £1750 POA BOSS BF2 Flanger £105 £99
Roland JW50 Workstation £1349 POA BOSS CE5 Chorus £63 £61
Roland AX1 Remote Keyboard £449 POA BOSS CHI Super Chorus £76 174
Roland A30 Mother Keyboard 76 Note £449 POA BOSS CS3 Compressor £87 £85
Roland SC155 Sound Canvas £599 POA BOSS DD3 Digital Delay £119 £117
Roland SC55 Sound Canvas, BOSS DS2 Distortion £63 £61
Sound Module £485 £440 BOSS DS2 Turbo Distortion 170 £68
Roland PC150 Keyboard £128 £128 BOSS FW3 Foot Wah 176 £74
Roland PC200 II £215 £215 BOSS GE7 Graphic EQ 187 £85
Roland 1V80 Synth £1245 £1225 BOSS HM2 Heavy Metal £63 £61
Roland JV30 £759 POA BOSS MT2 Metal Zone £70 £68
Roland S750 Sampler £2500 POA BOSS MZ2 Metalizer £105 £99
Roland JD 800 Programmable Synth £1839 POA BOSS DD2 Turbo Overdrive £87 £85
Roland PC200 Mother Keyboard £235 £199 BOSS 0S2 Overdrive Distortion £63 £61
Roland E70 £1299 POA BOSS PS2 Pitch Shifter £140 £135
Roland E35 £599 POA BOSS PH2 Super Phaser £87 £85
Roland FP8 £1550 POA BOSS SDI Super Overdrive £68 £65
Roland El5 £499 POA BOSS FC50 Midi Foot Controller £139 £135
Roland E5 £390 POA Digitech "The VocalisC VHM5 £899 £879
Korg 01/FD £1795 POA Digitech DSP128P £299 £279
Korg 01 £1695 POA Digitech DSP16 1199 £189
Korg WSI Wavestation £1299 £1275 Digitech GSP7 £395 £370
Korg MI Workstabon £999 £985 DOD 7 band EQ £65 £63
Novabon MM10 £149 £139 DOD Overdrive + £39 £37

DOD ClassicTube £35 £33
KEYBOARD STANDS DOD American Metal £45 £43
Ultimate Support Stealth Stand £63 £60 DOD Metal Maniac £46 £44
'X' Keyboard Stand £25 £23 DOD Stereo Chorus £59 £57
3 Tier Keyboard Stand £125 £120 DOD Stereo Flanger £59 £57

DOD Compressor/Sustainer £45 £43
SOFTWARE DOD Analogue Delay £99 £57
C Lab Notator £299 £279 DOD Wah Vol £79 £77

ROLAND 1113/128M Library Cards GUITAR SYNTHS
01 Contemporary Percussion £45 £43 Roland GR1 Guitar Synth £899 £POA
02 Jazz Brush £45 143
03 Sound Effects £45 £43 DRUM MACHINES AND SEQUENCERS
04 Electronic £45 i43 Yamaha QYtO Sequencer/Expander £249 POA
05 Jazz £45 £43 Yamaha RY10 Drum Machine Mew produc0£249 POA
06 Ethnic Percussion £45 143 Yamaha RM50 Sample Dump £599 £585
07 Mallet £45 /43 Yamaha RY30 Drum Machine £399 POA
08 Dry £45 f43 Boss DR550 II £199 POA
09 Power Drums USA £45 £43 Boss DR660 £299 POA

Roland TD7 Perc. Module £425 £399
ROLAND U220/U20/D70 LIBRARY CARDS Roland CR80 Human Rhythm Player.. £375 POA
01 Pipe, Organ & Harpsichord £45 £43 Roland R70 Drum Machine £499 £489
02 Latin & Effects Percussion £45 £43 Roland Pad 5 £139 f130
03 Ethnic Instruments £45 £43 Roland Pad 80 £465 £455
04 Electric, Grand & Claw £45 f43 Roland SPD8 Total Percussion Pad £339 £325
05 Orchestral Strings £45 £43 Alesis D4 £379 POA
06 Orchestral Wind £45 £43 Alesis SR16 Drum Machine £259 £225
07 Electric Guitar £45 £43 Alesis MMT8 Sequencer £289 £279
08 Synthesizer 145 £43 Roland 5855 Sound Brush Sequencer £435 POA
09 Guitar & Keyboards £45 £43 Roland MC50 II £635 POA
10 Rock Drums £45 £43 Kawai Q80 Sequencer £449 £429
11 Sound Effects £45 £43 Akar XR10 Drum Machine £289 POA
12 Trombone & Sax /45 £43 Akai MPC60 II £POA £POA
13 Super Strings (stereo) £45 £43 Yamaha MDF2 Datafiler £299 £289
14 Acoustic Guitar (stereo) £45 £43 thesis Datadisk SQ £325 £315
15 Super Brass (stereo) £45 £43

RECORDING
EFFECTS Alesis ADAT £3499 £3350
Korg A5 Multi Effects £229 £219 Tascam 464 £709 /649
Korg A5 Bass Multi Effects £229 £219 Tascam 488 8 Track Portastudro £995 £985
Akai AR900 Digital Reverb £289 POA Tascam 424 £459 £449
ZOOM 9000 Multi FX + &switch Tascam 688 8 Track Midi Studio £1899 £1850
+ Power Supply £285 £275 Tascam Porta 2 Hi Speed Porta Studio £499 £489
ZOOM 9001 Studio Effects £249 £239 Tascam Porta 05 Hi Speed Porta Studio .1299 £295
ZOOM 9000 Power Supply £20 £18 Tascam Porta 03 4 Track /225 POA

Marshall 196048 4 x 12 300w cabs £351
Marshall SE100 speaker emulator £305
Marshall 9001 valve preamp £404
Marshall 9004 solid state preamp £159
Marshall 9005 50 + 50 valve preamp £537
Marshall 1962 bluesbreaker combo £579
Marshall 5205 12w reverb combo £118
Marshall 5501 bass combo £98
Marshall 5301 12w keyboard combo £112
Marshall IMP! MIDI preamp - soon - taking orders
Marshall MS2 Micro amp £25

LANEY WORLD SERIES
Laney 60w 410 reverb £279
Laney 80w 1012 reverb £294
Laney 120w 1x12 reverb £319
Laney 2x5Ow chorus 2x12 reverb £424

LANEY LINEBACKER
Laney 30w split, reverb £178
Laney 50w split, reverb 1x12.. £226
Laney 100w split, reverb 1012 £274
Laney 2x5Ow split, chorus 2010 £367
Laney 30w bass combo £134
Laney 50w bass combo £218
Laney 120w graphic bass combo £313
Crate TD35 35w 1x10 + Rev. (Valve) £249
Crate TD70 70w 1x12+Rev. (Valve) £339
Crate 020 chorus 20w 2x6 £229
Crate G40 chorus 40w 2x8 £359
Crate 6130 chorus 130w 2x12 £499
Crate G10 XL lOw 1x8 £89
Crate G40XL 40w lx12 £219
Crate G60XL 60w 1x12 £269
Crate G80XL 80w 1012 £309
Crate G160XL 160w 1x12 £399
Crate G260XL 160w 2x12 £472
Crate 160XLH 160w /220w head /379
Crate GS412 4012 Cab £349
Crate TDP valve preamp £199
Crate XLP stereo chorus preamp £239
Crate SPA 200 stereo power amp £329
Crate B40XL 40w 1x10 bass £319

1 x 12 combo £903
Marshall 6960 A/B 4 x 12 cab £351

Marshall Valvestate
Marshall 8100 100w amp head £280
Marshall 8412 4 x 12 x 12 cab £245
Marshall 8240 stereo chorus 2 x 2 £439
Marshall 8080 80w combo /320
Marshall 8040 40w combo £259
Marshall 8020 20w combo £185
Marshall 8010 lOw combo £94
Marshall 8001 10w micro stack £180
Marshall 8004 40 + 40 stereo power amp.E182
Marshall 8008 80 a- 80 stereo power amp.£229

Normal Credit
Price Card Price

Tascam MM1 Mixer £699 £685
Fostex R8 £1500 POA
Fostex X18 £250 £240
Fostex X28 Multitracker £329 £339
Fostex 280 Porta Studio 8 Ch 4 Track £550 £539
Yamaha MT 120 4 Track Recorder £389 £369
Yamaha MT3X 4 Track Recorder £549 £499
Yamaha DTR2 DAT (new product) £950 £929
Tascam DA30 DAT £1195 POA
Teac DAP20 DAT (new product) £586 POA
Casio DAIDO £549 £499
Alesis 1622 Mixer £699 £650
Yamaha NS1OM Speakers £129 each .£115 each

AMPLIFICATION
Marshall 30th Anniversary:
Marshall 6100 100w Anniversary amp head £767 £767
Marshall 6101 100w Anniversary

£903
£351

£280
£245
£439
£320
£259
£185

94
£180
£182
£229

Marshall JCM900 HI -Gain Master Volume
Marshall 2100 100w valve amp head £466 £466
Marshall 2101 100w valve 1 x 12 combo £520 £520
Marshall 2500 50w valve amp head £387 £387
Marshall 2501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo...1446 £446
Marshall 2502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo ...£502 £502

Marshall JCM900 HI -Gain Dual Reverb
Marshall 4100 100w valve amp head £498 £498
Marshall 4101 100w valve 1 x 12 £564 £564
Marshall 4102 100w valve 2 x 12 combo ..E618 £618
Marshall 4500 50w valve amp head £451 £451
Marshall 4501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo _1507 £507
Marshall 4502 50w valve 2 a 12 combo ....£566 £566

£351
£305
£404
£159
£537
£579
£118

£98
£112

£23

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA

POP,
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£P0A
£POA
£239
£329
£219
£349
£489

£79
£209
£259
£299
£389
£462
£369
£339
£189
£229
£379
£309

Credit available subject to status APR 39.0% variable. Written details on request. All our prices Include VAT. E&OE

r

Normal Credit
Price Card Price

Hartke 210 combo 849 £829
Hartke 115 transporter lx15 cab £438 £428
Hartke 410 transporter 410 cab £521 £511
Hartke 115 XL 1015 cab £535 £525
Hartke 410 XL 4x10 cab £694 £684
Hartke 350w bass amp £480 £470
Trace Elliot 1215 combo £699 £699
Trace Elliot twin valve combo £599 £599
Trace Elliot VA 400 £1499 £1499
Trace Elliot AH200 head £449 /449
Trace Elliot GP12 SMX £499 £499
Trace Elliot RA300 power amp £399 f399
Trace Elliot 1048 410 cab £499 £499
Fender Power Chorus £190A £POA
Fender Twin £POA £POA
Fender Princeton Chorus £POA £POA
Fender Studio 85 £P0A £POA
Fender Deluxe 85 £POA £POA
Fender Super 60 £P0A £POA
Fender Pro 185 £POA £POA
Fender Stage 185 £POA £POA
Fender M80 Heavy Metal combo £POA £POA
Fender Champ 12 £POA £POA
Fender Champ 25SE £P0A £P0A
Squier 15 combo £69 165
Carlsbro Cobra 100 keyboard combo £335 £325
Carlsbro Colt 65W keyboard combo £256 £246
Carlsbro Viper 100 bass combo £322 £312
Carlsbro Colt 65 bass combo £287 £277
Carlsbro Stingray 65 lead combo £229 £219
Hughes & Kettner ATSI20 combo £565 POA
Hughes & Kettner ATS60 combo £329 POA
Hughes & Kettner ATS30 combo £319 £195

P.A
Marshall PA 400w £585 £585
Marshall 1 x 12 plus horn cabs £147 £147
Marshall 1 x 15 plus horn cabs £147 £147
Hughes & Kettner Stagehand 240w
PA mixer amp £699 POA
Hughes & Kettner 1xI2 cabs (pair) £399 POA
Carlsbro CMX 300w stereo mixer amp £677 £660
Carlsbro GRX7 mixer amp £469 £449
Carlsbro Cobra 100 P.A £233 £220
Carlsbro Marlin 150 PA £317 £299
Carlsbro Marlin 300 PA £404 £390
Carlsbro CDX 8-2 600w stereo mixer amp .£945 £925
Carlsbro Delta D158 cabs £899 £879
Carlsbro Delta 208 cabs £599 £579
Carlsbro A110 cabs (pair) £219 £200
Carlsbro A112 cabs(pair) £234 £220
Carlsbro A115 cabs (pair) £296 ........£280
Carlsbro A158 cabs (Pair) £441 £430

CARRIAGE CHARGED ON SOME ITEMS.

> K
Post This Coupon To Secure Any

Goods Advertised Here

Send Me Immediately

Name

Address

M1/.1?fit2

Phone

I Enclose Cheque Payable To Axe For £

Please Debit My Access/ Visa/ AMEX NO

00000000000JJJJJ
Please Reply To: -

Axe Music Axe Music

96 High Street 27 St. Johns Street

Colchester Bury St. Edmunds

Essex Suffolk

CO1 1TH IP33 1SN

0206 765652 0284 705571



--XDUI Mi°1 MUSIC
1-7 Chester Road 0606

Northwich 763629
Cheshire CW8 1EZ 762522

CALL US 10-6 SIX DAYS LATE 'TIL 8 THURSDAY

B
G
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(Z1699) £2000
- (4.7899)

Beat the price rise.£100 deposit
10 months

at £85 on

interest
free credit (subject

to status)
including

free X stand and sustained
footswitch.

et
UNDEli

£1000nta 11,4 (after four years!) EPOA

Mackie

CR1604

1202
in stock

ASR-10
RRP £1995 in stock

part exch

want your keyboard
inange

KS32
in stock

only £1699The on/y 76 notekeyboard
on the marketwith true weighted

actionunder £1700

X
stands

now
El 9

E -MU
official
dealer

rGeographically
disadvantaged???

We can help!!!
We ship

from Tobermory
to Grimsby

(and export). FINANCE

>> tightened up (ever heard of the possessive apostrophe,
lads?). And there's no index. Tut! Tut!

But, for the price, Replay 16 is almost impossible to
fault; it's accessible in a way that many dedicated
samplers aren't. Indeed, having so much information
presented to you on screen makes working with a
conventional sampler seem like hard work.

The only superior 16 -bit ST -based sampling package
is AVR's own Pro -16, which will set you back another
£170. For this you get wider bandwidth and a better
signal-to-noise ratio. But I must say I was impressed by

Desk Keyboards Samples Midi

STRIHG63,AVR

STRIN66I

CHINK
CHORAHIT
CHORUSC4
HITB
HITD
LAN

MARIMBF4

MIME

START I 284881®® AUTOLOOP EDI END 75360

FS

KEVISORRO

FS

REPLAY6: The Autoloop ski instructor in MIDI Play matches the slopes

Breakthru
Early computer -based samplers were only eight -bit and their quality couldn't quite match

that of stand-alone instruments. They were used largely for games and demos and no-one

really minded not being able to play them alongside a MIDI sequencer.

Now that 16 -bit -quality samples are available, however, wouldn't it be nice to incorporate

them into your MIDI sequencer? Well, with Gajits' new Breakthru sequencer -a demo

version of which was given away free with last month's MT- you can. It's a heavily -updated
version of the popular Sequencer One Plus and it can play 16 -bit samples alongside MIDI

tracks.
To accomplish this it employs a trade-off similar to the one in MIDI Play - the fewer the

number of samples you play at one time, the better the quality. However, in a mix, any

slight sample noise is likely to be lost.
Breakthru is available from Gajits at: I-Mex House, 40 Princess Street, Manchester Ml

6DE. Tel: 061 236 2515/4. Fax: 061 236 4044.
And there's a £39.95 discount to existing Sequencer One Plus users who wish to upgrade.

the quality of Replay 16 system - particularly when
playing back samples as one -shots from within the
Editor. True professional results.

Drumbeat produced knockout results, too. However,
you need to choose your samples carefully and do a
trade-off between the number of voices and the sample
quality in MIDI Play.

Having read this far and taken a squint at the price,
you may already be reaching for your chequebook or
flexible friend, but wait... there's more. Microdeal in
their infinite and all -consuming benevolence are
offering an upgrade deal to existing Replay sampler
owners. Believe it or not, if you have any of the range of
Replay samplers, you can buy Replay 16 at cut-price!
Yep, yours for only £79.95.
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Affordable Hi -Tech Solutions from AMG
Here are a range of specially selected products that allow you to AUTOMATE your AUDIO,

your SYNTHS, EXPAND your SY77 or D50, ADD new PCM waveforms to your KORG
equipment, and HIGH CAPACITY HARD DISKS to STORE your data. Effective, affordable to
solutions to everyday problems!

CM AUTOmation MX816 MIDI Automation
System
CM AUTOmation's new MX816 is a breakthrough in terms of affordability,
simplicity and quality. It brings MIDI controlled mixing & muting into
everyone's reach for the first time. It's unique memory features allow it to be
used in the studio or live with equal success. The MX816 can be
programmed and controlled by any MIDI device and then used independently
if desired.  High quality dbx VCA system  Separate receive channel for
patch change  8 or 16 channel versions, easily upgradable  Channel
mute assignable to key number  Compatible with any MIDI sequencer 
S/N better than 95dB  No need for expensive custom wiring  Frequency
response 10Hz-30kHz +/- 1dB  Mute & Max buttons for easy manual
control  Dynamic range better than 106 dB  100 internal memories to
store and recall snapshots  Noise level better than -95 dB  28 internal
pre-programmed autofades, up or down  All outputs in phase with inputs 
Groups of 8 channels are summed to produce mix/send out, in addition to
each channel's in/output. III The MX816 comes in three versions: 8 -Channel -
£345, 16 -Channel - £579 and an 8 -Channel Expander for the 8 -Channel unit
for £235.

Double Dutch's SAM -1 Sample Expander
for Korg M1, WaveStation, M3R and T -
Series
This new expander fulfills a range of important functions:  Primarily it is a
sample expander that allows you to inject half a Meg (Soon expandable to a
full Meg) of your own samples into most Korg synths.  It is also a MIDI Data
Filer that allows you to save any SysEx info to disk, it even plays back MIDI
Song Files!  Because it can load S1000, EPS, S330 and S550 disks and
transfer samples via MIDI it can act as a sample converter - more formats
will be supported in the near future such as Emax 2 and Prophet 2000. 
The SAM -1 is available now for £649 inc. VAT but supplies are scarce so
hurry, please call for more details.

A
The Advanced Media Group

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL UK

073088 383 Fax 073088 390

Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone
using:

Editing Software for the Atari ST
from EMC - Einstein Music
Software

EMC's famous line of highly affordable easy -to -use editors has just
been bolstered by the introduction of SY22/TG33, JX1 and Sound
Canvas Editors. All are very easy to get into and make your synths so
much easier to use. At just £55 they cost less than you'd expect to pay
for a RAM card, so they're a cheap means of storage, an aid to
editing, and the SY22 and JX1 editors also come with sounds.
Other Synths supported include - SY55, U20/220, D10 Series, K4, Ml, M3R, Proteus 1/2, D70, JX1, D50,
K1, VFX, 0138, LXP5, PCM70, etc. with programs being added all the time!
 "Impressive...it's a competent, comprehensive program which can be highly recommended to
anyone...it could well be selling for two to three times the amount - it really represents excellent value for
money. Buy it before they read this and put the price up." -Muse - qoview, May 91.
 SY/TG55 Editor/Manager - £55  K4 Editor/Manager - £55 tor/Manager -
AVAILABLE NOW - £55  U20/220 Editor/Manager - £55  LXP1/5 Editor/Manager - £55 
D10/20/5/110 Series Editor/Manager - £55  D70 Editor/Manager - £89  M1/M3R Manager/Combi
Editor - £55  Proteus 1/2 Editor/Manager - £75  Please call for full details and prices!  All programs
run under M.ROS and SoftLink and require a hi-res mono monitors and at least 1 Meg (except the K1
Manager) of RAM.

Musitronics D50/550 Expansions
If you own a D50 or D550 then these expansions are bound to interest you:
M.EX - Multi-Timbral Expansion offers  8 -tone multi-timbral operation with dynamic voice
allocation  Additional MIDI transmit channel  Loads of new parameters  Optional 128
patch memory expansion  £199 or £245 with additional RAM
Speed System is an optional extra for the M.EX that makes your D50/550 run up to 40%+
faster. Quicker responses from keyboard or over MIDI are now possible. The Speed
System costs £45.
PCM.EX offers  50 new waveforms including 3 complete drum kits and new piano waves
 Accessible in addition to existing waveforms IN £245 (not available for D550)
D50 Power Pack offers  M.EX with RAM  Speed System  PCM.EX  Usual price
£535 - Special offer price £399

HOT PRICES on Hard Disks
Here are some very competitive prices for a full range of Hard Disks.
Remember all prices include cartridges (where applicable), cables and
VAT.
Squest 44 Meg Removable - £399
Squest 88 Meg Removable - £549
128 Meg Optical - £1099
256 Meg Optical - £1499
600 Meg ISO Optical - £2399
1 Gig (1 K Meg) Optical - £2499
850 Fixed HD (10ms access time) - £1299
ALSO COMPETITIVE PRICES ON MEDIA WITH HDs
All HDs are free standing. All can be racked on request - please call for more info.

JUST RELEASED!
Musitronics SY 77 PCM.EX Expansions
This new expansion for the SY77 adds 4 Meg of new PCM samples doubling the total
PCM memory to a staggering 8 Meg! It also comes complete with a double bank ROM
card of new programs that utilise these new PCM waveforms. A wide selection of new
PCM5 are featured 130+ in all - Keys, Strings, Brass, Synths, Drums, TR Drums,
Percussion, Basses, FX, and more. The PCM.EX for the SY77 is available now for £299
fully inclusive - for a limited period (have you seen whats been happening with the DM),
please call for full details.

COMING 'SOON'!
Musitronics TG77 and SY/TG55 PCM.EX Expansions
A similar expansion for the TG77 also adds 4 Megs of new PCM samples doubling the
total PCM memory to a staggering 8 Meg! The SY/TG55 version will also add 4 Meg taking
total memory to 6 Meg! Each also adds a new bank of programs that utilise these new
PCM waveforms. Specs are almost identical to the SY77 version. Prices TBC, please call
for the latest information.

MI
All tradenames are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all
refunds/exchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to Me
fullest extent of the law. 'Norman' and 'The Sound Foundation' are tradenarnes of AMG. All prices and specifications are subject to
change without prior notification. 0 AMG 1992.



The other gpys missed the bus.
Actually, 2 of them.

Why waste
your money on a
2 -bus mixer when
you can get the
new 1642
4 -bus mixer
from DOD?

The 1642
boasts 16 line and
8 balanced mic inputs. High-

precision, monolithic preamps
ensure ultra -low noise and dis-
tortion, and extremely -high
input bandwidth.

The console may be used
as a 16X4 for recording or a
16)(2)(2 for sound reinforce-
ment. For recording, four

DOD 1642 YAMAHA MV 1602 TASCAM M-1016 MACME CR 1604

Bus 4 2 2 2
Discreet mix bus out 4 2 2 2

Mic Inputs (Bal) 8 8 8 6
Line Inputs 16 16 4 Stereo 16

Phantom Power Yes No Yes Yes

Sends 6 Pre or Post,
configurable.

2 Pre
2 Post

2 Pre
4 Post

1 Pre/Post
5 Post

Sub groups 2 2 None None
Console convertible Yes No No Yes

Solo to mains Yes No No Yes

discrete outputs (Sub 1, Sub 2,
Left and Right) can be
assigned, or each input may
be routed through the 2 sub
groups to the mains. That
means the 1642 delivers more
sound options than any other
mixer in its class.

Each channel in the 1642

Comparison based on information from the 1992 Music & Sound Buyer's Guide.

has a 3 -band EQ
with Adaptive Q
circuits for a con-
toured response
that adds clarity
to the highs
and warmth to
the lows.

We're so con-
fident you'll love

our new 1642, that we'll back it
with a 2 -year warranty.

If you want a killer mixer
for a low fare, don't miss
the bus. Check out the 1642
from DOD.

0 0 0
H A Harman international Company

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND LARGE S.A.E. TO DEPT. DM
JOHN HORNBY SKEWES & CO. LTD., PARKINSON APPROACH, GARFORTH, LEEDS LS25 2HR, ENGLAND.
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OCLI VDU
Antiglare Screens
Text by Vic Lennard
M ext time you find yourself sat in
II front of a computer, turn
sideways so that you can see the

screen out of the corner of your eye.

Unless you're working with a

particularly high quality monitor with

a fast refresh rate, you will probably

see the screen flickering. This, along

with the inevitable glare from a
reflective glass surface can lead to

eyestrain, fatigue and headaches.

Monitors also emit a certain
amount of radiation and discharge

static electricity (try running your
fingers over the screen after it has been on for a while) - the effects of which are

still open to debate, but for many are often the cause of dry eyes and a smarting

sensation after many hours of sustained work.

An EEC directive, to be legislated on by member countries before the beginning

of next year, states that Visual Display Units (VDUs) must be free from reflections

and glare, and produce screen images free of flicker and instability. Businesses

are going to have to choose between buying new monitors or fitting filter screens -

the latter being a far cheaper option.

A number of manufacturers have developed filter screens of one type or

another, but it is very difficult to find any which will deal with the combined effects

of glare, radiation and flicker. Recently, however, the US company, OCLI, launched

a range of filters as part of their Professional Plus series which will do just that.

Constructed from toughened glass with their own HEA (High Efficiency
Antireflecting) coating on the front surface and an electronically conductive version

on the rear, they completely eliminate static electricity by the connection of a thin

cable from the frame of the glass to a convenient equipment earthing point.

The HEA coatings also ensure that ambient light passing through the glass is

greatly reduced, so limiting reflection, and also eliminating screen flicker and

filtering out radiation.

There are various different models for flat and curved frames along with a
universal version called 'The Multiguard' which flips down over the screen. Special

models are also made for Macintosh screens which fit tightly around the front face

of the monitor. GND, the UK distributors, are currently offering hefty discounts with

prices around the £90 mark - inclusive of postage and packing and covered by a

lifetime guarantee.

Having used one of these for some weeks now, I can honestly say that the

results are staggering. No more headaches or dry eyes - symptoms which I had, in

the past, put down to working long hours. How effective they will be for you is

rather difficult to determine; it will depend on how prone your are to the ill-effects

in the first place and, of course, how much time you regularly spend looking at a

screen. But with technology seemingly pushing us further and further towards

permanent residence in front of a VDU, an OCLI screen could, quite literally, be

just what the doctor ordered.

Info
Price: Profile (with rubber surround), £135.12 RRP; special offer to MT readers, £89.17.
Multiguard (hinged model), £116.32 RRP; special offer to MT readers £82.07. All prices
inclusive of VAT, p&p, cleaning fluid and cloth.
More from: Gary Moberley, GND Distribution. Tel: 071 267 3236, Fax: 081 885 5265.

HERE NOW!
The best new products - all on display
0% 12 months INTEREST FREE CREDIT

FREE 3 YEARS FULL GUARANTEE ON YAMAHA PRODUCTS

YAMAHA
TG -TONE GENERATORS

Nilidie-IP:418MIMOMM

TG500- Deposit £99
12 months at £75

TOTAL PRICE £999
TG 100 - £349 MDF2 - E299

RY-DRUM MACHINES

RY10 £249 RY30 £479
NEW RM50 £599

Deposit £59 and 12 months
at £45 a month

NEW ATARI FALCON

Amazing spec at just £499
should be in soon.

USED BARGAINS
MOOG OPUS 3 £99

ROLAND SH101 £99

YAMAHA DX21 £175

ROLAND CM329 £155

ROLAND MT32 £199

ROLAND TG55 £299

YAMAHA 64K RAM

CARDS £45

ROLAND HS80 £279

YAMAHA DX7S £379

ROLAND RD300S £799

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

IBM (PC) & ATARI

C -LAB NOTATOR - NOW £299

KUNNYM
MUSIC

M=-1

YAMAHA SY SYNTHESIZERS

MUM

SY35
DEPOSIT £59 + 12 months at £45 a month

SY85
DEPOSIT £199 + 12 months at £100 a month

SY99 In Stock £2499

P100 - PORTABLE
PIANO

Deposit £159
and 12 months

at £120
- total price £1599

NEW AKAI SO1

16 bit sampling at just
£699!

EMU 16 BIT MODULES
PROFORMANCE £279
PROTEUS 1 £499
PROTEUS 2 £649
PROTEUS 3 £499

ALESIS
SR16 NOW £239

111111111111111
D4 £349

NEW YAMAHA SQ16 - NEW

pl.111111111111111111111111%

Workstation with 200 AWM soun
16 track sequencer

269 accompaniments 56 note polyphony

FOR CASH PRICES P/X DEALS

0% FINANCE DETAILS

Tr (0784) 438510
FREE UK DELIVERY

EXPERT HELP AND ADVICE

EDE 50 STATION RD

EGHAM

SURREY TW20 9LF

IT 0784 438510
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PRO MUSIC 0284 765 765
** MIDI SONG FILES * *

Licenced by
M.C.PS. NOW - GS- General

CHART HITS
Hundreds of Top 40 Hits past and present.

Midi song files on disk for Atari ST, PC, MC500 range, MDF2 Sound Brush etc, songs are £5.95 each,
(min order 4). Great for vocalists/live performance or simply for rehearsing instrumental parts.

Soloist song files are the closest you can get to the actual record.

Take A Chance on Me Erasure
S.O.S Erasure
Save the Best for Last.. Vanessa Williams
I Wonder Why Curtis Stigers
Stars Simply Red
When you Tell me You Love Me Diana Ross
Black or White Michael Jackson
You to Me are Everything Sonia
When a Man Loves a Woman Michael Bolton
Wonderful Tonight Eric Clapton
American Pie Don Mclean
Wind of change The Scorpions
Salt Water Julian Lennon
Everythng I Do Bryan Adams
Promise Me Beverley Craven
Holiday Madonna
Real Gone Kid Deacon Blue
Smooth Operator Sade
Addicted to Love Robert Plalmer
Walk of Life Dire Straits
The Heat is On Glen Frey
What About Love Heart

Take My Breath Away
The Way It is
Boys of Summer
Respect
Big Area
Faith (In The Power of LoveRozalla
Looking for Linda
mary's Prayer
Waiting for Star to Fall
Teears of a Clown Smokey Robinson
Eye of the Tiger Suerfvivor
Love changes Everything Michael Ball
Missing You John Waite
Lvoe to Hate You Erasure
Stop Erasure

Your Song Elton John
West End Girls Pet Shop Boys
Can't Stay Away from You Gloria Estefan
Waling in Memphis Marc Cohn
I'm So Excited Pointer Sisters
Manic Monday The Bangles
Silent Running Mike & The Mechanics

Berlin
Bruce Hornsby

Don Henley
Erasure

Then Jericho

Hue and cry
Danny Wilson

Boy Meets Girl

NEW GUITAR CLASSICS

.Great rock songs with guitar parts &
solos played by Midi guitar

Highway to Hell AC/DC

Stairway to Heaven Led Zeppelin

Born to Run Bruce Springsteen
More than a feeling Boston

La Grange ZZ Top

Cocaine Eric Clapton

Parisienne Walkways Gary Moore
Jump Van Halen

Still Got the Blues Gary Moore
Tom Sawyer Rush

Layla Eric Clapton
Rock & Roll Led Zeppelin

XMAS SPECIAL
Twelve Christmas Hits on one disk

for only £12.95
Happy Xmas war is over John Lennon

Merry Xmas Everybody Slade

Last Christmas George Michael

Mistletoe & Wine Cliff Richard

Santa Claus is Coming to Town Bruce Springsteen

DoThey Know It's Christmas Band Aid

Plus 6 others

PIANIST
For solo piano players - comes with full

backing accompaniments - ideal for
nightclub/Cocktail venues

Annies Song John Denver
Bridge Over Troubled Water Simon & Garfunkel
Yesterday Beatles
Bright Eyes Art Garfunkel
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road Elton John
Thank Your For The Music Abba
Strangers in the Night Frank Sinatra

60'S - M.O.R

Classics from 60's plus easy

listening standards

Young Girl Gary Puckettt

I Can't Let Maggie Go The Honeybus

Hippy Hippy Shake Swinging Blue Jeans

The Sun Ain't gonna Shine Anymore Walker Bros

You don't have to say you love me ..Dusty Springfield

San Francisco Scott Mackenzie

How Do you Do It Gerry and the Pacemakers

There's a Kind of Hush Herman's Hermits

Carrie -Ann The Hollies

Doo Wah Diddy Manfred Mann

BIG BAND
New selection of classic big ban and

swing arrangements

Take The A Train Duke Ellintgton

New York New York Frank sinartra

In the Mood Glenn Miller

Tuxedo Junction Manhattan Transfer

That 01' Devil Called Love Alison Moyet

Perido Ella Fitzgerald

FULL
SONGLIST

AVAILABLE

* * SYNTH SOUNDS* *
The U.K.'s Biggest and Best Choice

VALHALATM
The worlds best selling sounds on ROM card.
Available for Korg M1 Wavestation, T -Series,
Roland JD800, D70, D50, D110 Yamaha
SY22/TG33,SY55/TG55, SY77/TG77.
NEW - MEGA RAM! 4 RamCards in one for Ml,
Wavestation etc.

USA High quality sounds on Rom
card and all disk formats.
Choice includes Super Dance,

Pop, New Age, Power Synth &
Atmospheric sounds for:-

JU80,JD800, D70, SY77, M1, 0/VV, 03R +
Wavestation, Sound Canvas, TG -100.

* FULL LIST AND PRICES AVAILABLE

Top quality RamCards
loaded with great
sounds from the USA
used by Jan Hammer,
Madonna, Elton John,
Whitney Houston, Huey
Lewis, Rick Wakeman,

Donna Summer, Keith Emerson, foreigner etc.

NEW! Voice crystal sounds on Rom card only £45
for Korg M1 , Wavestation, Roland D70, JU80,
JD800, D50, D110. Plus blank Ram cards for
Roland, Yamaha and Korg.

Songwriter
Superb Synth Sounds on Atari St self loading disk.

each each
Proteus 1/1 XR chioce of 2 £20 Yamaha DX7 (240 voices) chioce of 5 £10
Roland JD800 (64 voices) choice of 3 £20 Yamaha DX7 I1 (244 vioces) choice of 2 £10
Roland D50 (192 voices) choice of 9 £15 Yamaha DX100/27/21 (456 voices) choice of 2 £15

Roland D110/20/10 (128 voices) choice of 4 ..£15 Yamaha TX81Z (468 voices) chioce of 2 £15
Roland MT32 (256 voices) choice of 2 £15 Yamaha CX5 (288 voice Cassette) £10

Roland Juno 106 (128 voice Cassette) £15 Yamaha FB01 (96 voices) chioce of 2 £10
Ensoniq ES01 (240 voices) choice of 2 £15 Kawai K4 (64 voices) chioce of 3 £15
Korg M1 (100 voices) chioce of 3 £15 Kawai K1 (192 voices) choice of 4 £15
Korg DW8000 (64 vioces) choice of 2 £10 Casio CZ (320 voices) £10
Korg Poly 800 (64 voices) choice of 2 £10 Oberheim Matrix 6/1000 (1 Vol) £10
Yamaha SY22 1128 voices £18 Yamaha SY55 1128 voices £18

PRO MUSIC
Dettinger Way,
Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk IP33 3BR

1111,..

Call 0284 765 765 for Please add £1 to your order to cover
postage & packing. Same day service for

FREE copy of our Access and Visa. Postal Orders and Cash.

NEW brochure Allow five days for cheques to clear.
Visitors by appointment only!
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Roland
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Multitimbral Synthesiser Module
A rackmount JV-80 at a knock-
down price - has losing your
keys ever been so much fun...?

Iisall down to the sounds. It doesn't matter how good the
facilities are, it's the quality of the sounds on a multitimbral

synth which determine how worthy it is of your consideration.
And this is one area where Roland have excelled over the
years. The fact that many keyboard players won't bother to edit

the presets appears to be coming part of the design ethos of
many new instruments - give 'em good sounds to begin with
and you'll keep them happy. Making a synth easy to edit is just

a bonus.

In appearance, the 1V-880 looks very much like any other
Roland 1U rackmount - from the D-110 onwards. Black case,

blue and white lettering, a decent -sized display and a couple of

card slots - one for PCM wave data and the other for a RAM
card. The sonic architecture is straightforward: seven melody
parts or 'Patches' (128 preset and 64 user) - each of which
can be a combination of up to four Tones - and one Rhythm
part for a 61 -instrument drum set (of which there are three).
Take all eight Patches together and they constitute a
Performance, of which the JV:880 has 32 preset and 16 for
your own efforts.

Sound creation is somewhat limited with only 129
waveforms (including 46 percussion instruments), but quality,
for most people, is preferable to quantity and the JV-80 waves

are very good. The bass sounds have the requisite balls, while

the high -frequency content shows that waves have been
recorded at a decent sampling rate.

The keyboard version of the synth, the JV-80, has various
user -definable sliders, but being rather awkward to fit on

the front panel of a 1U rackmount(!), Roland have replaced
them with a small data knob which is very precise in feel, a
doddle to use and has the extra facility of changing values by

ten if you push it in. It's nice to see that Roland have finally
done away with their unfriendly increment/decrement buttons.

In terms of facilities, the JV-880 is pretty much identical to

the 1V-80 (reviewed in MT, May 1992), but has an extra pair of

outputs - labelled Sub Output - for taking dry sounds to an
effects unit while the internal reverb and chorus operate on
the main outputs. Sounds can be previewed by pushing in the

volume knob which gives you four different notes on
subsequent presses. Nice idea this, especially as you can
change the pitches via the System menu.

On the Patches front, there's a lot of doubling up of Tones
to give a full range of frequencies. For instance, 'Real Pizz'
uses three Tones: two of Upright Bass panned right and left,
and Pizz - an octave higher panned dead centre. 'Brass Sect
2' also uses three Tones, although one of these is a simple
synth sawtooth wave. The results are very realistic, but using
such Patches reduces the polyphony substantially as the JV-
880 only allows for 28 voices to be used at the same time.
This is, perhaps, one of its major drawbacks.

Included among the Waves are various sound snippets
which are used to great effect in many Patches. For instance,

'Jazz Organ 2' uses an organ click to provide a realistic
Hammond -style sound, while many of the guitar Patches use

two Tones - the second one being the same as the first, but
delayed until the key is released and with a very short decay
to reproduce the effects of a guitar note 'accidentally'
retriggering when the finger comes off the string.

Analogue Feel is a parameter worthy of closer attention. It
makes the pitch of a note alter in an unpredictable manner
and, as a common parameter, acts on all Tones within a Patch.

Natural instruments come across as being that bit more
realistic, especially string -based sounds.

The limitation of 129 Waves is overcome by the addition of
the optional SR-JV80 expansion board which fits into the JV-
880 via a plate on the top of the unit. This comes complete
with 224 new Waves and 145 Patches, but while the Waves
can be immediately accessed, Patches have to be loaded into

the user bank - although they can be previewed in situ. Adding

the cost of one of these takes the expanded JV-880 to a price

of just under £1000 at which point it meets competition from
the likes of Yamaha's new TG500 which also happens to offer

64 -voice polyphony.

However, I stand by what I said earlier: in the final analysis
it all comes down to the sounds and in this respect, the JV-
880 scores highly. It's a most impressive synth and one you
should even find easy to edit...

Text by
Vic Lennard

Info
Price: JV-880 £749, 5.1-.1\180

£229, S0-PCM1 PCM cards

£59, M -256E Data card £61

More from: Roland (UK) Ltd,

West Cross Centre,

Brentford, Middx TW8 9EZ.

Tel: 081 568 1247.
Fax: 081 847 1528.
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MIDI Mixing System
Text by
Nicholas
Rowland

Does Fostex's new system
represent a triumph of MIDI
over mixing - or is it a couple
of knobs short of a session..?

I t ain't what you do, it's the way that you do it. And that
applies as much to the design of hi -tech equipment as it does

to clawing your way up the star system on Broadway. Take the

Fostex DCM100. Here we have an 8:2 line mixer doing exactly
what you'd expect most other small 8:2 mixers to do - handling
up to eight stereo or mono signals and mix them down to
stereo. Features? Volume, Pan, EQ, and Auxiliary Send control

and Mute button for each channel. Two Effects Send/Returns -
both stereo with EQ on the returns. Master Volume control and -

well, there are some other bits and bobs we'll touch on a bit
later.

But as far as its basic mixing functions go, the DCM100
holds few surprises. In terms of how it does it, this little baby is
altogether a different barrel of pomegranates. Where other
analogue mixers are controlled by the riding of faders and
twiddling of potentiometers ('knobs' to you, mate) the DCM100
feeds entirely off bytes of MIDI data. We're talking total MIDI
control here... not just a few piddling MIDI mutes bolted on to a
conventional desk. Volume, Pan, EQ controls, Auxiliary Send and

Return Levels... the whole caboodle.

To say that this makes the DCM100 a rather useful tool for
followers of the 5 -pin DIN is an understatement on a par with a
description of current Government policy as a bit muddled. In
short, the DCM100 is the affordable mixer which the MIDI
sequencer -based studio has been waiting for. Hook it up to your

computer and you can control fades, panning and EQ just as you

would manipulate parameters on a synth or call up patches on a

sound module or FX box.

Indeed, with the right front end, the DCM100 provides the
first affordable ticket to the world of totally automated realtime
mixing. OK, so many sequencers have mixer pages which allow

you to directly control the volume and panning of your
instruments without the need for any intervening hardware. But

there are problems with this approach - quantisation noise,
truncated envelopes and clogged MIDI busses to name but a
few of the more painful.

Because it's essentially a conventional analogue mixer
controlled by MIDI, the DCM100 avoids many of these inherent

problems. It also makes it much more versatile since (and I

know this is rather obvious) you can use it with non -MIDI
instruments as well. In fact, the beauty of the DCM100 is that it
is not merely a mixer for the MIDI -compatible.

One of the side effects of digital control which works to
everyone's benefit is that it comes complete with its own

programmable memories. Up to 100 mixer patches (which
Fostex refer to by the much more evocative name of 'Scenes')
can be stored in the DCM100's internal memory and recalled at

the touch of a button. That's got to be good news for anyone
who's ever spent the wee small hours working on a mix only to
discover the next morning that their mother, their kids or those
little green people that follow them out of the pub every night,
have completely reset the desk.

The cost? Sold to the man at the back for £750 - less the
cost of a pint of Kronenbourg to wet the head of your new
arrival. Actually, for this amount you'll be toasting the purchase
of not one, but two bits of gear - the DCM100 itself (£449) and
its other half the Mixtab (£299). In case you're wondering which

is which, the DCM100 is the boring -looking, 1U rack -mountable

box affair, while the Mixtab is the thing that actually looks like a

mixer.

t's the DCM100 which is really the brains of the pair. The
I Mixtab functions as a dedicated, real-time MIDI

programmer/controller. If you like, it's the physical
manifestation of the DCM100's features, albeit laid out in the
familiar form of a conventional mixing desk. You don't actually
need the Mixtab to control the DCM100, providing you have
another device that can output MIDI control and program change

information. But personally, I'd recommend laying out the extra
dosh to complete the set. It makes the DCM100 much easier to

use, particularly as the Mixtab has several features you'd be
hard put to find on non -dedicated controllers.

We'll look at the DCM100 as a solo prospect a bit later on,
but for the moment we'll concentrate on the combined package.
The first thing to note is that while the Mixtab looks like the
mixer, all audio leads are in fact connected to the DCM100.
Connections to the Mixtab are strictly MIDI (not counting the 9V
power supply). Both units have the usual MIDI In, Out and Thru
ports and since the information flows both ways, both Ins need
to be connected to the corresponding Outs for them to be on
proper speaking terms.

In case you're still puzzled as to precisely what MIDI
information we're talking about, let me spell it out. The
DCM100's functions are manipulated by MIDI control change
messages (misprinted as 'massages' in the manual - no
missus, don't titter). Only one standard controller number is
used - #7 - for the Master Volume control. Other parameters
make use of controllers 16-51 and 66-81. That's vital
information when choosing to control the DCM100 by means
other than the Mixtab since the assignment of controller
changes to the mixer's functions are fixed.

Scenes (ie. combinations of controller data) are accessed by

patch -change information. The MIDI transmit/receive channel for

both units is set using the somewhat low -tech method of varying

combinations of four DIP switches on their respective back
panels. Three further DIP switches control various MIDI
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functions, such as whether the DCM100 dumps all its settings

to the controller device on power up.

You also have to mess about with these when you want to set

up a single Mixtab to control three different DCM100s. There's
a switch on the Mixtab's front panel which allows you to easily
swap between them, providing you've set the DCM100s to
transmit/receive on consecutive MIDI channels. Interestingly,
one of the DCM100's DIP switches selects the way it interprets
control messages in respect to the volume faders. One setting
gives you a straight linear relationship between decibels and
MIDI data values. The other gives you an analogue fader curve,

which more closely mimics the effect of conventional analogue
mixers. In practice, this is the one that sounds smoothest.

Inputs & Routing
Audio connections are all 1/4 -inch jacks. Eight stereo channels = 16 inputs. Mono signals are also catered

for -just use the channel's left input only. The same stereo/mono option also applies for the two effects

send/return loops, signals to which are sent post -fader. Inputs are trimmed using rotary controls on the

DCM100's front panel. The input range is -30 to OdBV... in other words, strictly line inputs only -a bit of a

bummer if you're one of these old-fashioned hippies who still insists on having vocals in your music. A mic

pre -amp would have to be the solution here.

Trim levels have to be judged partly by ear since there are no visual indications to assist you (such as clip

LEDs), although some help is afforded by the two bargraph meters on the DCM100, which indicate the stereo

mix output levels. You can add a stereo signal from a second mixer (another DCM100, for example) directly

to the stereo output via the Stereo Buss In facility. Each of the auxiliary loops also has a corresponding pair

of Buss In jacks. These allow a second mixer or other instruments to share effects units with the DCM100.
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A part from the Master Stereo outs, you'll find details of the
DC M100' s inputs and routing in the accompanying box.

What you won't find is any mention of the monitor mix output.
That's because there isn't one. And here we come across the
DCM100's first (and as it happens, not the last) serious
limitation. The nearest thing you get to a monitoring system is a

headphones socket on the front panel. This simply duplicates
the master stereo out, although it does have the luxury of its
own volume control. It's quite useful for mixing down at three
o'clock in the morning without disturbing the neighbours (or
those little green people), but that's about it.

Another serious limitation is the EQ circuitry - which on all
channels and the two auxiliary returns is a basic two -stage
affair. Hi offers you cut and boost of up to 15 dB at frequencies
above 10kHz. Lo offers +/- 15 dB at frequencies below 1200
kHz. There's no mid -range EQ - sweepable or even static. For

many people this could well knock the DCM100 out of the
running as a mixer which will answer all their needs: most of the

troublesome frequencies encountered when recording exist in

the mid range.

Another major weakness is the fact it only has two aux
send/returns. Most non -MIDI desks at this price would have
four (and for that matter some or all would be switchable
between pre- and post -fade). Not only that, but on closer
inspection you realise that you can't actually route signals from

each of the channels to both aux sends at the same time. It's a
strictly either/or option. This not only limits your creativity in
terms of use of effects, it also means you can't realistically use
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Computer Control
Most programs have either MIDI mixing or MIDI management pages which will give you access to the

DCM100's functions. And if you happen to possess one that doesn't. then there are plenty of standalone

MIDI manager packages covering all major hardware platforms which will do that particular job for you. They

are pretty inexpensive - indeed a number are in the public domain - so you're not going to break your bank

manager's heart. In fact. given the tumbling prices of Atari STs. for the price of a Mixtab you could set

yourself up with a complete hardware/software system dedicated entirely to controlling the DCM100.

While this may seem an extravagance. ask yourself how easy will it be to work on mixer settings while. say,

running a sequence, on your existing hardware/software set-up? A highly specified package like Steinberg's

Cubase which offers multi -tasking will present - no problems. But not all packages (or hardware operating

systems) will enable you to do this so easily. Maybe the idea of a dedicated computer is not so silly after all

one of the auxiliary sends for monitoring purposes.

On the plus side, the DCM100 is an exceptionally quiet
mixer - although, on paper at least, its spec isn't really
anything out of the ordinary by today's standards. Frequency
response weighs in at a commendable 20Hz to 20kHz at +/-
1dB - while signal-to-noise ratio is quoted as 78dB/WTD and
crosstalk 70dB at 1kHz. Of course, Fostex know a thing or two

about mixer design anyway. But I suspect that the DCM100
also benefits from the absence of 'moving parts' from its
design (and by that I mean the knobs and sliders which are
part of the physical circuitry of conventional desks). The bit
with the moving parts is, of course, the Mixtab, but remember
that this is only there to output MIDI data and doesn't affect
the audio signals.

The Mixtab's moving parts operate in one of three ways:
Direct, Enable and Preview. The first mode, as the name

might suggest, allows real-time control over the DCM100 in
much the same way as you would operate a conventional mixer.

The Mixtab transmits MIDI control data as soon as any of the
controls are moved. And just to confirm that this is indeed
what's happening, the moment you so much as turn a knob or
slide a fader, a small LED above it lights up in orange.

One of the potential problems of MIDI control is that when
you make a lot of substantial changes to the settings very
quickly, you're likely to generate too much MIDI controller data
for the system to handle - leading to a discernible time lag in
its response. Happily, the Mixtab avoids this with its Smooth
function, which 'thins out' the MIDI data generated by the
Mixtab to help the DCM100 keep pace with its demands.

Once you've got that killer mix, just hit the Store button and
the current Scene is written to the DCM100's memory. This
side of things really couldn't be much simpler; there's a couple
of triangular increment/decrement buttons to select patches (0-

99), plus a rectangular one to toggle between the tens and units

on the Mixtab's two 8 -segment LED Scene number display.
Scene recall is just a tap of a button away. I was interested (and

relieved) to note that the recall of Scenes is instantaneous with
no audible glitching, even if the new Scene involves
considerable changes in the values of many parameters.

As you can appreciate, whenever you call up a new Scene,
there could well be considerable discrepancies between the new

parameter settings and the actual position of the knobs on the
Mixtab. For example, let's assume you've got the Mixtab's
master fader set to zero, yet in the scene you've just dialled up
on the DCM100 its value is five. In Direct mode, as you moved
the fader back to five, the volume would initially drop to zero
before climbing back up to five again. This might not be a
problem if you're just setting up a series of mixes for storing as
Scenes. But it's not the sort of effect you want in that crucial
live mix. Here's where the Mixtab's Preview and Enable modes

come in.

Switch to Preview and as soon as you call up a mixer scene,

the LEDs on the Mixtab start blinking to let you know wherever
there's a discrepancy between the recalled settings and those
on the board. In fact, blinking is too simple a word for it. This is

intelligent blinking, this is. From it, you are given clues as to the

nature of the discrepancy. Basically, the lights flash green when

the Mixtab's control is set lower than (ie. to the left of) the
DCM100 setting, red if it's higher. The faster the LED blinks, the

closer you are to the recalled value. When the blinking thing
stops blinking altogether, hey presto, you've hit the nail on the
button.
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YAMAHA P5R-5415
A complete music production

system for less than £1200

Start by thinking of it as a
keyboard.

With 200 AWM voices (as used
in Yamaha's mighty SY Series
synthesizers), it sounds sensa-
tional. And with 56 note
polyphony, touch sensitivity, a
pitch wheel and a full MIDI
spec, it's certainly not short on
professional features.

Next, think of it as a recording
studio.

With 16 tracks of sequencing, a

disk drive, 15 stereo digital
effects and a hi -fidelity, 2 X 20
watts stereo monitoring system,

the most complex compositions

are handled with ease.

Put the two together and you're

thinking about Yamaha's new
PSR SQ16. a complete music
production system for an

incredible 11199*

Isn't it time to think about a visit
to your nearest Yamaha dealer?

Manufacturers suggested selling price including VAT

For further information on the PSR.SC116,

post this coupon today to.

Yamaha Kemble Music, EKB Division,

Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook, Milton Keynes

MK7 8BL
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0 Think of it a bit like hi -tech hide and seek ('cold, warm,
warmer, hot, very hot') and you'll get the idea. I must say that

while in theory it should be child's play, in practice I found it a

bit tedious trying to decipher what all the flashing meant.
Basically I found myself just twiddling the knobs until the LEDs
changed colour, then by backing down a bit I quickly hit the point

where Mixtab settings and DCM100 values matched. (By way of

an aside, I should also mention that by twiddling all the knobs,
you can get every single LED on the Mixtab to flash, which

makes it an ideal substitute for Christmas fairy lights.)
While you're fiddling about like this - remember we're still in

Preview mode - the Mixtab is not actually transmitting any MIDI
data. The idea is that once you've matched the settings you can

then switch to Direct mode to make further changes to a mixer
scene before saving it. Enable mode is a kind of half -way house.

Again, it relies on intelligent blinking to tell you where the
discrepancies exist. As before, once the settings match, the
LED goes out. But move a 'matched' control again and it will
light up orange to show you that the Mixtab has started
transmitting MIDI data and is now altering the DCM100 settings.

Operating in this mode, particularly on critical real-time
mixes, requires you to keep a careful eye on the little blinkers. If
you overshoot, you can end up with changes in the mix that you
didn't really intend. It's also a fairly slow way to work if you're
trying to carry out a complex mixing manoeuvre. Aside from
these quirks, getting to grips with the Mixtab involves no great
readjustment of your world view. After all, barring one or two
controls, it's laid out like a conventional mixer and it functions
like a conventional mixer. If no-one had to know it involved the
devil magic of MIDI, there'd be no need to tell them.

Info
Price: DC100, £449;

Mixtab, £299. Prices

inclusive of VAT.

More From: Fostex UK Ltd,

Unit 1, Jackson Way, Great

Westwern Industrial Park,

Southale, Middx UB2 4SA.

Tel: 081 893 5111. Fax:

081-893 5237.

ut what about life sans Mixtab? This is quite a difficult
B question to answer, since how well the DCM100 functions
solo is largely dependant on the capabilities of the controlling
device(s). Clearly, its most natural partner is the software
sequencer which, in theory at least, should make it even more
flexible. Rather than simply jumping from Scene to Scene you
can record fades, pans, etc, in real time then 'play' them back
as part of the sequence. The only potential problem is that the
more MIDI gear you're controlling from the one sequencer, the
more MIDI information needs to pass down the MIDI cables. And

this means that if you're running a complicated sequence,
changing synth and FX patches and mixing via MIDI, you can all

too quickly turn your techno jam session into a jam more akin to

the M25 at rush hour.

There are other ways to control the DCM100, of course. Many

workstations and master keyboards have controls which can be
programmed to send out just about any MIDI data you want.
There are also controller devices like the JL Cooper FaderMaster

which are, in effect, a collection of MIDI sliders which do the
same kind of job. All these will certainly tell the DCM100 to do
what you want it to do. But in general you'd find that working the

desk in this way could well prove rather tedious, as you switch
backwards and forwards between the various channels and
controls.

While music -by -MIDI and traditional recording techniques are

not quite regarded as the unholy

there are still a lot of holes to be filled. The DCM100 goes a
long way towards filling one of these holes. Its undoubtedly one

of the biggest steps so far towards making the marriage of MIDI

and audio one of pleasure as well as convenience. The

technology itself is not new, but never before has it been put
together in a single package with a singularly affordable price
tag.

Quite simply, in the league of MIDI -able mixers, nothing
comes this cheap. And many desks which come more expensive

don't actually offer as much MIDI control as the DCM100, being
equipped with only fairly rudimentary MIDI muting facilities. The
DCM100 is also expandable. The Mixtab gives you easy control
over three units, but you can chain up to eight DCM100s
together to create an automated 64 -track desk.

Without doubt the DCM100 gives your data bytes more of a
run for their money. And even if you don't know one end of a
MIDI cable from another (...think about it), with the friendly
Mixtab hooked up that shouldn't matter. The real drawback is
that the DCM100 is not half as good a mixing desk as it should
be. For considerably less than the DCM100/Mixtab combo you
could be the proud owner of a totally conventional desk with
better EQ, more auxiliaries and the ability to handle a bigger
range of inputs, not to mention monitoring facilities. For some,
the prospect of MIDI and memories just might not be enough to

balance the DCM100's rather basic facilities. And certainly, if

you were into serious session work, there's no way that the
DCM100 could act as the sole mixer in a studio. However, it's

not where you start, it's where you finish, as another old
Broadway hoofer's delight goes. I'm pretty convinced that the
DCM100 is only the beginning. One day - and it's not far away -
the kind of compromises involved here simply won't be an
issue. The real question is whether you choose to jump in now,

or hang on until the son or grandson of the DCM100 arrives.
The choice, as ever, is yours.
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Vol.1 "DRUMS : 259
klcks,snares,
toms, cymbals
hats recorded in

world's finest studios. Over 900 samples.
:cussior, : 475 perc. &

bass samples incl. great bongos, congas, tim-
bales, cans, cowbells, tamborines, triangles,

'shakers, maracas, cabasas, rattles, belltrees,- chimes, rainsticks, dafs,
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castinets, tablas, tubes, claves,
darbukas, gatos, repeques, bottles,
quicas, guiros, tamboras, sleigh bells,

tambors, shekeres, etc. Stereo and
um, QSOUND (3D audio) versions o- each & Fender precision &

Musicman 5 string bass gui-
tars, picket i tingled,

ALSO AVAILABLE ON CD-ROM
(FOR AKAI S1100/S1000, EMULATOR III,
OR SAMPLECELL, WITH ROLAND COM-

ING SOON ) OR DAT-RAM.
CDs: £49.95, both vole: £89. CD-ROMs or

DAT-RAMS: £199, both: £349.

sampled (direct-to-DAT) drum
sounds" - Mix; "A treasure -

house of great drums"
Keyboard; "Recording stan-

dard is immaculate -
it

sim-
ply

couldn't be bet-
tered with any of

today's technology"
(Music Technology).

ed

(Out Nov -Dec) LONG AWAITED & TOTALLY ESSEN-
TIAL ADD-ON TO "DRUMS 1". Designed to comple-
ment his first discs and featuring loads of crisp new

cymbals and hi -hat variations, processed toms, kicks
& snares, etc. "The same meticulous care went in
these samples as with all my projects, such as t

last four Bryan Adams albums, David Bowie's "L
Dance", Roxy Music's "Avalon", Simple Minds'

"Once Upon a Time" or the Pretenders' "Get Clo
(Bob Clearmountain).
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"The Denny Jaeger Master Violin Library is the
absolute ultimate string library"

DOMINIC MILANO (editor KEYBOARD MAGAZINE, USA)
 The Denny Jaeger Master Violin Library is a unique collection of amazing samples that can be used to create a

very large variety of different emotions and sizes, as well as offering control over tuning and over individual attack

articulations. There are different samples for different purposes, yet every sample in this library goes together with
every other sample. If you've got a violin passage that goes from a soft sustain to tremetos to a loud sustain and
then to pizzes. it all sounds like it's coming from the same violin section. Despite its huge variety, this library has
continuity of sound throughout all of the banks.  Almost 70% of the available banks fit into 8Mb or less. Exquisite
banks are also available which utilize up to 16Mb for the highest sound quality available today.  Separate attack
samples are available on each half step up the range of the violin, and over 95% of the sustain samples are never
transposed more than a half step above and below the original sound file. This provides unparalleled realism.
Wider and narrower tuning spreads are available in many of the separate sound catagories.  Special banks exist
which extend the range of the violin down to C1, thus covering the entire range of a string orchestra.  Great pain
was taken to enable different banks of these stereo violins to be overdubbed over each other without sounding
unnatural. By overdubbing different sound banks. the user can create larger and larger sections, while at the same
time preserving the natural sound of the violins. so, choices of size and of general timbral quality are in the hands
of the user.  These East-West versions of the Denny Jaeger Master Violin Library are very powerful tools that
will last for years and years to come. Tremendous attention to detail has gone into the creation of these versions
and great effort has gone into making them easy to use on whatever format they are being played from.

 Available on CD-ROM only, in the following formats...
Akai S1000/1100 CD-ROM Digidesign SampleCell CD-ROM -Roland 700/750/770 CD-ROM.

Only £249
inclusive

"The first time I heard the Jaeger violins, I was
speechless. I had to have them."

RHETT LAWRENCE (producer MARIAN CAREY).
lb #

STEVE I NE
he man wh

started his hit -making
career with
Culture Club

and went on to
rack up over

50 gold anplatinu
albums includ

ing 15 No.1
record

across
five

continents.
East-West ProSamples 3+4. A 2 -CD Set containing:  Electric &

40, 41101=111111ti
Acoustic Guitars  Horn Stabs  Drums, Cymbals, Hats  Exotic

Percussion  All 88 keys of the Grand Piano  Piano Fx  Pan Pi ..s 

Vocal Ensembles (oohs & aahhs)  Sitar  Xylophone  Glockenspiel
--"11111111111111MIIII

 Penny Whistle  Giant Recorder  Dobro. A great collection of sam-
7441111111111111111.1111111111k

ples for those seeking a bit of everything. (2 -CDs). £49.95 inc .

ZERO -G MASTERCLASS SERIES / MC 2:

By highiy acclaimed electronic musician & master of analogue IAN BODDY.
Fantastic array of dreamy atmospherics and effects for use in ambient

dance, film soundtrack work or futuristic / spacey new age / trance music
of all kinds. FROM ONE OF THE UK'S LEADING SYNTHESISTS,this disc

also happens to be a goldmine of analogue sounds and techniques from the
early days of the synthesiser. Featuring

 STEREO ATMOSPHERES OSCILLATOR FX  ANALOGUE TOOL KIT -
RAW ANALOGUE SYNTH WAVEFORMS, FX & TEXTURES FROM EARLY

SYNTHS, E.G. ROLAND MODULAR SYSTEM 100M, VCS3  RARE ETHNIC
PERCUSSION  NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL ATMOSPHERES  SUPERB

AUDIO QUALITY  OVER 700 SAMPLES FULLY INDEXED LEVEL -
MATCHED, ETC, ETC. £49.95

ZERO -G MASTERCLASS SERIES / MC 3:

FL] .11 It ji ji you.
THE 1st SAMPLE -CDs DEDICATED TO RAW FUNK GUITAR RHYTHMS FX

By popular dance producer and lifelong funk -heed Vied Males.
Kaleidescopic range of guitar rhythmsitimbres/FX from cool & slinky to hot &
bothered. Styles range from the mellow chug of the early JB's incl. many
'wah' sounds thru 70's Fusion/Disco incl. the 'Talkbox' (you'll know it when
you hear it!), to the cutting dance sounds of the 80's. Even programmed off-
the-wall FX Incl. robotsispaceships, vocoded guitar, & rhythmic gating, trans-
former FX. After the clinical 80's, music's gone full circle to the warm open
sounds of the 70's when all the classic funk dance was made - a sound recap-
tured here by using the guitars, amps, and FX of the period, e.g. the amazing
"PAST" E.O. (hand made using original Neve parts to duplicate sound of orig-
inal consoles). UNIQUE CUSTOMISED BACK-UP SERVICE - Whilst the more
obvious keys are covered, the producer is providing on -going
support - For a small fee, where possible any loop (or sample)
on the CD can be obtained In the user's choice of key / tempo,
or even amp - avoiding the tedious use of timestretching.
 WIDE RANGE OF BPMs  ULTIMATE SELECTION OF
CLASSIC GUITARS & AMPS  COMPLETE 1, 2, &
4 BAR LOOPS READY TO USE  ALL ORIGI-

NAL & FRESH  METICULOUS AUDIO
QUALITY  CUSTOMISATION AVAILABLE.
Authentic rawness from a man with more
rhythm In his lithe finger than most of us
have In our middle legs - the definitive
funk/dance CDs & totally indispensible
for anyone in a funk groove.
CD-ROM version will include 100s of extra
samples not found on the audio CD - a
truly unbeatable guitar resource for discern-
ing studio professionals.

Audio CD: £49.95 Akal CD-ROM : £199

TO OR DER
Tel. 0442-870681
Fax. 0442-877266

(Visa/MC/Amex) or mail to:
Time+Space

PO Box 306  Berkhamsted
Hens  HP4 3EP.

Delivery: normally next working
day (but allow 7 days clearance

for personal cheques).
International orders: add £5 air-

mail or £10 express airmail.
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Interfacing
The Past

For those who would indulge their passion for vintage
synths, sequencers and drum machines, the journey
`back to the future' is fraught with difficulties -
incompatibility, non -standardisation and plain,
downright awkwardness. But help is at hand...

"Dear E&MM,

I've tried unsuccessfully to sync a Roland

MC202 from the Trig Out of a Boss Dr Rhythm

Graphic. What's the problem? And is there an

interface I could buy to solve it?"

Clare Newman

Bristol.

That cri-de-coeur from the December 1984
edition of MT's fore -runner E&MM is typical of

many technical queries from that era. In many

ways it was the hi -tech version of the kind of

letters that appeared in the problem pages of
the tabloids. For: Dear Marge, I'm having trouble

with my boyfriend... read: Dear E&MM, I'm
having trouble with my interfacing.

But if you were around in the early days of
mass -market synthesiser production, you'll know

that the biggest frustration of all was that there

was just no affordable way of playing a
synthesiser in the same way you would a piano

or an organ - that is, with more than one finger

at a time.

The second biggest frustration was that
whenever you tried to overcome this limitation by

hooking up a sequencer that ran several synths

to produce polyphonic lines, no two pieces of

Text by Peter Forrest

gear from different manufacturers could ever be

guaranteed to work together. In fact, you
couldn't even guarantee compatibility amongst
products from the same manufacturer if they
were of different periods or product divisions
(like Boss and Roland in the 1984 letter).

Then along came affordable polyphony, and,

even more importantly, the widescale adoption

of MIDI as an interfacing standard. Nowadays,
with the move to General MIDI, things are set to

become even more simple and problem -free. But

just when manufacturers were expecting a pat
on the back for really giving the punters what
they wanted... what happens? A collection of
awkward buggers start saying, "That's all very

well, but...".

It's really convenient to be able to hook
everything up 'just like that' and assigning
similar types of patches to particular memory
slots does prevent any sequence from ever
sounding as ghastly as some of mine do (with
old-fashioned MIDI) when I've forgotten to save

the patch numbers and been too lazy to write
them down. But... doesn't it all sound a bit the

same?

And of course there are the other awkward
buggers who will still claim that dense MIDI
sequences somehow lack the crispness of
timing of a good old CV/gate sequencer. Some
of this can be put down to technostalgia; an
aberration that can easily be cured by an hour or

two spent trying to find the leads to sync a Moog

Prodigy and a CR78 to an SCI sequencer, and
run the whole thing with an M8 micro -composer.

And yet... while Vince Clarke is obviously a bit of

a maverick, going out gigging with his massed

analogue sequencers and his cage of

anachronistic goodies, if you look at almost
anyone who's making waves in music today,
they've all got a soft spot for the old gear; and in

some cases the soft spot is the size of a mutant

marshmallow.

Part of the reason for this is simply that old
stuff (when it's up and running) makes you feel

good. Just like there's no comparison between
playing a tonewheel Hammond through a vintage
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Korg's KMS30 MIDI synchronlser

0 Leslie and any (even the finest) imitation,
there's no comparison between having a disk of

great 808 sounds (or having samples of them in

your drum machine) and having a real 808 under

your fingertips, in all its splendid awfulness.

Whatever the reasons, let's assume that
you might, at some time, hanker after

something from a bygone age to slot into your
sleek MIDI system - just to humanise it a bit, or

simply because it's nice to occasionally buy
something that doesn't depreciate faster than
the pound against the Deutchmark. First off,
let's consider sequencers and drum machines.
What they need, as a bare minimum, is a
synchronisation system. A drum machine can,

of course, also be controlled by your MIDI
sequencer in much more elaborate ways, but
let's say that you're actually quite keen to
work within the limitations of its original
design - which isn't always as daft as it may
sound.

Assuming you want to connect it up with the

minimum of hassle and expense, let's look at
the alternatives open to you (bearing in mind
that the most straightforward things are not
always the cheapest!). The simple solution is to

go to a specialist firm like Kenton Electronics to

get an internal MIDI interface fitted to each
piece of gear you want to hook up. Problem
solved. They seem to have MIDI'd up practically

every electronic instrument under the sun at
sometime or other. Examples of drum machines

include Linndrums, Roland CR78's and 808's,

and Simmons SDS5's, and the good news here

is that (presumably because there's nothing like

pitch -bend and modulation wheels to make
interfacing complicated), it's a fair bit cheaper to

fit MIDI to a drum machine than it is to a
polyphonic synth.

Kenton's price for the 808 is £188 - and that
includes a lot more than just the sync function
we could actually get away with. For instance,
programmable MIDI in and out channels, velocity

response on MIDI in (or at just two levels if you

want to be a purist and stick to the 808's
original accent system), and all setups and MIDI

note assignments memorised in non-volatile
RAM. The bad news is that if you have a lot of

stuff to sync up, the £188s start adding up to
considerably more than the actual buying price
of all but the most sought-after old drum
machines and sequencers.

There's also the small point that in fitting a
MIDI interface, no matter how professionally,
you're still mucking about with a rare vintage
machine. Remember that all electronic music
equipment from before the DX7 is genuinely rare

compared with the DX7, HR16, SPX90, M1- and

anything from the present era. Whether that

bothers you or not depends on how long term a

view you take, and on how precious an artefact

you think your piece of gear actually is.

There are other ways of doing it, and they
almost certainly work out cheaper. The

trade-off, of course, is that they may well be
much more of a fiddle to organise.

There isn't a great deal of current equipment

which fits the bill; but Kenton themselves have

bowed to public demand and produced a MIDI -to -

CV converter which has a wealth of sync
facilities as well as being able to send pitch
control voltages to two separate monophonic
synths. This little box (retailing at £176.25) has

switchable gate and S -triggers on each channel,

and DIN Sync 24 and arpeggio clocks out. (The

Kenton internal mod on the 808 also includes
the ability to run DIN sync from the 808 while
you're slaving it to MIDI - very useful for the
purposes envisaged in this article.)

But for those puzzled by expressions such as

DIN sync, gates and S -triggers let's go back to
the beginning...

The earliest sequencers used DC pulses to
control the note -on timing of the music they were

sequencing. Should have been straightforward
enough, but it wasn't. For one thing, there were

disagreements about the level of signal required;

for another (and this was much more crucial),

Garfield Electronics' Doctor Click Mini Doc
and the superlatively diminitive Nano click

some manufacturers opted for positive and
some for negative pulses. Moog, as the
originators of modern synthesis, might have
expected other manufacturers to follow them
with their negative S -trigger, but of the major
manufacturers that emerged, only Korg did
anything similar, and even their negative pulse

was incompatible with Moog. Almost everyone

else plumped for a positive pulse, which meant

that a little box was called for if you wanted to
sync up, say, a Multimoog to a Roland
sequencer.

Responding to this, mags like Music
Technology were always ready with a useful
article and circuit diagram to help their readers

overcome the problems. But as far as I know,

Korg were the only commercial manufacturer at

the time to put together a dedicated interface
box so that Korgs could sync to Moogs and/or
Rolands. That was the MS02, which used to cost

a bit under £100 - but probably didn't sell well,

even at that price.

radually, over the next few years, the
Roland/Arp CV/gate standard became the

accepted norm in mass-produced equipment and

was adopted by the majority of manufacturers of

synths with arpeggiators. Then Roland and Korg

introduced a new system of synchronisation.
This was DIN sync, which foreshadowed MIDI by

its use of five -pin DIN plugs, and went some way

towards being a reliable and effective
synchronisation system - except that Korg chose

48 beats as their time -base, while Roland opted

for 24!

In any case, most other manufacturers didn't

go along with DIN sync, and stuck with positive

trigger voltages for their sync signals. This
wouldn't have been so bad had there not been
even more variation in the time -bases that they

chose. Drumulators and MemoryMoog Plus
sequencers, for instance, used 24 clocks per
beat, while Linn and Simmons used 48 and
machines like the Fairlight used 384! In practice,

you could sync a Fairlight to a Drumulator - but
unfortunately, would
finish in a sixteenth of the time of the Fairlight's!

Great for bizarre speed machine effects, but not

much else.

It was obvious that something needed to be
done, and in the early eighties a Californian firm

called Garfield Electronics stepped bravely in.
They produced a box which converted all these

different time -bases, and DIN sync signals, so

that everything could talk to everything else -
and at the same speed, too!

Their first product was called Doctor Click.
Buy this rather chunky piece of gear, and at a
stroke you could solve practically all your sync
problems, and could also set up some amazing
cross -rhythms and syncopations. Even awkward

customers like the Oberheim DSX, and Roland's

MC4, CR68 and CR78 fell instantly into step -
well, they did once you'd hunted through the
manual to find which timebase to select.

There were two channels available, which was

at least better than one; and although there was

no DIN sync input, the potential was there for
elaborate manipulation of trigger timing with
things like a pulsewidth variable Gate Out and a

Time Lag Out - as well as invert and mask
facilities, and a whole lot more besides.

The trouble was, such sophistication didn't
come cheap. In Britain, a price -tag of almost
£1500 meant that only top studios and
programmers could really consider them. So the

next move was to strip out the more esoteric
elements of the Doctor Click, re -package it in

19" rack size, and sell it for half the price, under

the name, 'Mini Doc'.
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The Mini Doc came out in about 1984, and
proved another success; although you lost

much of the amazing versatility and creative
possibilities of the original, you actually gained a

great deal in ease of operation, and most
importantly, in the ability to run virtually any
number of different sequencers, arpeggiators and

drum -machines at the same time.

The Mini Doc had individual outputs for each of

the time -bases, so you could keep all your gear

permanently wired to it, and run it all

simultaneously. As a bonus, you could still produce

superb arpeggiator polyrhythms with the Invert

switch and 11 -position Rotary Clocking Rate
control - triplets included.

But Garfield Electronics hadn't yet finished the

process of miniaturisation and simplification and

went on to produce a third member of the 'Click'

family not long after. Somehow they missed out

'Micro' and went straight to Nano Click - the real

baby of the bunch - with an external power supply,

and only four output and four input sockets - each

handling DIN sync, 24, 48, and 96 pulses per
beat.

All three products are solidly made, well -
conceived, and are currently going for a fraction of

their original selling price - if you can find one. But,

as the astute amongst you will have spotted, they

have one little omission: no MIDI. You're going to

need another box to make the crucial link from (or

to) MIDI.

Candidates that spring to mind are the Kenton

box already mentioned; the excellent Roland
MPU101 MIDI/CV interface, which can be
configured to send a trigger in time with MIDI (but

then, unfortunately, loses all its brilliant CV
capabilities); the new dBm EXCV, and Korg's more

elderly KMS-30 MIDI synchroniser.

Just as in a previous era, Korg were the only

major manufacturer to produce a much -needed

interface; the MS02 had been unique in the late

seventies, and in the mid eighties they did it again

with the KMS-30. But before I get too lyrical about

it, we need to look at the circumstances which led

to its development and which certainly didn't merit

quite so much praise.

About this time, Korg produced a series of
mould -breaking products all within a few months of

each other: the world's first genuinely cheap
polyphonic synthesiser, and the world's first
genuinely cheap digital drum machines - the DDM

110 and the DDM 220. I remember them well.

After a break from buying any new products

because they seemed (and were!) so expensive, I

splashed out on a Poly 800 and a DDM 220.
Surely this was going to be it: a complete music

system which would revolutionise my music without

breaking the bank. It came as a bit of a shock to

realise that the Poly 800's sequencer was MIDI,

but the DDM 220 was DIN sync, and that they had

no intention of talking to each other.

In fact, I was so pissed -off by this that even

when the KMS-30 became available shortly after, I

couldn't find it in me to spend the £140 to sync
the two instruments up. A shame, really, since the

KMS-30 is one of only a handful of products to be

worth almost as much now as it was new. The

reason is simple. If you want to synchronise MIDI

to DIN sync or vice versa - the KMS-30 does it, no

fuss, no bother. Two MIDI outs, and two SYNC

outs, independently switchable between the Roland

and Korg standards provide all the control that is

needed. Of course, you need something like one of

the Garfield boxes to talk to anything that doesn't

use DIN sync, but the KMS-30 still provides the

vital link.

T here are other ways, though. There are just a

few products from the early days of MIDI
whose manufacturers were considerate enough to

spare a thought for the past as well as the future

and were prepared to face the extra expense of

including pre -MIDI connections in their MIDI
machines.

Prime example here is the legendary Oberheim

Xpander, which could respond to CV/gate info as

e Only PASS I tT.
wiNDrws- £299 SEQUENCERS /

Official UK product Trax for Windows £85
MasterTracks Pro £285

Powerful MIDI Sequencing MUSIC PUBLISHING64 Tracks. Key edit, List edit
Drum edit & Logical edit. Encore 1375

Requires 386-SX 2MB RAM MusicTime £195

WI for Windows /259, for DOS It

£170
New soundboard. 32 voice stereo wave -table synth, MLDI interface

8 & 18 bit audio, 2-44.1kHz sample rates, 8 bit sampling (18 bit as option)
Ad Lib, Soundl3laster and General MIDI compatible. Windows drivers included

ii,--_)Roland*SCC-1 Only f315
Sound

24 voice,
Canvas and WU MIDI interface on one

300+ sounds, reverb, chorus & g drum
card

sets!

Turtle Beach MPC Sound Card, Proteus 1 /XR, 18bit
44.1ktv sampling & MIDI interface
OFFER PRICE

Only £849
Roland MIDI Controller Keyboards PC MPO MIDI Card
PC200-II - £195, PC13S - £134 Only £68

We purchase

of imports

all

sold

products

without

from official UK suppliers. Beware It
warranty, updates and support.

NO GREY
Prices include VAT IMPORTS

Delivery £3 per order.

Jo o Compotsi Service, La. I Minefield, Solo Meor, Chothire. M33 211
E&OE Sorry runt by oppolotmet oily. Price, tobject to cisme.

Distributed in UK by Sounds OK
10 Frimley Grove Gardens
Frimley
Camberley
Surrey
GU16 5JXSOUND Tel: 0276 22946

ie2sti DANCE FLOOR SAMPLING CD WITH MIDI FILE DISK

Itit.--- 20 demo songs, 196 drum loops,

110 bass and drum loops,
E39.00242 single drum and FX sounds.

Prices are for one card or

one disk VAT included ROM RAM Disk Atari Disk

Kawai K4 1 card £79 £39

Microwave 2 cards £55 £79

Korg 01W/FDbank C+D £55 £79 £39

Korg T1-2-3 1 card £55 £79 £39

Roland JD800 2 cards £55 £79

Roland JV80 2 cards £55 £79

Yamaha DX7 1 card £96

Yamaha DX711TTX802 1 card £39 £39

Yamaha SY22 TG33 2 cards £79 £39

Yamaha SY55 TG55 1 card £79 £39

Yamaha SY77 TG77 2 cards £96 £39 £39

NEW dance floor sampling CD with standard
MIDI file: available soon.

Please ring for more information on particular sound cards.
Callers by appointment.

Free postage on all orders. Please make cheques/PO's to
Sounds OK. Please write your tel. number on order.

SAE for full list.
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0 well as MIDI, and do it multi-timbrally - and
simultaneously. Trouble is, as an expander rather

than a controller, it wouldn't be much good for our

purposes. The same applies (in part) to the Roland

MC4 sequencer's OP8M interface, which did
include a MIDI connection, but only MIDI out. This

is fine if you want to have the MC4 as the heart of

your system, but there can't be many Vince Clarkes

in the world!

Better for our purposes would be the Roland

MSQ700 sequencer, which was probably the first

industry -standard MIDI sequencer which also had

the decency to include DIN sync in and out. The

bizarre fact here is that these sequencers are
scarcely more expensive second hand than a little

KMS-30. And they do pretty much the same job

and give you a limited, but great, 8 -track sequencer

as a bonus.

They also sync up (and send note information)

via the DCB interface that Roland were pioneering

before MIDI wiped the floor with it. Not a great deal

of use unless you happen to have a synth like a

Jupiter 8 or Juno 60, but if you do... it certainly

comes cheaper than having a MIDI retrofit.

Any other ways of synchronising on the cheap?

Well, I see no reason why any drum machine with

both MIDI and DIN sync ins and outs shouldn't at

least do the basic job of getting MIDI to talk to the

previous generation of equipment - and that list

Interfacing The Past

includes SCI's Drumtraks, Yamaha's RX11 and

RX15 and Roland's TR909, TR707 and TR727 drum

machines - though of course you may need another

box to turn the DIN sync into the right trigger pulses

to control a particular piece of gear. In the vintage

sequencer locker, so do the Roland MSQ100, a

stripped -down MSQ700 without DCB, and the

French sequencer from 1985, the Poly -Midi 1.

Returning to dedicated sync boxes, the Roland

SBX80 SMPTE/sync box has both MIDI and DIN

sync connectors, and also a fully variable trigger

out socket. And its little brother, the SBX10, may

miss out on the SMPTE functions and the totally
variable trigger setting, but does everything else

really well.

There are perhaps only two pieces of gear that

can rival the original Doctor Click and Mini -Doc

for versatility and comprehensive facilities - and

beat them by including MIDI. One is the Doctor

Click 2, which came out in 1985 specifically to

cater for MIDI. In its 2U rackmount form, it has

very much the same implementation as the Mini -

Doc (rather than the Doctor Click), with a fantastic

range of input and output connectors. Most of the

inputs are, fairly logically, on the back where they

are most likely to be of use in permanent
installations. The outputs. on the other hand, are

a 8. 410 'IP MID
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The Roland MSQ700: pick of the bunch

on the front where they can be readily changed.

The other piece of gear is the Bokse US -8, which

came out in 1986, and was apparently made in

Britain despite its foreign -sounding name. This unit

really justified its title of Universal Synchroniser; I

remember it as an excellently designed 1U 19"
rackmount, with an air of solidity, and five inputs

and nine outputs mounted (for accessibility) on the

front panel. This made it of particular use in the

studio where it could be quickly and easily set up

to provide a range of different sync requirements.

Certainly, it ranks equal first with the Doctor Click

2 if you want to make use of pre -MIDI sequencers,

arpeggiators and drum machines.

Myself, I've still got a lot of time for the original

Doctor Click and Mini -Doc - maybe because if you

are going to sync up that cuddly ol' analogue stuff

it's nice to have something similar to do the job.

That still leaves the MIDI connection to worry
about, and although the KMS-30 is small, neat and

efficient, I think I'd go for the MSQ700. Sometimes

being interesting is as important as being efficient. 
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Computer Music Specialists
PC Services has been specialising in MIDI and music software since 1987.

Phone for friendly help and advice on sound cards MIDI and music software.

SongWright £115
Complete music processing program for
producing good quality printed scores.
Includes part extraction and transposition,
lyrics, mouse and MIDI support. Supports
dot matrix, HP Deskjet and Laserjet
printers.

PC MIDI Card £75****
PC MIDI Card &
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Prism £59

Band in a Box £69

Musicator GS £260

Trax - Windows £89
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MusicTime - Windows £199
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Cakewalk Pro - Windows £275

Cubase - Windows £335

MIDI & Sound Cards
PC MIDI card £75

Key MIDlator £99

MQX32M MIDI/SMPTE £199

Soundblaster Pro £175

Soundblaster MIDI £34

Roland SCC1 card £335
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CALL US NOW ON
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EDDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC STORE IN THE SOUTH

YAMAHA DIGITAL SYNTHESIZERS
Amazing Features At An Incredibly Low Price !

TG500 EXPANDER SY35 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER
TG100 EXPANDER SY85 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER
RM50 EXPANDER Check Our Prices!!!

KAWAI K4 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER

8 Channel Multitimbra1.16 Note Poly.Digital FX.61 Drum Samples.
Fantastic Analouge and Digital type Sounds. AMAZING! £499

KAWAI Q80 SEQUENCER
The Best Value Professional Digital Sequencer.

32 Tracks. Independent Track Looping.
Active Quantize. 96ppq.Tape Sync.

3.5DDrive.32 Voice Poly.26,000 Note Memory.
Limited Stocks At £399

FOR A LIMITED PERIOD WE ARE
ABLE TO OFFER AN EXCLUSIVE

PACKAGE DEAL COMBINING THE
K4 SYNTHESIZER AND THE Q80

SEQUENCER.

K4 SYNTHESIZER
PLUS

Q80 SEQUENCER
£799

EMU I FED!!! PROTEUS, PROCUSSION,
PROFORMANCE , MPS & EMAX 7I . NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY !!!

ROLAND

JD800
Best Ever Deal
Dont Miss Out.

The Ultimate Creative Synthesizer!!

6/ Keys. Velocity Sensitive.
Aftertouch.

18 Bit D/A Conversion .
24 Voice Poly.

6 Channel Multi Timbral.
64 Patch Memories.

Chorus. Delay. Reverb.
Distortion. Phaser.

Spectrum. Enhancer.

NEW AND USED SALT
Akai S6I 2 Sampler+D.Drive £249
Oberhiem Matrix 1000 Module £299
Akai SI000 Sampler £399
Roland D70 Synthesizer £999
Roland D5 Synthesizer £325
Rhodes MK80 Digital Piano £949
Roland MC50 Sequencer. £499
Yamaha QX5FD Sequencer £299
Yamaha QX I Sequencer £299
Roland 5550 Sampler £799
Elka MK76 Wieghted Mother Keyboard £499
Rhodes Model 760 RSPCM Synth £749

£899
£399
£399
£499
£1250
£799
£419
£599
£239
£799
£399
£369
£749
£759
£779
£675
£1349
£899
£1150

Emax Sampler
Yamaha SY22 Synthesizer
Casio DA7 DAT Recorder
Yamaha SY55 Synthesizer
Roland FP8 Digital Piano
Ensoniq SQl+Synthesizer
Sony DTC750ES DAT Recorder
Roland U20 RSPCM Keyboard
Boss DR660 Drum Computer
RSD Proline 16-4-8 Mixer
Roland D50 Synthesizer
Roland A30 Mother Keyboard
Korg Wavestation
Ensoniq VFX SD
Korg Ml Workstation
Fostex 812 Mixer
Ensoniq EPS16R+ Sampler
Ensoniq SQ2 Workstation
Korg Olw Workstation

ROLAND MEGA DEALS!!!
JW50, JV30, JV80, A30, MC50, SC55, SC155.

CALL US NOW AND SAVE fit's!!

QUIPMENT

Whatever Your
Multitrack

Requirements,
Contact us

Now
For The Best

Possible Prices!

FOSTEX R8 DOWN IN PRICE!!!
TASCAM TSR8 PACKAGES

HUGE REDUCTIONS ON ALL PORTASTUDIOS
CALL FOR DETAILS AND SAVE £££S'.!!

NEW PRODUCTS
ENSONIQ ASRIO SAMPLER. ROLAND DJ70.

ATARI FALCON.KURZWEIL K2000.

SYNTHESIZER PACKAGES

For a Limited Period Only, We Are Able To Offer The
Kawai Q80 Sequencer As a Package With a Number Of

Todays Most Popular Synthesizers.
We Only Have a Limited Quantity. Dont Miss Out!!

JV 30+ Q80 RRP£1398 OUR PRICE £999
J V 80+ Q80 RRP £1898 OUR PRICE £1299
SY 35+ Q80 RRP £1198 OUR PRICE £899

ACCESS. VISA. CREDIT FACILITIES.

YAMAHA TG 33

32 Note Poly.l6 Part
Multitimbral.Vector

Synthesis.128 Preset Voices £299

SONY DTCP7

Optical In \Out. Co Ax IMOut.
Phono In/Out. Remote Control

NOW ONLY £349

KAWAI PH50 ORIGINAL RRP £299 NOW OAT) 09
LOW
COST

DIGITAL
SYNTH!!

PH50 MEGA DEAL
Using The Same Sound Source As The K I Synthesizer, The PH50

Features 200 Preset Tone Patches and 50 Combination Patches.
Four Channel Multi Timbral Through Midi.30 PCM Rhythm patterns.

£129

ROLAND SC155

317 Sounds. 9 Drum Kits
16 Part Multitimbral.

Remote Control. I.ow Price!!

EFFECTS

Alesis Quadraverb + £299
Alesis Quadraverb GT £349
ART Multiverb LTX £poa
ART Multiverb Alpha II £299
Ensoniq DP4 £poa
Zoom 9002 £225

KORG SYNTHESIZERS OIRW O3RW
Best Ever Deals'

We Stock The Entire 01W Series Plus The MI, Wavestation and
Wavestation AD Rack. CHECK OUR PRICES!!!

AKAI PROFESSIONAL
51000 51100

I II HARD DRIVE
PACKAGES.

.bbbbaI Wig. 7111c59 S1100EX
Check Our Prices!!

We Stock The Complete Range Of Akai Samplers,
Drum Computers, Keyboards And Midi Products.

NOW IN STOCK THE INCREDIBLE SOl SAMPLER

SOFTWARE BLITZ!
LOWEST EVER PRICES ON
STIENBURC B,MOTU& OPCODE.

CUBASE £239
CUBEAT £79
NOTATOR £229
CREATOR £159
UNITOR II £189
VISION £299

We Buy Used
Equipment

ATARI 1040 PACKS
BEST EVER PRICES'

FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE. OVERNIGHT DELIVERY.



Technically Speaking
Technical Questions Answered by Vic Lennard

QGhost in the works or what! My old
Prophet 5 is acting in a most unsynthly

manner. Over the past six months, various
sounds have been changing overnight - I know
what they sounded like in the afternoon but
the next day some of them were totally
different. About three weeks ago, I turned it on
and there were no sounds at all. What the hell
is going on?
N James

Gloucester

AThe answer, I'm afraid, has little to do
with the supernatural and more to do with

the lithium battery inside your synth which
backs up the patch memory during powerdown.

This battery has a finite life of around five
years or so, after which the voltage starts to
drop. When this occurs, because not all of the
data is properly supported, changes start to
take place. In other words, parameters get
altered and the sounds change for no apparent
reason. Once the voltage falls below a certain
value, the battery is useless and all of the
internal sounds disappear.

Replacing the battery isn't the easiest of
tasks as it requires the opening up of the
synth and the removal of two circuit boards.
The lithium battery is soldered in place and
installing a new one is awkward because if you

short circuit the contacts you run the risk of
destroying the battery or severely reducing its
life. I strongly advise you to let the
professionals do the job. If there is no
qualified service centre in your area, call the
Synth Service Centre on: 071 586 0357 - who
can also reload the original sounds for both
the Rev 2 and Rev 3 models if you happen to
need them.

QI am an enthusiastic and ambitious
keyboard player in desperate need of

some expert advice. I have a Kawai K4,
Roland Juno 106, Technics SX-K700 and an
Alesis SR16 drum machine.

My problem is this: In the past I have
rushed into the MIDI scene with a great deal
of haste and not enough thought.
Consequently I have regretted the decisions I
have made - particularly as far as computer
sequencers are concerned. I have suffered for
too long with the limited abilities of the
Spectrum and Commodore 64's MIDI

packages - almost to the point of depression.
I have a friend who briefly demonstrated the

capabilities of one of the C -Lab packages,
which impressed me, but unfortunately my
friend moved away before I had the opportunity

of using it myself to see just exactly what it
had to offer. Also, he didn't tell me which C -
Lab package it was, so I am still a little
confused as to what Notator, Creator and so
on actually do.

Could you please tell me exactly what the
different C -Lab packages have to offer so that
I can make a decision I won't regret.

Patrick Lanigan
Pershore

A C -Lab Creator and Notator are essentially
M pattern -based sequencers, which means
that you construct a song in much the same
way that you would with a drum machine.
Pattern one might be the intro, pattern two the
first verse and so on. There are 100 patterns
in all, each of which offers 16 tracks, and you
can copy tracks, or parts of tracks, from one
pattern to another. This allows you to create a
pattern for a verse and then re -use part of it in
another pattern later in the song.

If 16 tracks aren't enough - which is
possible as you could use an entire pattern
just for the drums, with each instrument
assigned to a separate track - there is an
Arrange mode which lets you use up to four
patterns at the same time. This effectively
means that you can have up to 64 tracks
running simultaneously, which should be
enough for most of us.

Notator has the same sequencer functions
as Creator with the addition of a musical
scoring facility which lets you edit in standard
notation and print out the score. While the
score editor shows you the note information for
the sequence, it also allows you to enter text,
lyrics and a variety of scoring symbols.

The bottom line is that if you want to edit in
notation or need to print out a score, go for
Notator. Otherwise, Creator is your man! For
more information, contact Mark Gordon at
Sound Technology on: 0462 480000.

Q
I have a niggling problem which I can't
sort out. My system is a Roland MKB-200

master keyboard, an ST running Steinberg
Cubase, and various sound modules including

Got a problem? Vic has an answer.
Write to: Technically Speaking, Music Technology,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs. CB7 4AF

a Roland U-220 from which I use the drum
sounds. I use the keyboard to play the drum
sounds and work section by section on
Cubase, looping as I go, and find that after a
while the sounds start to cut out. I've tried
everything, but the only thing that sorts the
problem out is using a drum machine in its
place and I don't like the sounds!
Jim Cabine

Chelmsford

AMany Roland keyboards implement a MIDI
message called All Notes Off which has

the express purpose of shutting down any
hanging notes that occur within the sound
module. If you like, this is a bolt and braces
approach to ensuring that notes do shut off
when you take your fingers off the keys.

Every time you lift all of your fingers off the
keyboard, the Note Offs for the keys you've
released are sent out, followed by the All Notes

Off message. As you are looping on a sequencer

and recording as you go, lots of All Notes Off
messages are being sent and so are shutting off

the notes that you are currently playing. The
more tracks you record, the worse it gets.

There is an easy solution. Go to MIDI Filters
in the Options menu and set one of the
Controllers to 'AllNoteOff'. This will prevent the
All Notes Off message from being recorded. As

for why your drum machine doesn't behave in
the same way, it simply doesn't recognise the
All Notes Off messages!

QI recently read in a music magazine -
sorry, it was one of your rivals! - that the

way to prevent a Roland JX-3P synth from
receiving MIDI notes on all channels at the
same time was to buy an Anatek Pocket Filter
and insert this in line with the MIDI cables. The
trouble was, the recommended unit cost nearly
£90. Is there no easier or cheaper way of doing
it? I would be grateful for any suggestions.

Neil Beresford,

Telford

AWhen you turn a a JX-3P on, it defaults to

operating in Omni On mode, which means

that it responds to notes on every MIDI
channel. Yes, there is an easier and a cheaper
way of preventing this. In fact, it'll cost you
absolutely nothing! Turn the JX-3P off, connect
the MIDI Out to the MIDI In and turn it back on.
The JX-3P will have reset itself to operate in
Omni Off mode and will only respond to MIDI
information on MIDI channel 1. Admittedly you
can't alter this channel, but that's better than
shelling out ninety quid on a filter, I think you'll
agree. The moral to the story? If you want the
right answers ask the right people...
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a sound library...
The Ferro Music Technology Series
A series of books designed to present the whole picture of music
technology in practical, easy to understand terms for anyone, beginner to
advanced user, enabling them to enjoy the full benefits that music
technology has to offer.

Steve De Furia is a columnist for Keyboard magazine, an active musician
& synthesist with numerous album, film and session credits. He got his
start as a computer programmer by writing music composition software
for Frank Zappa.
Joe Scacciaferro is an electrical engineer & columnist for Music,
Computers & Software magazine. He is also president of one of the
USA's largest service & design facility for computer based musical
instruments.

The MIDI Book
Steve De Furla & Joe Scacciaterro
Here's everything you need to know about MIDI, starting
with a brief explanation of how and why it works. A step-by-
step tour through the complete world of MIDI, that will help
you to understand & use MIDI to it's fullest potential.
Order Code: MAX 307 C9.95

The MIDI Resource Book
Steve De Furl. 8 Joe Scacclaterro
For people who have used The MIDI Book, this is the
perfect launching point into applying & expanding their
knowledge & will become a constant source of reference.
Completely cross-referenced with The MIDI Implementation
Book and The MIDI System Exclusive Book.
Order Code: MR 308 £11.95

MIDI Programmer's Handbook
Steve De Furl. & Joe Scaeolatervo
This handbook is an indispensable reference for anyone
interested in, or already writing MIDI software or who works
with MIDI one technical level. It N not specific to any
computer so is equally useful to IBM, Apple, Commodore &
Atari programmers.
Order Code: MAX 302 C19.95

The MIDI System Exclusive
Book
Steve De Furls & Joe Scecciaterro
The data Mat is the heart & soul of each manufacturer's
product is contained in this book. This information, which
has never been availble to the public before, is presented as
en easy -to -reference manual. Great for technical people as
well as the average musician who has become familiar with
using MIDI.
Order Code: MR 305 £19.95

The MIDI Implementation Book
Steve De Ririe & Joe Scacclaterro
A complete collection of every MIDI implementation chart
ever produced throughout the world! They show MIDI
applications for every synthesizer, sampler & sequencer and
can be used by musicians, retailers, studio engineers &
producers, songwriters, service centres & design engineers.
Order Code: MR 306 £12.95

The Sampling book
Steve De Furla & Joe Scacchderro
Apparently only a small percentage of sampler owners
actually sample their own sounds. Perhaps many have
become discouraged alter a few truitless sessions. This
book sets out to impart a certain understanding of the
mechanics of sound & a familiarity with one's sampler to
enable anyone to create their own samples.
Order Code: MR 310 £11.95

Synthesis With Style
Steve De Furls & Joe Scacclaferre
How to modify and edit sounds so you can perform them -
not just play them! This book will show you how to get the
most out of your synthesizer, no matter the technology it's
based on or it's manufacturer. Complete with a cassette
demonstrating examples of what's possible.
Order Code: MR 313 (Inc. cassette) £14.95

The Secrets of Analog &
Digital Synthesis
Steve De Furls
For the advanced player or newcomer to the music world,
'Secrets' provides information on how to apply the rules Ok
governing the world of music technology to today's most
popular instruments. A must for keyboard players, guitarists,
music teachers, drummers, producers, engineers &
programmers.
Order Code: MAX 309 09.95

The Secrets Of Analog &
Digital Synthesis
Steve De Furls
The original format of this book has the same content as the
book above, except that in this package it is accompanied
by a two-hour instructional VHS video.
Order Code: MAX 324 (Inc. video) 045.94

What's MIDI?
Jon F Eche
You probably have questions about MIDI, questions which
go beyond whether it's a noun, a verb or adjective.
Questions like what it does & how you can use it in your
music. This book will answer your questions & then soma It
keeps things simple, yet doesn't skip over the essentials &
it's possible that this is the only book on the subject you'll
ever eed.
Order Code: MRX 301 43.95

What's
MIDI?

I,.

Nam,

MIDI - The Ins, Outs & Thrus
Jeff Rona
Jett Rona is a composer, arranger, synthesist, musician &
MIDI software author. This book is a guide for the musician,
performer, producer, composer, recording engineer,
computer enthusiast & anyone wanting to acquire a good
understanding of how to work with MIDI.
Order Code: MAX 303 £9.95

Mind Over MIDI
Edited by Dominic Milano
An understanding & hands-on knowledge of MIDI has
become essential for the modem musician. Mind Over MIDI
presents a comprehensive and practical introduction to this
crucial new technology & is a valuable reference tor both
beginners and advanced users of MID.
Order Code: MRX 304 C8.95

The Art of Digital Drumming
Steve Wilkes, Steve De Feria 8. Joe Sescciaferro
A volume in the Ferro Music Technology series, a series
which aims to provide musicians with a complete set of
music technology resources. The accompanying cassette
contains examples at subjects covered in the book which
includes fitting the drum part into a song, the drummer's
touch & 'feel', & ethnic percussion sounds.
Order Cede: RSX 114 (Inc.cassette) El 5.28

111111.6513515-Ti.

200 Drum Machine Patterns
Rena -Pierre Bardet
A collection of contemporary rhythm pattems to program
into your drum machine. Basic rhythm patterns &
corresponding breaks, presented in both musical notation &
"step time' grid, will allow you, in conjunction with your drum
machine's user's manual, to program your drum machine,

as well as providing you with
material you'can modify to your taste. A book designed for
first steps in programming.
Order Code: RSX 111 £7.95

DRUM MACIUME

260 Drum Machine Patterns
Rena. Pierre Bardet
This book is a supplement to the first volume, above, & like
that book this contains the rhythms most often used in
contemporary music, presented in both musical notation &
"step time" grids.
Order Code: RSX112 £7.95

Drum Programming
Ray F Badness
Geared towards the novice drum machine user, & written
because the author couldn't find such a book when he
needed it, having "searched high & low". This book explains
the basics of drumming & drum programming. Subtitled 'A
Complete Guide To Program And Think Like A Drummer',
that's exactly what it sets out to do.
Order code: RSX113 £6.95

Roy Wood
In this video Roy Wood explains his approach to composing
& producing in modern studios. The use of EQ, echo,
reverb, how to prepare the acoustics of your room & the use
of computers.
Order Code: MR 320 (video) C27.94

Synthesiser Basics
Edited by Brent Hurtig
The musicians reference for creating, performing &
recording electronic music, designed to help you maximise
the creative processes available. History, how to program,
MAD! & the role of computers in today's music, equipment &
recording are all covered here.
Order Code: MAX 314 £9.95

Y01:ttelilitil

What's A Sampler?
Freff
A small book? - no, a road map to help you find your way
around in the world of digital sampling. The basics of how to
make & use samples, terms defined, a host of bps &
explanations. The author is well known for his informative &
off beat articles, here he leads you through the land or bits,
bytes & barking dogs.
Order Code: MAX 311 £4.50

Stimpk
-*

Digital Sampling
Terry Fryer
Tony Fryer, an authority on digital sampling has whiten a
number of articles on the subject for Keyboard magazine.
This book is a compilation of the information they contained
including: the roots of keyboard sampling, multisampling,
logging, mixing, sampling drums, processing & mixing sound
& much more.
Order Code: MR 312 £7.95

Personal Recording
Everything you need to know to set up your own multitrack
recording studio. Published in association with Yamaha - a
general introduction to multitrack recording and a guide to
the use of Yamaha equipment, especially the MTIX (CMX1)
& MT2X (CMX2) multitrack recorders.
Order Code: MR 315 08.95

Multi -Track Recording
Edited by Dominic Milano
A technical a, creative guide for the musician & home
recorder. Everything you'll need to know, tram setting up,
choosing equipment, effects, syncronization, MIDI &
advanced techniques.
Order Code: MR 316 09.95

Music Producers
Edited by Teed Stone
Conversations with many of today's top record producrers
including: KRS-One,Daniel Lanais, Jeff Lynne, Hugh
Padgham, Don & David Was, Phil Ramone & George
Martin.
Order Code: MR 317 £11.95

Sound Reinforcement
Handbook
Gary Davies 8 Ralph Jones
A useful reference for anyone interested in learning the
basics of sound reinforcement. This is the revised second
edition, produced in association with Yamaha - the first
edition sold 20,000 copies - a veritable bible of sound
einforcement.

Order Cede: MR 318 E27.95

Intro To Synthesis
Dean Friedman
Learn all you need M know about music synthesis in this 3
pad video series. Common principles are explained with
examples given on today's most popular synthesizers.
Topics covered include the 3 elements of sound - pitch,
timbre & volume, the 5 most common wave forms & the 7
main components of a synthesizer.
Part 1 Order Code: MR 321 (video) £27.94
Part 2 Order Code: MR 322 (video) C27.94
Part 3 Order Code: MR 323 (video) 027.94

mmaD

SYHTIEWS

To order any of these books simply cut out or photocopy this form and send it to: Mail Order Dept., Music Maker
Books, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF or fax it to 0353 662489. To order by Access or Visa credit
card, telephone the Music Maker Orderline on 0353 665577 (9am - 5pm Mon - Fri) and speak to Cheryl or Jenny.

POST & PACKING PER BOOK
UK iar mac Beast of the World

Fifa, Item
Each additional item

Please send me the following books:
Code Title Amount

Add postage (see panel)

Total

I enclose a cheque/postal orders for £ made payable to Music

Maker Books, or please debit my AccessNisa credit card number

Expiry Date __/__

Name

Address

Postcode

Daytime Phone Number

Overseas payments must be made in pounds sterling drawn on a British bank.
It is essential that you include your correct postcode to ensure prompt delivery.
Please include a daytime phone number in case of query. Orders are
dispatched within 7 to 10 days but please allow 28 days for delivery. Also
available from all good music shops. Distributed to the music retail by IMP.





Hands On

OnSTAGE
Software For Atari ST

For many musicians taking a
computer on stage is still the
stuff of nightmares. But with
some well -designed software
(and a little hardware) on your
side, it might just be alright on
the night...

As soon as technology solves one problem, it causes

another. Or so it seems. For many musicians,
sequencers can be more powerful tools than multitrack tape

recorders and enable them to produce professional results

in the proverbial cupboard -under -the -stairs. First -generation

sound quality every time. The problem, of course, is playing

live.

Though neither method has much to recommend it,
there's something that bit more 'immediate' about playing to

a sequencer than playing alongside backing tapes. The
punter may not appreciate the lack of tape hiss or the
rapport you've built up with your 'band' - but you certainly

will. Of course it means carrying your synths and expanders

around with you, possibly with a separate mixer and the

L

inevitable signal processors, but what price art and
perfection?

The decisions get harder to make, however, where
software -based sequencers are concerned. Musicians have

never been keen to subject their computer, monitor and
possibly hard disk to the rigours of the road. And perhaps in

response to this, the market for hardware sequencers did

perk up a bit. Then dedicated units appeared - MIDI data

filers.

But is this extra hardware expense really necessary?
Hands On think not. And to support their belief they have
developed OnSTAGE as a means by which you can take your

Atari ST 'on stage' and use it like a dedicated data filer -

without a monitor.

There are three programs on the disk. One simply
switches the LEDs on and off to ensure they are

working. The second is the OnSTAGE edit program from

which you set up the files and parameters, and the third is

the playback program which you use live.

The edit program is actually a very sophisticated file
organiser. The screen shows four banks -A to D - each with

eight slots and each holding a song title. Fill them all and

you have (I'll save you digging out your calculator) 32 songs.

This is known as a 'set'. (Software that uses established 11

Text by
Ian Waugh

Computer
Keys
The function keys 1-9 load

sets 1-9. All the song data

is loaded into memory at
once, so playback is

instantaneous. (F10 will

immediately cancel a load

set command). Playback is

controlled from the numeric

keypad, the top four keys -

'(', ')', '/' and "f ' - are used
to select banks A to D. This

also illuminates the relevant

LED on the display unit. The

numbers 1 to 8 are used to

select a song and begin

playback. Pressing '0' stops

playback, '.' is used as a
pause button and Enter to

continue. You can also

adjust the tempo on the fly

with the '+' and '-' keys.
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APPRAISAL OnSTAGE Software

The
hardware

So how on earth do you

know what's going on? Well,

the package includes

small black box which plugs

into the ST's parallel port

and a series of eight LEDs

tell
you what the program is

doing. The LEDs are large

and bright enough to be

seen across a darkened

stage providing your roadies

aren't giving it what -for with

the

pyrotechnics and smoke

machines,

Four of the LEDs are

labelled Status, MIDI In,

MIDI Out and Play. Status

tells you that OnSTAGE is up

and running and the MIDI

LEDs indicate MIDI activity

at the ST's MIDI ports. The

Play LED acts as a

metronome and flashes in

time to the output - the
flash to indicate the first

beat of each bar being

slightly longer than the

others. The other four LEDs

are labelled A, B, C & D and
represent the banks from

which songs can be played.

Info
Price:

OnSTAGE £99 95 plus P&P.

Price inclusive of VAT

More from:

Hands On MIDI Software

3 Bell Road

Gosham

Portsmouth

Hampshire P06 3NX

Tel: 0705 221162
Fax: 0705 382865

musicians' terminology? That must be a first - Ed)

The procedure for creating a set is very simple. You
highlight a slot in a bank and select 'load song' from the File

menu. The program works with standard MIDI files so you

can use ones you've created in your own sequencer or MIDI

files from third parties (or Hands On themselves). The disk

contains short extracts from twenty Hands On arrangements

for you to practice with.

You can easily change the order of the songs in a set by

clicking and dragging them around the bank slots. Double

clicking on a title reveals extra information about it and lets

you alter the tempo and set MIDI Thru on or off. Drag a
song to the track window on the left of the screen and its

individual tracks appear. Here you can set the tracks' MIDI

channels and program change numbers. You can also mute

tracks, which could be useful with third -party MIDI files for

muting the melody or lead break, for example - unless you

decide to mime. You wouldn't, would you?

Double click on a track name and up pops another
window which lets you mute it, change its MIDI channel and

initial volume, adjust its relative volume and velocity, and

transpose it. These changes only affect playback from
within OnSTAGE - not the file itself. But why have all these

parameters if you are going to use files you have already

created and set up? Well, you can fine tune a song here

without reloading your sequencer and, dare I suggest it, use

OnSTAGE with third -party MIDI files - even if you don't have

a sequencer. You can't edit the note data but you can edit

the playback parameters.

The 'About OnSTAGE' info box (accessed from the Atari

menu) tells you how much song space you have used and

how much memory is free. The main screen has 'tape' type

transport controls so you can check that the songs
playback okay and also adjust the tempo. A timer tells you

the elapsed time and is particularly useful for timing a spot.

(More muso-speak? - Ed.)

When you've organised a set to your satisfaction, you
save it to disk. OnSTAGE doesn't actually save all the song

data with each set file - rather, it saves a file which tells it

where to find the songs along with a list of any performance

changes you may have made. This is both quicker and more

efficient.

The playback program only occupies 20K of disk space

so you have almost 690K for song data -a little more if

you use an extended disk format. It makes sense to save

the set and songs onto the same disk if you can. As you will

probably have realised, however, if you only have a 1Mb ST,

you won't be able to save all the song data onto one floppy.

To help get around this, there's a set overlay function which

will not delete a song from a bank unless the incoming set

also has a song in that slot. This lets you build a set
containing only songs in bank A, for example, and overlay it

with one which only has songs in bank B - and so on.

The program will also work with a hard disk, although
unless you have amazingly large and complex files there

should be, no need to lug a hard drive around with you. A

reasonably complex song file will probably be between 50-

100K. There is also a fast set mode which only loads the

song names and not the song data. This is useful if you
simply want to reorganise a set, but do so without loading

all the songs.

In use, you must boot the playback program from a floppy

disk - copying it to create as many working disks as you
need. It's a little time consuming, but there are advantages

to saving your songs on a working disk rather than a blank

one - as we'll see in a moment.

The program will boot from a hard disk if you copy it to

your Auto folder, but it has been designed not to run with

any other software and if you want to use a hard disk, it
might be a good idea to use one dedicated to OnSTAGE. If

you have a monitor connected, you will see a text display of

the banks and songs which helps you familiarise yourself

with the program before going monitorless.

f you wish, you can control the program from your MIDI

I keyboard. You can define the keys which will be used to

control playback, change banks and select songs. You must

also specify an Activate key which must be pressed while
performing any of the remote functions. Choose it carefully
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or you may find yourself at the start of another song during

an inspired bout of improvisation.

The program will merge incoming MIDI data with the song

data it's transmitting, so you can use the same
instrument(s) for playback and for any live playing you may

be doing on top. To ensure continuity, it's possible to load a

new set while a song is playing.

An Autoplay function will automatically step through and

play all the songs in a bank - useful for seque-way sets (sic)

or for instrumental music during the bingo in the
intermission! You can also activate a clock send which will

control a drum or another sequencer.

OnSTAGE is reset -proof. If you accidentally press the reset

button on the back of your ST, the song data will remain
intact and the program will re -appear after doing a few

housekeeping chores. Clever. To accomplish the task,
however, there must be a working disk containing the
program in the drive - and that is why it's a good idea to
save your songs onto one. You may have to suffer the
ignominy of the dreaded MIDI drone, but you can stop this

once OnSTAGE has regained control of your ST by pressing

the panic button - 'Esc'.

This reset feature may save you from the ravages of a spiky

mains but obviously is no protection against a complete power

failure. However, whereas most hardware or software
sequencers would either crash or lie down and play dead,

OnSTAGE at least gets you back up and running very quickly.

The manual is well written, well laid out, full of
illustrations - and actually has an index. I could be picky and

suggest a couple of areas be given a little more detail (such

as the remote keyboard control section) but the program is

well enough designed that I suspect few users will read

much of the manual anyway. Do they ever?

Like many people, I suspect, I was genuinely surprised to

find that I could use the ST without a monitor. We're so

accustomed to the mass of information that a VDU supplies,

working without one sounds like riding a bike down the street

with your eyes closed (...don't try this at home children).
However, the LEDs on the display unit keep you well
informed. The only thing you have to remember - or write

down - is the songs in the banks.

The weakest part of the system is not the software (which

performed perfectly) but the ST itself. I know that STs had a

reliability problem in the early days and I know musicians

who simply will not take any computer at all on the road with

them - full stop. For them it's the reassuring solidity of the

hardware sequencer or a MIDI data filer.

But ST reliability has improved and I know musos who

already tour with an ST, monitor, et al. And if you already

have an ST why not use it on the road as well as in your

studio and save a few hundred big ones on the cost of a

data filer to boot?

Well, that's the pros and cons of the system. The
decision, as ever, dear reader, is yours. But if you're happy

about taking your ST on the road, OnSTAGE will serve you

very well indeed.

4,S)71/17 -Ii -

Torque T225SK Stereo
Keyboard Amp
Text by Ian Masterson

Here's an interesting little product for all those who like to simply plug

in their synths and play. The Torque T255SK is a 25+25 watt stereo

keyboard amp with a built-in 3 -channel mixer; the sort of thing that would

be ideal for use in studio practice sessions, a personal writing suite or

even a good of pub gig.

The unit comes in three

parts: a central amp/
mixer and two speaker
boxes - all of which
would fit very neatly into

a small flightcase for
portability.

This is largely due to
the small size of the
speaker cabinets, which

measure a paltry
340x205x290mm. Of
course, this does restrict the size of the venue you can use them in; don't

get any ideas about filling Wembley Arena with throbbing bass.

The amp unit is modelled along the lines of a small integrated PA unit

with three channel inputs, all using stereo 1/4" jacks and controlled by
individual Gain knobs. Channel three will also function as a mic input with

the aid of a switch to select low impedance. The mix of the three stereo

signals may be adjusted by means of Master Volume and Stereo Balance

controls and there's a three -band EQ section with controls for Bass,
Middle and Treble. Should you feel the need, it's also possible to use an

effects unit with the amp; this can be patched in using the stereo loop

jacks.
The front -panel lineup is completed by a single stereo line output, which

could be useful for committing things to tape. The most noticeable feature

on the back panel is the strangely massive neon power switch - surely this

is overkill? - which keeps company with three mono jacks; one for each of

the speakers, one for slaving the amp in stereo.
Once you've familiarised yourself with the hardware, using the amp is

simply a matter of plugging in the speakers (leads are included, but are not

of heavy-duty construction) and lining up your various inputs. Simplicity

itself. But how does it sound?
Well, much as it looks, really - tough but small and a little 'boxy'.

Naturally, the speakers represent the weak link in the system; one cannot

help but wonder what could have been achieved with just a few more
square inches of cabinet space. But all things considered the sound is

acceptable enough - providing you're not using any 'extreme' synth
patches. It would certainly make an excellent practice outfit, easily carried

and yet flexible enough to cope with two or three keyboards. And for
anyone who has a session at the Dog 'n' Duck with their DX7 and a mic, it

could well be ideal.

Info:
Price: 2 x 25w £266 inc. VAT T250 SK 2 x 50w £350 inc. VAT.
More from: Barns and Muliens Ltd. 155 Greysinn Road London WC1X 8UF
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Return of the Killer
Synth Sounds!

HitMusic's Producer Series Sampling CDs are well-known as market leaders. Their Synth sounds have been equally popular
and successful whilst being marketed as Valhala's® International Gold® Series. Now the existing cards have been refined, re-
packaged, re -priced and relaunched by HitMusic as the Sound Foundation range of cards. HitMusic's sounds are used by such
well -respected names as Vangelis, George Michael, Pet Shop Boys, Talk Talk, Mike & the Mechanics, Midge Ure, and more.
Their first cards earnt a reputation for unparalleled quality their new cards are sure to maintain.

KORG
M1 - 3 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £50 each
"...if you want to be inspired to greater heights of musical ecstasy, look no further!... The amazing thing about these cards is that they
sound completely different...all the voices here really do sound new...if you are at all serious then you'll buy all three...try them out
yourself." - SOS, Dec 91. "The last time you heard sounds of this quality emanating from a single keyboard you were probably listening
to an Emulator or a Faidight...these sounds will tempt you to make an M1 the maior keyboard in your rig. If they don't I honestlydon't
know what will." - MT, Aug 90.
WaveStation - 2 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £50 plus 1 WS AD/EX/SR Card that utilises additional PCMs- £55
M3R - 2 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £50 each
T -Series - 2 Producer Series Gold Disks* - £45 each
01/W - 2 Producer Series Banks - Please call to check price & availability
ROLAND
JD800 - 2 Cards coming SOON! - Call to check availability
JV880 - Cards coming SOON!
D70 - Cards coming SOON!
D50 - 2 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £45 each
"...there's no company making a better name for itself...I admit it, I'm impressed...a number of absolutegems - the overall impression is
one that firmly lives up to their excellent reputation for quality...quality plus value - what more do you want?" - MT Nov 90.
D10/5/20/110 - 2 Producer Series Gold Cards* - £45 each
MKS70 - 1 Atari ST Disk - £39
YAMAHA
SY/TG77 - 1 Producer Series Gold Disk* SY/ST/MC Formats - £40
SY/TG55 - 2 Producer Series Gold Disks* ST/MC Formats - £40 each
SY22/TG33 - 1 Producer Series Gold Disk* ST/MC Formats - £40
KAWAI
K4 - 2 Producer Series Gold Disks* ST/MC Formats - £40 each
K1 - 2 Producer Series Gold Disks* ST/MC Formats - £35 each

Please note some of these sounds have previously sold as International Gold cards - please be careful to avoid buying the same sounds twice. Please call to
check if you are in any doubt.

MasterBits DAT-RAM Sample Library
These DATs contain well over 300 Megabytes of ready
to use samples for your Akai S1000/S1100 fitted with the
IB104 Digital 10 board and any DAT player featuring
digital output. Samples are quick to audition and use.
Three volumes are now available: 1 - Composer Set, 2 -
Ethno Set, 3 - Producer Set. Each for the new low price of
just £199, All three for just £499, please call for more
details on each of them.

AM
The Advanced Media Group

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL UK

073088 383 Fax 073088 390
Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone
using:

High Quality Sample CDs from around the World
Uberschall Collection
Volume One - Guitar samples from hard rock to funk - Synths - Samplers - Mellotron -
Holophonic effects and much more! - 787 samples.
Volume Two - Drums - Holophonic samples - percussion - FX - Synths - 921 samples.
Each volume costs £45 or buy both for just £80.

DANCE SERIES 1 by Megamidi
 17 'Song Kits' featuring 200 riffs II 75 Loops from acid house to live funk!  170 drum
and 120 percussion samples!  Guitar licks & Orch Hits!  Scratching, Sci-Fi FX!  Over
110 vocoder, robot and computer noises!  Loads of hooks and vocal samples!  All on
one brand new CD from France - £55 fully inclusive.

New Megamidi Dance Series No. 2 Sample CD
MegaMidi have just released volume 2 of their Dance Series of sample CDs. It runs for
over an hour and cover many styles including Acid, Rap, Industrial, Funk, Techno, House,
New Jack Swing and Ragga Muffin. It features 360 loops and 40 song kits including
synths, bass -lines, guitar, FX, vocals and more. All for £55.
Both volumes available for the special price of just £95.

AudioQuest SAMPLE IT!
 Breaks, Grooves & Rhythms 1 & 2 - Superb selection of newly created loops that
sound as if they're off vinyl!, Volume 2 features TR-Loops and Kraftwerk-style electro
loops!  Sample Wave Sounds & Textures 1 & 2 - Prophet VS, Vocoder samples and
more.  Classic Synths & Beatboxes 1,2, 3 & 4 - Featuring such classics as the Jupiter
8, MiniMoog, Prophet V, TR808, TR909, and many many more. Call for details on each
volume.  FX's & Bizarre Samplesl & 2 - A collection of natural and synthesized effects -

sonic icing for your music.  £39 per CD

El =0
All tradenames are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all
refunds/exchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions al any of our products will be pursued to the
fullest extent of the law 'Norman and The Sound Foundation are tradenames of AMG All prices and specifications are subject to
change without prior notification AMG 1992



Out of the computer's disk drive crept hundreds of tiny green creatures covered in
slime. The monitor sprang to life revealing pictures of hideous, contorted faces
laughing and cackling. I felt the sweat pouring from my head, my hands were cold
and sticky. Then I woke up and remembered the gig we were playing that night...

C equencers; what would we do without
10 them? Well, for those attempting to
recreate on stage, songs which have been
written in the studio, the answer would
involve tape machines or employing an awful

lot more musicians.

Modern sequencing programs incorporate

facilities with the express purpose of keeping

a 'live' feel to music recorded on a computer.

For example, the resolution of current Atari

ST sequencers is around four times that of

earlier programs, so musical nuances are
faithfully preserved. Consequently, computer

sequencers are more than capable of
recreating the live feel imparted to recorded

music. The real problems start when we

attempt to take this kind of sequencer on
stage.

But is there any need? There are many
standalone sequencers which are quite self-

sufficient and therefore ideal for use on
stage.

Nof all are suitable. The cheaper ones tend

to use a tape interface for the saving and

loading of songs (rather than a disk drive) and

invariably have insufficient memory to hold an

entire set -worth of material. The consequence

of this is that songs have to be loaded mid -

set using a slow and often unreliable means

of data transfer. Though possible, no one
would recommend it.

Some older sequencers have a built-in disk

drive, but instead of standard floppies use

Quick Disks. These are so named because

they can load the entire side of a disk in a
few seconds - the trade-off being that they
hold very little data. From a live point of view,

they have three main disadvantages: only
one song can be saved per side, disks have

to be physically turned over to access the
second side, and they are quite expensive
and difficult to get hold of.

Given that each Quick Disk can hold a
maximum of two songs, you could end up
with something like ten or twelve disks sitting

on top of your keyboard - with all the
attendant problems of making sure you
select the right one and being equally certain

it is inserted the right way up. For many, this

is the stuff of nightmares when it comes to

live performance.

By contrast, modern hardware sequencers

are usually equipped with built-in 3.5" disk

drives. And whilst still, perhaps, having 0
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FEATURE StageCoaching -1

0 insufficient capacity for an entire set, have
the advantage of much faster loading times.

All of the above assumes that the
sequencer used live is also the one

being used to record the songs in the first

place. But if it isn't and a computer -based

sequencing program is the mainstay of the

recording set-up, the problem of transferring

song data from one system to another rears

its ugly head - so how about using the
original computer system live?

It's a simple fact of life that most
computers are not designed for the rigours of

live work. The first problem is one of internal

protection; the action of being shaken about

in the back of a car or van can easily lead to

Elka CR-99

memory boards being dislodged or damage

occurring to disk drive heads. Drop most
computers once and you won't need to worry

about problems with loading song disks -
you'll be too busy trying to find a repair shop!

A second problem lies in a computer's
susceptibility to radio frequency (RF) and
electrical field interference. Place a monitor

near power lines which are carrying pulses
from a lighting box and the result is likely to
be screen interference in the form of
moving/shuddering lines which make it
impossible to read numbers and letters.
Thirdly, few computer sequencing programs

are designed for live work and so the
facilities necessary for use on stage are not

usually implemented. These include the
ability to have more than one song in memory

and the facility to load one song while playing

back another.

It is certainly possible to record songs on a

hardware sequencer and to use that
sequencer live; many of you probably do.
However, the reduction in price of Atari,

Amiga and PC clones (the latter running
software under the Windows environment),

has led to the majority of sequencer users
opting for a computer -based program.
Consequently, a possible solution to our
problems is to use a computer -based
sequencer for recording songs and a
hardware sequencer or MIDI playback module

for live work. Songs recorded on most
computer sequencers can be saved in MIDI

File format, a generic method of saving song

data for reloading into another program even

on a different computer. There is a possibility

that the live sequencer may not be able to
load MIDI File format song files, and if this is

the case songs will have to be transferred by

a MIDI Out to MIDI In link between the
computer and live sequencer. Obviously this

process can be fairly time-consuming, but
once done, the files can be saved to the
sequencer's own disk drive and then
reloaded in the normal way.

As regards the sequencer itself, there are
two types of device which can be used. The

first are straightforward hardware

sequencers, but problems like insufficient
and delay in loading songs

mentioned earlier are also true here. The
second type are MIDI data playback modules

or MIDI data filers as they are often known. A

popular example is the Alesis Datadisk which

can record MIDI data and play back directly

from disk so preventing any substantial
delays from occurring between songs.

As it is not actually designed for the
purpose of playing live, it cannot playback
MIDI Files and doesn't allow you to pause in

the middle of a song. On the other hand,
Datadisk is a 1U rackmount which has been

Roland MC -50

built for mobility and so would be quite at

home in a stage environment. It's broadly
similar in design to the slightly cheaper Elka

CR-99 and both can be used to store sounds

and patches from synths on their built-in 3.5"

disk drives.

The Roland MC series of sequencers now

have the MRM software which enables them

to read MIDI Files directly from a DOS -
compatible disk - including Atari ST disks.
This is an interesting alternative, but possibly

a little expensive when one adds up the cost

of the sequencer and MRM software.
However, the MC series is robustly built and

a favourite among professionals for live use

Yamaha MDF2

(Go West used to use a pair of MC500
sequencers for the keyboard backing).

Yamaha's new battery -powered MDF2 is a

perfect example of a multi -purpose device

which will fit the live bill as it can play MIDI

Files from DOS -compatible disks and does so

directly from the disk, so preventing delays
between songs. The only possible problem is

that it can only handle format 0 MIDI Files
which means that you have to mix down each

song onto a single track on your sequencer

before saving to disk. Roland's Sound Brush

SB-55 could also be considered; like the
MDF2 it will play any MIDI Files, again directly

from disk.

Unfortunately, both units only have a single

MIDI Out, so if your studio sequencer system

is using a MIDI port expander, a degree of
data re -jigging might be necessary.

There is one other possibility which is
worth considering - a product which you

will find on review elsewhere in this issue.
Hands On MIDI Software have an Atari ST

package called On Stage which allows you to

use an ST live without the need for the
monitor - in many ways the most vulnerable

part of the system. The software lets you
organise up to 32 songs into four banks of
eight each and control their playback from a

MIDI keyboard, while a small box plugs into

the printer port and uses LEDs to allow you

to monitor the current situation. It also has

the advantage of supporting a custom MIDI

port expander which gives you the availability

of 32 MIDI channels. But don't listen to me -

go read the review for yourself...
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On ne Beat
le by Nigel Lord

One of the difficulties of writing rhythm tracks in isolation - ie. without

the bass instrument(s) which will ultimately accompany them - is
that there's often a tendancy to fill all the 'holes'. Whilst working well on
their own, patterns tend to sound overblown when placed in the context of
a mix.

Though apparently quite busy, this month's example leaves plenty of
space for other instruments to flesh out the rhythm - provided the bass
and snare drum voices are chosen sympathetically. By this I mean
selecting contrasting sounds - dry & light and ambient & heavy - for each
pair of instruments.

Outside of this, things remain pretty flexible and your further
experimentation will - as ever - bring its own rewards.
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SALE PRICES
Keyboards

Roland JV-80
Roland JV-30
Roland JW-50
Roland PC 200GS
Roland FP -8
S/h Roland Juno 6
Yamaha SY35
Yamaha SY85
Korg 01/W
Korg 01/WFD
Korg Wavestation Ex
Akai MX1000
Peavey DPM SE+
E -MU MPS
s/h Roland W30

Modules
Sound Canvas
Korg 01/VVR
Korg 03/WR
Yamaha TG100
Yamaha TG500
E -MU Proteus Range
Roland JV880
Oberheim Matrix 1000
Peavey V-3
Wavestation AD
BOSS DS330 synth module
Korg Wavestation SR

Akai
A -DAM

Call for a
demo in our
digital studio

Drum Machines
Roland R-70
Roland R-5
BOSS DR550
BOSS DR550 II
BOSS DR660
Alesis SR16
Alesis D-4
E -MU Procussion
Yamaha RY10
Kawai R50

Samplers
Peavey SP
Peavey SX
Akai S1000
Akai S1100
Akai S950
Akai SO1

Computers + Software

Atari computers
C -Lab Creator
C -Lab Notator
C -lab Unitor II
C -Lab Export

Effects
Alesis Quadraverb
Alesis Quad GT
Alesis Microverb
Yamaha EMP700
Lexicon range
Digitech range
Behringer
Peavey FX

Guitar Synth
Roland GR-1
Roland GK -2

FREE MAIL ORDER
JUST SEND US A CHEQUE OR CALL WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD

71 SALISBURY ROAD,
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX, TW4 7NW

FREE CAR PARKING RIGHT OUTSIDE. NEAREST TUBE
HOUNSLOW WEST (PICCADILLY).PHONE FROM STATION

& WE'LL PICK YOU UP

TEL: 081 570 4444

FAX: 081 577 5818
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Big _IN ir=J
With a new band,

a compilation album
and a hit single,
Terry Hall's life

is starting to look
interesting again -

damn it..!

Interview by
Phil Ward

CC here aren't any bands I'd go and see anyT
more," laments Terry Hall, staring glumly

into his cappucino. "Not a single one." The diffidence
is studied. Notwithstanding Vegas - a glamorous new liaison

with former Eurythmic Dave Stewart, a hit single (Possessed')

and a major album push by RCA in the offing - he prefers to
present himself as yesterday's man. After an 'explosive' entry

into the pop business with The Specials, he has maintained,
rather than built, a career around various aggregations of
mates, from Specials fallout, The Fun Boy Three to The
Colour Field and recent collaborations with Ian Broudie and
The Lightning Seeds. Vegas is just such an outing, combining

his deadpan style and sharp lyrics with a friend's musical ideas

- as if they'd accidentally found a guitar behind the sofa. And,

almost to his surprise, it just so happens that people are still

interested...

"Maybe we will do some gigs ourselves, but it's a bit early. I

don't really know. Because I've done a lot of gigs, I can't
really go and see something and see it the way I did when I
was 16, before I'd done anything. Like, when I go now I
think, `Mmm... wonder who's doing the catering?"'

The flippancy is Terry Hall's way of maintaining his own

identity in an industry based on hype and forgeries. As a
defence mechanism, it's impregnable. Ironically, the songs on

Vegas betray a range of emotions at odds with the shrinking

violet sitting in a cafe -bar in the West of London. Set against

Dave Stewart and 011e Romeo's pulsing and heavily
programmed backing tracks, Terry's voice really sings, with a

passion that will surprise those who remember
the understated delivery of songs like 'Thinking

Of You'. How on earth did it all happen?

"Well, it was in January of this year. Last year I signed to

BMG Publishing, and I was sort of on the verge of doing a
solo album. I was um'ing and ah'ing about it for a long time,
and my new publisher also publishes Dave. He suggested that

we should get together, just to see what would happen, really.
So I talked to Dave around Christmas, and Dave had been
asked to write a song for The Ramones, so he said d'you fancy

coming over to France and we'll write one together. I agreed
and went over in January for three days. We wrote a song -
and it was shit. But we enjoyed each other's company."

This is typical. Whenever life threatens to sound a little bit

too exciting, like going over to France to write a song for The

Ramones, the temptation to bring it all back down to earth
kicks in like a boot.

"Dave had some ideas that had been knocking around for,

like, two years, just sort of bare tracks and stuff, and he asked

me if I'd like to try writing some words for them - just to see

what would happen. So I did that. And then we started
recording it all. And we made an LP."

And you can't ask for a clearer description than that. In
fact, a lot of the melodies on the said LP (only Terry Hall
could say 'LP' and mean it) seem to grow organically from
keyboard phrases within the backing track...

"There was a lot of stuff in place, yeah, an incredible
amount already there, because it had been programmed and
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Terry Hall

messed about with when Dave was on tour with The Spiritual

Cowboys. That's all they were doing, for ages. I just got it and

wrote words to it, really. With Ian (Broudie) and The
Lightning Seeds' stuff it was different; we sort of wrote with

an acoustic guitar, and we didn't really realise that we were
writing songs because we'd known each other for a long time

- and that's what happens, sometimes.

"With Dave, it had all been very heavily programmed, and

when it came to mixing it I was listening to things I'd never

heard before on tape, there was so much stuff on there.

Then it was just a question of dropping things out.
When I first heard the tracks, there were a few top line

ideas, and there were some without any ideas. And we

wrote three songs afresh, as we were recording.
Actually that was back to the guitar: me and Dave
humming away, and 011e (who
programming) listening to what we did and
programming it. I don't get involved in that sort of
thing; all I do when I go into a studio is check that
the mic's at the right height. The good thing about
being a singer is that once you've got a mic stand you're away."

did all the

Some songwriters resist the idea that a 'proper' song can be

brought forth using clicks of a mouse, preferring to wait

until the whole number can be rattled off Dylan -style before
embarking upon whatihey would essentially call post -
production. Not so Terry Hall...

"It's not really harder to write to a backing track. In fact, it

makes it easier because that's half the job done. It all depends

on who you're working with. I mean, I've sat down with
people with an acoustic guitar and it's been the most boring
day of my life, but it all depends on the people involved. What

Ian did with the second Lightning Seeds album (Sense) was

really good, sort of similar to Electronic, but Electronic's
songs aren't so poppy and strong - although I like them."

The most boring day in Terry Hall's life: now there's
something to muse over - coming as it does from an expert in

ennui and a man whose prize possession is a satellite dish. Of

course, it wasn't boring to work with Ian Broudie and his
acoustic guitar, but it's already becoming a slightly blurred

memory...
"Ian produced stuff for a band I was in a while ago. I can't

remember what band it was - probably The Colour Field.
That was when I first met him, about seven years ago, or
something. And when I was writing for this possible solo
album, I made a list of people I would like to write with, and

he was on the list. Can I have another cappucino, please?" A
waitress has arrived. Neither Vegas nor The Lightning Seeds

have yet exhausted all the ideas from what has been, by Terry

Hall's standards, a pretty stout burst of activity, helped by
liberation from that perennial creative block, contractual

obligation.
"No, I've still got about 14 songs which are just there, but

it's a question of, like, what do I want to do with them?
They're still there; they just don't go away, really. I wrote
most of them with a lad called Craig Gannon, (formerly in

The Smiths) in Manchester, and we were going to form a

small band. Very small. Just the two of us. We demo'd a lot of

stuff, and it was all sounding really good. You know, pop
music. And Broudie was going to produce it. But then I
snapped up an opportunity to get off Chrysalis; that was more

important, really, than recording the album.

"With me and Jerry (Dammers) and The Specials, they
really wouldn't let us go. Jerry made one album in eight years,

and they still wouldn't let him go. I tried quite a few ways. I

thought of doing it an illegal way, which is just saying 'let me

"Dave had been asked to write a song for The

Ramones, so he said d'you fancy coming over to

France and writing one together. I agreed and
we wrote a song - and it was shit. But we enjoyed

each other's company"

off, but then when Chrysalis got into a bit of a mess it was a

good time to approach them and say, look, I'll ease the mess

and go. EMI took over, and I found out in November that
Jerry had been released, so I just got in there straight away
and played, like, thick git, and made them feel really sorry for

me till they said, all right we'll let you go then."

Once gone, Terry could begin a new era of collaborations,

so far with one friend signed to Virgin and one friend signed
to RCA, and not a legal wrangle in sight...

"It only started last year. When you're with a record
company for 13 years, the identity changes such a lot. When

we signed to Chrysalis, there was Blondie and a few other
good things - and it was a good label to be on. 13 years on
and it's, like, Carter The Unstoppable Sex Machine, and you

think 'I don't understand what that is, really'. You just don't
feel like making a record on that label. And it's weird, because

you don't want to be there - the way you didn't want to be at

school, or something. So you try other things, and the
obvious thing was to write with other people and not just

record myself.

"I'm not signed to a label, at the moment, which is
fantastic, for me, because I can do exactly what I want. Like,
stop the interview, I don't want to do it. Do you know what I
mean? If you feel in a good mood and you feel like doing
things, you can, but if you don't, you can't. It's a bit weird;
I'm in a band with Dave, he's signed to this label, and I'm
not. It makes it a bit strange to be the singer and not signed -
it's usually the percussionist. But it's good. Everybody's happy

about the situation."

Terry sips on his cappucino. "I learned two chords on the

guitar, once. I can't remember what they were, but they

were good. They sounded really good, know what I mean?

And they were really easy. Honestly I can't remember them, I

just know they didn't hurt my fingers. But then I got a bit
stroppy. You know when you see Elvis Presley with a guitar,

and he looks great, and you want to look like that? Well, I
went like that (mimes hamfisted chord) and that chord was all 0
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0 right, and I did the other chord, and that sounded good, but
then, on another song, I didn't know what to play. And
everything else I did was shit, because I didn't know what I
was doing. So I stopped doing it. But I did an American tour

with The Fun Boy Three and I had a guitar roadie for two
chords. And I treated him like shit, because you should, really,

"I'm not signed to a label at the moment,
which is fantastic, for me, because I can

do exactly what I want. Like, stop the

interview, I don't want to do it..."

shouldn't you? Isn't that what guitarists do? I just kept asking
if it was in tune - 'are you sure this is in tune?'"

The guitar safely to one side, working with Ian Broudie and

Dave Stewart has enabled Terry to discover at least some of

the benefits of recording technology. This, at least, has been a
qualm -free experience.

"Worrying about use of sampling is like worrying about use

of notes, or chords. It is what it is, that's the way things have

gone. There's been stuff I've recorded that's appeared here
and there, but there it is, it doesn't bother me at all. I don't
see why it should. It just bothers people who are greedy,

really. You've done something, it's finished, and it's gone. So

somebody else is using that idea - well, I steal ideas all the
time. Not with samplers, necessarily, but what's the difference?

There's no such thing as originality. You can do this or do that

till the cows come home, but it is down to actually selling it.

Which is quite unfortunate, but you've got to be
realistic, really.

"It's weird what people's reactions are when you stick a
loop on a song; you just go like that (mimes nonchalant
S1000 trigger jab) and it changes it, and people go wow, this

is really happening, or whatever. But it's just the same song."

Much in Terry's world is 'weird'. He acts like a man
bemused by his own success. But you also get the impression

that everything he says is absolutely genuine. "I didn't get
involved with Ian's recording at all, I just co -wrote the songs
and did some backing vocals. But it just happened because we

know each other, and our families know each other, and we

just ended up in the studio. It wasn't planned or anything. I

got more involved with Dave's recordings. Like, we did this
session in Paris with players from the Paris Opera. One of
them did that violin solo on 'Possessed'. I can't remember
who - I was asleep or something."

You see - life getting a bit too interesting again... "It was a

bit weird, that, because we recorded the album in the South of

France, and it was really pleasant and sunny, and there were
kids around and everything. Then we went into this basement

(Studio Grandes Armees, Paris) and my head fell off.
When you're down there working you don't see
anything."

Look, Terry, do you actually enjoy recording? "No.
But if you want to be on the record, you have to do it.

Well, you don't really have to do it. Work that
one out."

Talk of production techniques and songwriting
themes really doesn't cut much ice with Terry Hall.

He has that magnificent apathy which has its roots in
punk nihilism, and the sulky cut -the -crap disdain for
hypocrisy which was such a highlight of those 2 -Tone
days. As with the best writers from that era, the
superficially blank gaze is really a piercing stare.

"You do what you do and you know what you know,

and all I know is my tiny, boring existence. What I do
from day to day is watch television and play with my
kids. So that is what I write about. And I like television,

I like every form of television. I like satellite TV; I've
just got a dish installed, and it's the most fantastic thing

ever. If you don't get one, you've got four channels, and

if you get one you've got, what is it, 18 channels, and
it's just fantastic. You can watch anything, and you can
watch all day and all night. It's full of shit, but what's
wrong with that? Shit's good, really.

"If I write a song, I just write about what I know, it's

really simple. All I know is all I know, and I don't really

want to know anything else. I don't want to know
what's happening in certain countries; I don't feel
qualified to write about homeless people, the way Phil 0
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WHY NOT THROW AWAY YOUR OLD IRONING BOARD AND GO

PICK UP THE LATEST IN KEYBOARD SUPPORT SYSTEMS

FROM CIS INTERNATIONAL.

DESIGNED BY MUSICIANS OUR BROAD RANGE OF

EQUIPMENT STANDS COMBINE FUNCTIONAL QUALITY,

PORTABILITY AND VISUAL STYLE TO SUIT THE MOST
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PERFORMERS.

THE GT-CENTREPOLE

KEYBOARD STAND RANGE
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GT-3: 24LBS (1 I.2KG)

LOAD SAFETY:

20KG EACH TIER
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CENTREPOLE (2 TER) STAND PACKAGE

R.A.P. £94.95

THE INDUSTRY

STANDARD!!

Organised Sound

Height:
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Weight:
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Ultimate Studio
Organizers help you
plan your studio
efficiently and
effectively with a
'wrap -around'
design that keeps
your recording gear
within easy reach. Extra components are
easy to add as your studio expands.

At home, the Studio Organizer becomes a work station for your
computer, printer and other office needs.

MODEL.

HS- 2 6BP

The Ultimate range of innovative support systems are lightweight
strong and virtually indestructable. Contact us for a full colour brochure.
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PROFILE Terry Hall

Collins does - he's obviously had it rough, you know, sleeping

with his head in a bass drum down Waterloo Station. What's
the point in lying? I don't want to save the rain forest. I'm
sorry, but I really don't."

Well, you'd be unlikely to save it with a song... "You won't
save it with a song, no. A long time ago we wrote a song
called 'Ghost Town', and we thought we were going to stop
every inner city riot in Britain. But we didn't. The Beatles
wrote about girls. That's a good subject."

Speaking of girls, Terry's duet with his Vegas partner's wife

Siobhan Fahey on the song 'Walk Into The Wind' is the first

time they've appeared together on record since Bananarama
joined The Fun Boy Three for the 1982 hit 'It Ain't What

You Do It's The Way That You Do
It'. His response to this frankly' trivial

observation is typically ingenuous:
"Well, you know where we recorded

the album, at Dave's place - she lives
there. So I met her again in January
after, what, nine years. Still the same,

really. Same thing.

"With recording, it's what happens

on the day, on the hour, and a lot
depends on who's around. If you're
arguing about everything and you're
trying to make a record, you're just
not going to enjoy it, But if
everybody's really happy - painfully
happy - you just enjoy it."

These studio -oriented collabor-
ations all seem terribly grown up. Do

you miss being in a band? "Well, I feel

like I am in a band, but it just happens

in a different way. It is usually friends

who say 'let's form a band', but this

Recommended
Listening

Albums

WITH THE SPECIALS:
Specials (2 -Tone, 1979)

More Specials (2 -Tone, 1980)

WITH THE FUN BOY THREE:
The Fun Boy Three (Chrysalis, 1982)

Waiting (Chrysalis, 1983)

WITH THE COLOURFIELD:
Virgins And Philistines (Chrysalis, 1985)

Deception (Chrysalis, 1987)

AS TERRY, BLAIR & ANOUCHKA:
Ultra Modern Nursery Rhymes (Chrysalis, 1989)

WITH VEGAS:
Vegas (RCA, 1992)

SOLO:
The Collection (Chrysalis, 1992)

Singles

WITH THE SPECIALS (on 2 -Tone):
Gangsters (1979)

A Message To You, Rudy (1979)

The Special A.K.A. Live! (EP, 1980)

Rat Race (1980)
Stereotype/International Jet Set (1980)

Do Nothing (1980)
Ghost Town (1981)

WITH THE FUN BOY THREE (on Chrysalis):
The Lunatics (Have Taken Over The Asylum) (1981)

It Ain't What You Do... (with Bananarama, 1982)

The Telephone Always Rings (1982)

Summertime (1982)
The More I See (The Less I Believe) (1983)

Tunnel Of Love (1983)
Our Lips Are Sealed (1983)

WITH THE COLOUR FIELD (on Chrysalis):
The Colour Field (1984)

Take (1984)
Thinking Of You (1985)

Castles In The Air (1985)

AS TERRY, BLAIR & ANOUCHKA:
Missing (Chrysalis, 1989)

WITH VEGAS:
Possessed (RCA, 1992)

was, like, a band who said 'let's be friends'. It wasn't like
Dave doing everything. He played very little. I mean, he had a

lot of the ideas, musically, but there was 011e and Manu
(Guiot) as well.

"There'll always be bands, even if the shape of them
changes. A band I really like is XTC. But I don't really know

where they stand, now. They're a great band, in any form.
Maybe they've been going through weirdness with Virgin, I

don't know. When XTC release an album I'll go out and buy

it straight away. I won't even read any reviews, or anything,

I'll just go and buy it. It's obvious from their record sales that

they do get a bit swamped. But it shouldn't stop you, really. I

wrote some songs last year with Andy (Partridge) for my solo

album, and they're fantastic. I know it's weird me saying this,
but you know when you write a song and you think 'that's
fantastic', it just strengthens your identity.

"But it's still the same thing, underneath. There's a band
called Suede, who I don't know, I've never heard, but you get

the feeling that there'll always be bands like that who'll always

play, always get a deal, I don't know, maybe because they're

talented, or whatever. Things change on the surface- cars look

different from the way they used to. You've got to be prepared

to go with the flow, a little."

Going with the flow of Terry Hall's consciousness is a treat.

As the froth on the cappucinos subsides into bewildered dregs,

Terry takes one more stab at the heart of the matter. As usual,
it ends up on his sleeve...

"Realistically, you grow out of saying 'let's form a band and

go and play lots of dirty shit -holes'. You just think, why? But,

like, when you're 16 or 17 those shit -holes look like Wembley,

they look fantastic. You can put up with such a lot when you

know nothing else. I've slept on a table for three weeks, and I

don't really want to go back to that stuff. And when
you get married and have kids, you get really boring and
dull. In a nice way."
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ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE AVAILABILITY OF

3M 996 PREMIUM GRADE TAPE
3M's latest tape, 996, gives you more headroom, a
higher signal to noise ratio and better transient
response than ever before in an analogue tape. You
only have to listen to the latest works from the likes of
Michael Jackson, Paula Abdul, Tom Petty (the list
goes on) to hear the results of their new formulation.

With 996 you get the best of both worlds, that warm
analogue sound with the silence of digital. It's

available in all tape sizes, from quarter inch to two
inch with no need to re -align your machine so you
can run it on your R8, half inch 8 track or sixteen
track, one inch 24 track, all formats are catered for.
Just make sure you crank up the levels, this stuff can
run at +9Db. In other words ignore your VU meters!

996
PRICES

996 0.25 X 7.0" £7.65
996 0.25 x 10.5" £14.30
996 0.5 x 10.5" £26.80
996 1.0 x 10.5" £41.95
996 2.0 x 10.5" £88.75

PRICES ARE EX. V.A.T

ALL LENGTHS IN STOCK NOW!

IPAPOTAPE
33 WINDMILL STREET, LONDON W1
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Demo Takes
Artist: JON RUSH

Venue: Home

Equipment: Korg M3R; Kawai K4; Roland
MKS100 sampler; Cutec 4 -track; home-made

noise reduction; Alesis MMT8; effects
pedals; Yamaha R1000 reverb; Aiwa cassette

deck, acoustic guitar.

Steadfastly poppy songs from Bristol's answer to

Howard Kershaw, or is it Nik Jones? Can't
remember. Anyway, look, the point is that the

standard of 4 -track demos as performed by the

readers of Music Technology continues to rise.

People like Jon Rush are autonomous little units

of songdom, with a smattering of pocketable gear

that creates a sound frighteningly close to that of

early New Romantic albums in terms of sonic
range and clarity. If this carries on there will be

no recording studios left, and society as we know

it will break down into paranoid isolation, random

violence and looting. So just watch it.

Jon's drums are a bit splatty, to be honest,

and the patches could do with a bit of tweaking

to put at least a small amount of distance
between the listener and the preset, because

although those nice people at Korg and Kawai

are terribly clever and all that, it's almost
become a point of principle that sounds -

timbres, tones, tintinnabulations - are as much

the province of originality among modern
musicians as melody and rhythm. This can be a

bit unfair on songwriters like Jon, but whatever

publishers and the like may say, they are as

influenced by the over -familiarity of sounds as

any other industry professional. But then, is this

home taping thing a hobby or a career move?

Contact: Jon Rush, 32 King Road, Bristol BS4 2LS

Artist: BRIAN ROBSON

Venue: Home

Equipment: Not supplied

Far be it from me to make cheap jokes at
Manchester United's expense, but I have a

nagging feeling that Brian should put the back

in his name and get back into training. Since

abandoning Old Trafford's midfield he appears to

have been busy putting together this motley

collection of "tongue-in-cheek protest pop
songs", which combine a veritable amusement

arcade of synthy bleeps and plops with a voice of

distinctly thespian quality. Like Michael Crawford

in a Wardour Street pinball dive.

The ineptitude of the recording suspends
belief. A ghostly voice hovers, completely

detached, above a vague conglomeration of dull,

cheap sounds, indistinguishable from one
another except that you suspect the lower
register to represent bass and drums, and the

rest to be the chords. The "protest" in the songs

turns out to be a series of satirical but
unscanning insights delivered with the practised

comedy enunciation of the Music Hall, clearly the

product of a deranged troubadour. It's certainly a

very unusual and uncommon use of
(presumably) MIDI -synchronised backing tracks,

but in this case rarity confers no value. Bring
back the piano and the ukelele, at least.

Contact: Brian Robson, 091 286 7838

Artist: WATCHMEN

Venue: Home

Equipment: Yamaha MT2X 4 -track; QX3
sequencer; Sony 55ES DAT; K870ES
cassette deck; Alesis Quadraverb; 3630
compressor; HR16 running D4 drums;
MEQ230 graphic EQ; Shure SM87 mic.; Boss

BX16 mixer; NS50 & NS2 noise suppressors;

RPQ10 pre-amp/EQ; C150 compressor;
Roland D10; JX3P; MS30 monitors; Kawai
K4; K1R; Pioneer hi-fi amp; Award
Sessionmaster guitar pre -amp.

Andy King and Brett Green, who are Watchmen,

day and night, program all the sequenced parts

and print them onto tracks 3 and 4 of the MT2X,

leaving tracks 1 and 2 for guitar and vocals.

Sometimes, how-

ever, four tracks of

MIDI are recorded

and mixed down
onto the DAT -

lucky fellows - and

fed back onto

tracks 3 and 4 as

a stereo pair.

Brett also feels
that the DAT adds

a little sparkle to

the submix, and is

sceptical of synchronisation - preferring to keep a

printed master which captures the sounds in one

easily accessible place regardless of changes in

equipment and so on.

Their strengths are in hooky keyboard riffs,

which pepper the songs with attractive, glossy

phrases. The Alesis 3630 also does sterling work

in compressing the total mix into a smooth and

even finish, and is rapidly emerging as a
contender for Most Useful Gadget in the 1992

home recording Oscars. The trouble is, with the

heavily distorted guitar (especially on 'Aching For

You'), the high, modulating strings (which don't

half sound like the old Roland RS09), and the

romantic, blues'n'soul vocal, it sounds like
Simple Minds and ABC rolled into one. In other

words, ten years old. Now, we could have the Jon

Rush conversation all over again, about
familiarity and originality, or we could just leave it

by saying Watchmen have a considerable local

reputation and a damned good time with their

impressive collection of gear. Which do you
think?

Contact: Brett Green, 0202 601164

TAPE OF THE MONTH:
Artist: JON MOORE

Venue: OFP Music

Equipment: Korg T1; Yamaha V50; Tascam

644. Not on tape: Yamaha SY77; Seil Cruise;

guitars; effects; 80486 PC awaiting imminent

purchase of Cadenza software.

This Jon is a composer of soundtrack music for

theatre and AV use, 'AV' being Audio -Visual and

meaning the sorts of stings and epic logo -

accompanying bursts found in the twilight world

of conferences, launches, promotional videos

and State openings of Job Creation schemes. On

these proceeds he has released a couple of

albums, one "pseudo -classical" and one "a kind

of Vangelis meets Tangerine Dream type thing".

Surprisingly, among the tracks sent to Demo
Takes, I hear neither Mozart nor Edgar Froese,

and I'm glad Jon himself mentions the word
'library' in relation to one track, because this is

ideal library music. Library music is simply mood

music available off the shelf - pick a mood
needed for your AV production, find the
appropriate CD and rent it. Now, the question is,

where does library music stop and independently

valid 'New Age' or ambient music begin? Brian

Eno would probably jump for joy if you suggested

that his albums were mere shelf fodder, whereas

other composers might bristle at the suggestion

that their work should be available only by the
yard, as it were.

There's no doubting the professional quality of

Jon's recordings, and I for one enjoyed listening

to them for their own sake, although the drums in

'Day By Day' are too low in the mix and sound

pegged on. If the kit felt too intrusive, might not

the toms, snare and bass drum have been
replaced by more subtle percussion - same
parts, softer timbres? There's some gentle
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Reviewed by Phil Ward

conga and claves in 'Voyage Ill' which work so

much better, although admittedly this is an
altogether softer track, with a gorgeous,
contemplative guitar. 'Nullarbor' impresses, too,

because the percussive accents, though strong,

are kept to a minimum and divided between a

stentorian tom -wallop and a repeating metallic

marimba figure. Occasionally, the main synth line

is disproportionately bold, undermining the
hypnotic effect of the whole, but it's good stuff

and there are instrumental music labels out

there - with wide distribution networks among

osteopathy practices the Home Counties over -

who would love it.

Contact: Jon Moore, 83 Christine Avenue,
Worcester WR2 5ST

Artist: STRANGE BUT TWO

Venue: Home

Equipment: Tascam 488; Alesis Quadraverb;

Atari 1040 STE running C -Lab Notator and Unitor;

Korg DSS1, M3; Washburn guitars; Ozark man-

dolin; Realistic PZM microphone; strong black

filter coffee & Old Holborn rolling tobacco (sic)

Congratulations must go to Strange But Two for

the best insert photo Demo Takes has seen in a

long, long time, starring the Ozark mandolin and

a nifty mirror shot of partners Jamie King and

Simon Parkinson. Such a domestic vignette

provides a fitting illustration for these homely,

crafted songs, conceived in much the same vein

as those of Frazier Chorus, but with a touch more

dynamic clout along

the lines of Danny
Wilson or Prefab

Sprout. It's a shame

the execution of the
recording doesn't
quite match the

quality of the cover,

but let me say

immediately that the

problems are purely

technical, and that the material, as written, is

excellent. Melodically and chordally the songs are

solid and engaging, although the arrangements

are a little too fussy at times, with florid little
arabesques of flutey synth and slightly hustled

drum fills. Less might well have been more for

Strange But Two, particularly as there appear to

be some noise and flange problems which I

normally associate with excessive bouncing.

Which is a mystery, if - as implied by the
equipment list - the C -Lab sequences were

synchronised with the tape during mixdown with

Unitor.

There are many layers of sound, so - having

only one sampler and one synth - maybe Jamie

and Simon printed the different patches onto the

tiousness, a touch

multitrack, and used Unitor to lock everything

together during the overdubs. If so, there is
certainly a link between the problem of overdoing

the MIDI flourishes and that of sound dis-
integration. Anyway,
the best sounding
songs are 'Like A

River' and 'Paradise
Postponed', while a
couple of them really

needn't be there at all

(there are eight on this

tape). The boys have a

little joke in their bio-
graphy about preten-

over-defensively as these are

actually feet -on -the -ground treatments of classic

head -in -the -clouds subjects; they may just have a

slightly rose -tinted view of how much technology

can do for them at this level.

Contact: Jamie King or Simon Parkinson, 0202

476761

Please send demo tapes to:
Demo Takes, Music Technology, Alexander

House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

Sender of The Tape Of The Month will
receive a free 12 months subscription.

THAT WAS THEN
Where do elephants go to die? Slowly, surely, inevitably, they crawl into your big brother's record collection...

PREMIATA FORNERIA MARCONI
The World Became The World (1974)

Apocalyptically inverse title betrays apocalyptically bad mid -'70s prog rock album from
Italian musos anxious to emulate heroes in the UK who played concerts, not gigs, and
had Sibelius intro tapes to prove it. Opening track 'The Mountain' kicks off with 600 -piece

male choir slicing through 12 -tone shambles like an entire Welsh valley taking the piss out

of Pavarotti on a Friday night. Segues effortlessly into 12/8 guitar/drum/mellotron
workout from an original rococo design by Bernini. Lyrics by Pete Sinfield, the man respon-

sible a year later for 'I Believe In Father Christmas'. Soft, acoustic passages provide 'light

and shade' and an opportunity for enlightened parents to say "this bit's nice".

Much space left in musical arrangements for lengthy cadenzas in which each member of

band showcases individual warehouse of related instruments. Thus: guitarist overdubs

SG, acoustic, lute, bouzouki, sitar, koto, ukelele;

drummer plays kit, tymps, glockenspiel, gong,
timbales, castanets etc, etc. To paraphrase the

old joke: when harpsichord stops... moog solo.

Devotees of Adolfo Celi's transcendent perform-

ance as The Pope in The Borgias appreciated
slick annunciation of PFM's vocals, revelling in
the subtle twists given to Sinfield's rich poetry by

pasta -driven Italian molars. I always wondered

what the hell the descendents of Dante made of
lines like "Lady dancing on a tulip. let me be your

next cigarette". PW

HURRAH! BOYS HURRAH!
Braces were a significant development of the mid -'80s. Not only did they convey a rustic,
slightly boyish charm, but they also held up roomy trousers essential for deep, foraging
pocket excavation so beloved of a generation rapidly becoming disillusioned with any kind

of musical instrumentation at all. Thatcher was in her second term of office; the miners
were on the defensive and Maggie Philbin had steered Tomorrow's World out of its post -

Baxter Ionic phase into a period of crowning Corinthian glory. What need was there to
actually play, in this market -led nirvana of opportunism?

Haircuts were evolving slowly out of punk's gel jamboree. Those who fully embraced
the resurgent lumberjack ethic pointed the way with a series of sensible and downright

suburban barnets, while others
trailed behind through the borders
of fashion, along the very edges of

pop's multifarious fields of
endeavour - dragged, indeed,
through hedges. A mood of
optimism prevailed, and names
like The Roaring Boys, Sigue
Sigue Sputnik - and Hurrah! Boys
Hurrah! - rang loud and true down
the avenue of free enterprise, left
at the traffic lights of fate and
straight on down the dual
carriageway of total and utter
oblivion. PW
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Out Takes
Reviews by Dan Goldstein and Phil Ward

SADE
Love Deluxe (Epic)

Some people can't seem to forgive Sade for the
success of her first album, as if to blame her for
the programming policies of Lift & Restaurant
Background Music (International) Ltd, or whoever

it is. Me, I always thought at least Diamond Life

beat the hell out of James Last and Mantovani,
and frankly the sooner they start playing Love
Deluxe in my local Sainsbury's the better.

Where this album scores over 1988's Stronger
Than Pride is in seizing the opportunity to beef up

the rhythm tracks, as suggested by the remixes of

'Paradise' that have marked the time between
then and now. In particular, 'Feel No Pain' and
'Cherish The Day' benefit, not raves by any means

but weightier, glowering manifestations of the old

Sade spirit. There is also a wider range of melodic

and timbral ideas, in which the erstwhile
Flamenco frippery has been replaced by such
elements as choppy Les Paul (as on 'No Ordinary
Love') sonorous strings (on 'Pearl') or the 808ish
drumbox pattern under 'Bullet Proof Soul'.
'Mermaid' is an adeptly programmed ambient
chill -out sort of a thingummyjig, and everywhere
else the voice... well, the voice is maturing
beautifully. Personally I hope the next lift she and
I are together in breaks down. PW

MADONNA
Erotica (Maverick/Sire)

PRINCE & THE NEW
POWER GENERATION
(Paisley Park/Warner Bros)

Take two established icons of Eighties pop, hand

them both a multi -million dollar cheque which sets

them up for the rest of their lives, and what do
they do? Sit back on their laurels, turn out album
after album of predictable drivel to keep the
masses happy, then throw a handful of
obscenities into the mix - just to emphasise that
they're still capable of causing 'trouble'?

It's a depressing scenario, I admit. Happily, in

the case of Prince and Madonna, there's no

question of anyone sitting back - on laurels or on

anything else, for that matter.
Madonna, especially, is making better music

than ever. Forget the book and the photo
sessions and the scandal and the hype; she's
still a damn fine singer and a damn perceptive
songwriter. And now that she's rid herself of New
York session musicians and their over -fed egos,

she shines out like never before.

Replacing the session boys on Erotica are

producer Shep Pettibone, programmer Tony
Shimkin and a stack of the highest possible tech.
Their contribution is a breathtaking set of sparse
and highly original loops, over which Madonna
croons, kisses, and generally has fun. From the
disquieting title track to a Hurley-esque reworking

of the Bingo -hall standard 'Fever', there's scarcely

a let-up in the outpouring of creativity.
Alas, the same can't quite be said of Prince's

latest. Over -long, over -worked and over -ambitious,

it lacks the sureness of touch that makes Erotica
such bliss. And, while Ms Ciccone has substituted

a five -pin DIN for her muso entourage, the
Minneapolis midget is becoming ever more reliant

on the extended guitar solo and the bombastic
brass riff to pad out his arrangements.

The precious Prince knack of somehow
contriving an irresistible groove from apparently

incompatible sounds is evident on some tracks,
most notably 'You Sexy MF', 'The Continental' and

the current single '7'. Otherwise, it's too much
pomp, not enough pop.

Still, at least he's trying. If somebody waved a
$100million contract in your face, would you be
able to say the same? DG

THE PRODIGY
Experience (XL)

"I want it to be like a concept rave album... taking

my inspiration from the old Pink Floyd albums."
Thus spake Liam Howlett in May's issue of Music

Technology. In this regard as in many others -
including the rummage through other '70s rock
albums and tons of reggae for inspiration, and the

avowed love of twiddling analogue controls on old

synths - Howlett is the very embodiment of the
spirit of rave, 1992. While others chill out, Prodigy

are still on the dance floor, willing the party to

continue and helping themselves to any of the, er,

cider and crisps that are left.
Dub is one of the strongest influences, at least

in the form the tracks take on this album, with the
Roland TB303 Bassline lurching in and out of
focus as the fingers poise over the mute buttons.
But make no mistake - accelerating and frenetic
rave beats are what Experience is really about,
and Howlett's unusually musical sense of timbre
and structure is just an added bonus. PW

Plastic Max...
A quick guide to what's been cooking in the MT
kitchen this month. We really must start buying food.

THE TYRREL CORPORATION

North East Of Eden (Coottempo

Concise. politically correct pop against a dancefloor
backdrop.

NINE INCH NAILS

Broken (TV Tr Interscopei

More searing riffs and pummeling blows from hammer -

wielding Trent Reznor.

NEW FAST AUTOMATIC DAFFODILS

Body Exit Mind (Play It Again Sam)

Defiantly analogue recording of pointed. leader songs
swamped in raw guitar.

F.O.R.C.E. 'N' K.ZEE

Grant Steps (Circa)

Excellent rapped -up programmed grooves from
production crew Ronin - who brought you the pirate DJ
Wranglers ad - and young proteges. Newly re -
independent front Circa, so I'm told.

ROGER ENO & KATE ST.JOHN

The Familiar (All Saints)

Part -recorded in Leningrad just before it became
St.Petersburg again, and just as Land Records kind of
pupated into Ail Saints Records, The Familiar has seen a

few changes. Lots of stnrgs, some songs and Biii Nelson

at the helm.

BRIAN ENO

The Shutov Assembly (Opal /WEAL

Sergei Shutov is a painter who works to Eno's sonic soul

laxatives - and this one's specially for you, Sergei. Briar
Eno. by the way, is the brother of the famous Roger.

CUL DE SAC

Ecim (Capella/Rough Trade)

Rodentally reversed Midwest guitar band doodlings,
somewhat arbitrarily smeared with whitish synth noise.
Odd but intriguing.

RED SUN

Red Sun (harmony)

Lush and spacious keyboard and mellow guitar
meanderings with which to stop by the wayside. unwrap

the Kendal mint cake and draw deep breaths of wonder
at the sheer majesty of it all. Mixed by ambient expert

Andy Falconer.

ULTRA VIVID SCENE

Rev (4ADi

Strong '70s feel to these fine songs. druggily murmured

by Kurt Ralske and supported by airy and taut
percussion,guitat backing.

DAVID CUNNINGHAM

Water ;Made To Measure)

Ambient masterpiece by the man who gave us The Flying

Lizards' version of 'Money'. The cheap and cheesy boxes

of that era have long since been replaced by some
serious schmutter, and Robert F1133 pops up again
Session. Bespoke.
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RMERS

Charlie Morgan -
drummer with the Elton John Band

World Tour '92 -

demands absolute reliability.
DAC optical drives provide it.

Absolutely.

urope's Number One supplier of custom built SCSI cards and disk drives for samplers, Mac's,

Atari's, PC's and direct -to -disk recording systems. Made in Lalehain, England.

Call DAC now on: 0784 462175 or 0784 469693



Are you tired of the long trek
to the newsagents?...
and waiting in a queue when
you get there?...

Well, why not subscribe to
your favourite magazine -
the slinky, shiny, new -look
Music Technology - and

\ get your issue delivered
right onto your doormat.

Do it NOW and get yourself a FREE
Advanced Media Group sample CD.

Get your FREE sample
CD right here!
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Yes, subscribe to Music Technology and a FREE
copy of the AMG sample CD will be yours! AMG
have introduced the world's first compilation
sample CD. This CD acts as an introduction to
their 1-litsound Producer Series' that is respected
worldwide as the market leader. It is also a superb
supplementary volume for people already

successfully using Producer Series CD's as it
features around 50 NEW samples from each of the
existing series artists including J.J. Jeczalik,
Pascal Gabriel, Coldcut and Norman Cook. "Now
that's what I call sampling"... and Music
Technology - it's what your doormat's been
waiting for!

To subscribe simply cut out or photocopy this form & send it to: Subsriptions, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AFor Fax it to 0353 662489. To subscribe by Access or Visa credit card, telephone the Music Maker Subline on 0353 665577
(9am - 5pm  Mon - Fri) and speak to Cheryl or Jenny.

SubScilho Ilref"irl#
Please send me my FREE AMG CDt
"Now thats what I call sampling"
& the next 12 issues of MT commencing
with the issue.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATE:

UK £22.00, Europe & Overseas (surface) £27.00.
Europe (Airmail) £37.00 Overseas (Airmail) £47.00

Overseas payments must be in Pounds Sterling drawn on a British bank. It is essential that
you include your postcode to ensure prompt delivery. Please include a daytime phone
number in case of query. Orders are depatched within 7 to 10 days but please allow 28 days
for delivery. Smart people always read the small print.

Imo

I enclose Cheque/Postal Orders to the value of £
1

I
made payable to Music Technology Publications Ltd.

I
PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

Postcode* Daytime Phone No.

 It is essential that you include your correct postcode. I
t Offer available in UK for a limited period only.



Readers' Ads
KEYBOARDS

AKAI X7000, Ensoniq ESQ1, Korg
M1R, AKG C10005 mic, Yamaha
FX500 effects processor, MPM
quick lock stand. Will swap. for EPS
16+. Steve. Tel: 0842 763218,
after 12.
ANALOGUE CLASSICS. Polymoog
synth with poly pedals and Moog
full flightcase. One oscillator,
needs attention hence £300.
Minimoog fitted with extra
modulation oscillator and integral
Kenton MIDI interface with manual
and full flightcase, beautiful
example £650. ARP Avatar
(Odyssey module) fitted with
integral Kenton MIDI interface with
manual and sound sheets,
immaculate £350. Andy. Tel: 0273
822556 24 hours.
ARP SOLOIST analogue synth, full
original working order, possibly
collectable £100 ono. Tel: 0302
771471, South Yorkshire.
CASIO CZ3000 mint condition.
Steven Bate. Tel: 0690 710231.
CASIO CZ3000 synth. Full size
keys, as new, only £125. Tel: 0507
606709.
CHEETAH MS6 £180. Korg Poly 6
analogue, £150. Casio HG3000,
£180. Listen to offers. Tel:
Merseyside 0704 35567.
CHEETAH MK7VA MIDI master kbd,
velocity sensitive, aftertouch, £225
ovno. Tel: 0983 616240, Isle Of
Wight.
ELKA ORGAN Artist 606 in
excellent condition. Only a few were
made. £750. Mr Rayfield.
Tel: 0293 534416.
ENSONIQ EPS kbd sampler in exc
cond with 4 x memory expansion
and SCSI port with over a thousand
dance samples, £1000 ovno.
Craig. Tel: (0472) 79264.
ENSONIQ ESQM, exc cond, £275.
Tel: (0702) 521570.
ENSONIQ VFX/SD1 voices. Huge
library available in Atari or Ensoniq
formats. 4 disks with 1000 voices
each. Only £10 per disk or £35 for
all 4. Richard. Tel: 0736 67531.
ENSONIQ VFX/SD2 workstation,
excellent condition, as new, home
use only, boxed with manual and
accessories, £offers. S Byhurst.
Tel: 0403 268292.
FOSTEX X18 four -track portable
cassette recorder, as new, £180.
Tel: 0480 66346.
FREE GIFT! Buy my Kawai K4 for
£450 ovno and I will give you K4
Atari editor + RAM card and voices
free! A bargain or what?! Call Boy
Gez on 04224 436674. (I will
haggle).
HAMMOND PORTABLE organ 8200
complete Sharmer twin channel

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's readers' classified section is
the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month,
we carry more ads for synthesisers, samplers,
computers, signal processing gear and assorted other
goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when
musicians and studio engineers are on the lookout for
some extra gear to update their line-up, they turn to
these pages first.

If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if
you're searching for a specific piece of equipment or
looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band,
we can help out there, too.

Just pick up the phone and dial (0898) 100767. At
the other end of the line, you'll be able to select a
category in which to place your ad and let us know
exactly what it is you're selling or seeking.
The service operates 24 hours a day, so there's no
need to hunt for stamps, envelopes or Biros. Pick up
the phone and we'll do the rest. If you buy and sell
musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to
use the regular classified section on the last page. And
we regret we can't answer any queries regarding
readers' classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.
Calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per
minute at all other times

tone cabinet. Excellent order.
Ready to gig, £680. Tel: Lincoln
0522 752458.
HOME CLEAROUT: Roland Juno 6,
Roland SH101, Roland TR606,
Casio CZ1000, Casio MT750,
Yamaha PSS790, Yamaha PSS680,
Casio DG20 Digital MIDI guitar,
Casio SK200 2x stands, 2
Realistic mixers. All leads and
adaptors, £800 or will split. Mr
Francis. Tel: 0782 630506.
KAWAI K1 keyboard with memory
card, flight case and manual.
Immaculate condition £250 ono.
Tel: 051 608 9489.
KAWAI K1R rack module, kbd
expander, boxed with manuals, exc
cond, exc sounds, £160. Steve.
Tel: 0403 752647.
KAWAI 1(4 16 -bit digital synth,
£400. Roland MT100 sequencer
sound module + disks and Editor.
Casio FZ-1 sampler. Yamaha PSS
680 Mini synth £65. Paul. Tel:
0536 761014.
KAWAI 1(4 £420. Korg M3R,
£450. Yamaha TX81Z, £160. JSH
Pro Rhythm analogue drum
synthesiser, £180. Pro 24 V3.0,
£50. Phillip Reeves V3.0 MIDI Thru
£10. Vince. Tel: 0908 665139.
KAWAI 1(5 £475. Yamaha TX802,

£550. Oberheim Matrix 6R +1000,
£375. Roland TR707,1.140. Home
use, all ono. Tel: Norwich 0603
485924.
KAWAI 1(5 synth, excellent
condition £450 ono. Steve Tel:
0935 23921 Ext 265 (day) or
0963 251319 (evening).
KAWAI 1(5 additive synth, 61 -note
velocity- sensitive keyboard, 16 -
part multitimbral. Excellent
programmers tool, full MIDI spec
£375 or swop for Roland S50,
Ensoniq Mirage, Akai X7000 etc.
Saul Tel: 0582 490878.
KAWAI 1(5 good condition, case,
RAM card and manuals, £450
ovno. Tel: 0733 233228.
KAWAI KC10 full size, touch
sensitive synth, £195 ono. RX17
drum machine, £95 ono. Stereo
Reverb, £65 ono. Andy Tel: 0782
336756.
KORG CX3 drawbar and presets,
single manual and Hammond
organ. Variable Leslie rotary
effects. Overdrive and percussion.
Ultimate Hammond sound but
portable £365. Tel: 0494 713168.
KORG 01WFD mint condition,
offers, Gary. Tel: 0622 692337.
KORG DW8000 good condition,
home use only, with manual, £250

ono. Steven. Tel: 0704 29896.
KORG Ml, £700 or swop for Korg
M1 rack. Chris Jenkins. Tel: 0222
451046, Cardiff.
KORG O1WFD with stand, mint
condition, £1250. Tel: Sheffield
0742 368709.
KORG POLY 800 Mk II with
keyboard amp. Analogue sounds,
digital parameter settings, good
bass. Excellent for rave music.
Built-in 1000 -note seq-uencer, MIDI
compatible. £200 or £150 without
the amp. Tim Goodall. Tel: 0245
222322 Essex.
KORG SAMPLING GRAND vgc. New
SG1D with foot pedal, touch
sensitive weighted keys, memory
card, hardly used, £650 ono. Chris.
Tel: 0206 768124. Colchester.
KORG WAVESTATION excellent
condition, boxed with leads and
manuals, £800 ono. Tel: Or swop
for Roalnd JD800. Phil. Tel: 0905
427905.
MUSITRONICS MEX board for D50
or D550. Never fitted, as new.
Worth £200. Sell for £130. Tel:
0507 606709.
OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000, £199.
Roland MC500 sequencer, £199.
Roland PG1000 programmer, £50.
Roland D50 cards, £20 each. Korg
MPK130 MIDI pedals, £199.
Yamaha EMP10 sample module
£90. Dave Tel: 0502 567950.
ROLAND D10 multitimbral synth,
home use only, perfect condition,
£475 ono. Terry. Tel: 0223
812219.
ROLAND D10 with flightcase. Good
condition. Tel: 0209 216088.
ROLAND D110 + sound card £250.
Atari 1040 ST + monitor £250.
Cubeat V2.0 £50. Boss DR550
drum machine £100. All excellent
condition. Nick Boak. Tel: 0604
648077.
ROLAND D50 88 extra sounds,
stand + manuals. Home use only,
good condition, £480 ovno. Tel:
081 888 1129 before 9pm.
ROLAND D70 ungigged, mint
condition, £750. Paul. Tel: 0303
220038.
ROLAND JUPITER 6, offers EMT10,
£100. DX7 £375. JX8P £345.
SH09, £110. All vgc. Steven. Tel:
0726 66715.
ROLAND JV80 8Meg expansion
board. Only 2 months old. 10
months warrenty. As new, with
stand, £1250 ono. Tel: Ian 0425
610602 Bournemouth.
ROLAND JD800 £1300. Roland
Juno 106, £300. Yamaha TG55,
£300. Simmons SPM 8:2 mixer,
£100. Alesis HR16, £100. Alesis
Microverb II, £75. Boss RPD10
DDL, £75. Atari SM124 mono
monitor, £85. Steinberg Cubase,
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£50. All as new, boxed and home
rr use only. Mr N. Plane. Tel: 0202

309552.
ROLAND JUNO 106 with flightcase
and stand £320. Tel: Maidenhead
0628 824345.
ROLAND JUNO 60 plus JSQ 60,
£185. JX3P, £170. Korg Poly 61M
(MIDI), £180. Micro Moog, £120.
Cheetah MQ8 sequencer £80. Pair
Rotel 150W mono block power
amps £225. Chris. Tel: 0803
863959.
ROLAND JUNO 60 including JSQ-
60, £250. Roland MC202 £90.
Roland TR606 Drumatix £50.
Yamaha PSS-680 portable
keyboard £100. Tel: Wolver-
hampton 335369 ask for Mr
Palmer.
ROLAND JX8P MIDI touch sensitive
keyboard with RAM cartridge,
Classic analogue sounds, £350
ono. Tel: 0903 215072.
ROLAND JX8P Juno 60 offers or
swops. Mike. Tel: 0527 401388.
ROLAND JX8P with PG800
programmer. Fully pro-grammable
synth used as a MIDI controller, no
sound. Recently gone dumb - when
it was working sounded great,
£210 ono. Tel: 0772 679383 (day)
ask for Jonathan.
ROLAND MKS70 + 3 Roms, 1
Ram, £475. Yamaha FB01, £100.
Fostex 450 8:4:2 mixer, £280. Hi -
watt valve combo 1972, £180.
Graham. Tel: 0582 451260
ROLAND P330 digital piano
module, boxed with manual, £350.
Tel: 0832 734017 eves or 0353
661425 days.
ROLAND PC100 MIDI keyboard
£50 inc. postage. Tel: 0244
538197.
ROLAND SOUND CANVAS SC55.
Over 300 sounds, 16 part
multitimbral. Has 2 MIDI Ins, in
mint condition, £300. Tel: 081 888
1129 before 9pm.
ROLAND SC55 Sound Canvas. 16
part multitimbral sound module,
£375 ono. Alesis MMT8 8 track
MIDI sequencer, £175 ono. Both 6
months old, boxed. Mr Pine. Tel:
Hastings 440963.
ROLAND SH10 with flightcase,
excellent condition £90. Tel: 091
263 5135.
ROLAND SOUND CANVAS, £395.
Paul. Tel: 0302 538304.
ROLAND U20 keyboard. Excellent
condition, home use only + RAM,
£550. Tel: 0234 348604.
ROLAND U220, £395. Proteus 1
£435. Roland GR50/GK2 guitar
synth £625. Tel: 0248 713763.
SEQUENTIAL PRO 1, £195. Roland
TR707 rhythm composer £95. Both
vgc, boxed with manuals. Tel:
(0424) 218711.
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS SixTrak,
neat analogue synth with 6 -voice
multitimbral sequencer, latest chip,
just serviced, manual and boxed,
MIDI'd to Sequential Drumtraks,
tuneable sounds, separate

outputs, manual. Both home use
only, exc cond, £350 ovno for the
pair. May split; Yamaha FB01
module, exc cond, £95 ovno.
Possible delivery. Miles. Tel: 0384
274923.
SEIKO MR1000 single- track MIDI
recor-der/sequencer with overdub
facility. Ideal notepad or for basic
sequencing. Perfect condition, with
manual and mains adaptor, £25.
Tel: Camberley 0276 32249
evenings.
SWOP KORG POLY 61, (immac,
boxed and manuals) for Roland
Juno 60 (must be in good
condition. Tel: 0242 232740. Ask
for Matt.
SWOP MY Korg Wavestation EX
with extra sound cards for Roland
JD800 synth. Steve. Tel: 0429
222517.
YAMAHA DX7 IIFD with approx
3000 sounds inc. 2 ROMS,
flightcase and manuals. Offers
around £550. Tel: 0903 215072.
YAMAHA DX7 Mk1 with ROMs
complete with Editor and Librarian
software for the ST. Also Akai
stereo cassette deck, amp and pair
of Celestion speakers. All good
condition £500 the lot. No offers.
May deliver depending on location.
Reg. Tel: 0602 504052.
YAMAHA DX7 digital synth, vgc,
home use only, £325 ono. Tel:
Dominic 0903 215725.
YAMAHA DX7 IIFD exc condition,
plus ROMs, disc and manual,
£525. Graham. Tel: 0582 451260.
YAMAHA DX9 synthesiser, FM
technology, beautiful sounds,
£300. Larry Polton. Tel: 081 303
2051.
YAMAHA DX21 keyboard, excellent
condition, boxed with manual,
sound tapes and data dump lead:
£190 inc. post. Robert. Tel: 0726
64809, Cornwall.
YAMAHA DX27 FM synth, mint,
complete with manual, soft case,
third- party books and programming
guide on cassette. 196 presets, 24
user memories, House Classic,
reluctant sale, £190 ono. John. Tel:
021 449 6603.
YAMAHA DX100 synth, cassette,
power units, books, excellent
condition. £90. Mr Cheny.
Tel: 0344 778879.
YAMAHA SY77 keyboard,
sequencer, disk drive, £150 ono.
Roland D70 keyboard super synth
£950 ono. Both with flightcases.
Andy Tel: 0443 217883.
YAMAHA FB01 , Akai XE8, Korg
SQD1, Roland PR100 Sequencers.
For sale or swop. All must go! Tel:
0266 46828.
YAMAHA PSS680 keyboard. 100
sounds and percussions, £85.
Yamaha PSS590 MIDI multitimbral
100 sounds and percussions £90.
Robin. Tel: 0305 787756 9-
5.30pm.
YAMAHA SY22 synth, brand new

(still under 12 month guarantee) for
part exchange or straight swops
with either ESQ1, MS6 with master
keyboard. Please phone Alan on
051 608 8604. Leave name and
number.
YAMAHA TX81Z module + Atari
sound card with sound library, £95.
Dave Tel: 0903 725452 after 6pm.
YAMAHA TG -55 expander, 16 -part
multitimbral, excellent condition,
£350 ono.

SAMPLING
AKAI 612 sampler, good condition,
with disks and manual, £150 ono.
C. Haze. Tel: 0253 894348.
AKAI S700 complete with 30
disks, never gigged, £325 ono.
Martin. Tel: 081 699 9627.
AKAI S900 + essential software
update, £650. C -Lab V2.3 + Export
£230 ono. Tel: Norwich 0603
485924.
AKAI S950 with large sample
library. Only 6 months old. 6
months warranty. Immaculate
condition. Boxed with manuals etc.
£850 ono. Ian. Tel: 0425 610602
Bournemouth.
AKAI X7000 £150. Korg SQD1,
£50. Ben. Tel: 0564 773357
around 6pm.
CASIO FZ-1 16 -bit sampling
keyboard, excellent condition, with
manual, capacious Pro library and
filter resonance that the S1000
wishes it had. All for £640 ono.
John. Tel: 021 449 6603.
CASIO FZ-1 home use only.
Immaculate, complete with
manuals, disk library and
dustcover, £700 ono. Tel: 0375
850261.
CASIO FZ-1 sampling keyboard,
exc. condition, fully boxed with
disks, mic and leads, also manual,
£600 ono. Jason. Tel: 0484
689106
CHEETAH SX16 sampler, £375.
Alesis HR16B, £130. Amiga +
Music Axe, £225. All as new.
Tel: 0423 330057.
CHEETAH SX16 stereo sampler.
1/2Mg memory. Excellent
condition. £475 ono. Buyer
arranges collection or delivery.
Andrew. Tel: 091 488 0072
anytime.
ENSONIQ EPS keyboard sampler
with 4x memory expansion.
Includes over 1000 dance samples
on disk. Immaculate condition,
manuals, £950 ono. Craig. Tel:
0472 79264.
ENSONIQ EPS x4 memory
expander, 1000+ DAT samples on
disk. Excellent condition, home use
only, Updated version, £950 ono.
Craig. Tel: 0472 79264.
X -STATIC GOLDMINE double
sampling CD, £50. Pascal Gabriel
sampling CD, £25. Graham.
Tel: 081 318 2429.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 8 -track sequencer,
vgc, with manual. Home use only,
£120. Tel: Camberley 0276 32249
evenings.
ALESIS MMT8 independent track
muting, large memory. The best
hardware sequencer. vgc £95.
Jason. Tel: 0525 717557 from
5.30- 7pm.
ROLAND MV30 16 -track
sequencer, onboard sound source,
digital effects and compu-mixer.
Complete with expanded sound
library, hard flightcase and
manuals. Absolute mint condition,
only a few months old, £750. Also
Stepp DGX, the ultimate guitar
synth. Programmability of all
playing dynamics, no delays and no
glitches. Hard case, psu and many
extras, £650. Tel: Oxford 750588.
ROLAND MC50 ungigged, £375.
Paul. Tel: 0303 220038.

COMPUTERS
ALESIS DATA DISK £225. Atari
STFM 1Meg, £190. Simmons SDS1
inc. ROM, £50. All boxed and as
new. Adrian Tel: 0229 837841.
APPLE MAC Classic 4/40. 2
months old. Also EZ Opcode vision

Package £700.
Reg. Tel: 071 635 9996.
ATARI 520 STFM computer with
mouse, joystick, games, magazines
and Gajits Sequencer music
software, £200. Larry Polton.
Tel: 081 303 2051 evenings.
ATARI 1040 STE, 4 months old,
complete with lockable diskbox,
over 80 disks including Steinberg
Pro -12, Pro -24, business, games,
fractals, canvas, Time -works, exc
cond, only £299 incl P&P. Bob.
Tel: 0758 613721.
YAMAHA CX5M will swop for
quality digital delay. Includes all
software, rare DMS cartridge and
voices. Or sell for £55. Jason.
Tel: 0525 77557 5.30-7pm.

DRUMS
ALESIS SR 16 DRUM machine, as
new, £100. Dave. Tel: 0225
858028 anytime.
ALESIS SR16 233 drums and
percussions, built-in effects and
dynamic articulation, vgc £180.
Tel: 081 888 1192 before 9pm.
ALESIS HR16 with manual and
power supply unit, £110. Carl
Stocks. Tel: 0507 606956.
BOSS DR RHYTHM good condition,
£100 ono. Tel: 0353 698035 day/
0353 698073 eves.
BOSS DR550 Mk I, £125 ono.
Roland TR606, £125 ono. Casio
CZ101 £90 ono. £310 the lot.
Contact Andrew (0772) 861567.
KORG S3 Rhythm Workstation with
onboard 8 -track sequencer + 2
cards worth £90 each. Very
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versatile, boxed, as new £495.
Andrew Tel: 0379 853982.
MIDI TR808 extremely good
condition, 16 sounds. You know
the score. Just ring me, Jason
0525 717557 6-7pm.
ROLAND TR626 with manual,
excellent condition, home use only,
£175. Tel: Camberley 0276 32249
evenings.
ROLAND TR626 home use only,
boxed, as new, £180. Tel: 0375
850261.
ROLAND TR909 £350 ono. Tel:
0332 367310.
ROLAND TR727 drum machine.
Large LCD display, separate outs
for MIDI. Complete with power
supply, manuals and boxed, £100
ono. Tel: 0232 328417.
SIMMONS SDX1000 5 pads,
stands, immac., with Cheetah
pads -to -MIDI converter £400 will
split. Akai XR10 drum machine,
mint, £200. Steven Bate. Tel:
0690 710231.
YAMAHA RX21L Latin drum
machine, boxed, manuals,
immaculate cond, £65. Swaps?
Tel: 0296 437522.
YAMAHA RY30 psu, manual,
boxed, vgc, £350. Ben. Tel: 0564
773357 around 6pm.
YAMAHA RX5 top -of -the -range
drum machine: fully programmable,
12 separate outputs, sound
cartridge and manuals. Perfect
condition. £280. Steve. Tel: 0602
857233 Nottingham.

RECORDING
ALESIS MICRO Enhancer. Add high
end sparkle and presence to your
mixes, recording and live.
Immaculate. Boxed with all
accessories. Makes mixes sound
professional, £100 neg. Andrew.
Tel: 071 381 5529.
ALESIS 1622 16 -channel mixer, 6
aux sends, 8 aux returns: insert
everywhere. Very quiet, home use
only, mint condition, £420 ono.
John. Tel: 021 449 6603.
ALESIS MMT8 Digital multitrack,
£125. Alesis Microverb II x2, £70
each or £125 for both. David
Wright. Tel: 0903 725452 after
6pm.
ALESIS MICROVERB II 16 -bit
digital reverb, £90 ovno. Alesis
Micro Limiter/ Compressor, £90
ovno. Free rackmount if both
bought. ART Proverb 200 16 -bit
multieffects, £190 ovno. All mint
condition. John. Tel: 021 449
6603.
24 -TRACK package: 2" recorder/
mixer, 16 -channel automation. Atari
+ Notator, Unitor. Korg M1 +
extras, £6000 for quick sale. Tel:
0784 246753.
FOSTEX R8 8 -track tape recorder
for sale, inc. remote with long
extension and loom. Home use
only, perfect condition, £850. 24

1/4" Ampex tapes, used once,
£2.20 each. Andy. Tel: 071 403
3881.
FOSTEX R8 tape deck. £1000 or
£900 cash. Steve. Tel: 0933
318904.
FOSTEX R8. Will deliver out to fifty
mile radius and accept £800 cash
for this machine. Very little use.
Steve. Tel: 0933 318904
FOSTEX X26 4 -track, as new,
boxed, £180 or swop for Roland
TB303 or Cheetah MS6. Justin Tel:
0222 733579.
MACKIE 1202 mixer. 4 inserts, 2
stereo auxs returns, amazing
quality, 6 months old with 6
months warrenty. As new, boxed
with psu and manuals. £250 ono.
Ian 0425 610602 Bournemouth.
TASCAM MSR16 1/2" 16 track
recorder. Little used with manuals,
£2800. Seck 18:8:2 desk, £500.
Mike. Tel: 081 974 6950.
TASCAM 144 4 -track, new heads
and drive. Boxed and manual,
£220 ono. Tel: 0353 698035 days
or 0353 698073 eves.
TASCAM 238 8 -track cassette,
£725; Seck 12:8:2 mixer £425.
£1100 for the pair (including
dedicated loom). Both mint
condition, under 10 hours use,
manuals and boxed. Chris. Tel:
0926 613279.
TASCAM 424 portastudio, dbx
noise reduction system, 6 inputs,
sync In/Out 3 speed. Immaculate
cond-ition, £290. Tel: 081 888
1129 before 9prn.
TASCAM PORTA II £300. SM57's
new, £70 each. Alesis Graphic EQ
duel 15 band, £100. Steven Bate.
Tel: 0690 710231.
TEAC A3440 with remote control.
Teac RX9 dbx (noise reduction).
Teac model 2A 6:4 mixer. Teac
MB20 meter bridge and sub mixer.
Fostex patchbay model 3010. New
heads recently fitted. Currently set
up for Ampex Grand Master 456.
First offer £590. Chris Murray Tel:
031 558 2372.

AMPS AND PA
60 WATT keyboard amp. V Amp
VA30K, as new, lovely sounding
pokey combo complete with
parametric sweep mid, shelving hi
and low EQ, reverb, DI out.
Reluctant sale, £85 ono. John. Tel:
021 449 6603.
CARLSBRO HORNET 45 keyboard
amp. 4 inputs, built-in reverb, £50.
Tim. Tel: 0245 222322 Essex.
CARLSBRO BASS COMBO B115

150 watt, 11 band graphic, 15"
speaker, compressor, DI, effects
loop, etc. As new, £275. Tel: 0736
67531
RAMSA PA System, 19" rack,
9220 amp plus speakers,
WS200s, £650 ono. Tascam MM1
mixer, needs attention, £350 ono.
Andy. Tel: 0443 217883

PERSONNEL
23 -YEAR -OLD MIDI enthusiast
seeks synth/ sampler owners in
NW area to jam with. May be able
to accomodate if partnership looks
promising. Tel: Morecombe 0524
412911 after 6pm. Ask for Mark.
DANCE/RAVE music wanted with
view to pressing and distribution.
Track record. Send info or tape to:
Head Productions, 3 Low Hol Mills,
Holbeck Lane, Holbeck, Leeds
LS11 9UP.
FEMALE VOCALIST with soulful
voice needed for dance promo
release. Simon. Tel: 0704 874903
(Merseyside area).
HOUSE AND Jackmasters hot
house cuts wanted. Please send
your tape to: OR, 15 Hanover
Square, London W1R 9A1.
SYNTH PLAYER 22. Influences:
Erasure, Mode, Yazoo, OMD etc.
Seeks other band to join or other
players to form a band of the above
type. Serious committed people
only please. Willing to move into
area. Alan. Tel: 051 608 8604.
Please leave message and contact
number.

MISC
AVALON V2.0 sampler data with
dongle, £150. Cheetah MD16R
drum machine, boxed, £200. DX7
as new, £300. Fostex R8, MTC1,
Looms + 5 reels, £1000, boxed
with very little use. Paul. Tel: 0253
58524.
CASIO SYNTH GUITAR PV380 for
sale. Onboard sounds, Al
condition, £550 ono (inc. case).
Call Simon 0532 690261.
COVER VERSIONS, programming
by David. Tel: 0708 474565.
COMPLETE HOME MIDI studio:
Synths, modules, mixers,
processors, patch bays etc.
Details on individual items Tel:
Norwich 0603 485924.
ENSONIQ VFX/SDI voices, huge
library available in Atari or Ensoniq

Call in your Readers' Ads on

0891 100 767

format. Four disks with 1000
voices each, only £10 per disk, or
£35 for all four. Richard. Tel: 0736
67531
.11_ COOPER FaderMaster MIDI
control unit, boxed, manual, £150.
Tel: 081 368 3667.
MIDITEMP PMM-88 processing
MIDI patchbay, 8 ins, 8 outs with
remote, £180. Vic. Tel: 081 368
3667.
ROLAND PG10 programmer for D
series, £90 ono. Tel: Paul 021 551
8998.
STAR LC -24 printer, boxed,
manual, spare ribbon, £110. Vic.
Tel: 081 368 3667.
STAR LC -10 printer (use with Atari),
£75. Tel: 0225 858028.
SONY U-MATIC video recorder, AV
in/out, stereo, £300. Dave. Tel:
0225 858028, anytime.
STEREO MIXING console,
Realistic, vgc, £50 ono. Tel: 0375
850261.
STUDIO CLEAROUT. Steinberg
Cubase V.2, £180. Alesis HR16
drums, £120. Yamaha KM 8:2
keyboard mixer, £100. No offers.
Tel: 0392 876675.

WANTED
CASH FOR Alesis 3630 Dual
compressor/gate. TR909 drum
machine. Yamaha DMP mixing
desk. Peter. Tel: 081 969 5188
day or night.
KORG DDD5 sound cards wanted
desperately. Tel: 0253 500145.
ROLAND A110 SRE555, RE3,
MKS30, MKS50. Ian. Tel: 0734
580760.

SECK 12:8:2 mixer. Must be in
excellent condition. Will pay £300
cash. Will collect. Tel: 061 793
6036 after 6pm.
SECK 12:8:2 mixer or Seck 12:2
urgently wanted. Andrew. Tel: 021
327 5858.
MIDI TR808. I don't really need to
tell you anything else! £350 ono.
Very good condition, Groove MIDI
retrofit, very reliable and useful.
Tel: Jason 0525 717557 or Sean
on 0525 717976.

SIGNAL
PROCESSING
ALESIS MIDIVERB II boxed,
manual, studio use only, £100. Vic.
Tel: 081 368 3667.
CASIO VZ-10M expander, boxed,
manual, 25 banks of sounds on
Atari disk, £170. Vic. Tel: 081 368
3667.
TASCAM MSR 24 DBX boxed, as
new, with remote, in trolley rack,
with ps and test tape, £4150.
Dave. Tel: 0225 858028.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
REACH TODAY'S HI -TECH MUSICIANS

THROUGH MT'S
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADS
TO BOOK YOUR ADVERT

TELEPHONE

HELEN BAVESTER
ONG695 -7 -7

SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SAMPLES

samples
51000/S1 100S900/S950
S700/3C7000
FZIJVZ101%/1
W30/S330/S550S1C)/S2213
HIGH QUALIFY SAMPLED SOUNDS ON DISK FOR ALL

AKAI, CASIO AND ROLAND SAMPLERS. PLEASE

PHONE / WRITE FOR A FULL LIST OF OVER 200 DISKS

expansions
51000 and 51100
8 Megabyte board

only£270.25

Yamaha TX1 OW
1.5 Megabyte
expansion hoard
(fit 3 for 6 Meg)
only £8930

S950 it Megabyte
expansion board
(fit 2 for 2.25 Meg)
only £68.15

Casio FZ-1
1 Megabyte
expansion board
only £141.00

more memory mega deals
moo SCSI interface card 558.75
Ensoniq EPS 4 times expansion £117 .50
Ensoniq EPSI6+1 Meg expansion £98.70
EPS16+SCS1 Interface card £82.25
EPSI6+ 1 Megabyte flashbank £129.25

12,4111 cards-

256k RAM card for Roland equipment 139.95

(comes loaded with 050 or D10 patches)
Kawai Kl/r/m RAM card £25.85

Yamaha DX7/DX5 RAM cartridge £47.00

(comes with 128 DX7 patches)
Yamaha DX7 mk.II / 1X802 RAM card £49.35
(comes with 256 DX7 mktI patches)
DX7 mk11 1024k MEGA RAM £98.70
(as above, but with 1024 patch locations!)

Rhythm!
Rhythm patterns in MIDI file or Akai ASQ10
format. Each disk holds 100 patterns for £9.40
Disk 1: Rock/Pop, Salsa, Bosse nova etc.
Disk 2: Dance Rhythms, Funk, Techno etc.

software sale
Filemaster QD £39.95
(editor for Akai 5700 and X7000)

Unison 220 £39.95
(desk accessory editor for Roland U20

and U220)

XE8 Organiser £9.40
(editor Akai XE8 drum module)

SALE ITEMS:
S700/X7000 separate output adaptor
Box of 10 Maxell quick disks

£25.85
121.15

"Prism" sequencer for IBM - PC's £25.85
Dynacord ADS disks (32 in all) £9.40

All prices 1)1( VAT @17.50/ E &OE. Visitors by appointment only please. Access, Visa & Mastercards accepted. For further details on all our products, please Telephone or write to:

FOUR MINUTE WARNING
Dept. M12 298 Horbug Road. 11, rkelield West Yorkshire. WF2 8QX Tel: 0924 386527

vIr\de`e'rielA
roartau

-g----'"'c'Song Files
1\

Man Format's Available

Members receive
FREE demo disk

REGULAR song list updates
20% DISCOUNT on future purchases

For further information
and song list

Fax -Phone -or Write to
6, Linden Close, Westgate -on -Sea, Kent CT8 8EH

Tel: (0843) 836150 Fax: (0843) 836151

24
hour

MF2HD
DOUBLE SIDED
2MB CAPACITY

OPENING
HOURS:-
MON-FRI.
0.30-7.00pm
SAT = 9.30-6pm
SUN = 10-3pm

Serious Quality For Serious Users.

BULK DISKS 050 X100
1Mb MF2D0 50p each £.200 £45.00
2Mb MF2HD 65p each £30.00 £5800
(Free Drive Cleaner or Mouse Mat on Orders of 100. Disks)

E=13=
DA -060 £6.00
DA -090 £7.00
00-11120 £8.00

T D K AUDIO TAPES
SA 46
SA 90
SA 100
SA -060
SA -090
SA -X100
MA 46
MA 60
MA 90

£125
£1.75
£195
£1.75
£195
£2.25
£1.85
£2.00
£2.50

EMEC
3.5' 40 Capacity £4.00
35' 80 Capacity £5.00
3.5' Pose° Box F15.00

21=REMPO
LC 200 9 Pin Colour £210.00
LC24 20 24 Pin Mono £210.00
LC24 200 Mono £239.00
LC24 200 Colour CBS 00
SJ48 STARJET £239.00

PROTAR HARD DRIVES
Progate 20 £230.00
Progate 40 £290.00
Progate 50DC £370.00
Progate 80 £430.00
Progate 100DC £500.00
I year replacement warranty on all

Prom, products.
CUBASE LOADS IN ONLY 10
SECONDS From HARD DISK.

DISK BOXES Special Offer
35 10 Capacity E1.00 each or

4 for Only £3.00
Full range of T.D.K. Audio & Video Tap.

Atari ST Specialists
Free PAP on orders over £50 00, Add £3.00 below.

Over Night Delivery £8.00
Send - Phone - Fax for FREE Catalogue

K.C. VIDEO
688 DONCASTER RD., SOUTH ELMSALL Nr PONTEFRACT
TEL: 0977 649100 W YORKS WF92HZ FAX: 0977 643312

0

LOOK! - 50 MIDI SONG FILES FOR £40

OR JUST £3 EACH - WHY PAY MORE?

OUR SONGS ARE GIG PROVEN (BY US) WEEKLY

MOST SEQUENCER FORMATS SUPPORTED-MC3C0500, CUBASE ETC

CUSTOM SONGS FROM IP -AUDIO BACKING TAPES FROM MI

WORD SHEET AND PATCH LIST SUPPLIED

DEALS ONION 20 SONGS - DON'T MISS THIS UNBEATABLE OFFER!!

PHONE 0475 672566 OR WRITE TO-

P.O. BOX 8,

LANS, AYRSHIRE SCOTLAND KA30 9HW

 SAMPLE LIBRARIES 
BIG TIME .vmtamactaewragailo
PRODUCTIONS EnooningIgialt

GOOD VALUE ALL POUND
NAM ET - FOLLOWING FORMATS

was udoKK. AVALON,GENWAVE SOUND DESIGNER SOS REPLAY 16

THE CLOCK SYNC 1=1"..7Flrou:::0, 1,7"TsCLOCK SYNC

'"1'2^1' 2.ed...tf., CD'S ASTRO GLIDE 202
A 'Blue Bor the tderal Itoo ettee FleDNIRJRETECNNOLCGY  C4195..

 D.A.T.S. us.00 EACH
eiL et, MANY VOLUMES  01DITALLY MASTERED'PM"' n'"  CASSETTES MEMO' MASTEREDnot need en expensive 1.1101 retro el

OfIGME r650 EACH FETAL 27 50 EACHA ev power supply
 PATCHES: CZ VOL 1 & 2And en 8 way MIDI lent boa

ALL THIS roe JUST £79.99 F.Efertottt:,L,L,C.;,,SZ,OIS,,O.Alet.:1,1E,,T,,01: D,ex

MG TIME PRODUCDONS, P.O. BOX 520, BURSLEM, STOKE ON TRENT, STAFFS 5T6 5UR

PHONE 0712110611 WRITE OR CALL FOR CATALOGUE FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE.

HEAVENLY MUSIC MIDI SOFTWARE

GM/GS Compatable - ST / PC / SB55
'OR BEAT*BEATaASS RAMJAM  CUBASE MIXER MAP  3DCD

' CHRISTMAS SONG FILES  MEGGATRACKS MIDI SONG FILES

As demonstrated by Roland UK for the BMF

Phone about our

6, FREE '''cbo,
GM/GS COMPATABLE

20 SONG DEMO/CATALOQUE DISK

0255 434217
SEND BLANK DISK & S.A.E. TO HEAVENLY MUSIC MIDI SOFTWARE

39 GARDEN ROAD JAYWICK VILLAGE CLACTON ESSEX C015 2RT

Why bother with the rest when you can have THE BEST

LIMITED

11-TECII AUDIO AND COMPUTER BASED MUSIC FOR FILM,

IN., CORPORATE & PERFORMANCE

MIDI SONG FILES
in all formats including General Midi. For the
ultimate sequencing experience, write, fax or

phone now.
45 Norman Avenue, South Croydon,

Surrey, CR2 OOH, U.K.

Tel: 081 - 763 2225
Fax: 081 - 668 0219

S900/950 SAMPLES

Mi722
* Large 300 disk library
* Full range of great sounds
* No minimum order
* Prices from f1.25 a disk!
* Send/phone for catalogue

VALLEY STUDIOS, Byrlip Farm. New Quay,

Dyfed, SA45 9TU TEL: 0545 560164

USER'S CLUB I INFO

THE CASIO FZ USER'S CLUB
Disc Recovery Service

Extensive Libraries (club is supplier for Casio

sample library)
Discs from £3.50

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE
£10.00 PA includes six newsletters

For more details call Adrian 0533 375603
or write to:- The Casio FZ User's Club, 53 Linkfield

Rd., Mount Sorrel, Leicestershire LE12 7DJ

GEM XV
Gem Workstation & Synth User Group

Printed Magazine
Telephone Help Line

Comprehensive Disk Library

Contact: Dave Williams, GemWorkS Europe

46, Hampton Close, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8BZ

Tel: 0227 742790 Fax: 0227 742791

MIDI PROGRAMMERS REQUIRED

MIDI MUSIC UK/USA
Are currently seeking MIDI Programmers

For World Wide Distribution Particulady USA

MIDI MUSIC OWN THE LARGEST

SEQUENCE COMPANY IN THE USA

TURN YOUR HARD WORK INTO CASH ECM
IF YOUR SEQUENCES ARE GOOD WE WOULD UKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

THE BEST DEALS ARE FOR OUR PROGRAMMERS

MIDI MUSIC UK/USA 0602 633908

SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE WE CARE

MIDI SONG FILES
WANTED

BEST PRICES PAID
TO THE BEST PROGRAMMERS

CALL
PRO MUSIC FOR DETAILS

071 252 8573
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SERVICE

DESIGN  ARTWORK  PRINTING

A TOP QUALITY EFFICIENT PRINTING SERVICE

(Specialists in cassette inkty-cards)
From business cards to a full colour brochure

Let us quote on your next job
For all your printing requirements at competitive

prices

Call Rick

Heron. Press
0322 439221

SYNTHESISER
SERVICE
CENTRE

FIX
IT

071 - 586 0357 / 7275

rM' C.S. ELECTRONICS
= The Old Church, 92 Raeberry St., Glasgow G20 6E5

E -MU Service Agents

E -MAX PROTEUS UPGRADES

HIGH TECH REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

TEL: 041 945 3769

STUDIO ACOUSTICS

DESIGNAN* VI- I

CUSTOM STUDIO DESIGN AND

CONSTRUCTION. READY MADE ACOUSTIC

BOXES, AIR CONDITIONING, SILENCERS etc.

CLIENTS INCLUDE:-

P.W.L., B.B.C. & E.M.I.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT MR. ALAN STEWART

TEL: 0753 841800 FAX: 0753 840859
MOBILE: 0831 105368

WANTED

Manchester Composer Requires
Keyboard player/programmer with own

studio for original T.V. material (not dance),
Gear list, experience and tape to

Box No. 27, Music Maker Publications,

Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Combs CV 4AF

SEXLIS RECORDS
New Artists/musicians required for

Recording Contracts
All styles considered

Drag acts, Glamour gothics, TV Bands & Artists,
Newbeat bands, Electronic body beat, Techno house.
Weird off the wall electronic music especially welcome

although all stars considered.

Please send
Demo tape, Biography & Photo to:

Sexus Records,
18 Victoria Street,

Oakfield, Aylesbury,
Bucks

Also:- Major distribution required

FAX YOUR ADVERT
TO

HELEN
ON0353662489

F.
PANIC MUSIC SERVICES
HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE

ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND
SERVICED MOOG-ARP, ETC. A

SPECIALITY
SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEAC/TASCAM & YAMAHA

Tel: 0954 31348 or 0860 782541

Add a little colour to your next Cassette
Production with our range of pre -coloured inlays.
3 designs each with a choice of 3 colours, four to

a sheet for you to over print or photocopy
INTERESTED?

Send a stamp for details to:-
AUDICORD, PO BOX 33,

HINKLEY, LEICESTER LE10 OFO

'ANG ON A SEC....
DON'T SELL YOUR KEYBOARD, SAMPLER OR STUDIO

GEAR UNTIL YOU'VE PHONED ME, AS I CAN GIVE YOU

THE BEST CASH DEAL AROUND

081 390 7324
ANYTIME 24 Hrs.

CASSETTE

DUPLICATION

4WD) QIN II OM 9
* CASSETTE AND DAT MASTERS
* REAL TIME DUPLICATION
* VIDEO/AUDIO
* PRINTING
* ANY LENGTH
* SMALL ORDER SPECIALIST

RING FOR BROCHURE

081 421 1970

Compact DSCS
AT VERY COMPACT PRICES

Plus cassettes (1 to 1 million)
Vinyl; Print & Packaging and much
more CALL NOW!!

ON  Q PRODUCTIONS: 081 671 4431

TAPELINE
Blank & Duplicated Cassettes

 Tapematic Loop Bin
Duplication & Loading

 Professional 'Studer' Bin
Mastering
 On - Body Printing

 Real - Time Duplication
 Blank Cassette

Supplies for
Duplicators, Studios
& Trade Users

 Ferric or Chrome Precision
Wound to Length

 Printing & Packaging  Case & Accessories
 Nationwide Delivery

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CASSETTES

Call 061 344 5438
24 hr FAX 061 343 6660

Tapeline, Unit 2, York Works, York Street,

Audenshaw, Manchester. M34 5HD

(COMPACT DISC
LPs 95p - Singles 8,0p

Plus mastering

AUDIO, VIDEO & DAT COPYING

EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES

SELECTA SOUND
MARGARET ROAD, ROMFORD

ESSEX RM2 5SH Tel: 0708 453424

AUDIO ENGINEER
15 MONTH COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + grtgLDE

071 609 2653

STUDIO ASSISTANCE
6 MONTHS COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + STUDIO TOUR

+ 24 TRACK

"NEVE" STUDIO/INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE NETWORK

071 609 2653

MIDI COURSE

BASIC / INTERMEDIATE/ ADVANCED

071 609
2e{e653

MUSIC INDUSTRY TRAINING

HURRICANE

We are the U.K Centre for City and Guilds
qualification courses in Sound Engineering and

Music Technology.

Day Release, intensive Full Time and Evening
classes available.

NEW PROGRAM!
Courses starting soon in STUDIO

MAINTENANCE including opportunities for
work placements in the recording industry for

people with an electronics background.
Plus for working engineers a short

update/refresher course on Theory and
Techniques in recording. (Analogue & Digital)

For details and prospectus
Tel. 081 699 6945
Fax. 081 699 5845

A RECORDING WORKSHOP
Offers a 2 month course of 8 creative workshops in

small groups, on recording and production

techniques. 16 track studio near Shepherds Bush.

Hands on experience from the start.

Beginners welcome. All aspects covered from midi,

microphone techniques to ED, effects use and

mixing. Emphasis on practical experience.

FOR PROSPECTUS: 081 743 2645

RECORDING & PRODUCTION TRAINING
Constantly updated part & full-time courses operated in association with the pro -audio industry

providing unique access to the latest analogue & digital sound recording and production technology
in our 24 -track automated studio and digital programming suite

One year full-time Diploma Course in
ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION

Practically based tuition in small groups with theory from internationally recognised specialists
supplemented with new technology from leading manufacturers

Three months full-time Certificate Courses
ANALOGUE SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION

One week full-time course
INTRODUCTION TO SOUND RECORDING & MIXING

An entirely practical foundation course 11th & 18th Jan. 93
The courses commence 25th Jan. 93

These comprehensive courses give the necessary skills & experience to gain employment
in the music recording industry

MEDIA PRODUCTION FACILITIES
Bon Marche Building, Ferndale Rd, London SW9 8EJ

Tel: 071 737 7152 or 071 274 4000 x 328

Brochure from:

LOANS

I.M.A.G. FINANCE
Agents for cross hands finance.

Loans secured on property from £2,000 upto
£150,000.

Your home is at risk if you don't keep up
payments on it.

Business start up loans/personal loans
car loans etc.

PHONE: 0296 - 87986 for more details.
If you want a recording studio and you need

finance RING NOW.
(Mon - SAT 9AM-9PNII

FOR TENANTS RING OUR UNSECURED LOANS DMSION ON

0252 341122 Ex 20

RECORDING

STUDIOS

WALNUT BANK
RECORDING

STUDIOS
Professional 24 -track studio

set in the West Country
DDA AMR24 console with 56 channels of

automation. Large control room with 4 recording
areas - all with natural day light. An extensive amount

of outboard equipment too numerous to mention.

We offer high quality recording with the best creative
atmosphere to be found anywhere. For more info on

a studio that will lend an ear to your needs

Tel: 0934 834864

FOR HIRE

STUDIOHIRE
071

071

431 - 0212

431 - 0212

IT'S HERE! THE AMAZING ALFSIS /OAT

WE ALSO STOCK ACOMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ANALOQUE RECORDING

EQUIPMENT KEYBOARDS, BACKUNE AND EFFECTS FOR HIRE OR SALE

YOU NAME IT - WE'VE GOT /T -RING FOR DETAILS

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
 Musical & Studio Equipment
 Home Recording Packages
 New & Used Equipment Sales
 Delivery / Collection

VISA + ACCESS Low Rates. Good Service

TEL: 081 462 6261 or 8621
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AUTOPIA TERAKAT ACCESSORIES

FLIGHT CASES BUILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

Units 34-37 Court Road Industrial Estate Cwmbran Gwent NP44 3AS

Ell Telephone 0633 873118

KITKASES/ Fax 0633 873051

VISA

I KIT
KASES

Akai Emulator
900 69 Proteus 1 - 1/XR

5950 s/h £879 Proteus 2 - 2/XR
51000 s/h £1749 Proteus 3 - 3/XR
80 Meg HDSCSI £0911 Procusston
S1100, EX Ecall Proteus MPS+
8 Meg Board £309 Proformance
S01 £699 Proteus 2 s/h

Emax 0 II TurboAlesis

SR16
D4
ME0230
Ouadraverb +
Ouadraverb GT

£179
£299
£189
£299
£339

Atari

1040  mon

Ecall
£call
£9911

£call
£call
£249
£499
£0011

Foote

MOD60
1189/11

R8 new
4

£349 01 series
DTI Pro Tuner
Wavestation

C -Lab

Rotator
Undor

MI

£249
£199

Digitech

Vocalist £649

240 mixer
W30
D50
0550
0110/U110
MC300

MUSIC Control
0782-723101
0782-720060

£549
£929
£529
£629
£279
£279

50 99

unil/PN
200 mixer all

MMt sal £569

111P111.
DX7 F329
R1000 £129

MC
Music Control

All secondhand and new
equipment guaranteed!
We are agents for Akai,
Alesis, Art, Atari. C -lab,
Casio(DAT), Cheetah,
DAC, Denon, Digitech,
Emulator, Fostex, JBL,
Korg, Lexicon, Oberheim,
Studiomaster, T.C.,
Tascam, TOA, Tubetech
and many more!
We also stock cables,
cases and stands.

Analogues, Oldies and Rare Machines
used, elm equenta runstrax

RP 2600 Ecall Oberheim Matrix 6R £449 Scintillator £179
mulator lea £1199 Roland JX10 £679 Fanlight its Ecall
nsoniq ESO1 £429 Roland JXOP £379 Yamaha 601 £449
org M520 £299 Roland SAKS70 £599 Yamaha TX816 £1149
org KMS30 £139 Roland P9800 £call Mellotron (dual man)Ecall
unwed KMS250 0699 Roland MK580prg£1899 Sequential Pro V £599
oog Liberation £399 Roland System 700 £0011 Oscar £579
berheim OBI £449 Realton 0900100 £9011 Yamaha 605 £249

CUSTOM MADE COVERS

Hand made top quality durable covers and soft
cases for speakers, amps and keyboard

For free quote & brochure send height, width, depth

measurements and make with S.A.E. to

CAPITAL MAMBA (GIG)
96 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, WORPLESDON,

GUILDFORD. SURREY GU2 6YH

TEL: 0483 236449
15:0 OFF WITH THIS ADD

100 + Samples
 Percussion, Piano's,
 Strings, Brass,
 Metal Guitar, Bass,
i. Soundsectouds,.
The list goes on and on...

Only

£6.95
Inc.
P&P

Digitally Mastered
onto Chrome Tape
Send Cheques/PO 's
payable to.

POWERAGE STUDIOS
12 St. Peters Footpath
Margate, Kent, CT9 1TL

Advertisers' Index
ABC Music 26 Metra Sound 69 CLASSIFIEDS (see pages 96 to 98)

AMG 50, 51, 55, 78 Music Connections 6, 7 Advanced Sound Hire Music Control

Akai 45 Music Inn 37 Audicord Media Productions

Andertons 33 Musical Exchanges 48 Audio Video Design On Q Productions

Axe Mail 53 PC Services 70 Autopia Terekat Panic Music Services

BCK 70 Patchworks 65 Ang on a Sec Powerage Studios

BEM 74
Peavey UK 19

Big Time Pro Music

CIS International

DAC

32, 85

91
Pro Music 58

Capital Mamba
Protracks

Recording Workshop
Copy Time

Digital Music 12
Pro Tape 87 Selecta Sound

R. Cameron
Project Music 81 Stage One Trackings

Dougies Music 54 Casio FZ User's Club
Roland UK 15 Sexus Records

Eddie Moors Music 71 C.S. Electronics
Runnymede Music 57 School of Audio

Gajits IBC Four Minute Warning Engineering

HW International 85
Soho Soundhouse/Turnkey 38,39

Gemworks Sexus Records

Hands On 18 Sound Technology 11
Heavenly Music Ltd Studiohire

Innavoice Systems 32 TC's Rock Cellar 85 Heron Press Synthesiser Service

JHS 56 Thatched Cottage Audio 3 Centre
Huurricane Studios

Tapeline
Juno Computing Services 69 The Music Corporation 36 I.M.A.G.

Walnut Bank
Key Audio 22, 23 Time & Space 30, 31, 66 K.C. Video Recording

Korg UK OBC Yamaha IFC, 63 Midi Music Valley Studio
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rime A VTLIFII I
5hould yoki Ay fora 16 -bit sampler. advanced

ti;11 f kif 1 ci 74.0 iN/a and a powerful 64 track sequencer?
New from Gajits and Audio Visual Research; a low cost 16 -bit hardware and softwar
combination for the Atari ST range. It could transform the way you make music...

r ' '
J
j,iatili is a 64 track professional quality MIDI sequencer with

a difference. At the same time as it plays your MIDI
lstruments, Breakthru will play back 16 -bit samples through a Replay 16 sampler plugged into your
Atari computer! (If you don't have Replay 16, Breakthru can play samples through your monitor or
V speaker, through the computers' DMA sound output sockets where available, or through the
Aicrodeal range of 8 -bit sample cartridges.)

In fact, Breakthru is a MIDI sequencer, a sample sequencer, or both at the same time!
Add to that a host of highly graphical and user friendly editing screens, unique and innovative
eatures like Gajits' Diamond Drag note editing system, and an ease of use which might surprise you
F you've not used Gajits' software before, and you'll see why we called it Breakthru!

For Atari ST/STE/MegaST/MegaSTUTT
:omputers  Mono and Colour Screen Modes
upported  Minimum 1 Mbyte RAM Required 
1p to 4 Sample Channels With Stereo Output
Vhere Supported by Hardware  Sample Output
tia AVR Replay 16, Pro Series 12, Microdeal
Aono & Stereo 8 -Bit Cartridges (eg. Replay &
'layback), Atari PSG Sound Chip, or Atari DMA
tereo Sound Chip  Real Time Pitch Shifting of
amples According to Note Value  16 MIDI
:hannels (32 with Breakthru Plus)  VU Meter
tyle Channel Display  64 Music Tracks Plus a
:ontrol Track  High Resolution Real Time
recording From MIDI Instruments (192 PPQN) 
oop Mode, Overdub & Punch-In/Out Recording 
imultaneous Multi -Track Recording  Auto
:ount-in Facility  MIDI or Audio Metronome 
tep Time Recording of Music Over MIDI or Using
Rouse Entry  Track & Cue Sheet Screen (64
racks/64 Cue Points)  Sample Palette Page
Loads AVR, IFF & Other File Formats)  Step
:ditor Screen with Diamond Drag Note Editing

("... by far the easiest grid edit system I've
seen..." Ian Waugh, Music Technology review of
Gajits' Sequencer One Plus)  Insert
ProgramNolume/Pan/Control Changes
Graphically at Any Point  Score Editor Screen for
Conventional Music Display  Drum Editor Screen
for Easy Drum Programming  Song Arranger
Page  Tempo Map Screen for Graphical Display
of Tempo Changes  CD Juke Box Screen for
Chaining of Separate Songs  Flexible Quantize
Options to Improve or Fully Correct Timing 
Many Different Types of "Global" Operations
(eg. Transpose, Strip)  Sends & Responds to MIDI
Clock & Song Pointers (External Sync)  MIDI
Filtering & Re -Map Options  Imports & Exports
Standard MIDI Files for File Exchange with Other
Programs  MIDI System Exclusive (Sys Ex)
Handling to Backup Instrument Memory  Undo
Last Operation Facility  Keyboard Shortcuts for
Many Options  Supplied with a Selection of Pre-
recorded Samples & Demo Songs  Telephone
Helpline Support Included

rir
supports

all the features o f
channelsBreakthru,d

insteabuft
16.

ery handy if you have more than one MIDI instrument! A hardware interface is included with the
ackage to provide an extra MIDI output socket. This simply plugs into the serial port of your computer

If you are a registered user of Sequencer One Plus, you can obtain a substantial discount off the
rice of Breakthru or Breakthru Plus (see the order coupon).

r I
ir p .1 from Audio Visual Research and Microdeal represents a giant
tep forward in sampling technology. It plugs into the cartridge port of your Atari, turning your
omputer into a 16 -bit sampler and sample replay unit. Unlike dedicated samplers, Replay 16 makes use
.f your computer's built in RAM, so it costs considerably less than its nearest rival. Replay 16 comes
pith all the sampling and editing software you will need to record samples at rates of up to 48 kHz
nigher than CD!). You can record samples direct from a CD player or other sound source and then edit
hem with the most versatile software you can buy. A phono output socket provides a standard
onnection to a wide range of sound systems.

"If MIDI and sampling's your thing, this is a must." Clive Parker, ST Format.
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Gajits Music Software
1-Mex House,

40 Princess Street,

VjitS Manchester.
MARE-,or M1 6DE.

include VAT & UK 1st class postage
marks acknowledged. Breakthru & Breakthru Plus UK release date 31.10.92.

h normally within 3 working days, but allow up to 28 days. Credit cards are not
until date of despatch. Products are sold subject to our standard licence
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Tom Coster
Geoff Downes
Keith Emerson
Edgar Froese
Eddie Jobson
Chuck Leave!!

Peter Oxendale
Greg Phillinganes

Dave Stewart
Rick Wakeman
Gota Yashiki

The Yellowjackets
and Joe Zawinul

bring you

Thirteen of the world's most
respected keyboard artists have
created original sequences using
only the Korg 01/Wfd, and they're
available now on compact disc.

Get this special limited edition
Korg "Best of the 01/W" CD and
hear your favorite musicians creat-
ing on their favorite workstation.

Send £2.00 to cover postage and
handling to Department CDO,
Korg (U.K.) Limited, 8-9 The
Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road,
Harrow, Middlesex, HAI 2YR.
You'll also get a copy of Pro View,

Korg's new 80 page magazine. Act
now because supplies are limited.

And if you want to hear the
01/W bring out the best in your
music, audition one at your Korg
dealer today.

Please send check or money order and allow
4 to 8 weeks for delivery. Offer good until
February 28, 1993 or while supplies last.

MIN
KORG 01/W SERIES


